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PRELIMINARY . 

. This enquiry was referred to the Tariff Board by the Government 
of India in Commerce Department Resolution No. 341-T. (150), 

Terms of reference. 
dated the 9th April, 1932, which was issued 
in the following terms:-

" By the Cotton Textile Industry (Protection) Act, 1930, 
protective duties were imposed on cotton piecegoods for a. 
period of three years in order to give the cotton mill industry 
in India temporary shelter against foreign competition. These 
duties are fixed at a lower rate on piecegoods of British tha.n 
on those not of British manufacture. By the same Act the 
operation of the duty imposed by the Indian Tariff (Cotton 
Yarn Amendment) Act, 1927, was extended for a further period 
of three years on account of the unfair competition arising from 
the preva.lence of inferior labour conditions in China. These 
duties will expire on the 31st March, 1933. An assurance was, 
however, given by Government to the Legislature, when the 
Cotton Textile Industry (Protection) BiU was. undercOIl.sider
ation, that befate ·the termination of the three-year period the 
effect of the duties on the production of cotton piecegoods in 
India and on the Indian cotton textile industry would be 
examined in a Tariff Board enquiry. 

2. Since the Cotton Textile Industry (Protection) Act was 
passed three noteworthy changes have occurred. In the' first 
place, the rates of duty imposed on cotton piecegoods under the 
Act have been ra.ised by two successive Finance Acts, and are 
now levied at a rate substantially higher than the Legislature 
found to Ibe necessary to give temporary shelter to the indigen~ 
ous industry. In the second place, a very large increase has 
occurred in. the imports of piecegoods made wholly or partly 
of a.rtificial silk, and the duties on such goods have been raised 
to the rates applicable to goods made'wholly or partly of real 
silk. Finally, the Government of India have decided. to dis
cuss at the forthcoming Imperial Conf.erence at Ottawa the' 
question whether Great Britain and: India. should ent~ into Ii 

trade agreement embodying a preferential tariff regime so de
signed as to benefit the trade of both countries. 

3. The Government of India consider that the Tariff Board 
enquiry should now be undertaken. The Board is requested: to 
examine the following questions a.nd to make recommenda
tions:-

(1) Whether the claim of the Indian cotton textile indus
try to protection has been established; 

(2) If the claim is found to be established in what form 
protection should be given and: to what extent; 

r Tn ) 
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(3) If it is proposed that protection should be given by 
means of import duties-

(a) whether the same rate of protection is r~quired 
against the competition of goods ma.nufactured 
in the United Kin.gdom as against the competi
tion of goods manufactured elsewhere; :a~d 

(b) what rates of duty are }'ecommended in resp~ct of;
(1") cotton piecegoods, 

(ii) piecegoods made wholly or partly· o~ artificial 
silk, and . 

(iii) cotton twist and yaorn, according !LS they are 
manufactured-

A.-In the United Kingdom, 
B.-Elsewhere. 

In making its recommendations the Tariff Board will take all 
relevant considerations into account including that stated in 
part (b) of the Resolution adopted by the Legislative Assembly 
on the 16th February, 1923. In particular, the Board is 
requested to consider how its recommendations will affect the 
handloom weaving industry. 

(4) Firms or persons interested who desire that their views 
should be considered by the Tariff Board should 
address their representations to the Secretary to the 
Board." 

2. On the 11th April. the Board published a Press Communique 
reproducing these terms of reference and inviting firms or persons 

M th d f ' interested to send their representations by 
e 0 0 enqUIry. the 25th May. Appendix I contains a copy 

of this communique. and a list of the associations, firms and persons 
from whom representa.tions were received. In the middle of June 
a questionnaire was issued to these associations, firms and persons 
and also to others, who had applied for copies or who were known 
to be in possession of information likely to assist the Board in its 
enquiry. It is a matter for regret that, while the questionnaire 
wa"l sent to 30 mills which are not represented: by any association 
or Chamber of Commerce, only four of them sent any reply at all, 
and even these four sent replies which were so incomplete as to be 
of little value. In view of the undertakin/l: given by the Board 
not to disclose the figures of costs submitteo by mills or their iden
tity, there was little justification for th,e refusal of these mills to 
respond to the Board's request for information. Since they stand 
to benefit equally with other mills by the imposition of any protec
tive duties which ma.y be adopted: in pursuance of our report, their 
conduct in our opinion betrays a deplorable lack of public spirit. 
When an enquiry into the /l:rant of protection to an industry is 
referred to the Tariff Board. it must be understood that the indus
try is under an obligation to place the Board: in possession of all 
the information which may be required. While the Millowners' 
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Assoa;.atious and most of the Chambers of Commerce which have 
been t\e chief spokesmen for the industry, particularly the Bombay 
Millowfiers' Association, have spared no pains to carry out this 
obligatidp, the unattached mills and some of the Chambers ot 
Commerq have contributed little or nothing. Without the power 
to compel the production of evidence the Board is entirely depend
ent upon -the co-operation of the industry for the supply.of the 
detailed intm-mation necessary to enable it to study the conditions 
of the industry and to formulate its proposals. Hitherto there has 
been no eonspicuous failure in any enquiry to secure this co-opera
tion. But the experience of this enquiry suggests that the Board, 
if it is to discharge its duty, must be armed with power to compel 
persons and firms engaged in the industry to appear and to presenl, 
their books for examination. 

3. The last'week of June was spent in visiting mills in Bombay, 
the Indian Central Cotton Committee's Laboratory and the :Victoria 

T Jubilee Technical Institute; a visit was also 
our programme. 'd h C E h S' A pal to t e otton xc ange at eWfl. t 

the end of July work on this enquiry was interrupted by an urgent 
reference regarding the emergency created by the depreciation of 
Japanese currency to which further allusion will be made. The 
latter half of August was occupied by the examination of witnesses 
in Bombay; from August 29th to September 2nd the Board was in 
Ahmedabad where it inspected mills and recorded evidence. It 
then went to Calcutta where from September 8th to 16th it was 
occupied with inspection and with the examination of witnesses. 
The detailed programme of visits and examinations will be found 
in Appendix II. The Board has not for the purpose of this enquiry 
found it necessary to visit other centres. Outside Bomlbay and 
Ahmeda.bad which between them represent about 60 per cent. of 
the total production of cQtton piecegoods, the industry is scattered 
over the whole country and there are no centres of production 80. 

large as to demand a visit. Nor did the representations or the 
replies to the questionnaire indicate the existence of conditions in 
any other part of the country such as to necessitate a personal visit 
and investigation. Pressure of time and financial considerations 
also rendered it necessary that the Board should as far as possible 
restrict its touring. We had, however, intended to include Cawn
pore in our pro~ramme of visits. But on receipt of a communica
tion from the Upper India Chamber of Commerce representing the 
majority of the mills at Cawnpore tha.t they did not desire to reply 
to the questionnaire or to give evidence the proposed visit was aban
doned. 

4. We desire to acknowledge the assistanc:e we have received 
from the various associations and individ'uals who supplied us with 

• kId t information a.nd !!'ave evidence before us. 
roC now e gmen s. W d' 1 ~. 

. . e eSHe a so to express our warm appre-
cIabon of the services of our Technical Assistant, Rai Sahib 
Hris~ikesh.M?okerjee, A.M.C.T. Mr. Mookerjee's previous experi. 
ence In a SImIlar eapaeity under Mr. G. S. Hardy, C.I.E., I.C.S., 
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and his intimate and accurate knowledge of the import trade in 
cotton piecegoods rendered his assistance specially valuable. His 
assistance was not however confined to questions relating to the 
import trade in piecegoods and the administration of customs duties. 
His distinguished record as III student of textile technology at Man
chester and his practical experience of the cotton mill industry 
both in India and elsewhere rendered his advice equally useful on 
the general issues under enquiry. He spared no pains in the dis
charge of his di$cult duties and in placing at our service hisexcep
tional knowledge and experience. 



Repo t regarding the grant of Protection 
t the Cotton Textile Industry. 

, CHAPTER I. 

The Pres'ent Protective Duties and their origin. 

Though the first mea6ure of protection was accorded to the Indian 
cotton textile .industry by the Indian Tariff (Cotton Yarn Amend

ment) Act of 1927, cotton textile goods had liirenue duties before from theearTj Part of the 19th century been 
. , called upon to contribute to the revenues of 

the Government of India by means of duties upon yarn and woven 
goods levied at rates which varied from time to time according to 
the fina.ncial requirements of the Government. From 1896 to 1917 
an import duty was levied on cotton piecegoods at the rate of 3t 
per cent.; while, in accordance with the strict principles of free 
trade, a countervailing excise duty _ was levied on the goods manu
factured in the Indian mills. In 1917 revenue considerations led 
to the raising of the rate of import duty to 7t per cent., and in 
1921 it was further raised to 11 per cent., the excise duty being 
maintained at 3t per cent. till 1925, when it was first suspended, 
to be finally abolished in 1926. An import duty on cotton yarn 
was imposed in 1922 at the rate of 5 per cent. ad valorem. 

2. From 1923 to 1926 the cotton textile industry, especially in 
Bomlbay, was affected by a severe depression; a.nd: the Government 

. • . of India in 1926 appointed a special Tariff 
19~~2-lf Board 8 EnquIry. Board to investigate the condition of the 

. industry and tIle causes of the depression. 
This Board reported early in 1927 that the depression was due 
la.rgely to causes world wide in their operation, such as the altered 
relations between agrarian and general prices since 1920 which had 
reduced the purchasing power of the agriculturist, the cyclical char
acter of trade and India's participation in the world depression 
which hOO followed the boom of 1921-23, and the course of American 
cotton prices by which the cost of the raw material of the Indian 
!'otton industry is determined. The Board also found that thE d'e
pression in the cotton textile industry in India was partl:t due to 
competition from Japan, and that this competition was facilitated 
by inferior conditions of labour in that country in regard: both to 
hours of work and to the employment of women and children at 
night. Among the factors which had ~ad a special influence upon 
the industry in Bombay the most important were the increasing 
competition of mills in. other parts of India and the ~oss of the 
yarn export trade to China, which had made it necessary for Bombay 
to find an outlet in the home market for an additional 300 million 
ya.rds of cloth a year at a time when up-country 'mills had: rapidly 
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increased their production. Apart from a number of detailed re
comm?nd~tions mad.e with the object of improving the internal 
o:galllsatIOn of th,? mdust:y, the Board's main proposals were de
slgned firs~ to assIst t~e mdustry to secure greater diversification 
of p~oductIOn and to stImulate a. larger output of goods of superior 
qua!Ity, a.nd seco.ndly to a~?rd the industry a measure of protection 
aga.mst the unfaIr competItIOn from Japan. To assist the industry 
in improving the quality 'of its production, the Board made an un
animo~s rec?mmendation for the establishment at Bombay, with 
fin~Clal assIst!1nce from the Government, of a. combined bleaching, 
dyemg and prmting works. The majority of the Board (the Presi
dent dissenting) made a further recommendation for the payment 
for four years of a bounty of one anna a pound or its equivalent on 
the production of yarn of 32s and higher counts, based on the out
put of an average of 15 per cent. of the total working spindleage in 
a mill. The Board was unanimous in finding that the Indian 
industry had established a claim for protection against imports 
from Japa.n, and in estimating the advantage derived Iby the· 
Japanese mills from inferior labour conditions at about 4 per cent. 
on the actual cost of manufacturing both yarn and cloth. But there
was a difference of opinion regarding the measure of protection to' 
be adopted. The majority (the President dissenting) recommended 
a,n increase in the import duty on cotton piecegoods from 11 to 15-
per cent. for three years; they recommended no increase in the duty 
on yarn, in consideration of the effect which such an increase might 
have upon the hand loom industry. The President in a minute of 
dissent recommended an additional duty of 4 per cent. for three
years on all cotton manufactures. including yarn, imported from 
Japa.n. The Board made a further unanimous recommendation that 
cotton textile machinery and certain mill stores which had been 
liable to duty since 1921 should be exempted from duty for a period 
of three years, at an estimated sacrifice of revenue of about Rs. 50' 
lakhs. -

3. The Government of India deferred passing orders on the
proposal that they should contribute towa.rds the cost of establish-

f G 
ing a combined bleaching, dyeing and print-

Orders 0 overn·· k' B b t'l th h d meilt On Tariff Board's mg wor S In om ay un 1 ey a ascer-
Report, . tained the views of the Bombay Government 

. and the industry in Bombay and elsewhere. 
They rejected the recommendation that the spinning of the higher 
counts of yarn should be encouraged by the grant of a. bounty, hold
ing that the administrative difficulties in working the scheme were 
insuperalble and agreeing with the President " that a long estab
lished industry, such a!J the cotton textile industry in Bombay, 
should need 'no stimulus at the cost of the general tax-payer to n~ 
development which is in its own interest". The Government of 
India also rejected the recommendation of the majority for a gene
ral increase in the import duty on cotton piecegoods, findin~ that 
no case had been established for suchl an increase, which had, been 
recommended mainly in orde~. ,to supply the funds required for the-
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pay nt of the proposed bounty. Nor did they accept the Presi
dent' roposaJ for an increased duty on imports from Japan; they 
agreed hat the advantage which Japan derived from labour condi
tions in that country might be assumed at a-bout 4 per cent. on the 
actual c t of manufacture of both yarn and cloth; and they found 
that if a easonable return on capital were admitted, the adva.ntage 
would no \be more than 10 per cent. on cloth, which was already 
sufficiently\covered by the existing 11 per cent. revenue duty on. 
cotton piecegoods. Though the 5 per cent. revenue duty on yarn. 
did not cover the advantage to the Japanese mills, the Government 
would not impose a.n additional duty on yarn, because the hand loom 
industry would be prejudicially affected. :Finally, the Govern
ment of India agreed to remove the import duties on machinery and 
on certain stores consumed in cotton mills. 

4. The publication of this order led to a strong protest by a 
conference of representatives of the cotton textile industry wh<> 

_ _ urged the Government of India to reconsider 
or~:Ob;l~~~%':neDt. of their d~cisions on the proposals fo; the pay-

ment of a bounty on the productIon of the 
finer counts of yarn and for the increase of the duties on imports of 
yarn and piecegoods. This representation was followed by a depu
tation of Millowners to the Viceroy. The Government of India 
were induced by these exp~essions of opinion to modify their original 
order in respect of the proposal to increase the duty on yarn, and 
t,hey undertook to introduce a bill providing that up to the 31st 
March 1930 the duty on all imported cotton ya-rn should be one and 
a half annas a pound or 5 per cent. ad valorem whichever is higher, 
following the Tariff Board's estimate of 16-55 pies a lb. as the mea
sure of the advantage enjoyed by the Ja.panese mills in spinning. 
yarn of 32s counts. At the same time in order to minimise the 
burden on the handloom industry and to encourage diversification 
of mill production they proposed to reduce the duty on artificial silk 
yarn from 15 to 7l per cent. They also' agreed to make certain 
additions to the list of machinery a.nd mill stores to be exempted' 
from duty. The Bombay Millowners' Association made a further' 
protest against the Government's refusal to admit the necessity for 
an increase in the duty on piecegoods; but this had no effect; and 
the Indian Tariff (Cotton Yarn Amendment) Act, 1927, duly pro
vided that until 31st Ma.rch 1930 the duty on aU imported cotton 
yarn should be 5 per cent. ad valorem or II ann as a pound which
ever is higher. At the same session of the Legislature the Indian 
Tariff (Amendment) Act, 1927, was passed giving effect to the Gov
ernment's undertakings to exempt certain mill machinery and stores 
from duty and to reduce the duty on adificial silk yarn from 15 to 
7l per cent. 

5. The Tariff Board's recommendation regarding a combined 
bleaching, dyeing and printing works has not yet led to any practical 

result, although discussions have' been held 
Protective Duties on between the Government of India. the Gov

,Piecegoods. 
ernmel!~ .Qf Bombay and the Bombay Mill-

. '. ~ 
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"/'Owners' Assso~ia.tion on the subject. The years 1928 and1929 were. 
marked b! serIOUS l.abour troubles and general strikes in the Bombay 
'Cotton .~Ills; t~e Industry !became still more depressed; snd the 
'CompetItIOn of Imports from Japan became keener than ever. In 
~929 Mr: G. S. Hardy was appointed to examine the possibility of 
mtrod11:cmg a system of specific duties on cotton piecegoods, and to 
asrerta.m what changes had occurred since 1926 in the volume of 
imports, the classes. ~f goo(~S imported and the extent and severity 
of external competItIon wIth the products of the Indian mills. 
Mr. Hardy found that ~ change to a system of specific duties would 
be on the whole undeSIrable. As regards external competition he 
found: that Japan's progress since the Tariff Boa.rd reported had 
been raP.id ~nd unin.terrupted. especially in shirtings. Soon after 
the pubhcatIon of hIS report towards the end of 1929 the Govern
ment of India discussed it with representatives of the 'various Asso
dations connected with the industry; and in his budget speech on 
the 28th February 1930 the Finance Member announced the inten
tion of the Government of India. to raise the revenue duty on piece
goods f~om 11 to 15. per cen.t.: and in addition to impose a 5 per cen.t. 
protectIve duty, WIth a mInImum of 3! ann as a pound on " plam 
grey goods," on all cotton piecegoods imported from countries otber 
than the United Kingdom-this protective duty to be in force for 
three years and its effects to be examined by the Tariff Board before 
the expiry of that period. At tbe same time the Government pro
'posed to continue the minimum specific duty on cotton yarn for 31 

further period of thre'e years. The inerease of the duty on cottou 
l>iecegoods from 11 to Hi pp.r cent. was dictated by considerations of 
'revenue alone. The addition of tbe protective duty was proposed 
l,artly in order to provide a temporary shelter under which the 
('otton textile industry, especially in Bombay, might be able so to 
or,rranise itself as to be in a position "to sta.rt again with restore.} 
he~Hb and a new lease of life on its normal course of development" , 
and partly in response to a message from His Majesty's Government 
-asking that the serious effect of the proposals in England might not 
be lost sight of. It was considered necessa.ry to raise the duty on 
l>iecegoods imported, from certain count;ies to 20 per cent. ~n order 
to. make the protectIon afforded to the mdustry fully effectIve. It 
was considered unnecessary,to apply the higher rate of duty t? goods 
of British manufacture. first !because the history of the prevIous 20 
'years indicated tbat with an advantage va.rying from 4 to 11 per 
-cent. larO'e quantities of British goods had been replaced by Indian 
manufactures and that there was nothing to justify the imposition 
of a duty in excess of 15 per cent. by wa.~ ?f proter~tion against Bri
tish goods; and secondly, beJ',allSe the ralSlng of the duty to 20 per 
cent. all round wouIn impose an undue burden on the consumer, 
raising the ~ost to him. ?f en~rmous 9,uantities of goods which .ar..e 
not in effectIve competItIon WIth IndIan manufactures. The mml
mum specific duty on 'plain grey goods • was proposed first because 
these goods form the staple production 0.£ the I.ndia.~ and especially 
of the Bombay mills j secondly because It was m thIS class of f;!Oods 

'that competition from abroad was lnost keenly felt j and thIrdly 
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bec'ause the Indian mills as then equipped were capable of producing 
near~ the whole of the country's requirement of this class of goods 
(except jaconet.s ahd mulls which a.re woven from the finer counts 
of ya11\ and were not made in India). The definition of 'plain 
grey goods' was wid'ened so as to include such new classes of imports 
as dhutill with printed headings, and so as to provide as far as pos
sible aga.inst the danger of substitution. With regard to the con
tinuance of the protective duty on yam, it was pointed out that 
labour conditions in Japan llad been'improved by the introduction 
of a new labour law since 1921 and it was now impossible to main
tain that conditions in Japa.n were inferior to those in India. On 
the other hand, a large import trade in yarn from China had come 
into existence, and labour conditions in China both as regards hours 
of wOJ'k and as regards the employment of women a.nd children 
were far inferior to those in India. A law improving these condi
tions had been promulgated but it was reported that no attempt had 
been made to enforce it. And the continuance of the duty was justi
fied by the existing cond'itions in that country. The Cotton Textile 
Industry (Protection) Bill in which these proposals were embodied 
met with considerable opposition, pa.rtly on the g-round that no pro
tection was. needed and partly on the ground that the protection 
oft'ered 'was inadequate: but the main attack was directed against 
the dift'erential duty proposed for g-oods of British origin. An 
amendment proposing to make the duty on all cotton piecegoods 15 
per cent. or 3t a.nnas a pound whichever is higher was defeated; the 
Government accepted another amendment by which the minimum 
specific duty of 3t annas a pound was made applicable to all plain 
grey goods, includin/!" those of British origin; and with this alter
ation the Bill passed into law. 

6. Even before these proposals were form~la.ted India with the 
rest .of the world had come under the influence of the severe depres-

. sion which started with the collapse of prices 
. Other !nfluences affect· in the latter half of 1929 Indeed it was the 
mg the mdustry. . . 

adverse effect upon the IndIan revenues of 
this depression which made it necessary for the Finance Member to 
propose the increase of the duty on cotton piecegoods from 11 to ·15 
per cent., and its continuation in an intensified form throu/!"h 1930 
and 1931 led to further increases of ta.xation in March and Septem
ber 1931. The 'prices of the products of Indian agriculture have. 
shared in the general collapse, and this has greatly reduced the pur-, 
chasing power of the Indian a/!"riculturist and has thus affected the • 
piecegoods market. Besides these economic developments the situ
a.tion has been complicated by the acute political controversies of 
the last three years. The' civil disobedience' campaign, launch
ed in March 1930, suspended early in 1931 and renewed at the begin
ning of 1932, proclaimed as one of its main objects the boycott of 
foreIgn goods. Thus in attempting to estimate the effect of the 
protective duties imposed in 1930 on the cotton textile industry in 
India we find ourselves confronted on the, one hand !by the insuper
able difficulty of assessing the rela.tive influence of the tariff, the 
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general economic condition of the country and the political situation 
in reducing the volume of imports; while on the other hand the 
stimulus which the Indian industry has received from the protec
tive duties and from the political propa.gIlnda in favour of 
, swadeshi ' goods has largely been obscured by the severe depres
sion of prices ca.used by the economic conditions obtaining through
out the world. Not have political influences worked entirely in 
favour of the Indian industry; trade has been hampered by periodi
cal disturbances and the constant clQsure of markets; and propa
ganda directed against the use of foreign goods haR:! penalised the 
use of imported yarn, both cotton and artificial silk. But before 
we begin to examine .the position of the industry during this period, 
we must briefly describe the changes which have been made in the 
tariff since 1930. 

1. To supply the large deficit disclosed by the Budget for 1931-32 
an additional duty of 5 per cent. was in March 1931 added to the 

import duties· on piecegoods, and the duty on 
Additional duties im· t'fi' 1 'lk . d 10 pos~d ar I CIa 81 yarn was raIse to per cent; 

. and in consequence of the further deteriora-
tion of the financial situation the Indian Finance (Supplementary 
and Extending) Bill, introduced in the following September, pro
vided for an additional surcharge of 25 per cent. on all import 
duties, for the raising of the duty on artificial silk piecegoods "to 40 
per cent. and on artificial silk yarn to 15 per cent. (the surcharge 
to be levied on the increased· dut)!:.) and for new duties of 10 per 
cent. on machinery and dyes and of half an anna a lb. on raw cotton. 
Additions were also made to the duties on piecegOOdS manufactured 
fro111 mixtures of cotton and artificial silk. Before· April, 1930, 
while the duty on cotton piecegoods was 11 per cent. and that on 
artificial silk piecegoods 15 per cent., mixtures were assessed at one 
or other of these rates a.ccording as less or more than 20 per cent. 
of the superficial area consisted of artificial silk. When the duties 
on cotton goods were raised to 15 or 20 per cent. according as they 
were or were not of British origin, mixtures containing less than 
20 per cent. of artificial silk, coming as most of them did from Japan 
or from the Continent, became liabI~ to a duty of 20 per cent., while 
those containing more than 20 per cent. of artificial silk continued 
to pay the revenue duty of i5 per cent. No change was made in 
March 1931 beyond the 5 per c~nt. addition to the_ duties on piece
goods of all description. But m September, 1931, when the duty 
on goods made wholly of artificial silk was raised to the same level 
SA that on silk goods, the duty on artificial silk mi~tu!es ~hatever 
the proportion of their contents represented by artIfiCIal sllk, ~as 
raised to the level of the duty on silk mixtures. Th1!s at the tIme 
when this enquiry was referred to the Board the dutIes chat·gea.bIe 
were as follows:-

Raw cotton 

Textile machinery" 

Dyes 

6 pies a lb. 

10 'per cent. ad valorem.· 

10 per cent. ad valorem. 
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Artificial silk yarn 
Cotton twist and yarn 

Cotton Piecegoods-
(a) Plain grey, that is not bleached 

or dyed in the piece, if import
ed in pieces which either are 
without woven headings or con
tain any length of more than 
nine yards which is not divided 
by transverse woven headings-
(i) of British manufacture 

(ii) not of British manufacture 

(b) Others-

18! per cent. ad valorem. 
61 per cent. ad valorem or Ii 

annas a lb. whichever is 
higher. 

25 per cent. ad valo"em or 41 
annas a lb. whichever is 
higher. 

311 per cent. ad valorem or 
41 annas a lb. whichever is 
higher. 

(i) of British manufacture 25 per cent. ad valorem. 
(ii) not of British manufacture 311 per cent. ad valorem. 

Artificial silk piecegoods . 50 per cent. ad valorem. 
Artificial silk mixtures 341 per cent. ad valorem. 

8. 01), July 25th, 1932, the Government of India in Commerce 
Department's Resolution No. 341-T. (161) directed the Board to. 

• make an immediate enquiry into the allega-
19~~e .. sency enqu;,-y, tion that cotton piecegoods not of British 

manufacture were heing imported at such a'. 
price as to render inoperative tIre protection contemplated by the 
duties imposed in 1930, and to report whether these duties should 
be increased by the Governor General in Council in the exercise of 
his power!! undeI' section 3 (5) of the Indian Tarllf Act, 1894. The 
Board reported that the depreciation of Japanese currency since the 
beginning of 1932 had led to a remarkable increase in the imports 
of piecegoods from Japan at prices which were likely to render in
effective the protection intended for the India.n industry and that 
additional assistance should be given either in the form of a system 
by which the tariff values of piecegoods might be adjusted to 
counteract the effect of the deprllciated exchange, or by raising the 
a<Zt'alorem duty on cotton piecegoods from 311 to 50 per cent. 
While pointing out that Japan was the only country whase currency 
was so depreciated as to endanger the scheme of protection for the 
Indian industry, the Board considered the low prices at which 
Japanese goods were being imported such a menace that it recom
mended that, in case the Inda-J apanese Trade Convention of 1904 
debarred the Government from raising the duty upon goods of 
Japanese origin alone, the increased duty should be applied to all 
goods not of British manufacture. The Government of India 
accepted the Board's finding of facts; they did not accept the sug
gestion that tariff values might be adjusted in such a way as to 
counteract falls in prices due to depreciated currencies, and they held 
that the terms of the Indo-Japanese Trade Convention did not 
admit of their increasing the duties on Japanese goods alone. They 
keld however that they had the power under section 3 (5) of the 
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Tariff Act to alter the specific duty on plain grey goods as well as 
the ad .valorem duty, and they accardingly directed that until 
March 31st, 1933, the duty on all piecegoods not of British manu
facture be raised to ·50 per cent. ad valorem the minimum specific 
duty on plain grey goods being raised to 5! annas a lb. 

9. It is necessary at the earliest possible stage in this Report to 
emphasise the difference in scope between this enquiry and that held 

S f th O , by the Tariff Board in 1926-21. The object 
cope 0 IS enquIry, f th t' "1 . 
. 0 a enqUIry was prImarI y to ascertalll 

the ~lIIuses of the depres.si.on in the industry at that time, with 
speCIal reference to condItIons at Bombay and Ahmedabad, and to 
consider how far the depression waoS due to the competition of other 
countries in the home and export trade, and to what extent protec
tion was necessary to slllfeguard the industry. Our terms of refer
ence require us to consider first wheth'er the claim of the Indian 
cotton textile industry to protection has been established, and if so 
in what form and to what extent it should be given. The main 
purpose of our enquiry must therefore be to ascertain how far the 
industry satisfies the conditions which the Indian Fiscal Commis
sion has llllid down, to estimate the importance of the industry in 
the economic structure of the country and to see how far its develop
,ment is likely to be prevented or retarded without the help of pro
tection. The Tariff Board in 1926-21 admitted the claim of the 
Indian industry to protection only to the extent that the foreign 

.competition with which it was faced was unfair. We are required, 

. if we find that the claim for protection is established, to propose aoll 
effective measure of protection against all foreign imports which 
compete with the goods produced in Indian mills. This measure of 
protection can only be determined by a comparison of the costs of 
manufacture in Indian mills with the prices at which cotton goods 
find a market in India .. 



CHAPTER II. 

The Indian Industry and the Indian Market. 
10. The Tariff Board's report on the Cotton Textile Indu:Ji 

Enquiry, 1926-27, opens with a surveyor the cotton . 
T 'ff' industry in India during the first twenty-

1926~27 Board I Survey, five years of this century, covering first the 
. period of steady progress in the earlier 

years, when the industry ceased to be essentially a spinning indus--: 
try and the export trade ~ yarn began to decline in importance, 
secondly the war years when development was arrested, mainly 
owing to the difficultv of obtaining new machinery, and imports 
of yarn and piecegoods from Japan first reached considerable pro
portions, thirdly the three years 1919-1921 of abounding pros
perity, aI\.d lastly the period of depression in the years 1923 to 
1926. The most striking feature brought to light by this survey 
was the great expansion of the industry in all directions but more 
particularly in weaving as compared with spinning; other features 
hardly less important were the loss of the export trade in yarn, 
the gradually decreasing dominance of Bombay in the hom\ 
industry and the increasing share of Japan in the import trade .. 
The following review of the conditions of the industry from 1926 
onwards will show the persistence of the same tendencies, though 
there has been a considerable change in their relative importance. 
The industry has continued to expand and there has been greater 
expansion in weaving than in spinning. The export trade in yarn 
has cov.tinued to decline. Both in the number of mills at work 
and in 'proiluction 'Bombay continues to lose its commanding 
influence. And though the import trade as a whole has fallen with 
great rapidity since 1929-30, Japan's share of it has become steadily 
greater. 

11. There has been little change in the distribution of mills 
, " ' throughout India, which 'is shown in the 

DistributIOn of Mills, following Table for the year 1931:-

TABLE 1. 

Mills working. Millain 

Mills course of 
erection -- Spin· Weav. Bph!.. idle, or recently 

ning ing niug and Total, regiatered. 
only only. weaving. 

---
"Bombay. . . 6 1 6fI 73 8 .. 
Ahmedabad . . . 6 5 6~' 73 3 8 

( 9 ) 
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Mills working. 

-- Spin- Weav- Spin· 
ning ing ning and 
only. only. weaving. 

---------
Bombay l'residency other 6 7 19 

than BoJhbay and 
Ahmedabad (al 

United Provinces (bl 10 1 11 

Madras (el 16 3 6 

Central Provinoes (d) .. .. 7 . , 

Bengal 4 2 7 

Delhi . · .. .. 5 

Punjab · 1 .. 3 

Berar .' .. .. 4 

Baroda (e) · 5 .. 8 

~jmel'Mcrwara 1 1 2 

Hyderabad · .. .. 4 

Indore · · .. .. 9 

Gwalior · .. .. 3 

Kathiawar 1 .. 4 

Sangli . .. 1 '.' 

Kolhapur. · .. .. 1 . 
Cambay .. 1 1 

Rajnandgaon · · .. .. 1 

II ysore .(j) · 1 1 3 

Kisbangar · .. .. 1 

Travanoore and Cochin · .. .. 1 

Pondioherry · · .. .. 3 

Burma · 1 .. .. ---------
T"tal 5A 23 231 

(al Sholapur 5, Sllrat 6, Broacb 5. 
(b) Cawnpore 9. 

Mills in 

Mills course of 

idle. erection 
Total. or recentl 

registered. 
y 

---
32 6 3 

22 1 1 

25 1 2 

7 " .. 
13 4 4 

5 1 .. 
4 .. .. 
4 .. .. 

13 1 2 

4 .. .. 
4 1 .. 
9 .. 1 

3 1 1 

5 .. 1 

1 .. 1 

1 .. .. 
2 .. .. 
1 .. .. 
5 .. .. 
1 .. . . 
1 .. .. 
3 .... .. 
1 .. .. ----------

312 27 24 

(e) Madras 3, Coimbatore 8, Madura 5. 
(d) Nagpur 2, Wardha 3. . 
(e) Baroda 4, Sidhpur 2, Kalal 2, Petlad 2, Billimora I, Kadi I, Navsari 1. 
Ii) Bangalore 4, Mysore 1. • 
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The total number of mills working has risen from 274 in 1925 
to 312 in 1931, when there were 30 more spinning and weaving 
mills and 8 more- spinning mills at work than in the earlier year. 
The number of idle mills has risen from 20 to 27, Bombay and 
Den gal each contributing three to the increase j and whereas in 
1925 there were 43 mills in course of erection, there were in 1931 
only 24. Most of the new mills- have come into existence in 
Ahmedabad (15) and the Madras Presidency (9). Bombay and 
Ahmedabad are still the principal centres of the industry j about 
half the total number of mills in the country are at these two 
places, which together in 1931-32 produced 49'1 per cent. of the 
yarn and 61'5 per cent. 01 the cloth manufactured by the Indian 
mills. Apart from these two centres the industry is still so 
scattered that any detailed survey of the conditions of the up
country mills is impossible. The statement in Appendix III shows 
in the form of the statement in Appendix II of the 1926-27 Report 
for the country as a whole the progress of the industry between 
1925-26 and 1930-31. It will be seen from this statement that 
the number of spindles to looms in the mills at work has fallen 
from 53 in 1925-26 to. 51 in 1930-31. In Bombay and Ahmeda
bad alike the fall is from 45 to 43. The average number of hands 
employed daily has risen in ihe country as a whole by more than 
20,000 or nearly 6 per cent. In Dombay the number has fallen ,I.: 
~lOre than 20.000 or 13'5 per cent. In the following Tablei' 
tne number of mills working and the production in 1931-32 are 
compared with the figures for 1925-26 for Bombay, Ahmedabad, 
thl'! re~t of India and the country as a whole:-

TABLE II. 

f 

I
-Production of -

Number of,' o. Production 0 0, woven goods of 0, 
milia Id IV g yarn 4> 1:1 all descriptions .. ~_g 

wor 118'1 ;<3 Millions of pounds. ;,g l\fililo,os of pounds. ",,'::l 
c~ I c~ ~ 

11126.28.: 1931.l ~ : 1926.26\931.82. ~ : 1925·26. 1930·31. ~ : 
______ I ___ I __ LE-____ ..,---- -"'- _____ ~. 

I I 

)lomba, 

Abmedabad • :: ~: I .::::: ::~ ::: I ::::: :~: ::: ::::: 
Rest of India • 135 168 +22'9 322 492 +52'8 159 259 +61-9 : . 

Total • 270 i 812 -~~ 688 I 966 I +40'9 465 L 672 I +44'5 

I I 

Per .. atage of- , I 
,I 

lIomba, to aU 29'3 j 23" •• 
India. 

Abmedabad to 20'7 21'7 •• 
all India, 

Rest of India to 
aU India, 

60'0: 62'9 

38'1 33'3 43'0 89'3 

.15'8 22'8 22'2 

46'9 60'9
1 

84'2 38'5 

This Table shows the extent to which the industry has expanded 
in the country as a whole, and the· e'xtent to wh~ch' Bombay's 
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progress has been' slower than that either' of Ahmedabad" or of 
th? other upcou~try. centres. Between ? 925-26 and 1931-32 in~ 
spIte of a reductIOn In the number of mIlls working in Bombay 
its production of ya.rn has risen by 23'4 per cent. and of 'Wove~ 
good~ by 32 per cent. But even this substantial increase of pro-' 
ductIon has been surpassed by Ahmedabad whose _ productionj 
both of yarn and of woven goods shows an increase of nearly 501 
per cent. j while the mills in the rest of India have increased 
their production of yarn by 52'8 per cent. and of woven goods 
by 62·9 per' cent. Thus Bombay's share of the yarn production 
has fallen from 38'1 to 33'3 per cent. and her share of the pro
duction of woven goods has fallen from 43 per cent. to 39'3 per 
cent.; Ahmedabad's share has remained about constant; and the 
share of the rest of India shows an increase. 

12. 'Ve now proceed to examine in closer detail the production 
of yarn and piecegoods in Indian mills during the period 1926-21 

Production: (i) Yarn. to 1931-32. 1'he following Table shows for 
each of these years the quantity of yarn 

spun in the Indian mills:-

TADLE III. 

Yarn spun in Indian Mills. 
(Millions of Ibs.) 

! I 
Percentage 

variation 
Counts. 1929·30. 1930·31. 1931·32. between 1926·27 • .1927·211. 11928.29. 1926·27 

! and 
! -I 1931·32. 

---"--- --- ---
114"64 : 

I 
1-10 105'98 I 

! 
78'89 105'(6 113'59 116'99 + 2'05 

11-20 .01'04 ' 388'82 I 303'1( 387'92 (00'15 445'15 +11'00 
I 

, 21-'-...30 248'31 I 263'07 ; 213'01 271'82 259'69 293'96 +18'38 

31-40 27'66 i 33'76 37"49 46'37 60'75 71'07 \ +156'94 

Above 40 11'53. 11'14 _" 10'03 \ 15'28 27'31 34'00 I +194'88 

WlIoIItes • 3'94! 6'17 0'73 6'71 0'79 0'24, +32'99 

Total 807'12 !s0s:94-648-29\ 833'56 867'28 -966'41 I +19'74 

As compared with 1926-21 the figures for 1931-32 show increased 
production of nearly 160 million Ibs. or just under .20 per cent_ 
There has only been a slight increase in the production of yarn 
of the lower counts; but ill the production of yarn of counts above 
30s t.he increase has been 110 less than 168 per cent. Whereas 
in 1926-21, 42'13 per cent. of the yarn spun in India was spun 
in the mills on the Bombay Island, the labour troubles in Bombay 
reduced this percentage to 23'72 in 1928-29 a~d the Bombar 
industry has only been able to recapture a portIon of the bUSI-
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ness it lost in those years. Mills situated in Indian States, in 
the United Provinces. in Madras and in Ahmedabad have all 
secured part of the business lost by Bombay. The following 
statements show for each year the quantity of yarn spun in various 
parts of India and the percentage which these quantities bear to 
the total production of each year:-

TABLE IV. 

Quantity of yarn spun. 
(lIIWoDS of IbI.) 

Bombay Ahmed· Bombay United Central Indian Other TotaL - Ialand. ab&d. other Hadrae. l!engal. Pro- Pro- 8tate •• centrea. oen_. 91n .... vtn .... 

------- ---- ---
1928-27 "4'88 105'91 61'25 84'50 81"54 68'80 38'90 72'89 18'47 807'12 

1927·28 818'75 111'11 61'98 68'73 34'85 66'80 42'86 "'35 20'18 808'91 

192&-29 153'75 118'72 59'88 69'04 30'02 8O'3S "'00 tJO'02 24'38 648'SO 

1929-80 28S'21 185'78 68'80 74-50 87115 76-42 45'11 102'81 30-42 833'41 

1080-81 170'91 137-11 67-98 76'98 87'76 115-05 45'10 113-61 32-88 867'28 

1991·82 821"69 152'88 75'09 87-88 87'62 89"82 "'14 118'25 89-86 966-41 

TABLE V. 

Percentage oj yarn spun. 

Bombay Ahmed· Bombay United Central Indian Other - Iel,nd, abad. loth"r Madras. Bengal, Pro· Pro· 
centres,) 'inoea. vio.ce~. St .. tes, centres, 

--- ----- - -- --- -----
1921H7 4~'73 13-12 7'59 7'00 3'90 8'62 4'82 9'03 f30 
1927·28 3940 13"13 7'66 8'60 4'24 8-23 530 10'4,8 2 III 

1928-29 23'72 ]8'00 9"16 10'6/1 "-63 9'30 680 13'98 3'76 

1929-30 31'/18 16'29 819 8'94 4"44 9'17 IhU 12'33 S'66 

1930-31 31'24 16'87 7"83 8'S7 "'35 9'80 0'20 la'09 3'76 

1931·32 33'28 IS'77 777 9117 S'89 9'~9 4'67 12'24 4'12 

, 13. The ill-crease in the production M yarn of the finer counts 
IS noteworthy. - In paragraph 81 of the 1926-21 Report the Tariff 

. Board emphasised the desirability of such 
ProductIOn of yarn of a development in the Indian industry 

finer connts, 'II . B b d M H d ' espeCla y In om ay, an r, ar y In 
his report in 1929 recorded some evidence of progress made by the 
industry in this respect. The following Table sh?wS for Bombay, 
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Ahmedabad and for the whole of India the aetual output for eacll 
year of. the finer yarns:-

TABLE VI.' 

Quantity ofYOII'n spun. 

(Millions of Iba.) 
J 

All India. Bomb.,. Ahmedabad. Other o~ntrea. 

-
81·40a, Above40s. 31·406, Abo,e40 .. 31-.0d. Above40a. 31-tos, Above40B. 

--- --- --, 
19;&6·27 28 12 9 4 8 6 11 3 

1927-28 34 11 12 6 10 4 12 II 

1928·29 87 10 9 3 13 4 16 3 

1929-30 46 16 .3 6 16 6 18 4 . 
1930·31 . 61 27 23 10 17 11 21 6 

1931-32 71 34 29 13 20 14 22 7 

Progress has been very rapid both in Bombay and in Ahmedabad; 
in the rest of India it has been steady though more moderate. 
The next table shows' for Bombay, Ahmedabad and the rest, of 
India the proportion borne hy yarn of various counts to the' total 
production of each year. . 

TABLE VIr. 

Statement showing the pe1'centage 'Of yarn of different counts to 
the total quantity spun in each year, 

COUlIt. 1926·27. 1927·28. 1928·29, 1929-30 1930-3], 19.'11-32. 

A.-All-India, . 
I-lOa 14"20 13'11 1217 1265 11'09 12'11 

11-20s 49'67 48'06 46 76 46'54 16'15 46'00 

21-30. 3076 3262 3286 32'61 29'9-/0 30'42 . 
SI--lOs S'42 4'17 5'78 5'56 7'00 7'35 

A.bov~ 40s '1'43 l'S8 1'55 h!S 3'lIi 3Sa 

Wastes '49 '76 '88 '81 '67 '54 
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Coon\- 19"26-27 1927-28. 1928-211. 1929-30. 1930-81. 1931-82 • 

. 
B.-Bomb .. y llleafld_ 

I-lOa • _ · $:1-11 19'8S 21'10 20'11 19-5O 16-82 

11-"..0. · 'r-IT~ 4]:10 40-26 40'23 87'21 ~ ~~ ~ 
21-801 • SO'17 ~-72 SO'SO 82'56 30'55 ~2-58 

81-40. · 2-66 3'85 5'57 4-96 S'S7 9'17 . 
.A.bOTI ~O. 1"26 1'68 2'04 1'76 8'88 4'OS 

Wutra · '33 ·8 ... '43 '38 '19 '24 
--

C.-Ahmedea6ead. 
I-las · 2'41 2'09 2'07 2'18 2112 1'24 

11-201 · 87"77 36 92 38'76 36'64. 35'02 36'44 

11-3Oe 41"45 60'09 49 S6 46'49 ~2'6S 39'98 

81-40. · 7';9 8'66 10'88 l1'S4 12'51 12'SS 

Above 40a 4'55 3'24 S'48 4,35 7'80 9'46 

Waatee ... .. , ... ... ... ... 
D.-Olhllf' emtre •• • 

1-10. U'OS 11'06 11'66 11'38 12'46 12'71 

11-2Oa 58'30 $1'48, 53·,,2 53'77 M71 54 .. 52 

21-80. · 26-38 26'36 28'52 28'30 2fI'78 26'OS 

81-40. 2-86 S13 4-31 4'1:: 456 4'46 

Above 408 . 67 '66 '76 1'09 1'34 1'35 

Waalel '78 1'3i1 l'Si 1'34 1'15 '91 

It wIll be noticed that In the country as a whole the percentage 
borne by counts above 30s has risen from 51 to nearly 11 while 
there has been a corre,Sponding fall in the percentage borne by 
counts below 30s. In Bombay the higher counts in 1931-32 
rt!presented 13 per cent. of the production I as against a little 
under 4 per cent. in 1926-27, while at Ahmedabad counts above 
30s represented 22 per cent. of the output in 1931-32 as com
pared with 12 per cent. in 1926-27. In Bombay th~ proportion 
borne by yarn of counts below 20s in 1931-32 shows a marked 
reduction as compared with that of 1926-27. In Ahmedabad the 
proportion borne by counts 21s to 30s shows a considerable fall 
while the fall in the proportion borne by yarn of counts below 
20s is comparatively slight. In' the ~ther mills the variation 
has not been so marked j but there is an unmistakeable tendency 
to reduce the proportion of counts 11s to 20s and to increase 
that of' counts above 30s. Further light is thrown upon the rela
tive progress made by Bombay and Ahmedabad in this respect 
by the next Table which shows how much of the total production 
of yarn of each quality lias been spun at Bombay, Ahmedabad 
and elsewhere. • 



TABLE VIII. 

Statement showing lor yarn 01 varwus counts the proportion produced ~n Bombay Island, Ahmedabad 
and elsewhere in each year. 

Counte 1-10. Connte 11-208 Connte 21-80. Counte 81-40. Counte above 401 Waste." .. Total" 

Year" 
1 .!i -g .. 1 .!i '8 :! ~ ~ i ~ -g .!!i 

od iI .. od i od iI .. .,; Sl ..; "S 
.. .,; = 

;3 .. ;!il .. ;3 J ;!il .. .= 
~ 

;3 ~ ;3 oS ~ 
i II ~ "li II ~ ~ ~ ~ II .. ... II II ~ 

f 
.! ~ .. 

=-
.. 

j 
... 

~ .! 1 ;i .. .! ~ ~ 
... ~ 

... :S " i ! 
.. 

! 1$ " ... 
! j j 

0 e ! s .~ 
0 

:i] ... :i] ~ ~ ;a ~ ~ :;;j = 41 < III III III 41 ---- --~ -- --~ -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- I-

192(1.27 63"52 2"28 84"25 88"24 9"97 51"79 '1"90 20"24 87"86 88"26 29"87 86"~7 37"88 41"80 20"82 28"9S "" 71"07 411"73 18"19 44"16 

1927·28 &8"27 2"19 89"64 88"70 10"26 68"04 CO"S& 21"16 87"99 88"88 28"60 35"12 46"16 42"32 22"62 18"96 "" 81"04 . 89"40 13"74 46"86 

• 
1928-29 41"11 8"06 &6"84 20"42 18"00 66"58 22"09 27"30 60"61 22"86 88"72 43"4S 81"21 40"49 28"SO 11"61 ". SS'49 28'71 18'00 58"29 

1929·80 60'29 2'80 46'91 27'20 12"47 60'24 81'58 2S'22 46'26 28'20 88'21 88'69 80'80 88"61 81'09 12'98 .. 87'02 81'&7 16'18 62'16 

1980·81 . 47'22 IN4 60'84 26'19 12'00 62"81 81'86 12'42 45'72 87'82 28'24 84'44 88'42 88'99 2Z"69 9'16 .. 90'86 81"2& 16'81 &2'94 

19S1·82 . ~4'S7 1"62 68'61 27'21 12"7 60'82 8&'64 20'72 4S'84 '1'48 27'80 80'92 88"10 42'41 19"49 1"&9 .. 8&'41 88'28 16'77 60'96 

-
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In 1931-32 Bombay produced 33'28 per cent. of the total quantity 
of yam 8pun in the country as compared with 42·j3 per cent. 
in 1926-27. The 1088 is distributed fairly equally over all gl'ades 
of sam except in the cases of. 31s to 40s counts where 
Bombay so far from losing has increased her proportion of the 
production from 33·26 to 41·48 per cent. and of counts above 
40s where Bombay's proportion has risen from 37·38 to 38'10-
per cent. Ahmedabad has advanced her proportion of the total 
production from 13·12 in 1926-27 to 15·77 in 1931-32. The gain 
here has been mostly in counts 11s to. 20s. In the case of the 
other mills whose proportion of the total output has risen from-
44·15 per cent. in 1926-27 to 50·95 per cent. in 1931-32 the gain 
has been in yarn of the lowest counts. 

14. The following table shows for each of the, years 1926-27 
, .to 1931-32 the quantity o~ piecegoods pro, 

(tI) Plecegoods. duced in the Indian mills:-

T.uu.E IX. 

Indian production. 
(Millions of yards,) 

-- 192G·27. 1927-28. 1928·~9 1929-30 1930-31, 1931-l12; 

--- ---
(h8'lj IIlld Blellthed. 

Chadara . . 656 66'S 567 66'0 540'0 55·7 

Dhotis , . . 585·7 616'0 564.'2 776'0 831'4. 9640'S 

Drilla and jeana . . 79''i 91'11 76'3 1003 80'7 10S·2 

Cambrioa and lawnl 3'40 /l'6 40'6 3'6 28-9 43'3 

Printera 20-9 20-2 22'S 19'6 19'1 22'0 

Shirtings and longeloth 580'5 320'0 474.'2 686-2 64.2'2 790'9-

T-cloth, domestics and 93"8 922 7611 90'7 121'9 134'4. 
.heatings. 

Tent oloth 6'7 6'1 69 7'6 8''? 4..~ 

Khadi, nungri or Khad-
dar. 

{l8·7 116-1 93·7 - 1240'6 176'2 119'6 

Other sorta • 402'7 4.0'9 -35'0 401"4. 401'40 626 

-'-------
• -Total 1,677'2 1"675'0 ',40,.6 1,814:9- 2,003"5 2,311'1 

Coloured pieoegoods 68l'1i 681'6 483·7 604.'1 567'6 678'8 _._- • ---
Total piecegoods 2,268-7 2,3116'6 1,~9S'S 2,419'0 2,661"1 2,9899 

-'--------
Other goods in miJIiona 

ofpound&. 
11"7 16"(1 12'4 14."6 12"6 13'6 
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Thro~ghout the six years the bulk of the Indian production has 
been mcluded under ~he three heads--dhutis, shirtings and long
eloth and coloured plecegoods. Dh.utis which in 1926-27 repre
~ented 26 per cent. of the productIon advanced to 30 per cent. 
m 1928-29 and ,have stood at 32 per cent. in each subsequent 
:year. Longeloth and shirtings which represented 26 per cent. 
m 1926-27. and 1927-28 fell to 25. per cent. in 1928-29 and 24 
pel' cent. m 1929-30 but recovered to 25 per cent. in 1930-31 
and 26 per cent. in 1931-32. There "as a marked fall in the 
proportion of the output_ represented by coloured goods from 30 
per cent. in 1926-27 to 29 per cent. in 1927-28, 26 per cent. in 
1929-30 and 22 per cent. in 1930-31; but in 1931-32 the fall 
was arrested and the output of coloured goods represented 23 per 
eent. of the total production. As compared with 1926-27 the total 
production in 1931-32 shows an increase of 731·7 million yards 
{)r 32 per cent., the output of dhutis has increased by 378·8 million 
yards or 65 per cent.; that of shirtings and h'ngeloth by 210·4 
million yards or 36 per cent.; while the output of coloured goods 
which in 1930-31 had fallen by 123'8 million yards or 18 per 
eent. has in 1931-32 recovered to within 3 million yards of the 
production attained in 1926-27 and 1927-28. Among the other 
cia'sses of goods the production of khadi, dungri or khaddar in 
19:30-31 showed a sudden increase of 50·6 million yards or 41 
per cent. over the production of the previous year; but this rate 
<>f production was not maintained; for in 1931-32 the output fell 
by 5·4 million yards as compared with that of 1929-30. The 
{)utput of T-cloths, domestics and sheetings in 1931-32 was 61'1 
million yards or 65 per cent, in excess of that for 1926-27. And 
the increase in the production of cambrics and lawns from 3'6 
million yards in 1929-30 to 43,3 million yards in 1931-32, is 
specially noticeable as indicating the measure of success "hICh 
has attended the attempt on the part of the mills--especially 
those in Bombay and A.hmedabad-to improve their output of 
,goods of higher quality. ' 

TABLE X, 

Production of Cambrics and Lawns, 
(Million yards,) 

-- 1929-30, 1931-32. 

Bombay Island . . 'SO 14'" 
Ahmedabad • . 1-31 !2'27 
Bombay (other Centres) '68 3'84 
Indian Statea •. - . - '63 -401 
United 'Provinces . '19 1-69 
Others - - - . - '08 -67 

- Total 3'59 43'32 
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• 15. Table XI shows for each of the last :five years the produc-
ltion of (a) piecegoods of all sorts, (b) dhutis, (e) longcloth and 

Prod ct· b shirtings and (d) coloured goods in various 
u Ion 1 areas. t f' h par sot e country. 

TABLE XI. 
. (Millio"s of yards.) 

-- 1926-27 . 1927-28. 1928-29. 1929,30. 1930-31, 1931-32_ 

"""- --- --- ---
.d.- !l'oIGl prooiudiDn, 

_Bombay Island 1,135'0 1131"5 i37'40 88S'9 967'6 1,g,16'9 

.Ahmedabad . 507"8' 525'8 588-3 6~'0 691'6 781'2 \.-
;Bombay (other centres). 14,"0 171'2 168'3 187'0 170'6 190'2 

.India.n States 191'5 215'8 260'3 293'9 307'8 327'3 ..... 
Central Provinoes and 70'7 71"9 778 81'6 82,0 SI'7 Berar_ 

Ajmer and Delhi 38'S '6'6 55'1 e9'5 "'6 92'7 
/United Provinccs 76'S 92'0 jl3'8 117'9 130'0 1440'2 

Bengal · Sl'S 85'S ~-6 63'2 '11"6 79" 

.Madra.s · · 58'2 60'0 60'0 640'1 61'2 68'S 

B,-Production oj 
dhutw. 

llombay lsla.nd · ISO'S 168'S 86'5 170-S 229'40 287'6 

.Ahmedabad , 2401'9 236'5 2408'1 306'3 290'1 319'!! 

Bomba.y (other eentres) 50'2 55'0 49'2 63'6 5'1"3 65"1 

Indian States · 39'7 41"1 .;2'2 68'2 62'9 64.1 

Contral ~ Provinccs and 28" 26'2 27-1 29'9 32'9 37"6 Berar, 

Ajmer and Delhi • · 13'0 12'3 13'8 111·0 18'40 23'4-
'United Provinoes 840'11 ~'6 52'1 640'1 69'11 86'7 
Bengal · · 17'9 23'40 27'1 44 .. 0 . 116'5 65'1 
:Madras · · · 9'1 8'40 S'1 10-9 13'9 13'8 

a,-production of 
iotI.gc1oth and 

aIIirtin,a. • 
iJcmbay Islaud · · S740'0 878'1 168'0 289'0 32'16 4oS5'II 
Ahmedabad • · 86'9 109'40 1/52'0 1813'6 170'5 17011 

Bombay (other centres)- j 18'6 22'2 1403 215'0 26'8 840'3 
lndiau eta.tes 53'9 6"5 S4o-1 82'S so'a W40'3. 
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- . . 
- 1926·21- 192'7-28. 1928-29. 1929-30. 1930-31. 1931·32. -

a.-Production oj 
langeloth lind ' • 

shirtings-contd. 
0 

" 

Central Provinces end 10'G 7'6 6'3 -68 5'8 7'r. Berar. 
~ 

A;jmer and Delhi 31 N 97 8'6 3'6 43-
United Provinces. 10'S 9'1 9'7 ,12'4 13,9 9'2 

Bengal . 92 7"l 96 10'6 6'6 8'9 

Madra.s 12'3 131 10'6 12'9 7'" 138--
.- . ", 

D,-Production of 
. . 

ooloured goods, . 
Bombay Island 417'3 387'3 1828 273'6 ?21'1 2&3'8-

Ahmedabad • 128'1 129'9 1218 1396 1563 2G8'~ 
Bombay (otber centres) 60'9 62'3 GO'3 63'S 49'1 62'9 

Indian States 31'9 37"7 ' 423 459 66"1 58'S. 

Central ProvinCes and 14'1 
Berar, 

IS'O 24,.3 24'1 3N 17'/r 

A;jmer and Delhi . 1'6 2'9 4'5 "'0 8'1 '109-

United Provinces 4'S 6'5 6'9 8'9 7-5 6'1 

Ben~ 1'0 3'4 4'9 6'0 4'0 ,3'9 

MAdras 31'S 33'4 356 34'6 3<4'0 356 

The short production in Bombay Island in 1928-29 which is dis
closed by all foul' statements was caused by the closure of most 
of the mills for about 6 months on account of labour trouble. It ~ 
is only in 1931-32 thll.t Bombay has recovered the ground lost 
in that year. The mills in the Bombay Presidency other than 
those at Born bay and Ahmedabad show a large increase in thei1" 
total production in 1927-28, a slight fall in 1928-29; a consider
able increase in 1929-30, a fall again in 1930-31 and a larger 
increase in 1931-32. In Madras the total output in 1930-31 was. 
slightly less than that in 1929-30 but the loss was more than 
recovered in 1931-32. In the Central Provinces production in 
1931-32 was slightly leM than that of 1930-31. Everywhere else, 
there has been a regular increase from year to year j in the yea1" 
1929-30 the Indian States, Bengal, the United Provinces and 
Ajmer 'and Delhi show exceptional increases and in 1931-32 there

,were noteworthy increases in Bombay Island, Ahmedabad, and' 
Ajmer and Delhi. The progress of Ahmedabad has been noti.ce
ably rapid; the mills in Bengal have doubled th~ir productIOn 
since 1921-28; and so have those in Ajmer and DelhI. Table XII 
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gi~e •. for the total production as, ';ell as, for dhutis, longcloth and 
shlrtmgs and coloured goods separately 1.he actual and the per
centage variation in outl'u~ between 1926-27 and 1931-32. 

TABLE XII. 

Vatiatwn ,in production between 1926-27 and 1931-32. 

All torts. Dbotis, 1.0IIgoioth and 
Sbirtings, Coloor.d good •• . , 

-- Varia.. Vari .. Vari .. Varia-j , two Per- tion Per' tioo Por- tioo Per-
million centage. million centag" million centage, million cent. ge 
yarde, . yards, yard~, Y"~d8'1 ___ . ---. 

.. I 

• oabay ... SI,g +7'22 +137"4. 
leland. 

+91'jS +615 +16'44, -133'0 -32'00 

.. .. 
Alunedabad ~273'9 +53'99 +77'9 ... 32'21 +S4-0 +96'66 +80'6 +62'92 

:Bombay + 46'l! + 82'OS ... aD +29'68 +16'S +8496 +2'0 +893 
, (other 

eentree). 
+9332 I lnd ian + 13:)'S +70'91 +24'4 +61'46 +60'8 +269 +Si'33 

8tatee. 

Central Pro: ... 11'0 +16'66 +9'1 +32'0' -2'5 -25'00' +8'6 + 24'S2 
- vinoe.and 
.. :Berat. 

Ajmer and ... 04" +142'04 +10'4 +80'00 +1'3 +41'93 +9'8 +081'26 
Delhi. I 

+67'7 +161'30 -1'6 +1'8 + 27'OS United Pro- , +68'50 ... 62'2 -14'81 
vince .. J -

Bengal +'7'6 ,+149'69 +47'2 +26369 -0'8 -8'26 +11'9 +290'00 

Madras ,I +10·6 • +18'18 +4'7 +6160 +1'5 +12'20 +3'S j +11'95 

We have seen that in the country as- a whole the production of 
dhutis has increased by 42 per cent. Tables XI .and XII show 
that all parts of the country have contributed to this increp,se 
and that it has been most conspicuous in Bombay, Ahmedabad, 
Bengal and the United Provinces. In the case of longcloth ane' 
shirtings Ahmedabad has nearly doubled its production and there 
has been a considerable increase in the Indian States. Bombay 
Island is the only part of the country in which the. output flf 
coloured goods has declined; but in these mills this branch of 
production has fallen off by 32 J?er cent. Ahmedabad and the 
Indian .states show considerable mcreafi,eS, but not sufficient to 
compensate for the heavy fall in Bombay ; and ,for the country 
ill! a whole the production of coloured goods shows a. slight loss 
of ·38 per cent. 

Table XIII shows for piecegoods of all kindl3 and for ·dhutis. 
shirtings and longeloth and coloured goods separately, what per

B2 
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centage of the total yardage produced each year is contribute<l 
by mills in different parts of the country:-

TAlILE XIII. 

India1~ production of piecegooda (percentage of totaZ yardage). 

- 1926-27. 1927·28. 1928-29. 1929-30. 1930-31. ll931-32. 

. -, 
.A.-.All Sort&. 

Bombay Island 50 4.9 28 87 38 4.1 

Ahmedabad. 23 22 31 27 27 26 

Bombay (other centres). 6 7 9 8 
, 6 

Delhi and Ajmer • 2 2 3 3 3 Sc 

Central Provinces and 3 3 4. 3 3 3· 

Berar. 

Indian States 9 9 14 12 12 11 

United Provinces. S 4 5 Ii 5 & 

Bengal . 1 1 2 S 3 3-

..tIadras 3 3 S 3 2 2-

B.-Dllutis. 

Bombay Island 26 2~ 15 22 28 30-

Ahmedabad • , 41 38 46 60 115 33-

Bombay (other centres) 8 9 9 8 7 ~ 

Crntral Provinces and Ii 4 5 4 4 4-

Berar. 

Ajmer and Delhi • . 2 2 2 ~ 2 a. 

Indian States 7 7 9 9 7 ;. 

United Provinces • . 6 7 9 8 8 g. 

Bengal. • . S 4 5 6 7 7 

Madras , 1 1 1 1 2 1 

a.-Shirl"'K: elM 
lonStlo' 

Bombay leland 64 61 36 50 iiI 53-

Ahmedadad • 15 • 18 82 24 27 22: 

Bombay (other centree) 3 4 Ii 4 4 4-

Delhi and Ajmer • 1 1 2 1 1 1 

Central Provinoes and 2 1 1 1 1 ) 

Berar. 
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- 1926-27. 1927-2S. 1928-29. 1929-30. 1930·,!). 19S1-82. 

a.-Shirting ... d 
langeloth-con til. 

Indian 8tate. 9 11 18 a 12 IS 

United Province •• 2 1 a 2 l:l 1 

Bengal • 2 2 2 2 .K 1 1 

MadraS :I 2 2 2 J 2 

D.- CDIDured piece-
gDod,.' 

Bombay Ialand 61 67 8S 45 40 42 

Ahmedabad. 0 0 19 19 25 23 28 SCI 

Bombay (other oentres) 7 9· IS 11 II 8 

Delhi and Ajmelr • H. 0" 1 1 1 2 

Central Provinoes and 2 oJ 1\ 4. 4. S 
Berar. 

Indian 8tates 5 6 9 8 10 8 

Ullited hovinos8 • 1 1 1 J l 1 

Bengal. .. , ... 1 I 1 1 

Madras 5 5 7 6 6 5 

Bombay's share of the total Indian production has fallen away 
from 50 to 41 per cent., Ahmedabad and the Indian States being 
the principal gainers. As regards dhutis, Bombay has slightly 
improved her position, while Bengal has advanced from 3 to 1 
per cent., and Ahmedabad, though still contril)uting the largest 
pel'Centage, does not occupy such an outstanding position as she 
did in 1926-27. In the case of shirtings and longcloth, Bombay 
contributes 9 per cent. less and Ahmedabad 7 per cent. and the 
States 4 per cent. more than in 1926-27. In culoured piecegoods, 
Bombay's percentage has fallen from 61 to 42, the deficiency 
being made up by Ahmedabad. with small contributions from the 
Indian States, Delhi, other parts of Bombay, the Central Provinces 
and Bengal. 

16. Mr. Hardy in paragraph 10 of his report of 1929, taking 
account af the quantity of Indian cotton sllitable for spinning yarn 

. . of counts between 30s and 40s, -of the 
Improve';Ilent m qualIty quantity of the finer yarns imported and 

of productlOn. f h t't f tt . t d .' o t e quan I y 0 co on Impor e , came 
to the conclusion that in Bombay, excluding the definitely -.' 
coarse classes of cloth, 25 per cent, of the flhutis and shirtings 
'Were woven from counts of 25s or over, 13 per cent. from yarns 
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26s to 30s, 9 per cent. from yarns 31s to ,lOs and 3 per cent. 
from yarns 41s or over. To arrive at an estimate of the progress 
made in weaving, the finer qualities of cloth we omit from our 
consideration all those classes elf cloth which are usually woven 
from the coarser counts of yarn. We have been informed that 
practically all the fine yarn which is imported is used by the 
handloom industry and that for practical purposes it may be 
left out of account in considering mill production. We have there
fore compared the mill production in 1926-27 and 1931-32 of 
dhutis, cambrics and lawns and shirtings and longeloth and 
coloured goods which are the classes of goods in which medium 
and fine counts of yarn are used. We have compared the mill 
production in these years of yarns of counts above 30s. We have 
converted this yarn into cloth at the rate of 100 Ibs. of yarn to 
106 lbs. of cloth which we are informed is a reasonable rate of 
conversion for goods woven from the finer counts of yarn; and 
we can then see what percentage in each year the cloth represented 
by the fine yarn spun in the mills bears to the production of these 
dasses of goods. The result of our investigation is as follows:-

TABLE XIV. 
(M illion Ibs.) 

- 1926·27. 1931·32. 

Mill produotion of dhutis 123'1 ISS'3 

Mill produotion of oambrics and lawns . ''1 o·s 
Mill produotion of shirtings and longeloth 134'S 17R'3 

Mill proc!uotion of coloured goods 140'3 13S'6 

A.-Totai . · 403'9 609'0 

Mill production of ya.rn of couuts above 30s 39'2 100'1 

Deduct-O per oent. for ya.rn sold · . 2'0 0'3 

B.-Yarn used in mills . · 37-2 99'S 

C.-Equivalent Weight of eloth at 100 
=1061bs.oloth. 0 

lbs. yarn 39'4 105'S 

-
Percentage of C to quantit3' of cloth at A 9''1 20'8 

Judged by weight the percentage of cloth woven from the finer 
counis of yarn increased from below 10 per cent. in 1926-27 to 
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21 per cent. in 1931-32. This must be considered a satisfactory 
achievement. The same tendency IS further illustrated by the 
increase in the production of bleached goods to which we refer 
in paragraph 145. 

17. In the next Table are shown the total imports of yarn in 
each of the last six years and the proportion which caIlle from 

Imports: (i) Yam. the United Kingdom and from Japan in 
each year:-

TABLE XV. 
Imports oj yarn. 

United Kingdom. Japan. 
Total 

- millions 
oflb&. Millions Percentage. Millions Percentage, of lbs. of lba. 

----
192f1.2'1 49'42 20'11 40''10 26'62 63'86 
192'1·2~ 52'34 20'56 59'30 16'9'1 32'42 
1929-29 43'7'1 23'09 52'75 7'63 1'1'43 
1929·30 43'88 20'11 45'83 10'87 24'7'1 
1930-31 29'14 10'31 35'38 6'89 23'64 
1931-32 31'68 11'91 3'1'71 6'21 19'66 

It will be observe!1 that, whereas the United Kingdom and Japan 
together sent 94·56 per cent. of the total imports in 1926-27, in 
1931-32 these two countries sent only 57·37 per cent. This varia
tion is almost entirely due to imports of grey yarn from China 
which have in recent years largely replaced Japanese yarn. The 
only other countries from which yarn is imported in appreciable 
quantities are Italy, which sends both grey and coloured yarn. 
and Switzerland and the Netherlands which supply a certain 
quantity of coloured yarn. The following statement indicates the 
extent to which the fall in the imports from Japan has been made
good by imports from China:-

TABLE XVI. 
(Millions of Ibs.) 

Quantity of yam import8d Percentage of total imports 
from coming from 

-
Japan. China. Total. • Japan. China. Both • 

~;;! 

1926·27 26'62 '93 27'55 53'86 1'88 55'74-
1927-28 16'97 12'04 20'01 32'42 22'99 65'41 
192.'1·29 7'63 11-49 19'03 17'43 26'04 43'41 
1929·30 10'87 10'49 21'30 24'7'1 23'96 4"'73: 
1930-31 689 11'72 18-61 23'64 4022 63'86 
1931-32 6'21 13'22 19'43 19'66 41'86 61'52 
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The fall in the imports in 1928-29 is evidently the effect of the 
specific duty first, imposed in 1927, From the following Table 
it will be clear that the fall occurred mainly in grey yams of 
counts 3la to 40s and to a smaller extent in coloured yarns:-

TABLE XVII. 

Analysis oj imports oj yarn- by kind and count, 

(M illions of Ib.-) 

Description 
1926·27. I 92?28. 19~~29, 1929-30_ 1930·31. 1931-32. of 

cloth. 

I,-(Jr~!I' 

I-lOa '10 '82 -02 '11 -" ", 

11-208 , '71 1'75 '81 '69 '26 '12 

111-30. , '42 '39 ,~ '39 '24 '47 

31-400. 20'95 21'97 16-27 16-51 13'13 U-77 

Above 40s , , 6-96 6'42 7'Sl 7-20 3'09 4.-39 

Two-folds , 6-60 5'29 5'34. 4-61 8'1'1 3''11 
----

Total Grey 35'74 36'12 30'70 28'61 19'89 21'46 
.- --

IL-WAite, 

I-2Oa ,'. -01 .. , '01 '01 -O! 

21-30& , .. , '07 '0' '06 '01 'OS 

IJ--!Os , -" 1-27 H7 1'61 -94 1-02 

Above4oOa ,. 1-06 1'14 1'32 '87 '61 

Two,folds , ", 2'41 2"'12 9-28 lHS 1'97 -- -----
ToLaI White 4.'06 4'8! 5-0'7 t'~8 3'98 16' 

111.- Coloured, 

1-208 · , '25 '40 '2'1 '22 '18 '19 

21-3Oa 'SlI • '38 '27 'sa '23 '25 · , 

81-4.0& · . 3'45 4'01i 2'49 2i1l! '68 ,51 

Above 4008. . '60 '57 '36 -46 '28 '23 

Two,fol,h , '54 '58 '50 'SO '36 '28 

-----_. --------
Total Coloured , 6-86 a'99 8'89 "38 1'78 NO 
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Deecription 
of 1926·27. 19.:17·28. I9l8·29. 1929·80. 1930-31. 1931·32. 

oloth. 

• ----
IY __ M .rceru.d. 

1-20. · ... ... . .. '02 1)1 ... 
21-soa . ... , .. '01 ... ..' .. . 
81-40. · ... ... 1)1 .., .., '01 

Above -&os • .. , .. , '02 .(),t, '03 1)2 

~wo.f ... ld8 ... 5'36 41)' 5'66 3'411 5'03 ----_.---------
~otal Mereeriled 4'17 5'36 4'08 0'72 3'li3 506 ------------------
Y.- UlUp«ijied 1)6 '05 '03 03 '01 -OZ ------------ -------

GrlOlld total · 4!1'39 52'34 43'77 4S'87 2!!'14 31'58 

The avowed object of the specific duty was to discourage imports of 
yarn of counts 3le to 40s; and these figures indicate the extent to 
which it has succeeded in this object. . 

18. Table XVIII shows for each of the last six years the total 
quantity of piecegoods imported and the countries from which they 

(i.) Piecegoods. 
came and compares with these figures the 
quantity produced by the Indian mills. 

TABLE XVIII. 

Table .howing the importl of piecegoods with the countries which 
6Zport them and comparing the production in Indian mills. 

(MilIioD8 of yord •• ) 

a d 0 

'" . .a 
!III .. ..; ..., 

,S -:0 ... - "" " " t.d '" ..; rn .!! . 0 ... Q, '" ~ it '" 1i .; .. ~ ;i .8 .. .. .S i 'il "3 ·a '~ ... ~ .. .~ 0 ciS ..cI 0 .~ 

D til .... D rn .." 0 .:> E-o E-o -- - - - - -- - - - ----
1926·27 · 1467 20 17 16 J2 2M 2 10 1'188 2259 4047 

192~-l!8 · 1543 20 26 28 15 323 'I 11 19'13 235'1 4330 . 
1928·29 1456 20 38 30 11 857 13 12 1937 1893 8831)-

1929·30 1248 22 25 33 10 • 5611 10 9 1919 2419 4338 

1930-81 523 13 10 9 B 321 2 6 890 25Gl 3451 

1931·32 · . ~83 7 11 19 8 340 4 4 '1'16 299() 3766 
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In ~927 t~e imports reached 1973 million y:,"rds, the highest figure 
attamed smce the war. But there was a shght decline in the two 
following years and in 1930-31 there was a sudden fall to less than 
half the quantity imported in 1929-30. ,To this several causes con
tributed; it was partly due to the slump which visited industry and 
trade throughout the world; political conditions in India were partly 
responsible; and the protective duties first imposed in 1930 also 
()perated to check- imports. 1931-32 has seen a further decline. 
Over 90 per cent. of the imports come from the United Kingdom 
and from Japan. Since 1927-28 there has been a continuous fall 
in the quantities coming from the United Kingdom; Japan's exports 
made a sudden jump in 1929-30 from 357 to 562 million yards, llUt . 
in the two following years have reverted to the level occ~pied before 
the jump. Japan, however, has steadily increased her proportion 
()f the Indian import trade and there has been a corresponding 
decline in the proportion of that trade held by the United Kingdom. 

TABLE XIX. 

Statement showing the quantities of piecegoods impOf'ted from the 
U nitea. Kingdom ana. from Japan ana. their percentage propor
tion to the total quantity imported. 

United Kingdom. Japan, 

- Pereentage PereentHge 
Million Mlilion 
yards, of tot..l yards. of total 

imports.. imports. 

.All P'tu good •• 

1926-27 1466'87 82'04 :243'69 13'62 

1927·28 · · · 15403'11 78'20 323'05 16'37 

1928-29 · · · 1456'09 75'18 357"34. 18'45 

1929-30 · · · 1247"64 65'00 561'97 29'28 

1930-31 · · · 623'405 68'SO 320"78 30'04 

1931·31 · • · 383'50 409'440 339'78 43'SI 

Grt!l. 

1926·27 · · · · 588'78 7867 1540'87 20'69 

19aT·28 · · · 651'16 7i'3? 2140'77 240'53 . 
1928·29 · · 58l'62 69'36 24.l'75 28'83 

• 620'52 66'24 393'70 ~ 1929·30 · · 
1930.31 · 14S'30 39'26 218'S2 1)9'81 

1931-32 · · · · 69'68 23'93 1!,5'211 7U5 
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Uoited Kingdom. Japan. 

--
Million Pe_otago Million Perrentage 

,..rds. oftota.l ya,·d •. 01 tntal 
imports im.,orta. 

'lP'hile. 

1926·27 &50'28 96'38 S'88 0'50 
19~7·~!J · &26'75 U66 S·(,O 1'01 
1928·~9 · 62;;'31: 94'~2 5'41~ 0'99 
1929·30 · · 4S!i'~,5 92'05 18'88 2'93 
193Uo$l · · . 2211'116 ti4·P.6 2S'U 10'35 
11131·82 1107'05 740'03 59'82 1:1"37 

CoZ".,,.&l. 

1928.27 . 3lq·sO 71-14 85'82 19'18 
11127·28 .' 852'21 69'77 102'6; ~O'34 
1!l2q.'!9 . · 3:15'f;1 66'.0 1098" 21'66 
1920·81) . · 278'6;! 57'63 1.540'~7 31'01 
19~0.Hl 14;'64 6\1'07 74'33 SO'2t 
193!-82 · .. 110'27 49'39 9~'67 42',!ll 

Taking all piecegoods together the United Kingdom's proportion 
of the trade has fallen from 82 per cent. to 49 per cent. in the six 
years, while Japan's has increased from 14'to 44 per cent. In the 
case of grey goods the relative position of the two countries has 
practically been reversed; in 1926-27 the United Kingdom supplied 
79 per cent. and Japan 21 per cent.; in 1931-32 the United 
Kingdom's share was 24 per cent. and Japan's 75 per cent. In 
white goods Japan has in the last two years increased her proportion 
of the trade from 3 to 21 per cent., while the United Kingdom's 
share has dropped from 92 to 74 per cent. And in the case' of 
coloured goods Japan's proportion has risen steadily from 19 per 
cent. ill. 1926-27 to 42 per cent. in 1931-32, while the United 
Kingdom's has fallen from 71 to 49 per cent. 

19. The following statement shows for each of the last six years 
G d the quantity of grey goods imported and the 

rey goo s. countries from which they came:-

TAlILE XX. 
Quantity of gre" goods imported. 

(Millions nf YAr-i •• ) 

United Japan. China. United .Othe .... TotaL - Kingdom. 'States. 

--- ----&. ---
IP211.27 589 16. 2 2 ... 7411 
1927·118 651 21~ 7 2 1 876 
19118.29 · 58; 242 13 2 ... 8~9 
1112P.30 · :1 

&21 39" 10 1 ... 926 
1930·31 · 143 2111 ? 1 1 Illi5 
1931-82 611 185 4 .. .. 249 .. . 
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In the next statement these imports are classified into the main 
groups shown in the Trade Returns:-

TABLE XXI. 

Imports of grey goods. 
(Millions of yaros.) 

"g "" .. ~ 

~ 
o! ~§, Sheet· Drills Value in - ..., 

0" and Total. l .. khs. ., .. .. ~:G ings • .. 
:;;~ .. jeans. Iil 0 tIID.::. 
"..= " . "'" .z! t!:" 0: 0 .. .., H 0 Rs . ----- -- -----, 

1926·27 473 73 169 19 15 .. 74.8 1961-70 
1927·28 528 79 233 23 11 \I 876 2124'82 
1928.29 4S8 79 252 7 12 1 839 2019-16 
1929.30 . 502 53 840 15 13 3 926 2092'58 
1930-31 171 19 166 4 2 3 365 686-76 
]931.32 fi3 23 134 4 I 2 249 39Z-44 

Practically all the imports from the United States are drills and 
jeans. In the following Table the imports from Japan and Chi,na 
are shown by their trade classifications.i and the difference between 
these figuree and those in Table XXI may be taken as the parti
culars of the imports from the United Kingdom:-

TABLE XXII. 
Imports of grey goods from lapan -and China. 

(The figures represent imports from Japan and China combined. 
The figures for China only are given in brackets_) 

(Millons of y&rds_) 

"" I 
.., 

:i " -oS 

o! 
.cal Sheet· Drills Valnein 
~bO 

s.nd Tot..l_ l .. kbs. - .. 0" iJlgs. o! .. .. 
~~ Jeaus. $1 .. 

'" .. - .. ..c .z! 
c:l

0 0 .. 
..J 0 Rs • -

1928·27 . 29 97 18 (1) 12 1 157 (1) 427 (4) 

1927·28 34 155 (3) 22 (4) 9 -" 22t (7) 562 (16) 

1928·29 . 35 203 (12) 6 (I) 10 1 255 (13) 6M (32) 

1929·30 58 318 (8) 14(1) 12 1 403 (9) 911 (20) 

1930·31 53 161 ~~) 4 2 1 221 (2) 403 (Il) 

1931·32 . 53 ISO (3) 4(]) 2 ... 189 (4) 295 (6) 

A comparison o~ the thr~e Tables above will show that th~ bulk ~f 
the decline in lmports In Ul30·31 and 1931-32 occurred In dhut~s 
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from the United Kingdom and in longcloth and shirtings from 
Japan. 

20. The next'Table gives the quantities of white goods imported 
White da. each year and the countries from which 

goo they came: - . 

TABLE XXIII. 
Import$ oj white goods. 

(Milliou of yard •• ) 

.. 
.; .,J '" 

United 11 ~ l .. en - Kingdom. &: -;:: S 'g, ~ .; OJ .. .:. .. d 
~ .:J 1;l .. 

~ 
OJ "<l 

'" '; 3 .. :i' :5 E-t Z CIJ .. "" 
... 0 -- ---- ---- ----

!D26.27 · 550 6 9 2 ... 3 ... 1 571 
19~7·2i · 62'1 7 12 2 1 6 1 '" 556 
1928·~1I 625 8 9 2 2 5 2 1 554 
'192!1.30 · 436 7 9 2 3 140 2 1 474 
1980.81 . 1I~0 4- 5 1 1 28 1 272 
11131·32 · 207 " 6 1 1 60 1 ... 2Ra 

- 0 

'The features dIsclosed by this Table are the decline of trade from 
the United Kingdom and the rapid inerease in the last three years 
of that from Japan. The classes of goods of whieh Japan is sending 
the largest quantities are longeloth and shirtings (9 million y-ards 
'in 1929-30, 17! million yards in 1930-31 and 38! million yards in 
1931-32) and nainsooks (It million yards in 1929-30, 6 million ya:rds 
'in 1930-31 and 13 million yards in 1931-32); she also sends eonsi
.derable quantities of drills and jeans, mulls, jaconets and twills. 
"The next Table shows the trade classification of the white goods 
imported since 1926-21:-

!926-27 
t927-211 
19a8·29 
1929·30 
1980031 
1931-32 

TABLE XXIV. 
Classification oj the white goods imported •. 

12 
14 
13 
12 

4 
4, 

15 15 
16 8 
15 R 
16 11 
11 6 
11 7 

(Million. of yards., 

121 15 
18 
17 

: I 
571 
5511 
554. 
4740 
27i 
280 

1,752'7 
I.lln·S 
1,533'4 
1,327'3 

620-5 
532'6 
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Th~ large fall of imports under dhutis and mulls has been borne
entIrely by the United Kingdom, which has also lost severely under 
most of the other heads. . 

21. The ~ol~owing ~able shows the quantity of coloured goods 
of all descnptIons--prmted, dyed and woven together-imported 

Coloured goods. each year and the countries which exported 
them:-

TABLE XXV. 

Total quantity oj coloured goods imported and the country oj origin. 
(Millions of Jards) 

~ 
, .. 

';l 
'&, .., .; .. .; od 
" <I.l ~ 

i:d '" " - ~ ~ a .. ... 
~~ " 0;:: 0;:: <I.l 

"" .. .. " '" .. "" .!I 8 .Q 'iii, ~ ~ 
.. 

~ 'a Ii! .. .. II .; .. =a ..,a .. ..: ~ 

p z .. 
<I.l 0 I'l <LJ ;!! .., P e--_ .. ------ ---- -- -- r-- --

1926-li7 818 3 3 14 \I 3 16 86 1 447 

1927-28 , 352 3 3 12 2 3 25 103 2 5O~ 

192~-29 336 2 II 11 II II 36 110 4- 5Cn 
1929-30 279 1 1 14 1 II 23 154 7 483 

1930-31- . 148 1 1 9 . .. 1 9 7~ 3 246· 

1931-32 no ... 1 I 3 . .. II JO 95 2 223 

I 

Imports from the United Kingdom have been on the decline since-
1921-28; but the loss in 1930-31 was much more severe than in the
previous years. It affected almost all classes of goods; among"' 
printed goods the classes which suffered most were prints and chintz, 
shirtings, cambrics, saris and scarves, drills and jeans, and twill8;' 
among dyed goods the chief fall was in Italian cloth and sateen, 
shirtings and cambrics; while among woven coloured goods the
classes most affected were the goods of unspecified description, saris· 
and scarves and coating and trouserings. Imports from Japan 
increased steadily up to 1929-30; but in 1930-31 they fell by nearly 
50 per cent. The most important classes of goods imported from . 
Japan are drills and jeans (printed, dyed and woven), shirtings. 
(printed, dyed and woven), woven twills, flannels and flannelettes· 
and prints and chintz. The classes most affected bv the decline in 
trade in ·1930-31 were shirtings (printed, dyed and woven), drills; 
and jeans (printed and wo'ven) and woven twills. Other countries· 
from which coloured goods are imported in considerable quantitieS' 
are Italy and the Netherlands: the prindpa\ (,lasses imported from 
Italy are flannels a~d flannelettes, printp filiI! chilltz, ~wills and 
coatings and trousermgs. All ~he~e classes have shared m the loss. 
of trade since 1930-31. The chIef Imports from the Netherlands are
lung-is and sarongs and shirtings; the fall in imports in 1930-31 was-
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confined to the class of lungis and sarongs (printed and woven). 
The following Table shows for printed, dyed and woven coloured 
$'oods separately the principal classes imported and the quantities 
In each class imported in each year from 1926-27 onwards:-

-
'926·27 . 
1927·28 

1928·29 

1929-30 

193()'31 

1931·32 . 

--

1926-27 

1927·28 . 

1928·29 

11129·30 . . 
1930·31 

1931·32 

TABLE XXVI. 

Classes and quantity of imports. 

(a) Printed goods. 
(Millions of yards,) 

.; ,S ill , ] '" .., 
[;I t,~ f.i .. 

m "' .. .. .. or::! 
0 . "' " 

:!ll~ 
.. bO 

~ 
::<I. 'c .S - j] :§ ~ .,,! '" -..,"'''' .. 
~1 ~ "f.ir::! 'c ., :a 'i :5 .., 

0 
0 ~ .. A":> P." rI.l E-t 0 E-t 1>----- -- -------- --.----
18 36 18 47 24 13 21 177 612'9 

23 41 31 68 29 15 28 235 753'3 

20 44 32 74 33 19 22 , 244, 741'1 

15 38 38 57 31 12 9 200 576'6 

5 21 19 32 20 3 6 106 260'8 

3 15 20 20 37 4 6 105 208'4, 

(b) Dyed goods. 
(Millions of yards,) 

"' '" 
.. 

.; 1m f.i ~ 
m ",~ 

~ 
Ii Il'i. " . .., 

~j ~ ei 'C "' .. ,6 a1 ~j '" .... '" ~ ~ s ~f.i 
., .., .. ~ ~ 0 A rI.l rI.l E-t 0 -- ---- -- --~ 

23 10 7 28 40 10 39 157 6)7'1 

24 10 10 25 40 13 36 158 061'1 

27 II 7 28 37 18 28 156 562'} 

27 11 9 18 49 14 23 151 491'5 

• 
15 5 7 10 25 10 21 93 269'] 

16 2 8 12 21 13 21 93 229'2 
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(c) Woven coloured goods. 

(Millions of yards.) .. "g. ,..., ..., 
11 al~ ~ ~ .,; 

",.~ P:l 

- ... .,; .,; . .., ... 11) 

ai 
... .S g!~ ..=I'" .9 g! .!!l g .,; J ;i 0"" ~e ~~ ;!; El ~~ 

.., 
13'" A"" ~'" ... ~ ~ ~.!! 0 rLl 0 --I--- --~ -

1936·27 · . 6 11 20 10 27 6 34 114 492'2 

1927·28 · 7 9 23 7 20 12 33 111 437'9' 

1928·29 · 10 11 18 3 26 12 27 107 431'6· 

1929·30 · 14 7 40 12 26 11 23 133 446'5· 

1930·31 · . 8 3 7 10 9 2 9 46 152'0' 

1931-32 · 2 2 4 7 5 1 4 25 67'6 

The following table gives an interesting comparison between the 
imports of coloured goods from the United Kingdom and those from, 
Japan:-

TilLE XXVII. 
(Millions of yards.) 

Printed. Dyed. WOVerJ. 

e:o ,;., e:o -- .9 .9 .9 
1.:1 1.:1 1.:1 

;i 19 5 ;i 19 5 ;i 
...,. 

5 - "'9 

~ 
.~ 0 1i' ~ 

.~ 0 

~ ~ ~-8 1; ~..., 
~ 

~..., Eo! .." - ~ --_. 
1926.27 · 177 154 9 157 120 26 114 44 51 

1927.28 · 235 189 21 158 117 30 111 46 51 

1928·~9 · 244 175 36 156 116 23 107 44 50 

1929·30 · 200 131 53 151 106 28 133 42 74', 

1930·31 · 106 71 30 93 59 23 46 18 21 

49
1 

E" c 

1931·32 105 51 93 55 29 25 4 17 

It will be observed that .while there has been a heavy fall in the 
imports of all classes of goods from the United Kingdom, the im
ports of printed and dyed goods from Japan in 1931-32 show 110 

falling off; on the other hand there h~s been. a severe fall in the' 
imports o.f Japanese ~oven goods. S~ca thlS fall has occur~e'l 
entirely smce 1929-30 It appears to be chiefly a result oftha specific-
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duty imposed on this class of goods in 1930. The importallce of 
this in relation to the question of protection is discussed in Chapter 
VII. . 

22. We have also been at pains to ascertain particulars of thlt 
imports of artificial silk yarn and piecegoods. Artificial silk yarn 

""" "" " " is not much used in Indian mil1s; in fact 
(ItS) Artl~clalsilk the mills represented by the Bombay and 

yarn and plecegoods, Ah d b d M'll ' A . t' d . me a a I owners ssoCla Ions an 
some at least of the mills in other parts of the country have at the " 
instance of the Congress pledged themselves not to use it. It is 
however largely used by the handloom industry in weaving deco
rative borders. The following Table shows the quantity imported 
each year and its value:- . 

TABLE XXVIII. 

Import. of artificial Bilk yarn. 

Million Value 
lbs, Rs,lakhs. 

1926-27 · ·o'S 102'6 

1927-1"S · 7'0 149'2 

1928-29 7'7 130'3 

1929-30 " 7" 99'1 

1930-31 · 7"l SO'S 

19l11·22 · S"O S2'J 

About 50 per cent. of this yarn comes from Italy; and of the 
remaining 50 per cent. the greater part used to come from the 
United Kingdom and the Netherlands. In 1931-32 Japan for thlt 
first time sent an appreciable quantity of artificial silk yarn and 
from the most recent returns it is evident that she is making rapid 
progress in the capture of the Indian market j in the first five 
months of 1932-33 the quantity of imports from Japan was greater 
than that from any other country except Italy and was more than 
20 times greater than the Japanese imports in the corresponding 
period of 1931-32. It will be observed that the average value has 
fallen from Rs. 1-8 a pound in 1926-27 or Rs. 2 a. pound in 1927-28 
to Rs. 1-0-5 a pound in 1931-32. The quantity of yarn imported 
has varied only slightly in the last five years. The next Table 
shows for each of the last six years the Imports of artificial silk 
and cott~n piecegoods--both those made entirely of artificial silk 
and those made of mixtures of cotton and artificial Bilk. 
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TADLE XXIX. 

Imp(nts of artificial silk piecegoods (including mixtures of al,ti
, ficial sill, and cotton). 

Oountry of origin. 

United Kingdom 

-Germany 

Switzerla.nd • 

.Ita.ly 

.Ja.pa.n • 

.Others· 

Tota.l 

(Millions of yards_) 

I 
~ ~ 4 

o .... 

I gg ~ .... .... 

~ /1::: -1-:~-:-1--1-::-:-1'--7_-:-::1~ 
, 

• I 6-7 Il'l 7-0 6'8 3·2 2'0 

13-9 16-0 17-8 U-5 5-6 5-2 

l"l S-8 26-0 38-2 7'-(\ 

2-8 " W H " l~ 

42·0 49-8 

Va.lueinRs la.kha • -::- -::- 330-4 I~-::--::-
. i 

From this Table it will be seen that while the total volume of 
imports shows a marked increase only in 1931-32, Japan has since 
1929-30 been acquiring a predominating in:.fl.uence in this trade_ 

'The returns for the first five months of 1932-33 show that Japan's 
proportion of the trade is still increasing and is now well over 90 
'per cent. And with the substitution of Japanese for European 
imports there has been a marked fall in values. The average value 

.of--theimports fell from Rs. -73 per pound in 1926-27 to Rs. ·30 
per. pound in 1931-32; and in the latter year while the average 
value of imports from Japan was Rs. -28 per pound, that of goods 
from the United Kingdom was Rs. -58 per pound and of Swiss 
goods Rs. ·48 per pound; and Italian goods which in 1927-28 and 
1928-29 constituted the largest portion of the imports into India, 

'have steadily declined in value from Rs. -58 per pound in 1926-27' 
to Rs. -31 in 1931-32. 

23. We now proceed to bring together the figures showing for 
.different classes of goods 80 far as the published statistics make it 

possi~le to institute comparisons, the quan
nMyrkets and prices: tity produced in Indian mills and the quan
I arn_ tity imported, in order to form an estimate 

,of ·the proO'ress made by the Indian industry in capturing the 
market anl' of the nature and degree of the competition with which 

• Ohiefly Austria, Ozeoho.slOv&kia. the United Sta.tes and ;Belgium. 
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it is threatened by imported goods. The following Table shows. 
the position as regards yarn:-

Year. 

19116-27 

1927-28 

1928-29 

19211-aO 

1930-81 

1931-82 

TABLE XXX. 
(Millions of pounds.) 

/' I I I I Nett I I Yarn 
Imports. Be- . Nett IndIan Exports o~~~~r Total "f:':Jii~d ~ry'!,.u.: 

e"porta , of I Indian of of Ilmportot I pradUC-j Indian Indian oonsump-. for pro- avallab~ 
. . produc- . of woven aBle. 

yam. yam' of yam. I tlon. yarn mill I tion duction foo 

tlon. I I good •. t 

::::: :::; ::::: ::::: I ::::~ I ;;::: :::::: II ::~:: 
43'77 7'06 86'71 648'18 29'411, 61i1'86 655'57 898'0 

810'6& 

257'57 

4$'88 6'92 86'96 838'56 30'86 I SOIl'70 839'66 \ 5011'0 387'6& 

~I ~I~ ~ ~~~ ~I~'~ 
~1'6S 6'04 26'54 966'41 87'97 93S'44 964'98 600'0 864'9S 

Very little imported yarn is now· used in the Indian mills; and we 
have received evidence that in parts of the country swadeshi and 
boycott propaganda have made it difficult for the handlOLlJll 
who uses imported yarn. t~-""U ],.;. - - -, -_. 
_L!_l.· --

-~ 

Quantity of yarn etr:ported. 
(Millions of pounds;)· 

-- 13y sea., 13y Ia.nd. Total. . 
19211-27 · · · . · 4,2'42 12'52 54'1l4 
HI27-:l8 · · · · · ~6'08 10'24- 36'3~ 
11128-29 · · · . · 24'64· 11'84 SIl'48 
1929-30 · · · 25'04- 12'74 37'78 
1930-n 

. 23'88 11'81 35'69 · · · · 1931-32 · · · · · 22'58 10'43 33'01:'· 

• All tbe export. by land 11<m J<1J1l11a ale Irenl.d nB He_ports. 
t Calculated at 100 lb., ynln ~n~Il:., cloth. . 
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TABLE XXIX. 

Imp(}Tts of artificial silk piecegoods (including mixtures of arti
, ficial silk and cotton). 

Oountry of origin. 

United Kingdom 

-Germany 

Switzerland • 

.Italy • 

.Japan • 

,Others-

Total 

(Millions of yarda.) 

..: cO oi 0 ,..; ~ IN IN ~ ... ... 

.;, .:. "" 
a, 0 ,..:, 

IN IN IN IN '" '" C> C> C> C> C> ~ ..... .... .... .... ..... 

: II:: ':~ I:: ~:I~ 
I 

• I 6-7 11-], 7'0 6'8 3'2 2'0 

2-8 

17'8 

3-8 

6-1 

fromtlie' 'Unlted AlllguUlll w"" .uo_ ~~ r-- r' , 

goods Re. -48 per pound; and Italian goods which in 1927-28 ana 
1928-29 constituted the largest portion of the imports into India, 

'have steadily declined in value from Rs_ -58 per pound in 1926-27' . 
to Rs. -31 in 1931-32. 

23. We now proceed to bring together the figures showing for 
.different classes of goods so far as the published statistics make it 

. possiflle to institute comparisons, the quan-
(.)Myrkets and prices: tity produced in Indian mills and the quan
, arn. tity imported, in order to form an estimate 

.of . the progress made by the Indian industry in capturing the 
market and o£ the nature and degree of the competition with which 

* Chiefly Austria, Ozeoho-slovakia, the United States and Belgium. 
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it is threateJied by imported goods. The following Table shows. 
the position as regards yarn:-

TABLE XXX. 
(Millions of pounds.) 

I, I 'I I I Nett I i Yarn 
Imports: Be- . Nett Indian Exports ~~::r To~l cr:':t"~ ~:a~ 

Y exports. of I d Indian U .-ear, of of I Import. I produo-I Indian In !an <onsump- for pro- ava ab_ 
yarn, yarn,. of yam, tlon, yarn, pr:J~ .. I tion, ot!"!!~~ .~!, 

tion, I I goods, t 

1;;;-~ -;:; --;; ~I~I--;;'~ ~i~-;;';;; 
11127,28 62'S4 8'19 48'16 808'94 SO'lS 778'81 814'981 507'0 817'98 

1928-29 4S'77 7'08 88'71 848'18 I 29"41 6lil'88 655'57 898'0 257'67 

11129-30 43'88 8'92 38'98 833'56 30'88 801'70 839'66 \ 502'0 887'86 

1930-8129"1& 6'69/ 23"45 867"28 80'00, 837'18 860'781 527'!!' 333'78 

1931-82 ~l'68 6'04 26'54 966'41 17'97 938'44 964'98 600'0 884'98 

Very little imported yarn if! now' used in the Indian mills j and we
have received evidence that in parts of the country swadeshi and 
boycott propaganda have made it difficult for the handloom weaver 
who uses imported yarn to sell his goods, But most of the yarn 
which is now imported is used by the handloom fndustry, either 
for special purposes for which suitable Indian yarn cannot 'he 
'Obtained, or because of a definite preference for its regularity aIid-' 
even quality, Persia is now the largest foreign market for Indian 
yarns and smaller quantities are sent to Iraq, Aden, Egypt and 
Syria and in 1931-32 for the first time a considerable quantity was 
exported to French Somaliland_ The large fall in the quantity 
exported in' 1927-28 was caused by the decline of trade with 
Hongkong from 16'67 million pounds in 1926-27 tQ '63 million 
pounds in 1927-28. With this exception there has been little 
variation in the volume of the export trade in yarn either by sila or' 
by land. The following Table distinguishes exports by sea from 
exports by land:-

TABLE XXXI. 

19211-27 · 11127-28 · 11128-29 
1929,30 
1930-~n · 1931-32 · 

Quantity of yarn ea:ported. 
(Millions of pOUhds;)' 

-- :By sea. :By land. . 
· · · . · 4,2'42 12'52 

· · · · 96'08 10-24 

· · 24'64 11'84 

· · · 25-()4 12-74 , 
23'118 11'81 · · · · · · · . 22-158 10-43 

• All the export. by laDd Irem FlIItI18 .Je trellted 118 lle-expnrta, 
t Calculated at 100 lb._ Jnfn -1l21ts, cloth. 

Total_ 

54-1l4 
36'32 
SII-48 
37'78 
35-69 
33-01-· 
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{)f t~e. ya~ availaple for sa~e a small quantity is absorbed by such 
:subsIdIary mdustrles ~s hosIery or braid making; but the bulk is 
used by the, handloo~ mdu~tr!. From a statement supplied by the 
Bomballbllowners AssoCIatIOn to Mr, Hardy it is seen that up to 
1928 0 the yarn sold by the mills to the handloom industry not 
less than 80 per cent. was coarse yarn of counts below 20s. Weare 
informed that this proportion is still maintained. 

(ii) Piecegood$, 

24. The general position with regard to 
piecegoods is flllmmarised in the following 
Table:-

TABLE XXXII. 

(MilIioDS of yards.) 

Produc*iou of pl ... gooda Balane. Balance 
Imports Re- in lnella. Exports of Indian of Indian 

exporlll N.tt pi .... and - of "'Hign of foreign of Indian ,goods loreign pieoe- imports, piece-
gooda, piece- Hand- goods. a .... ilabl. pi .... 

goode,- MIlls, Joome.t Total. far con- goode . auml'tion, available • - ----- - ---
1026-17 . 1.187'\16 lSO'41 I.S07·68 1,258"H 1,281'''' 8,54I'U 178'89 B,161'73 ',869'36 

11127-18 1,1113'38 118'87 1,794'1\1 1,8&6'&6 1,111'112 8,638'48 156'10 8,Sn'78 6,186'19 

11126-211 . 1,986'" 1M'7& 1,771'01 1,893-37 1,030'18 2,913'&6 S41)'98 J,6?S'67 ',M6'68 

11129-30 I,DIII'8& 127'18 l.V1I8'31 2,'18'98 1,860'M 8,789'63 2111'61 3,660'01 6,3403'18 

1980-31 890'08 111'18 79876 1&61'18 l,S840'91 8,898'06 188'13 8,707'98 ',6011'68 

1981-31 176'81 10,'1\8 6n'OS 211611'89 1.4611'91 ',M9' 81 fOS'OS ~'1'88 "Dlt'n 

In order to present a picture as complete as possible a rough esti
mate has been formed of the production on handlooms. This 
estimate is necessarily only approximate since it is based on a series 
.of assumptions, The method of calculation was first adopted by 
the Indian Industrial Commission which reported in 1918 and it 
has been developed by Mr. R. D. Bell, formerly Director of Indus
tries, Bombay, in his" Notes on the Indian Textile Industry with 
:special reference to Hand Weaving", compiled in 1926-. In the 
first place, it is assumed that the quantity of mill yarn used for 
purposes other than handloom weaving may be offset against the 
quantity of handspun yarn used on handlooms. Both of these are 
indeterminate quantities. In our Chapter on the Handloom Indus
try we indicate that the quantity of yarn spun b:y hand may be 
about 24 million pounds. Mill 'yarn is used in conSIderable quanti-

- All ezporte by land from Burma are treated aa re-ezporte, 
t OaIenlafled from flgnrea In Colnmn 10 of Table XXX at' :yards =1 lb. 
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ties for such purposes as the making of hosiery, braid, ropes, nets, 
lampwicks, bandages and pyjama cords; but it is impossible to 
form even an approximate estimate of the total amount of yarn 
absorbed in this manner. Consequently this first assumption is 
entirely arbitrary. Secondly, it is assumed that in the case of mill 
cloth 1 lb. of yarn will give on the average 4-78 yards of cloth, 
while in handloom production, the bulk of which is coarse, 1 lb. of 
yarn will give 4 yards of cloth. Thirdly, the quantity of yarn 
consumed in the mills is calc~lated on the assumption that 100 lbs. 
()f yarn will on the_average give 112 lbs_ of cloth, this being the 
percentage increase adopted by the Indian Industrial Commlssion 
in 1918, and, fourthly, it is assumed that on the average lib_ of 
mill cloth will be equivalent to 4-27 yards_ In these three cases 
we have better means of checking the correctness of the assumption_ 
The yardage of cloth per pound of yarn depends upon the reed and 
pick as well as upon the count of yarn_ The weight of· cloth per 
pound of yarn will depend upan the additional weight given by 
sizing. And the yardage per pound of cloth will depend DB. ... a 
combination of these factors. With the gradual increase of the 
use of finer counts of yarn in the mills, we should expect a gradual 
increase in the yardage per pound. Thus while in 1931-32 th~ 
average yardage per pou:c.d of cloth for India as a whole is about' 
4-5, for Ahmedabad it is over 5-2 and for Bombay about 4-7. We 
are inclined to think that 4 yards per pound of yarn is too high an 
average for the handloom industry, in which as we shall see, at 
least 80 per cent. of the cloth is woven from the coarser counts of. 
yarn, and we believe that the average yardage of cloth per pound of 
yarn is nearer 3 than 4. Similarly, with the improvement in the 
quality of Indian production we should expect a reduction in the 
addition to weight by sizing; and the Bombay Millowners' Asso
ciation agrees that the average is now Somewhere about 100 pounds 
of yarn to 110 pounds of cloth. In order, however, to facilitate 
comparison with the figures given in Appendix IV of the 1926-27 
Tariff Board Report, we have retained the old method of calcula
tion in Table XXXII and we see that whereas in 1926-27 the Indian 
market was supplied 33 per cent. by imported goods,' 40-6. per cent. 
by Indian mill goods, and 26-4 per cent. by handwoven goods, in 
1931-32 imported goods supplied only 13-7 per cent., the proportion 
supplied by the riril.ls had risen to 56-6 per cent. and handlooms 
supplied 29-7 per cent. 

25. But there is such a variety and diversity in the range of 
piecegoods that it is necessary for a proper understanding of the 

Grey and hI h d position to examine the statistics for different 
goods. eac e kinds of cloth sel'arately; and it is here that 

the difference in structure between the statis
tics of production and the import statistics causes most difficulty. 
The chief defects in the statistics of production are that grey and 
bleached goods are not shown separately and that all coloured goods 
are included under ,one general head. The following four state
ments accordingly show the principal sortP of grey and bleached 
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cloth produced in the Indian mills together with the imports of 
q-oods of the same description with their countries of origin:-

TABLE XXXIII. 
Dhutis, Saris, Scarves and Chadars. 

(Millions of yards.) 

Imports. o ::s 

"" :;j 11 Bordered Grey. 13 t:o.. ~ ~ • 
-~- tiD ~~ 1:

0
• as g 

t·::i a .13 :;j Pt S ~! 
to.g~. ~1l .. § 13 oJS 

gaff 213 s:i ai ~,,=a - '~os:i _ill 
Oed e ~ ..... 0 ~ ., --'=I ~ 0 ~0Q) "d .... .s ~ 
p;; ...... t§"",.:; e:l :s: .... "" Eo! ,.!i'" e:l <.> 

------I·~ --1---- ----- ------
1926·27 

1927.2~· 

1928·29 

1929·30 

1930·31 

1931-32 

2 442 28 470 114 586 651 1,237 

494 

453 

443 

lI8 

30 

34 

35 

68 

63 

53 

628 

488 

501 

171 

83 

72 

43 

45 

15 

2 

600 683 1,283 

631 621 1,152 

546 842 1,388 

186 885 1,071 

85 1,020 1,105 

The great decline in imports of both grey and white goods from 
the United Kingdom has been made good not by increased imports 
from any other countries but by increased production in the Indian 
lllills. Japan sent increased imports up to 1929-30; but has made 
no further progress since then. 

TABLE XXXIV. 
Longeloth and Shirtings. 

(MiIli ons of yards. J 

Imports. = 0 
<.> 

Grey. White. .. 
~ 

i 
s:i 

~ t:o t:o :3 -- ~ .13 ~ 
.. 
0 " :;:;;s:i 

/:4 E 
::s 

i "" oJO ... ~ 
]13 i aI' s:i 'i: ~ oJ~ .; ai ... 13 -5 ai ";j ]~ 

~ 
.. 

~ 
'·0 !t ... .~ 0 Pt ... ... 
t§"" 0 ="" oJ ~ 0 e:l 0 .. ... i-i ::i ... Eo! Eo! - --- ---- - - -- -- -----

1926·27 • 71 97 .. 168 91 1 6 97 266 681 847 
1927-28. 77 163 3 233 103 2 7 112 345 620 965 
1928·29 . 48 19i 12 252 112 3 8 123 375 474 849 
1929·30. 21 310 S 340 88 9 7 104 U4 685 1,029 

1930·31 • 6 159 2 166 50 18 4 72 238 642 SS() 

1931-32 • 3 127 3 134 38 39 3 80 214 791 1.00~ 
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In grey shirtings and longcloth the United Kingdom' has lost 
practically the whole of her trade tcf·J apan; the great fall in imports 
from Japan in 1930-31 reflects the influence of the protective duties 
that year; for it is to this class of goods that the specific duty is 
applicable. Japan's bid for the trade in white shirtings is remark
able: in about three years she has caught up and just passed the 
United Kingdom. In spite of the menace of considerable imports 
the mills are steadily increasing their production; it is in this class 
of goods that they secure the greatest measure of protection which 
has evidently been successful in enabling them to make a substan
tial increase in their output. 

TAlILE XXXV. 

T -Cloth, Domestics and Sheetings. 

(Millions of yards.) 

Imports. Total avail· 
Mill able for -- AI )roduotion. oon· Ja.pa.n. China. countries. sumption. 

1926·27 · · · · 17 1 IS 93 111 
1927·28 · · 18 4 23 92 115 
1928·29 · · · 5 1 7 75 82 
1929·30 13 1 15 91 106 
19aO·31 4 0 4 122 126 
1931·32 · 3 1 4 1M 158 

It is evident from the Table that in these classes of goods the mills 
have nothing to fear from the competition of imported goods. 

TABLE XXXVI. 

Drills and Jean,. 
(Millione.of yards.) 

Imports. 
;,. 
8 

~ 
Grey. White. R 

~ - j .S ... .. " ,:! R . ~ 
0 ,g '" a ~ 

.. 0 

S .",,,; 0 ~:G o • .","CI g .. 
..'!:..'!: °.1 .,to> 

~ ~ '" di~ !a' .~ .8 - '" S lOW =:; ~:;; ~ .~ ~ ... => "'l ... e. ::oJ -- --I--- ------ ----
192F..27 · 12 2 15 4 • 1 5 20 80 · 100 1927·28 · 9 2 11 4 3 7 J8 91 109 
192~.29 · · · 10 1 12 4 2 6 18 '16 94 1929.30 III 1 13 ·4 2 7 20 100 120 
1930·31 · 2 ... 2 2 2 4 6 81 87 IP31.S2 'j 2 .. , 3 2 2 4 'I 103 110 
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In this clal!stoo it appears that the mills are perfectly well 
able to hold their own against the competition llf imports from 
abroad. 

26. As regards, coloured goods the statistics of production 
include coloured goods of all classes under one head. The 

C I d d following Table compares for each year-
o oure goo 8. . since 1926-27 the imports of each class of 

coloured goods with the total mill production:-

TABLE XXXVII. 

Coloured good,. 
(M iIlionl of yards." 

Imports. 

Mill - productiou. Total: 

Prillted. Dved. Woven. 

1926·27 · 17'1 11;7 1140 681 1,120-

1927·28 . 235 168 111 68:1 1,)86 

1928·29 . • au 156 1(.7 484 99~. 

1929·80 . · ·1 2()1J 151 133 604 l,08S·, 
I 

1980-31 106 93 46 558 803 

-
1981·8:.3 . J05 93 25 679 9O!: 

As compared with 1926-27 the mill production of 1931-32 was. 
practically the-same while imports had declined by half. It is in 
this class of goods that the competition of artificial silk goods is. 
most severely felt; the decline in the imports of cotton piecegoods. 
is in part made up by the great increase in the imports of artificial 
silk goods. 

27. Mr. Hardy in 1929 noted a prominent decline in the export 
trade in grey goods while in coloured goods the Indian mills at. 

.. that time appeared to be able to hold their 
gO~d;ort trad.e In piece- OWJl. The following Table shows that in. 

. respect of exports by sea, for which alone-
the figures for grey, white and coloured goods are shown separately,. 
not only has the trade in grey 'goods continued to decline but ther&· 
has also in recent years been a falling off in the overseas trade in. 
coloured goods. 
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TABLE XXXVIII. 

EIXports of piecegoods by sea. 

(Millions of ynrds.) 

-- Grey. WhitAl. Coloured. Total. 

IP26.27 · . · 21' 2 176 198 

1927·28 · . · . 18 1 149 169 

1928.29 · · 16 1 131 149 

1929-30 · . 15 1 117 133 

1930·31 . 10 .. , 88 98 

19a1.st 9 ... 96 105 

The decline in the export 'of coloured goods is ascribed to 
increasing competition of low priced Japanese goods in the overseas 
markets. For exports by land we have only the total figures for 
piecegoads of all descriptions: the following Table shows that in. 
these markets the Indian mills have managed to maintain their 
position:- ' 

1926·27 

1927·28 

1928·~9 

1929,30 

t930·31 

1931.82 

TABLE XXXIX. 

EIXporb of piece goods by land. 

'. 

(\fillinus or yards.) 

82'~9 

8S'OB 

100'76 

86'18 

90-40 

103'39 

The total figures for exports and re..exports are incorporated in 
table XXXII. 

28. The .prices of .cotton yarn and piecegoods rise or fall in' 
sympathy WIth the prlCe of raw cotton, and the prices of Indian 

Parity of price of c.otton. are de~ermined not so ,much by condi • 
.American and Indian tlOns~n IndIa as by the pnces which rule 
cotton. Amencan cotton. The East India Cotton 
Association quotes a History of Cotton Prices from which it is 
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possible to compare the Liverpool 'prices of American and Indian 
cotton. The following Table shows the figures from 1918-19 t() 
1931-32:- . 

TABLE XL. 

Cotton prices 1918-19 to 1931-32. 

Liverpool prices. Excess of 
American 

over Indian - AmArican. Indian. prices. 
pence per pence per pence per 

lb. lb. lb. 

1918.19 · · · · · · 19'73 18'13 1'60 

1919·20 · · · · · 20'31 19'23 6'08 

1920·21 · · · · 11'89 9'20 2'69 

1921·22 · · · · 11'37 9'60 1'77 

1922·23 · · · · · · 14'92 11'14 3'78 

1923.24 · · · · 17'66 13'35 4'31 

1924·25 · · · · · 13'76 11'95 I'SI 

1925·26 · · · · · 10'77 S'97 I'SO 

1926·27 · · · S'15 7"1S 0'97 

1927·28 · · · 11'17 9'21 1'96 

1928·29 · · · · · · · 10'52. S'03 2'49 

1929·30 · · , · · · 9'09 6'39 2'70 

1930-31 · · · · 5'71 4'02 1'69 

1931·32 · · · 'j · · 4'S2 4'32 0'50 

The high prices of 1918-19 and 1919-20 re:O.ect the abnormal 
conditions which marked the boom period immediately following 
the war. In 1920-21 American prices fell by 53 per cent.; the fall 
in the case of Indian price was 52 per cent .• but the margin of 
excess of Amerioo.n over Indian prices fell from 6'08 pence to 2'69 
pence. In the following year there was a further fall of nearly a 
penny in the margin. The relative value of Indian cotton improved 
in 1922-23 and 1923-24, but declined in the three following years. 
1928-29 and 1929-30 saw a moderate rise, to be followed in 1930-31 
and 1931-32 by another break. The main factor which determines 
the relative prices of American and Indian cotton is the successor 
failure of the crop in the two countries. From 1921 to 1923 the 

. American crop was seriously affected by the ravages of the boll 
weevil, and this failure of crop is re:O.ected in the rising prices of 
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the years 1921-22, 1922-23 and 1923-24. From 1924 to 1926 the 
American crop steadily increased till it reached & record in 1926. 
Then for three years the boll weevil reappeared and took a heavy 
toll of the crop, to be followed by a great drought in 1930. But 
in 1931 again in spite of a reduced acreage there was a great 
increase of yield. In India the crop was largely a failure in 
1920-21 and 1926-27 when American crops were good; and in 1931-32 
the Indian crop which had been declining for the two previous 
years reached its lowest point since 1920. We shall notice in the 
next Chapter the effect of these fluctuations in the parity of prices 
on the import and export trade of India. Here -we shall examine 
the course of prices in Bombay from 1926-27 onwards and note the 
manner in which the prices of yarn and piecegoods have reacted to 
the fall in these years of the price of cotton. 

29. The variation from year to year in prices of American, 
Variation in prices of Indian and Egyptian are compared 

cotton, 1926-31_ below:-

TABLE XLI. 

Actual and percentage variation in prices. -American. Indian. Egyptian. 

Years. 

Aotual. Per oent_ Aotual_ Per cent_ Actual Per cent. 

--- ---
1926-27 to. 1927-28 . +3-02 37 +2-03 28 +4-00 26 

- -
1927-28 to 1928-29 . -0-65 6 -1"18 13 -1-25 6 

1928-29 to 1929·30 -1"43 14 -1-64 20 -3-62 20 

1929-30 to 1930-31 . -a-38 37 -2-37 37 -5-46 38 

It is clear from these figures that the prices of all cotton ~ene
rally move together. And the influence of American on Indian 
prices is further established by a more detailed examination of the 
course of prices in Bombay_The season 1926-27 was marked by 
a decline in prices from September to December in sympathy with 
ad vices from America where the largest crop on record was marketed. 
From the middle of December the low price level stimulated demand 
and there was a steady advance, till at the end of the season the 
price reached the highest level of the year. The year 1927-28 open
~d with prices higher than they had been since March 1925; but 
they fell away within a fortnight, du~ to a break in the value of 
American cotton consequent upon the liquidation of a large specu
lative position; and the decline continued till February when the 
lowest point was reached; from this level there was a steady 
advance till July and just over one half of the fall in value was 
:rel'overed. 1928-29 opened with the market depressed by labollr 
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troubles; but American III,arkets were advancing due to the reduced 
crop estimated, and under this influence the Bombay market als() 
advanced. In September prices gave way under the influence of a 
fall in Americans;' but the decline was shortlived and by the
beginning of October prices wer!;) back at the opening level. They 
remained above this level till April, when the weight of stocks and 
a break in American values sent them back nearly to the level 
reached in September. Thereafter till the close of the season they 
remained below the opening level but with a tendency to stiffen. 
1929-30 opened with anticipations of only moderate fluctuations;: 
but .the collapse of the American Stock Exchanges in November 
caused a serious break in prices; by _February prices had declined 
to a point at which the large stocks in Bombay must involve the
trade in heavy loss. The benefits anticipated from the increase of 
the import duties were largely neutralised by the political situa
tion, and trade conditions continued to get worse till in June a 
state of panic developed. The collapse of the market was followed 
by a recovery brought about by the very heavy export off-take. 
The year closed with the market in a somewhat healthier condition 
but with prospects anything but bright. From the opening of the· 
1930-31 season prices slowly sagged away under the influence of 
Americans till the middle of December. There was a slight 
recovery in February and March; but this was only temporary and 
prices a~ain fell and continued to fall for the rest of the season. 
The IndlQn market has been entirely over-shadowed by the economiC' 
blizzard which has struck both Europe and America and whilst 
throughout the year the technical position of Indian cotton was 
strong, the position was not able to exert any great influence on 
price in consequence of the general world depression. The low 
price levels prevailing in 1931 gave little return to the grower if 
they did not involve him in actual loss; but the low prices of other 
agricultural products acted as an incentive to the cultivation of 
cotton despite the poor return which it brought. 

30. The East India Cotton Association which regulates the
cotton market in Bombay publishes every week the official prices 

. for the principal varieties of Indian cotton, 
. Pi'lellS of yarn and and from these weekly prices the following 

plecegoods. 
annual average figures have been worked out 

for Broach cotton per candy of 184 Ibs. 

Yea.r. 

1926 
1927 • 
19!!~ 
19:!9 
1930 
1931 

TABLE XLII. 

RH. per 
candy. 

325 
3iO 
369 
339 
236 
IS2 
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The 1931 average price was 44 per cent. below that of 1926. 
The lowest prices were touched in August 1931 since when there
has been a distinct recovery, and for the first nine months of 1932-
the average price has been Rs. 198. The Bombay Millowners' 
Association publishes fortnightly lists of prices of typical kinds 01 
yarn and cloth produced in their mills. These prices a.re not the
prices actually realised, but prices fixed by the mills with reference
both to their cost of production and to the state of the markets. 
They thus'reflect not only the fluctuation in the prices of raw cotton. 
but variations in the severity of competition both internal and from 
abroad. In the following table a.verage annual prices have been
calculated from these statements for a few specimen grades of yarD 
and varieties of piecegoods for each of the years 1926 to 1931 j-



TAlILE ,XLIIi. 

Average wholesale prices of piecegoods and yarn produced by Bombay mills. 

Ya.rn per lb. Cloth per lb. Cloth per piece. 
, , 

Longeloth Dhutis White 
Susi grey Sholapur 

Year. weft fancy fancy 
Itandard Shirtings up to.' Drills bleached 21 x24x2 , coating 

!Ols. 16s., 20s. 2411. quality 36x3Sx nakshi 291x40X twills 11/16 (up 27 x24x 
37x371x 9. border 13i. 31i x40x . to 20 per 8i (100 

9. 32x9xl1· 71. cent per cent. . colour) • colour). 

• 
A. P. A. P. A. P. A. P. R8. A. P. R •. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. t. P. Rs. A. P. R9. A. P. 

1926 · 8 4 10 2 10 8 12 5 1 0 5 o 15 5 1 0 5 014 0 10 12 8 211 2 11 6 0 

1927 · 8 8 10 3 10 10 11 4 o 15 1 o 14 6 015 4 012 7 9 14 7 2 9 3 10 6 10 

1928 9 5 11 1 1110 12 5 o 15 4 014 9 o 15 9 01211 811 3 210 4 9 10 9 

1929 · 9 1 10 8 11 9 12 6 o 15 5 014 9 015 9 013 'I 811 , 6 2 10 4 9 7 2 

1930 · 6 10 8 6 9 2 9 9 012 II 012 2 013 5 010 5 6 1 2 2 1 7 8 4 8 

1931 · · 5 71 611 7 6 8 0 011 3 010 '1 OIl 5 0 9 2 514 0 1 12 1 7 7 5 

1932 · · 6 3 7 6 8 1 8 9 011 2 o 10 7 011 6 .. 5 13 9 1 6 8 7 1 8 

January to Sep. 2 8t 3 3 3 2 4 5 0 5 2 0 410 0 5 0 0 410 414 8 015 1 3 14 7 
tember fall 
1926 to 1931. , , 

Percentage of faU 40'5 31'9 29''1 35'6 31'5 31'3 30'5 84'5 45'6 45'5 34'4 
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The prices of yarn for 1921 and 1928 reHect not only the higher 
prices of cotton in those years but also the effcct of the protective
duty imposed in September 1921. The prices for piecegoods show 
that the effect of the protective duties imposed in 1930 has been 
outweighed by the inHuence of the world collapse in prices. 

31. The fall in the price of yarn since 1921 wten the protective
duty was imposed has resulted in the application of the specific' 

, duty to yarn of counts higher than wall 
Protective duty 10· t·· d h h h f t t' 

creased 88 result of fRll- an lC~pate w en t e s~ eme 0 • pro ec ~on' 
in price of yarn, was mtroduced. In hiB speech mtroducm/r 

the Indian. Tariff (Cotton Yarn Amendment), 
Bill on 22nd August, 1921, Sir George Rainy observed "As 
regards the higher counts it is not Hkely that the handloom industry -
will be at all seriously prejudiced. . . . . when you get to< 
the really high counts of yarn the price will be more than Rs. 1-14-
a pound and in that case the yarn will be subject as before to the' 
[) per cent. ad valorem duty and not to the specific duty, that is to 
say, there will be no increase in the cost of yarn at all. As regards 
the counts a little bit lower down the scale but hil!her than 40s, it 
is quite possible that the specific duty may be a lIttle higher than' 
the [) per cent. duty but probably not very much". The extent to
which the fall in prices since 1921 has upset this forecast is illus-, 
trated by the following table compiled for us by the Piecegoods 
Sub-Committee of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, which com
pares the average ex-godown prices at which sales were effected in 
the first eight months of 1921 with the average prices obtained iD 
the first eight months of 1932. 

TABLE XLIV. 
Perceutage Percelltage 

Average of duty Avel-age of rluty 
selling price at lie, 0-1-6 Belli .. g price in 1932 on 

- - January per lb. or 5% January t. tbe basis 
introduced of Re. 0·1·6' to Angast, in 1927 Angnst; 

or 5% 1927. (S.ptem ber, 1932. 
(Jannary to 

1927). ). nRnst, 1932). 

408 grey 
Annas per lb. AnnaB per lb. . , . 14'875 lO'O!l 10'833 Ill·85· 

448 .. . . · 14-031 10'68 11'237 !a·ali-

4'/40. colol1red - 20'71S 01'24 11'375 13'19' 

60/40, .. · IS'425 8'14 l2'S1l! 11'70' 

50. grey 23'625 6'35 13'5 11'11 

~O. .. · 29'21S 5'13 17'830 S'41 

80. .. 30'67 Ii 10'91 7'53 

90s .. 33'Sll! 5 22'25 6'74 

100. ,. , 35'625 5 24'562 6'U 
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It will be seen that, apart altogether from the increase of duties 
in 1931, at present prices yarns of counts up to 100s are now 
liable to the specific,duty, while the specific duty on yarns of counts 
"50s and 70s is very considerably higher than the ad valorem duty. 
All these yarns are used almost entirely by the handloom industry, 
and, though the actual quantities imported are small, -it is clear 
that the industry has been subjected to a burden which was not 
ioreseen. 



CHAPTER· III. 

Progress of the Indian Industry. 
:l2. In Chapter II we have examined the achievement of the 

Indian industry in expanding and improving its production and in 
P . d securing a larger share of the Indian 

atio~:Vl~';S T:~~ffmB::rd market. In this Chapter we shall investi
examined. gate the conditions which have enabled tlJe .. 
industry to secure these results or prevented its more rapid uevelop- -
ment. 'I'he 'fariff Board in its report of 1926-27 suggested yurious 
remedies the adoption of which might assist to remove the depression 
which had overtaken the industry particularly in Bombay. And 
it will be convenient for our purpose to examine each of these 
recommendations in turn, to see how far the industry has acted· 
upon them and how far the improvement in the quantity and the 
quality of the output has been furthered by their adoption. The 
remedies were suggested with the object of selluring economies in 
production both by a reduction in cost and by improvements in 
organisation. In order to reduce costs, it was suggested first that 
there was room for improvement in the methods of purchasing the 
raw material, secondly that in respect of fuel, power and water it 
was desirable if possible to secure a reduction of charges, thirdly 
that there was scope for considerable economy in reducing the 
wages or improving the efficiency of labour and lastly that" over
head charges" might he reduced by a modification of the arrange
ments for insurance. 'fhe suggestions put forward with the object 
of improving the organisation of the industry were first an exten
sion of the corporate activities of the Bombay Millowners' Associ a-

·tion such as the maintenance of a record of samples and prices of 
the varieties of goods imported and the introduction of a system of 
registration of Trade Marks and numbers, secondly changes in the 
system of management, thirdly the writing down of capital, 
fourthly attention to the diversification of production more 
especi~Il~ in. the direction of spinning higher counts of yarn and 
estabhshm/! In Bombay a combined bleaching, dyeing and printing 
f~ctory, fifth!y .an improvement in the quality of production, 
Sixthly orgamsatIOn of more efficient methods of sale. and finally 
the development of the export trade. 

33. In the cotton textile industry the cost of the raw material 
represents a large proportion of the cost of the finished product 

(1) Raw Material: and thoug:h the man:llfacturer has no ~ontrol 
Quantity of cotton grown over the market pl'lces of cotton whICh he 
and exported. buys it is of supreme importance that he 

. should. be able to make hIS purchases in as 
econolIl1cal .R manner as pOSSIble. We shall first consider how far 
the quantitY'· and quality of the Indian cotton available have 

( 51 ) 

c _ 
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supplied the needs of the mills and how far they have had tc> 
depend upon imported supplies. We shall also examine, the extent 
to which there h.as been improvement in the quality of cotton: grown 
,in India. And we shall see how far the changes in the system of 
hedge contracts recommended by the Tariff Board in 1921 ha.ve been 
brought into operation. The following Table shows for each year 
from 1926 onwards the quantity Qf raw cotton exported . and the 
quantity consumed in the country and compares with the total 80 

obtained the estimated forecast of the crop for each year:7'"" 

TABLE XLV. 
Raw Cotto'Tlr-Production. 

(Thousands of ballis-400 pounds each.) 

12 months eoding 31st August. 

-- 1920. 19~i. 1928. 1~2(l. 1930. 1931. 1932. 

--------- ------ ---
Exports to United 153 85 215 233 286 274 125 

Kingdom. 

Exports to Continent 1,034 832 1,277 1.429 1,505 1.002 42:t 

.. China J t 466 
555 626 243 

2,550 ).872 1.614 .. Japan 1.722 1.409 l,i53 757 
-

" 
Other countries 38 41 3!\ 93 . 113 74 3i 

--------- ._--- ------ ---
Total exports 3.775 2,R:I0 3,140 3.933 3,868 3.729 1.5!la 

------ ------ ---------
Home consumption-

1Ilme 1.98S 2.044 1.771 1.992 2,373 2.271 2,345 

Extra.fnctory 01' 750 750 no 750 750 750 750 
loral (a). 

------------------
'rotal home consump· 2,733 2,794 2,521 2,742 3,ltS 3,021 3,095 

tion. 
--- --- --- - -------

Total cClmmercial 6,508 5,624 5,661 6,675 6991 6,750 4,677 
crop (b). 

EsthllRteci in f"re· 6,250 5,003 6,963 15,782 6,243 5,224 4,06' 
CBst. e 

Exce,s ( + ) or Deti. 
cit (-) neglecting 

+258 +621 ..!.S02 +893 +1,748 +1,526 +613 

carryover. 

(1) A rOllv('ntiunal •• li" ate adol'tl'd III cOD5u1tation with tho,trade. 
(b) 'Jotal of exports, mill nnd .,xtrR·i'actory consumption. . 

.-



The first f;recast for the season is published in August and it 
is-revised with reference to the latest reports of the acreage so,!n 
and the state of crop in October, December, February and AprIl. 
The first and second forecasts give the acreage only; the later three. 
give estimates both of acreage and yield. During the years 1925.-26' 
to' 1930-31 the acreage varied between 23,616,000 and 28,491,000 
acres. The average yield per acre varies greatly with the different 

• varieties of cotton, the Hmits being 42 pounds in the case of 
, Westerns and N ortherns and 152 pounds in the case of Bengals anll 
CamDodias. The average yield for all kinds of cotton and all pattll 
of India varied in the last six years between 79 and 96. This is If 
lower yield than is reported by any other cotton growing country·· 
in the world, and the reasons are alleged to be the less favourable 
dimatic conditions and the less generous use of fertilisers in India 
than in other countries. The year 1925-26 was a -tecOl'd ill' the 
history of Indian cotton, the final estimate of production' being 
06,215,000 bales, 127,000 bales more than the previous record. That 
year both the short staple and all varieties of long. staple crops 
fared well i but since then there has not been a year in which one 
or other of the long staple varieties has not suffered from the 
'vagaries of the season. Low prices in 1925-26 led to a decline in 
the area sown from 28'4 million acres to 24'8 million acres in 
1926-27. This level was maintained in 1927-28 and improved to 
27'1 million acres in 1928-29; in 1929-30 it fell to 26'9 million 
acres; and the low prices of that year led to a further decline to 
23'8 million acres in 1930-31 and 23'5 million acres in 1931-32. 
The fall in exports in 1927 and 1932 is attributed to shortage of 
the Indian crop and to a break in the parity of prices in those 
years. 

34. Over a period of ten years previous to 1931-32 long staple 
(:otton (cotton with staple 7/811 and above) has on the average 

I
'd formed 26'1 per cent. of the total crop. 

ncrease ID areas un er Th I f 1 I . th . . 
long staple cotton e va ue 0 ong stap e cotton IS at It IS 

, necessary for the spinning of yarn of the 
finer counts. But not all the long staple cotton grown in India 
(:an be used for this purpose; much of it is uneven in staple or 
lacking in strength and some of it is rendered unsuitable by admix
ture in marketing with short staple cotton. The Indian Central 
Cotton Committee estimate that in 1931-32 about 56 per cent. of 
-the long staple cotton grown in India is capable of spinning tpe 
.:finer qualities of yarn, though for various reasons it will not all 
be available for spinning yarn of higher counts in the Indian mills; 
some of it is exported and some is used for hand spinning; while 
some of it may be used in the mills for spinning lower counts of 
yarn. Without however attempting to m!ke an estimate of these 
incalculable factors, we may say that the proportion of effective 
long staple cotton to the total Indian crop has risen from 
6 per cent, in 1925-26 to 18 per cent. in 1931-32, though the 

'·,value of this comparison is to some extent vitiated by the fact that 
in 1931-32 there was a .considerable failure of the short Iitaple crop 

c2 
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in. India. In a"normal year the percentage of effective long staple 
cotton (i.e., cotton suitable for spinning 24s to 40s in warp and 
weft together) to the total crop may be taken approximately at 
15 per cent. 

35. The next Table shows the imports of raw cotton in each of 
the last six years, To facilitate comparison with the statistics of" 

production iIi. Table XLV, the imports are 
Quantity of raw cotton h . h d 

imported. s own In t ousan s of bales of 400 pounds 
each. 

" . 
TABLE XLVI. 

Imports of raw cotton. 
(In thousaDds of Bale&-400 lhs.) 

Imports from 1926·27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 1929-30. 1930-31. 1931-32. 

--- ------- _.- ---
United Kingdom 28'00 3'70 5'10 1'90 13'83 2'91 

Egypt 1'46 3'14. 1-62 2"86 119'50 83-22 

KpDya and Tau!!,unyika . 76'38 74-70 85-29 109'8] 132'05 183-40 

United States of America 140'22 279'50 66'02 9'46 54-06 160-29 

ethers . 10'75 S-80 3'70 10'25 7"34 14'39 
--------------- ---

Total . 255'81 369'84 161'73 134'29 327-38 444,.21 

. 
The large imports of American cotton in 1926-27 and 1927-23 

are ascribed by the East India Cotton Association to the shortage 
in 1926-27 of the crop in certain districts in India, while in 
America the largest crop on record was marketed, In the follow
ing years imports were checked by larger crops in India and by 
the labour troubles in Bombay which reduced the demand for raw 
cotton and led to the accumUlation of exceptionally large stocks. 
The increased imports in. 1930-31 and 1931-32 are again attributed 
to thE.' low level of the price of foreign cotton, and to a growing 
tendency, particularly on the part of the Ahmedabad mills, to 
import long staple cotton in order to spin yarn of finer counts. The 
nothm imported from Egypt and East Africa all has a staple length 
of .an inch or over. Of the American cotton imported between 
September 1929 and May 1932 we are informed that 75 per cent. 
had a staple length of an inch and below and may thus be said 
to compete with Indian cotton. 

36. We have made an attempt to see how far the production 
of yarn of counts 24s and above in the Indian mills corresponds 

_ . with the quantity of long staple cotton, 
QuantIty of, IndIan Indian and imported which has been at 

long staple cotton con- , • ' , 
Rumed in India,f, miIIs_ theIr dIsposal. The IndIan Central Cotton 

\ Committee has supplied us with information 
regarding the quantity of long staple cotton 'grown in India; from 
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this we deduct the quantity exported a.nd 15 per cent. to allow for 
cotton used outside the mills, and we add the quantity imported. 
'Ve have also ascertained the quantity of yarn spun of counts 24s 
and abov~, the quantity of cotton required to spin this quant~ty ~t 
a converSIOn rate of one pound yarn=I'18 pound cotton, whICh IS 

the waste percentage calculated from the ascertained cotton con
sumption and yarn production over the last nine years. The 
result for the last three years works out as follows:-

TABLE XLVII. 

Quantitiea. :Measure .. 
AVAr,,!!,e for the 
years 1929-80, 
1930-31 and 

1931-32. 

1. Quantity of Indian .taple ~otton crpable of Thonsands of bales of '114 
.pinning yarne of conn-.. 2's. and above. ~o pounds each. 

I. Ded~' (1) 15 pe1" cent. for ('olton consumed ThouSBnds of bales of 107 
outaide tbe mIl.. 400 pounds each. 

(2) ExPGrte • 

3. Balance available lor consomption in mills 

4 • .Add nett imports (escloding re·exports) 

II. Total 

6. Qunut:ty of ya.rn of counta ~8. aud above 
spun in Indian mills. 

Thousands of bales of 
400 rouDds each. 

Thonsands of hales of 
400 ponnds each. 

Thon.ands of bal.s of 
400 pounds each. 

Tboosancs of bales of 
~O pounds each. 

Millions of ponnds . 

2'9 

856 

358 

299 

657 

28'1 

7. Cotton required for spinning above quantify Thousands of b.les of Re9 
of yarn at l ponnd yarn= l' J 8 pound 400 pounds each. 
cotton. 

These calculations show that 699,000 bales of fltaple cotton were 
required to spin the yarn produced in the mills. 299,000 bales of 
imported cotton were available, leaving a balance of 400,000 bales 
to be made up by Indian cotton. The quantity of Indian cotton 
actually available for consumption by mills according to the table 
was 358,000 bales leaving a balance of 42,000, which suggests that 
the quantity of staple cotton consumed outside the mills must be 
considerably less than 15 per cent. of the quantity grown . 

. 31. The main recommendation made by the Tariff Board of 
1926-21 with regard to raw cotton had reference to the system of 

hedge contracts. -These are contracts for 
Tlhe t6ystem of hedge t.he future purchase or sale of cotton em-

eon·raes. 1 d th d f' . p oye as a me 0 0 lDsurance agamst R 

• Mainly extracted from the article written by Mr. Charles Stewart for 
the British Association and published in the Textile Mercury Annual. 
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rise or fall of prices. rrhey are employed to COVer all transactions 
in respect of cotton from the sale of raw cotton by the cultivator 
who grows it to the sale of manufactured cloth. A cultivator need 
not wait to :sell his crop till it is actually harvested, when prices are 
likely to be depre~sed by congestion in the market. At any time 
when prices are, at a level which gives him what he considers an 
adequate return he can contract to sell his crop for delivery in the 
month when it is ready at the price current at the time. when he 
makes the contract. An importer who buys cotton at Q certain 
price f.o.b. can protect himself by simultaneously selling future 
contracts at a rate sufficient to cover the price he pays, all charges 
he is liable to incur and a commission for his profit. 1£ prices fall 
before the cotton arrives so that the bales have' to be delivered to 
the consumer at less than cost price, the apparent loss will be made 
good by buying back the ' futures' which will have fallen in price 
to the same extent. Similarly, the manufacturer can sell cotton 
futures to protect himself against unsold and accumulating stocks 
of yarn and cloth. As the value of his yarn and cloth declines so 
does the value of the futures which he has sold; and to some extent 
at any rate he is enabled to make good his loss. Cotton futures may 
thus be sold as hedge both against stocks of raw cotton either in 
the fields or on shipboard or in the warehouse, and against stocks 
of manufactured cotton 'goods. They may also be purchased by 
suppliers as hedg-es against sales of forward deliveries, to protect 
them against a nse in prices while they are collecting the material 
for the fulfilment of their contracts. And in the same way a manu
facturer entering into a contract which will keep his mill running 
for months together, by purchasing futures sufficient to cover aU 
the requirements for his engagements can secure himself against a 
rise in the market, which, while it necessitates his paying more 
for the material which he buys, also increases the value of his 
futures. 

38. The Tariff Board in 192&-27 considered in some detail the 
advantages of purchasin~ cotton in the Bombay market as compared 

'ff B d' WIth the practice adopted by an increasing 
Tarl oar s recom- b f '11 f d' h' mendation. num er a mi s a ~en m~ t. elr own agents 

to the cotton growmg dlstncts to buy the 
cotton on the spot and arrange for it to be ginned, pressed and trans
ported to the mill. It is claimed for the latter practice that it 
saves middlemen's profits and enables the mills to secure the exact 
quality which they need. On the other hand the Bombay market 
offers 1\ wide range of choice and middlemen's profits are kept low 
by co:rnpetition; mills moreover which purchase cotton direct have 
to carry larger Rtocks for i.he greater part of the year than those 
which buy in the market as they need it. But the most serious 
objectio~ . to the practice of direct purchase is that outside the 
Bomhay market there is no organised system of hedge contracts and 
transactions tend to become speculative. The regulation of the 
Bombay futures market is in the hands of East India Cotton 
Association between which body and the Millowners' Association 
there has, ever since the previolls Tariff Board reported, been an 
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acute difference of opinion regarding the working of the hedge con
tract I!vstem. The question whether any change is desirable in the 
condu~t of forward business and the existing system of hedge con
tracts was one of the issues before the Cotton Contracts Act Com
mittee appointed by the Government of Bombay in 1930, and this 
Committee's recommendation on the subject was as follows:-

" 16. This is a question which has greatly exercised the minds 
of all interested in the cotton trade in Bombay for a considerable 

. numbE'r of years. It may be said that there are two extreme schools 
of thought: the one represented by the Millowners' Association 
which favours a single hedge contract on the lines of Liverpool 
which would include most of the cottons of India, and the other by 
the Brokers' Association which recommends a comiderable number 
of contracts on a narrow basis. We do not consider it necessary 
to go. into great detail or to discuss the merits and demerits of the 
extremE' schools of thought. On the one hand the Millowners' 
Association have admitted that the time has not arrived for the 
introduction of a single hedge contract; on the other hand it is 
conceded by the more reasonable represf)ntatives of the other school 
that it is improbable that what is known as "the bazar" would 
be willing and able to trade in a very considerable number of hedge 
conhacts. There is a reasonable consensus of opinion among all 
sections of the trade that there should be three hedge contracts to 
cover the three mam divisions into which the cottons of India can 
be distributed. Our discussions have therefore been confined to the 
composition of these three contracts. We have had before us the 
evidence of the Millowners' Association who would include within 
the scope of ~hese three contracts most of the growths of cotton in 
India. In this they are supported by a number of the Associations 
representinB' growers who are reported to feel the need of a contract 
against whlCh they can tender theirr own cotton. Representing the 
opposite view we have the evidence of what we may call (without 
any derogatory meaning) the speculative element of the trade, who 
de~ire narrow contracts on the ground that they appeal more to the 
investor and are therefore bullish contracts: and they hold that 
this must be for the benefit of the grower. 

17. We hold that it is desirable to steer between these two 
extremes. The contracts must be broad enough to give the growers 
an opportunity and at the same time to prevent the possibility of a 
corner. On the other hand it is not possible to force on the trade 
80mething that will not function: and if it is made evident that. 
the inclusion in a contract of any particularly valuable cottan or a 
cotton which for any reason has become uIlJacceptable to the market 
or is liable to goreat fluctuations in class ilr staple. will make the 
contract unpopular with investors, then i.t is clearly advisable for 
the present to exclude .hat cotton. We do not accept the conten
tion of the Brokers' Asso?iation that the existing Broach' contract • 
has tended to depress prIces. The figures of trading and tender 
against this contract in particular indicate that it has been success
ful as a hedge r:!ontract. and we think it will be inadvisable to make 
great changes in any of the contracts 1 which experience shows have 
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been IRcceptable to the bazar and on the whole. afforded reasonable 
hedge contracts for the general trade. We propose therefore to 
retain the Broach' contract as it is, with the addition only of the 
Kumpta and Upland growths of the Dharwar district and to leave 
the existing two contracts in fine Oomra and Bengal untouched." 

" The demand for the "inclusion in the Broach contract of the 
Kumpta and Upland growths, in which great improvements have 
recently been introduced by the Agricultural Department, has been 
forcibly expressed by the growers' association of the district and 
has been supported by the Agricultural Department and by the 
Millowners' Association. \Ve have agreed by a majority that this 
cotton, with Q minimum of i" staple, may properly be included in 
the contract." 
These recommendations were placed before the general body 
of the East India Cotton Association in April last when 
several members raised "vigorous opposition to them, both on 
the ground that the proposed widening of the Broach contract 
would tend to depreciate the price of the contract, and also because 
of the dissimilarIty of the varieties of cotton which it was proposed 
to include". In view of tbis difference of opinion consideration of 
the scheme has been deferred till October 1933. Meanwhile the 
Association informs us that the feeling in the cotton trade against 
l'evising the hedge contracts has been steadily hardening. In the 
light of these facts, we do nllt think that any considerable changes 
in the system of hedge contracts on the lines proposed by the Tariff 
Board in 1926-21 are likely to be made. It must be assumed that 
for the period for which we have made proposals for assisting the 
industry, no improvement as regards methods of marketing cotton 
can be expected. The subject has received considerable expert 
attention since the Tariff Board reported, and it· does not appear 
that further investigation will lead to any practical results. 

39. A matter which finds no mention in the previous Tariff 
Board's report, but which is stressed by Mr. Arno Pearse in his 

review of the Cotton Industrv in India is 
Ad?lteration of Indian the continuance of the practice of watering 

cotton. . d . h' h J cotton m or er to mcrease t e weIg t, an 
the constant mixing of different kinds of cotton specially in the 
Punjab American district and frequent introduction of oil or ilirty 
cotton, waste, and even seed. Administrative difficulties havl' 
prevented the introduction in British India of legislation making 
the watering of cotton a penal offence, though the Hyderabad State 
has introduced a system of licensing all ginning and pressing" 
factories and making the li?ense liable to ca~cellation in case. of 
such malpractices as w'aterIng or false packmg. False purlnng 
and mixing are especially prev~lent in Sind! though Mr. A;no 
Pearse quotes instances from lus own experIence of complaInts 

• regarding cotton from places as far apart as Amritsar and Bellary. 
In view of the serious harm which may be caused by these malprac
tices to the . grower as well ~s to the user of. Indian cotton, we con
sider that Increased attention should be gIven by both the East 
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India Cotton Association and the Indian Central Cotton Coinmittee 
to the question of investigating the most suitable means of prevent
ing them. 

40. Though the Tariff Board saw no possibility of the Bombay 
mill industry being able to effect economies in respect of fuel and 

power, the Millowners' Association, by 
W!t:.~, Power and demonstrating that the mills could achieve 

. substantial savings by installing their own 
power units instead of taking power from the Tata Hydro-Electric 
Companies has been able to secure an appreciable reduction in the 
rates charged by these power supply companies. In 1926 the 
charges varied a~cordiJ;tg·to the dat~s of the contracts from ·485 of 
an anna per umt (paId by two mIlls only) to ·725 of an anna, 
which in some cases includes and in others excludes the charge for 
transformers and meters. A new schedule is now in force, under 
which the charge consists of a maximum demand charge of Rs. 3·8 
a month per kilowatt of maximum demand, which payment entitles 
the consumer to use 35 units for each kilowatt up td 1150 kilowatts 
and 70 units for each kilowatt in excess of 1150 kilowatts, and an 
energy charge of ·50 anna per unit for the next 200,OO() units used 
each month and ·40 anna per unit for all additiOn'll units used 
each month. This change of tariff has resulted in a saving to the 
Bombay mills of between Rs. 9 and Rs. 10 lakhs a year. Com
menting on the very high charges made byt the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation fcrr water supplied to the mills, the Tariff Board in 
1926-27 urged a reduction of the rate of 16 annas per 1,000 gallons. 
The charges have since been reduced first to 12, and in 1928 to 10 
annas per 1,000 gallons. The industry feels even this rate to be 
excessive and a serious handicap .to the development o~ hrther 
bleaching establishments. But there is little likelihood oi any 
further reduction of the rates, for an attempt, though unsuccessful, 
was made in November 1930 to restore the rate of 12 annas per 
1,000 gallons. It may be pointed out that in estimating the fair 
selling price of the Indian industry we have based our figures on 
the costs af 1931 and therefore any increase in these charges over 
those of 1931 will handicap the industry. 

41. As an alternative to a reduction in wages the Tariff Boa.ra 
in 1926-27 put forward several proposals for increasing the efficiency 
• L b of the labour employed in the mills. Tbese 

a our. may be summarised as measures designed to 
reduce the percentage 8£ absenteeismJ measures designed to secure 
i~ output by the operatives in the various departments, the 

. standardisation of WagM as between mill and mill, the introduc-
non Of automahc machinery and double shift working, and 
measures designed to improve labour conditions, such as the~ 
tion of ~~ulau~riods' of ~~t, t~e removal of abuses jl!_recruitmmt, 
the remedy of grIevances ill !he m~tter .ornnea;the ImJ.>!~E}~ent _ot 

I h.ousing c~n.dit~s and tb~ _xteJJ~Jon_oL welfare w~.d..-G~_ 
hnes for techmcal educatIon. 
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42. 'Taking first the question of absenteeism among the opera
tives in Bombay, the Tariff Board emphasised the loss of effiCIency 

caused by it and by the consequent engage
ment of casual and often inefficient labour. Absenteeism. 

It therefore suggested the universal adoption of a practice which 
obtained in a few mills of employing a certain number of spare 
hands in each department, except the weaving department, who 
would be available to take the place of absentees. This suggestion 
has not been adopted. It would appear from the evidence of the _ 
Bombay Millowners' Association that there were special reasons 
for the adoption of this practice in the few mills where it was in 
force, but it was felt that the extension of the practice might lead 
to an increase of slackness. They regard the suggestion as incon
sistent with the reqommendation that more spindles and looms 
should be put in charge of ~ach man than is. at present done. And 
it would be a further obstacle to the introduction of standardisation 
and efficiency schemes which have for their object the elimination 
~f superfluous labour. In spite of the rejection of this proposal 
... t'here has been a slight improvement in the percentage of absen

teeism in Bombay. As compared with 12·25 per cent. fo1'l Bombay 
and 2·74 per cent. for Ahmedabad in Ol'tober 1926, the figures for 
March 1932 were 10·04 per cent. for Bombay and 3·86 per cent. for 
Ahmedaba<9 

43. Though the introduction of measures designed to increase 
, the efficiency of labour and plans to standardise wages between oire 

mill and another are really separate 'lnd 
Efficiency and d" h' h' t' b d 'th standardisation schemes. IstInct, t elr IS ?rles. are oun up WI 

one another and It wIll be convement to 
discuss them together. The history of what is known as the effi
ciency ~stem is described in detail in a paper prepared by the 
Bombay Millowners' Association for the Bombay Strike Enquiry 
Committee and published as Appendix XII to that Committee's 
Report. The object of the scheme, which was originated by Messrs. 
E. D. Sassoon and Company, is to increase the operative's wage by 
getting him to tend more machines and at the same time to assist 
him by introducing better methods of working. The principal 
features of the scheme are that a man tends two roving frames 
instead of one, in ring spinning a side-boy looks after two sides 
instead of one, and in weaving a weaver tends three or four looms' 
instead of two. The Tariff Board's recommendation for the 
increase of the output of the operatives ran upon the same [ines. 
And it was soon after the publication of the Tariff Board's report 
that various portions of the scheme were introduced into severnl 
mills under the management of Messrs. E. D. Sassoon and Com
pany and also into the Finlay group of mills and into the Kohinoor 
Mill. Almost every attempt to introduce these measures of 
economy resulted in a strike, and between August 1927 and May 
1928 there were no less than sixteen strikes in Bombay mills, aU 
except one of which ended in favour of the management. On April 
16th, 1928, a strike broke aut in 10 mills under the management 01 
Yessrs. Currimbhoy Ibrahim and Sons; it began without any warn-
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ing and by the 26th April had spread to all the mills in the city 
except one. On May 3rd .the J.oint Stri~e Commit.tee, repres.enting 
the various Labour Umons In the CIty, pubhshed a hst of 
• seventeen demands' to be conceded by the millowners, to which 
the miUowners on May 12th published categorical replies, followed 
on the 11th May by a statement of the terms upon which th~y 
would re-open the mills. These terms were grouped under SlX 

heads;-

(1) Standardised rates of wages. 

(2) Revised and standardised muster :ol1s. 

(3) Full ten hours work for all male operatives. 

(4) Standardised rules and regulations to enforce discipline. 

(5) Uniform system of calculating wages. 

(6) Fines to be credited to a welfare fund. 

The strike however continued until October 4th when a settlement 
was reached on the basis of the appointment by the Government of 
a Committee of Enquiry and an undertaking to resume work on 
October 6th. The Committee's terms of reference were to include 
the questions whether the millowners' standardised schedule of rates 
aad muster rolls was fair and reasonable, whether the Strike Com- 1 

niittee's seventeen demands were fair and reasonable and whether 
the millowners' standing orders for operatives were fair and rea
sonable. This Committee found that the chief reason for the com
mencement and continuation of the strike for a period of nearly six 
months was the fear of unemployment created ·by the new methods 
of work introduced by Messrs. E. D. Sassoon and Company in their 
mills. The Committee also came to the (lonclusion that the mill
owners' proposals for standardisation of wages, duties and numbers 
of operatives in a mill and for standing orders for the operatives 
about the conditions of their employment were in the main fair 
and reasonable. While they found that there was justification for 
the proposal to cut weavers' wages by 7t per cent., there were 
reasonable objections against its adoption, and they recommended 
that the proposal be dropped on condition that the labour leaders 

·undertook to co-operate In working the standardisation scheme. 
Of the Unions' • seventeen demands' twelve were found to be fair 
and reasonable, two to be unreasonable, and three partly reasonable 
and partly not. The Committee also examined the 'Efficiency' 
system, the attempts to introduce which had created the general 
fear of reduction of wages and loss of employmenfi which had been 
the original cause of the strike, and foundo that the objections to the 
system had not been sustained. The Committee's report was pub
lished in March 1929, and during April representatives of the mill
owners and of labour were sitting in a Conference convened by the 
Chairman of the Millowners' Association ta reach a settlement on 
the issues arising out of the report. Suddenly the leaders of the 
Girui Kamgar Union, a body which had been started in May 1928 
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with the help of some leaders of the Peallants and W prkers' 
pa~ty, alleged to be a communist organisation, brought certain 
gfleva~ces before -the Conference and demanded that they be 
r~medled before the Fawcett Committee's report was further con
SIdered. At a. meeti.ng ~m April ~4th a difference arose regarding 
the m~thod of I.n~estIgatmg the gflevanCeSj and the Union's repre
sentatIves, dechnmg to proceed further, by noon on the 26th called 
out a g~ner~l strike of the entire textile labour in the city. In 
J uly thI~ dIspute was referred to a Court of Enquiry under the 
.~rade DIsputes Act, 1929, for a finding as to the nature of the 
q~8pu~e, the. resJ?onsibility for it, the causes of its prolongation and 

_ the ~ifficul~Ies In the way of a settlement. The Court's findings 
publIshed In .September were that the Girni Kamgar Union was 
:solely responSIble for the state of affairs which prevailed in March 
:and Apri~ and resulted in the general strike; that the causes of the 
;prolongatIon of the strike were the aggressive and mischievous 
;propaganda of the officials of the Girni Kamgar Union and in
:1lammatory appeals made by them to the workers, and picketing 
~~d intimidatio~ by tJle strikers and ~cts of violence committed by 
them on non-strIkers; that the mam chffieulty in the way of a settle
ment also was the uncompromising attitude of the {T Ilion officials, 
though there was an undercurrent of discontent among the workers 
due in part (1) to the proposed cut of 7t per cent. in weavers' wages, 
(2) to fear of unemployment in consequence of the proposed intro
duction of the efficiency scheme, and (3) to the non-payment of 
April wages; and that other difficulties were lack of contact between 
millowners and employees and the lack of such machinery as an 
Arbitration Boord to settle disputes as they arose. In consequence 
of persistent misrepresentation on the part of this Union, the mill
owners in November decided to withdraw recognition from it. One 
result of these strikes was the collapse of the Labour Unions in 
Bombay, which have not yet been r.estored to activity; and the 
absence of any organised representatIOn of labour has prevented 
further discussion of the schemes for the standardisation of wages 
and muster rolls or the extension of " Efficiency Schemes" to more 
mills. As the millowners succeed in regaining the confidence of 
their labour, the experience gained of "Efficiency Schemes" in 
the Sassoon and Finlay groups and in the Kohinoor Mills should 
facilitate their extension to other mills; and the schedule of· 
standardise-d rates of wages printed in Appendix VIII to the 
Fawcett Committee's report represents a s.ubstantia~ measure of 
agreement achieved b~tween the representatives of mII~own~rs and 
labour in 1928-29 WhICh could probably be adopted WIth httle or 
no modification as soon as proper representation of labour can be 
organised to discuss it. 

44. Ahmedabad has been more fortunate in respect of wage 
disputes and labour troubles generally than Bombay. Spinners' 

wages have been standardised in all mills. 
Labour disputes at During the period of depression in 1923 

Ahmedabad. wages in Ahmedabad had been reduced by 
15J per cent. all round. In 1929 the Labour Union applied for 
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the restoration of the original scale, and in accordance with the 
principle of compulsory arbitration in cases of dispute between 
masters and men, which. has been accepted both by millowners and 
by labour in Ahmedabad, this application was referred to arbitra
hon. Under this arrangement the mill authorities must first try 
to settle the dispute. If they fail, a: Union official and the mill 
authority make a joint attempt. If these two are unsuccessful the 
union and millowners meet and try to arrive at a solution. If 
they do not succeea the dispute goes to the two permanent arbitra
tors, one nominated by the operatives and the other by the masters._ 
If the arbitrators fail to find a settlement they appoint an umpir& 
whose decision is final and binding on both parties. In this caSe,_ 
the two permanent arbitrators agreed that the :mills were not earn- . 
ing sl:ch profits as to justify the restoration of the original scale. 
~f wnges; but they differed on the question whether the workers • 
did or did not ~et 18. living wage. The whole question therefore 
went to an umpire for adjudication, who after hearing both sides 
awarded an increase of 5 per cent. to the weavers and 8 per cent. 
to the spinners. This award has been loyally accepted by both 
parties. The following statement, compiled by the Bombay Labour 
Office, illustrates the loss caused to the industry in the principal 
centres in the Bombay Presidency by industrial disputes. 

TAllLE XL VIII. 

Industrial Disputes in the Cotton },fill Industry since )926. 

Bombay. Ahmedabad. 

~ Namberof .iI Number of 
"'" -- ... .. .... .. 0 

~td ~ " ";;.-.;; ...l 
1>1>'" "., 1>1>'" .. !~ .,,s .. "'~ "..9 $! .,8-:; . ~~ :iii'" .1010 S2 S" .... ~=-

.. .., 
.. ", 0 .. "g. ~ .. ~.: Z ~.~ ~ ... Z ~.~ -- --- -.--

1927 17 16,297 104,172 17 2,103 ,1,967 

1928 'i8- 289,977 22,983,066 1'1 4,464 13,262 

1929 . 29t . 162,086 80183,919 ,7 3,645 '1,592 

1.9S!) 27 I ~."" 164,640 22 11.077 19,010 

1931 140 22,015 208,956 22 4,632 9,464 • 

- ODe diapute affected 71 mills aod aoother eight milia. 

t AJtooted five milia. 

Sholapnr. 

~ Numherof 

... ., 
" l1i tlGl II . .... 

~i ..ai!l C>._ 

~~ S-"g. 00:: ~.: Z ~.~ 

- 1----
... ... ... 
It 16,928 897,012 

3 3.203 6,202 

... ... ... 
1 15,000 1'10,9;')9 

t One of the di'patel alleoted U cottoa mills, another Beven cotton mills Bod a 
third five cotton milia. 
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45. As a means to secure reduction in the cost of manruactur& 
the industry in Bombay has definitely preferred measures designed 

L If' to increase the efficiency of labour, rather 
eve 0 wages. than a reduction of wages. Though labour 

has opposed the measures intended to increase its efficiency, Ilnd 
though the collapse of labouf organisations after the strikes of 1928. 
and 1929 has created a situation in which it is impossible for the
millowners to discuss with representatives of labour the extension 
of the efficiency schemes or the introduction of the standardised 
scale ot wages and muster rolls, the millowners have not given Up' 
hopes that it may one day be possible to resume these discussions, 

. ,and in the meanwhile they have not reverted to the alternative· 
plan of reducing wages. Thus there has been no material aItera-

. tion in the level of wages since 1926, when the last investig1ation 
into wages and the hours of labour in the cotton mill industry was. 
made by the Labour Office of the Government of Bombay, the results 
of which enquiry are examined in paragraph 49 of the Tariff 
Board's 1926-27 Report. The lack of statistical material regarding 
industrial wages has been noticed by the Royal Commission on 
Labour in India, who observe at page 445 of their Report that" so 
far as wages are concerned practically nothing has hitherto been 
achieved with the exception of the enquiries made by the Bombay 
Labour Office into wages in the c!1tton mill industry of that 
~residency ".; and even this office has made no detailed enquiry 
SInce 1926. The standardised scale of wages prepared by the
Bombay Millowners' Association and largely accepted by labour 
organisations in 1929, but not yet introduced owing to the break
down of the negotiations in that year and the subsequent lack of 
responsible representatives of labour, is published as Appendix 
VIII to the Report of the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee-
1928-29. Mr. Arno Pearse collected a certain amount of informa
tion regarding wages paid in mills in different parts of the country_ 
For the Bombay Presidency he quotes a statement of average daily 
wages paid as follows:-

TABLE XI.IX. 

- Meu, Women, Big I.ads. All worken. 
• 

. 
Rs. a. p. :Ra ••• p. Ra. a. p. Ra ••• p. 

Bombay City • · 1 7 3 013 5 012 3 1 , 3' 

Ahmedabad · · . 1 6 2 011 9 011 , 1 310-. 
Sholapor · · . 1 0 0 0 6 , 0 9 1 012 9-

Baroda. · · 1 0 8 01010 0 8 0 0111 a. 
Other centrel · 1 0 1 0 8 2 0 8 8 014 0-

Bombay Prelidency • · 1 .5 9 011 7 011 , '1 3 ()' 
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We" have seen that in Ahmeda~d wages were raised in 1930 by . " 
5 per cent. for weavers and 8 per cent. for spinners. An increase 
of 5 per cent. on the Ahmedabad figures in the Table above will 
result in wages of Rs. 1-7-3 for men, Re. 0-13-5 for women, 
Re. 0-11-11 for big lads and for all workers Rs. 1-4-10 and thus 
bring the Ahmedabad level above that of Bombay. The informa
tion which we have received for othellO parts of the country is 
extremely meagre, and all we can say is that it indicates that both 
in Madras and in Bengal (outside Calcutta) wages are on a some
what lower Bcale than In Bombay or Ahmedabad. 

46. No progress has been made in installing automatic looms 
on a large Bcale though experiments have been carried out in 
• Automatic looms. several mil~s in. different places .. The gene-

ral conclUSIOn IB that the anoptIon of auto
matic looms will not reduce costs unless a weaver will agree to work 
a larger number of looms than he does now. This conclusion is 
supported by the following statement of the results attained in one 
of the mills in which automatic looms have been tried:-
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The opinion is also widely held that the kinds of cloth required 
for the Indian market are not sufficiently stalloordised to justify 
the installation on a large scale of Ilutomatic looms. And the 
reluctance to change over to automatic looms has been confirmed 
by the results of the tests conducted by the Lancashire Cotton 
Corporation of the comparative costs of weaving by automatic looms 
and Lancashire looms; for they find that the advantage secured by 
automatic looms on wage costs is more than otT-set by additional 
expenses, mainly the much greater interest and depreciation 
charges. On the other hand Mr. Arno S. Pearse, who visited India 
at the beginning of 1930, has observed that the goods produced on 
the 2,300 automatic looms in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills 
in Madras-the only mills in India equipped on a large scale with 
8utomati(' looms-were the most perfect which he saw on his 
journey through India; " they are mostly high class cotton suit-. 
ings as well made as in any country". .. 

47. The Tariff Board in 1926-27 expressed the opinion that 
" from every point of view Bombay is III most unsuitable centre for 

Double shift working. the ado.ption ?f .~he do~ble shift system" 
the maID obJectIon bemg the extent to 

which the presence of the additional labour- force required would 
increase congestion in an already very congested city. During the 
last year or two however the closing of a number of mills in Bombay 
has enabled others to work considerable portions of their plant on 
a night and day shift, without experiencing difficulty in obtaining 
labour; nor has the housing problem of the city been aggravated, 
for 8t no time have the numbers employed on night shifts in 
Bombay been of such a magnitude as to make up for the number 
thrown out of employment by the closing of mills. The following 
'fahle, compiled by the Bombay Labour Office, shows the extent 
to which night shift work has been adopted in the mills in Bombav 
and in Ahmedabad. Some of the mills in Bengal are also working 
a night shift; but we have no detailed informati()n regarding them. 

TABLE LI. 

Night ,hift work in cotton mills. 

Bombay. Ahmedabad. 

1·ot .. l Total 
Honth. nomber Total nomber Total 

of mills nnmber of of mills nnmber of 
working' hands working hand. 

ni!!bt employed. night employed. 
shift. shift. . 

1930. 

November . . U 2,686 19 6,114-
Deoember . . 16 3,592 18 6,954 
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Bombay. Ahmedab~d. 

Total Total 
:\lonth. nomber Total number TotRl 

of mills number of of mills number of 
working h.mds working hands 

night employed. night employed. 
.hift. shift. 

, 

1981. 

January 17 5,951 15 5,571 
February 17 5,58:) 16 5,87l 
March 18 6,826 20 7,2440 
April 21 ]0,807 23 . 7,912 
llay ;!4 10,817 21 !l.:~73 

JUlie 30 14,547 19 6,884. 
.10ly . 33 ]4.~47 HI 6,302 
August 28 18,051 16 5.095 
September 26 11,168 18 5,355 
October. . ~~ 6,796 15 5,046 
November 22 7,244 18 5,6H1 
December 29 15,327 20 5,J54 

1.932. 

JauUIlo"y 30 17,118 21 6,870 
February 29 18,417 20 6,7911 
March 32 20,070 22 7,83:} 
April . 32 :!l,246 25 9,785 
May 25 13,6~0 23 8,649 

48. The usual hours of work in Bombay are from 7 to 12 and 
1 to 6. The recommendation of the Tariff Board was the fixation 

. . of a definite period of rest to enable the 
Condl~lOns of Labour; operatives to take their morninO' meal. in 

(a) Periods of rest. . b . 
order to prevent the loss of effiClency caused 

by the practice of numbers of the workers taking food in the mill 
eompounds an hour or two after the commencement of work. It 
was suggested that work should start at 6-30 and that half an 
hour's rest be granted from 9 to 9-30 or 9-30 to 10. Recognising 
the difficultv of getting the workers to come half an hour earlier 
than before; the millowllers proposed to keep to 7 o'clock as the 
starting hour, and to provide for the half hour's recess by cutting 
down the mid-day recess by a quarter of an hour and changing the 
dosing hour from 6 o'clock to 6-15. The labour representatives 
would not agree, and demanded not only a morning recess of hal£ 
an hour, but an afternoon recess for tea, both within the present 
limits of 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. thus reducing the working hours from 10 
to 91 hours. To this the millowners objected; nor did they agree 
to the Fawcett Committee's recommendation that an experiment 
should be tried in one mill of a morning recess and a working day 
~f 9! hours. It may be noted that the Royal Commission oil 
Labour has recommended the reduction of the weekly hours of 
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work from 60 to 54 and that there should be an hour's interval in 
the 10 hours' working day distributed by agreement between the 
management and the operatives. This recommendation is now under 
consideration by the Government of India. Unless a reduction in 
hours of work is accompanied by a reduction in wages, the increased 
('ost to the employer at the outset may prove serious. On the other 
hand a reduction in wages may result in a fresh unsettlement of 
labour conditions which we should regard with grave misgiving. 

49. The Tariff Board recommended that the system of recruit
ment through jobbers should be given up and that all labour should 

(6) Rec't t be engaged directly by the officer of the mill 
rUl men. in charge of the department which requires 

it or by a responsible assistant. The Royal Commission on Labour 
considered this subject at length and recommended the appointment· 
of a special labour officer to work directly under the General 
Manager and to be responsible for all labour questions. The 
Bombay Millowners' Association informs us that an experiment on 
these lines has been made, but has not yet been working long 
enough to establish its success. This is one of the most urgently 
needed reforms in the Indian industry, since we believe that closer 
personal contact between the management and labour will help 
greatly in improving the labour situation. 

50. The Fawcett Committee came to the conclusion that it would 
be inadvisable to abolish fining under present conditions, and that 

(e) Fines. the time had not yet come when the manage-
ment of 8 mill could safely rely entirely on 

mere supervision and cautioning as a substitute. They also found 
that there was no reliable evidence that the power of fining em
ployees in the Bombay mills was generally abused. In 1925 the 
Government of Bombay published a report of an enquiry into deduc
tions from wages or payments in respect of fines. Some of th.e 
results of this enquiry are tabulated below:-

TABLE LII. 

Number 
Proportion of Proportion 

inltanCl!I iu which . IncidenL'e of fining of total 
ofmi11s fines were imposed. amount of 

- submitting for bad or negli- per offence. 
finea to 

correct geotwork •. total 
retorns. wages 

Keu. 1 Women. I women.\Child.eu. 

bill. 
14 on. 

As. 'P. As. p. AI. p. 0/0 

Bomb.,y . 31 80"73 61·16 " 6 210 1 5 0'20 

Ahmedabad . 7 9S·13 56'31 " 2 Ii 1 Ii 6 HI4-

Other centres 'T 9()-83 66'08 2 2 1 9 110 0'31 
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These figures appear to support the conclusion of the Fawcett 
Committee. The Royal Commission oli Labour made several 
recommendll:tions on ~his subject, the most .important of which are 
that the finlllg of chlldren should be prohlbited and that a limit 
should be imposed t~ the amount of fines, that' the payment of a 
fine should not be, spread over a longer period than a month, and 
that a fine should not constitute more than 2 per cent. or half an 
anna in the rupee of a worker's monthly wages. They also sug
ges~e~ a pro!ision re9.uiring employ~rs to specify .the acts or 
omlsslons whlCh are hable to be punlshed with fine. The main 
recommendations of the Tariff Board on this subject were first that 
all fines levied should not be credited to the mill but should be 
used for the benefit of the operatives, and secondly the abolition 

: of the practice of compelling a weaver to take over cloth spoilt I by defective workmanship at its full valJ.ue. The first recommend
ation has been adopted by the Millowners' Association in Bombay 
and is provided for in a standing order which has been in force 
since March 1931. The second recommendation was considered at 
length by the Fawcett Committee, who agreed that the practice 
was liable to abuse, and decided that it should be restricted to cases 
in which the weaver agreed to take over the damaged cloth, provi
sion being made for the levy of a fine to compensate the mill for the 
loss caused by damage in cases where the weaver did not agree to 
take over the damaged material. The Bombay millowners ha~e 
adopted this suggestion which is embodied in the fol~owing stand
ing order, which is now in force in all the mills in Bombay:-

"The Company shall not be entitled to debit a weaver's 
wages with the cost of cloth damaged by his negligence, un
less he elects to take it over on those terms. Otherwise the 
Company may deduct from his wages an amount corresponding 
to the estimated loss caused to it by such negligence, provided 
that, if the proposed deduction exceeds the sum of Rs. 5 or 
the weaver disputes the damage being due to his negligence, 
the deduction shall not be made by an officer of the Company 
lower in rank than an Assistant Weaving Master. If the latter 
officer directs a deduction of Rs. 5 or over, and the weaver 
disputes his liability to pay the same, there shall be a joint 
examination of the damaged cloth by such officer of the Com
pany as the Manager appoints and a representative of the 
weavers who may be either an employee of the Company or 
an official of a re~istered Trade Union. If they agree in their 
decision, the Manager shall accept their decision. If -they dis
agree and there is no independent person to whom the 
Manager and the weavers' re~resentative agree .to refer the 
dispute the Manager shall decIde what amount (If any) shall 

, h ' " be deducted from t e weaver swages. 

'fhe Royal Commission on Labour has made a further recom
mendation 'that no deduction on account of damaged cloth should 
exceed the wholesa1.e prices of the goods damaged. 
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51. There has been no material change in the situation In 

:Bombay since 1927 when the Tarifi :Board observed that out of 
(d) H . 16,544 tenements constructed by. the Deve-

ousmg. lopment Department 11,484 were' still 
empty. About half the tenements are now occupied, the number 
empty in September, 1932, being just under 7,600. Attempts to 
arrange for mills to lease complete chawls have failed owing to the 
difficulty of persuading a sufficient number of workmen to agree to 
live in them. Twenty two of the mills in Bombay provide 
tenements which house about 20 per cent. of their ,employees. 
Thirty-five miils in Ahmedabad house 16 per cent. of their em
ployees. At Sholapur 12 per cent. of the mill workers live in 
quarters provided by the mills. Ten mills in other parts of the 
Bombay Presidency provide accommodation for 42 per cent. of 
their operatives. We have seen workmen's quarters provided by a 
mill in Bengal; and it is well known that facilities are afforded 
in this direction by some mills in other parts of the country. 

I 52. The Roya'!. Commission on Labour has pointed out many 
directions in which welfare work is called for; they notice the poor 

( ) W If k physical condition of the average' Bombay 
e e are wor . millhand-his low average weight, due to 

poor constitution and deficient diet, and they urge the provi
sion of sanitary markets, workmen's stores, better sanitary 

/and medical facilities and the development of other activities 
including insurance schemes. Something has been attempted in 
Bombay since 1927. The Millowners' Association has appointed a 
lady with experience of welfare work in Lancashire to advise on 
welfare work in the mills.· Progress has been made in th,e provision 
of creches, and facilities for medica:l treatment are being improved. 
Measures have been introduced designed to inculcate habits of 
thrift, and the prevention and treatment of accidents have received 
1tttl!ntlOn. 

53. The Tariff Board in 1926-27 recommended that students at 
the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute should have a practical 

. (f) T 1m' I Ed t' course spread over two years instead of six 
ec lca uca IOn. months. The Millowners' Association took 

this up with the Institute in 1929 and the course has been modified 
. 'On the lines suggested by the Board. It does not appear that any 
trade schoois have been established in Bombay since 1927; but the. 
'scope of the Textile Technical School at Parel has been greatly 
extended; the number of students has risen to over 100; the Mill-· 
-owners' Association has made contributions and individua[ 
millowners have awarded scholarships to their operativ.es who 
attend the classes. The provision of technical books and pamphlets 
:in the vernacular has been the subject of correspondence between 
the Milloowners' Association and the Government of Bombay which 
'has not yet had tangible results, though the Millowners' Association· 
-admit the value of the suggestion. The Royal Commission on 
:Labour regards illiteracy as a more formidable evil than the lack of 
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technical education and would be inclined to concentrate all efforts 
on primary education as the flrst step to technical efficiency. 

54. The main fecommendation made by the Tariff Board in 
1926-27 with reference to overhead charges was that millowners 

•• I d Ch might introduce a scheme of mutual insur-
vver lea arges. f fi "1 to th . t f ' ance or re SImI ar eIr sys em 0 

insurance for workmen's compensation. The Bombay Millowners' 
Association points out that this was no new suggestion; it had [ong 
been under discussion and a number. of alternative schemes had 
been considered. It has not, however, been found possible to accept 
any of these schemes, partly owing to the difficulty of arranging 
satisfactory re-insurance, partly through fear that insurance com
panies might combine and start a premium rate war, but chiefly on 
account of the difficulty of providing the initial funds necessary 
for the introduction of such a scheme. Further the Mi[lowners' 
Association has during the last five years managed to secure such 
substantial reductions in premium rates that it is now doubtful 
whether a mutual insurance association for fire could quote lower 
rates than those now charged by the various companies. The value 
of the reductions secured is illustrated by the following actual 
figures of a typical Bom~ay mill:-

TABLE LIII. 

Total value of specification, 1927-28 
Total value of specification, 1931-32 
Nett premium paid, 1927-28 . 
Nett premium paid, 1931-32 . 

Rs. 
61,17,150 
62,27,250 

17,151 
12,126 

The difference represents a reduction of the average rate for the 
whole mi!l.l from 4t annas to 31 annas per Rs. 100. The Bombay 
rates are now lower than in any other part of India and they 
compare not unfavourably with those obtaining in England or the 
Continent and in Japan . 

.55. The Bombay Millowners' Association is the most important 
body representative of the cotton mill industry in India. Its 

. , . membership includes 101 mills situated in 
. Mtllowners Assocla- different parts of the country. All except 

.tlona. eight of the mills in BOPlbay City and 
, .Island belong to it, as do several mills situated in other parts of 

'" the Bombay Presidency, and among its members are also included -
mills in the Presidencies of Bengal and Madras and mills in Delhi, 
the Central Provinces, His Exalted Highness the Nizam's Terri
tory, Central India and Ceylon. Its chief activities have been 

. ,of a political character in connection with the abolition of the excise 
duty and the introduction of protective duties: it collects and com

.. pile& useful statistical tables regarding variou~ matters w'hi,ch 
: .rop.pern the industry j and it has also devoted conSIderable attentIon 

to matters connected with strikes. It conducts correspondence 'on 
behalf of the industry with the Central and Provincial Govern· 
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ments, .with Municipal Corporations. and" with public ~tility 
companIes such as the Hydro-ElectrIC Power Companies which 
Bupply most of the mills in Bombay. The Ahmedabad Millowners' 
Association includes among its members most of the mills in 
Ahmedabad, a few other mills in Guzarat and also a certain number 
of factories connected with industries other than the textile 
industry. Its great achievement has been the introduction of 
compulsory arbitration in industrial disputes. There is also a 
Millowners' Association in Baroda; while in Cawnpore and Cal
~utta Chambers of Commerce have sub-sections of cotton 
millowners. In the following paragraphs we shall indicate the 
extent to which the suggestions made by the Tariff Board in 1926-
27 for improvements in the organisation of the industry have been 
taken up and acted upon by those representative bodies. 

56. In 1926-27 the Tariff Boa.rd recommended that the Bombay 
llfillowners' Association should take immediate steps to obtain a 

full range of samples and to maintain a full 
or· record of prices of all imported cotton 
of manufactures which compete with Indian 

Iml,I'O\'ements in 
ganisation: Record 
Imporh. 

goods. The Association is now maintaining 
a weekly record of the prices of such goods; while markef 
(!orrespondents in Bombay, Madras a:qd Delhi send regular 
information regarding the state of trade and suppiy samples of 
new lines as they become popular; the samples are made available 
to mills interested in attempting the production of competitIve 
qualities. Special attention has been paid to the markets in South 
India and in Calcutta. 

57. In 1926 the Bombay Millowners' Association believed that 
there were insuperable difficulties in the way of the establishment 

Registration of trade of a scheme o:f registration of trade marks 
marks and. maintenanc~ and numbers. The Tariff Board urger! the 

of the quality of partl' • :f b" h . t 
cular brands of Indian Importance 0 nngmg suc a system m a 
piecegoods. existence in order to maintain. the quality 
·o:f cloth Bold under a particular number. The Association now 
in:forms UB that the difficulties have been overcome so far as: its 
own members are concerned, that a system of registration has been 
~volved and will shortly be introduced. It remains now to extend 
the syst"m to mills which are not members of the Bombay Associa· 
tion "by getting other Millowners' Association tel undertake. to~. 
tabulate the numbers used on various types of cloth by their mem~' . 
berll-as has been done by the Bombay mills. . 

58. In the course of this enquiry we have received a numher of . 
-complaints against the present organisation of the industry under 

S t f t 
the management. af agency firm'l. This ys em 0 managemen. . . 
aspect of the enqUlry has aroused so much I 

pul,lic ilLterest and is indeed o:f such importance to the future pro
g-res~ of the industry that we have decided to devote a !;cparate
-cllapter of our report to a detailed discussion of the problems ro"'l1-' 
neet .. d with the system of management. 
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59. The Tariff Board in 1926-27 observed that one of the most 
obvious ways in which th~ defectiv~ organisation of the industry,. 
Writing down of capital particularly ill Bombay had manifested 

. : . itself was in over-capitalisation during the· 
boom perIod! and pOl~ted. out the n~ed for further drastic writing
down of capItal to whlCh httle attentIon had then been paid. Much. 
has been done in this direction since 1925; eleven mills have re
duced their capital from Rs. 8'82 crores to Rs. 4'6 crores' eleven 
more mills, which have undergone reconstruction or sale' to new 
concerns, have incidentally reduced their capital from Rs. 2'52 
crores to Rs. 1'30 crores and six more companies with a capital ot 
1'46 crores are either in liquidation or have been dismantled. Thus. 
the paid up capital of 68 mills in 1931 stood at Rs. 13'18 crores· 
as compared with Rs. 18'96 crores, the paid up capital of 77 mills; 
in 1926. The mills in Bombay have evidently not failed to pay 
adequate attention to this recommendation of the Board. 

60. A scheme for the re-organisation of the industry in Bombay 
on the lines of the Lancashire Cotton Corporation was put forward 

by some of the most prominent mi~lowner!l ill< 
Amalgamation Scheme. h' I' 1930 U d h' h t e CIty ear y m . n er t IS sc eme· 
no less than thirty-four mills under seven managing agency firms: 
were to amalgamate with the objects of:-

(i) standardisation of products; 
(ii) reorganisation of qualities so that single types or ranges 

of yarn or clot.h might be allotted to individual mills; 
(iii) concentration of purchase and sale by singleweH defined 

units; 
(iv) avoidance of duplication of work; and 
(v) elimination of uneconomic machinery. 

Each mill was to be valued and taken over by the merger cor
poration at its present day price paid in ordinal), 8hares; its 
unsold stocks were to be paid for in cash, and nothmg was to be 
paid for goodwill. The control of the corporation was to be vested 
in a Board of Directors with working committees to carry out the. 
.following duties:-

(1) Purchase of CGtton. 
(2) Sale of yarn and cloth .. 
(3) Purchase of machinery and stores . 

. "(4) Management of mills. 
(5) Arrangement of finance. 
(6) Organisation of research and statistics. . 

Tbe l'oTporation was to t,e financed by a loan from thl' Inrpl'l'lar 
• Bank of India to the full extont of its liquid assets and by deben-· 
. tures. An expert valuer from Lanrashire was eng-aged and the

mills were all valued and discussions took -place with the }'mance· 
l\I"mber of thl'l Government of India and the Imperial Bank with 
the object of arranging the financial assistance required. But th&o 
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.gchellltl was ultimately abandoned on account of the difficulties 
felt L) some managing agents in handing over the mills at the 
'Valuation fixed, owing to the indebtedness of the mills, and also 
the dIfficulty experienced by the Imperial Bank in lending money 
lor working capital without a collateral security. 1'he liability for 
.stamp duty amounting to Rs. 17 lakhs for transfer of the proper
ties from the various mill companies to the new corporation was 
lelt as a further difficulty. In the circumstances of the Bombay 
industry an amalgamation scheme on these lines was perhaps too 
.ambitious a venture and it is not surprising that it did not mate
rialise. Nor has the experience of the Lancashire Cotton Corpora
tion been an encouragement to such merger schemes. We refer to 
this subject again in paragrapl!. 78. 

6l. We have alre!idy mentioned the progress made by the 
industry in the spinning of higher counts of yarn and in increasing 

. .. the proportion of bleached goods produced. 
Dl.verslficatIon of pro- We have also seen that nothing has yet been 

-dUctIOn. effected towards the establishment of a com
bined bleaching, dyeing and printing factory in Bombay. An 
interesting illustration of progress achieved in the diversification 
~f production is to be found in the following extract from the 
Report of the Indian Stores Department for 1931-:12:-

" The mills with whom important orders for textile goods 
were placed maintained a high standard of production. The 
most noticeable development in the cotton piecegoods _ trade is 
the new venture in the production on a large scale by several 
mills in India of printed goods with Mock and machine print- . 
ing. A leading firm of textile manufacturers in Bombay has 
recently installed a mercerising plant and a roller printing 
machine, and has introduced aerograph and block printing." 

Among the textile goods for which the Stores Department was 
for the first time in 1931-32 able to place orders in India were 
Khaki Twill, Khaki Helmet Pugrees, Khaki- Pugree Cloth, Polisher 
Cloth, Waterproof hoods for turbans and Yellow Lace. . 

62. The points strelSsed by the Tariff Board in 1926-27 regardini
improvement. in quality were the practice of spinning finer counts 

of yarn than are justified by the quality of 
Improvement of quality, h h' h ] " • t e cotton w 1C _ resu ts in mferlOr qualities_ 
-of yarn and cloth, the practice in Ahmedabad of stamping -yarn 
with double numbers which facilitates the passing off as yarn of a 
higher count yarn which is actually of a lower count, and slackness 
in the folding departments of mills where the standards for rejt>c
tion varied greatly. We are informed that improvement has been 
effected in many of these directions, th~t as a rule finer counts of" 
yarn are not spun than are warranted by the quality of the cotton, 
that the system of stamping double numbers on yarn has been 
discontinued in the Ahmedabad mills as the result of pressure f:rorrt 
the Association there and that the inspection of cloth in the fold
ing departments is now very strict. 
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63. While hesitating to make a rel'ommendation for or against 
the system of sales by the mills through their own shops as com

pared with the system of sale through 
commission agents, the Tariff Board urged 

the importance of representatives of the mills visiting the chief 
consuming centres, from time to time and of their employment of 
trade. correspondents in the principal markets. The Bombay 
Millowners' Association has taken up these suggestions and now 
employs trade correspondents in Delhi and in Madras. They have 
advertised their goods in exhibition trains, and by show rooms at 
the principal stations in Bombay and elsewhere. Besides these 
efforts on the part of the Association individual mills have opened 
their own selling agencies and retail shops j and several mi.rtls send 
their representatives out periodically to upcountry centres to report 
on the state of trade. As an instance of the success which has 
attended such efforts the case of a mill is quoted which formerly 
sold all its goods in Bombay but now sells from 40 to 50 per cent. 
of its production in upcountry markets direct. With the increased 
internal competition which will result if our proposals are accepted 
further progress in the direction of maintaining touch with consum
ing centres is essential if Bombay mills are to hold their present 

Methods of sale. 

position. -

64. The Tariff Board in 1926-27 laid great stress upon the 
importance of developing the export trade in cotton manufactures 

as a means of relieving the depression in 
Development of export Bombay and as a first step to that end 

trade. '. 
, recommended the appomtment of Trade 
Commissioners in Basra and Mombasa and the despatch of a 
Mission to Survey the potentialities of other markets in Egypt and 
the Levant, Aden, Somaliland, South Africa and the Straits 
Settlements. In accordance with this recommendation the Indian 
Trade Mission made a survey of some of these countries in 1928. 
This Mission recommended the appointment of three Trade Com. 
mi~sjorll~rs at Alexandria, Mombasa, and Durban. FinancinJ 
considerations have so far prevented any appointment to these 
ports. It is observed even in the Trade Mission's Report that while 
the annua'l consumption in India of mill manufactured piecegoods 
is 3,800 million yards of which 1.800 million yards are imported 

. froni other countries, the imports into all the countries which they 
visited total only 1,100 million yards and the additional m!1r~et 

'for Indian goods was estimated at not more than 80 to 90 mIlhon 
yards. The primary need of the Indian industry is to. establish 
its position more firmly in the home market. It is ev~dent thl'-t 
so lonrr as India is unable "to protect its own markets agamst J apa
nese i~ports, she win ~a~e se:ious difficulties. in extending her 
market abroad in competItIon WIth Japan. It IS only throug:h r;
duction in costs resulting from increased output and economIes m 
production that the Indian industry can ultimately hope to re
capture any Q1thstantial portion of the export market. 
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The Management of the Industry. 

~5. :rhe managing agency system under which the cotton 
textIle Industry like other Indian industries is carried on has been 

. the subject of a great deal of criticism 
Allegations regarding during the present enquiry. Several 

the working of the 
Managing Agency system. aspects of that system were brought under 

review in the course of the evidence sub
mitted by important witnesses. It is therefore necessary to 
examine in some detail the main features of the system and the 
extent to which the criticisms levelled against it, particularly with 
reference to the management of cotton mills, are justified. The 
efficiency with which an industry is managed is not merely a rele
vant but an important issue in enquiries into the question of 
granting protection. When definite allegations are made regard
ing the management of an industry which applies for protection, 
it is necessary to examine whether the allegations are well founded 
and if so how far it is possible to suggest remedies for the defects 
alleged. . 

66. When the Tariff Board enquired into the cotton textile 
industry in 1926, several witnesses complained of the unsatisfactory 

working of the managing agency system. 
Summary of yiews ex· The Board stated its conclusions on the sub-

pressed by prevIous Com-. . Ch VI f't rt b t d'd t mittee,; of Enquiry. ject In apter 0 1 S repo , u 1 no 
consider it necessary for its purpose to dis

cuss the merits of the managing agency system as compared with 
other systems. It confined its attention to criticisms dealing with 
specific aspects of the working of the system in the cotton textile 
industry. The managing agency system as such had previously 
been examined by the Indian Industrial Commission who arrived 
at the conclusion that .. the system is in many ways well adapted 
to present conditions in India and has a far greater list of successes 
to its credit than can be shown by ordinary company management 
under individual managing directors". The main criticism of. 
managing agents to which the Industrial Commission gave expres
sion was that they showed undue conservatism by their reluctance 
to embark on new ventures and their ten.J.ency to develop commerce 
rather than industries. This criticism was generally endorsed by 
the Tariff Board from its observation of the working of the system 
in the cotton industry. Since the Board reported, the system came 
under review in connection with the investigations of the. Indian 

'( 77 ) 
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Banki~g Enquiry Committee. ~he Committee necessarily concen
trated Its attentlOn .on the ~anClal aspects.of the managing agency 
~yst~m .. On a detall~d rev.lew of the finanClal arrangements prevail
Ing In difierent prOVInces It ca,me to the conclusion that " attempts 
should be made to make industrial enterprises in India les& 

: dependent on this filystem for future development ". The minority 
report of the Committee took a stronger view of the disadvantages
of th.e system and expressed the opinion that it was " old fashioned 
and ha~ outliv~d i~~ utility" and that although " the weaker and 
less desIrable sIde of the system was not necessarily of universal 
appiication, it could not be denied that it was ". inherent in thE!' 
system" . The essential advantages and disadvantages of the 
managing agency system as compared with other systems of 
management raise much larger 'issues than can be considered in 
this enquiry. We shall deal only with those aspects of it regarding 
which specific criticisms have been made and refer to the wider 
issue only in so far as it is essential for our immediate purpose. 

67. In discussing the system with reference to tha criticisms 
direct,ell against it during the present enquiry, we think it desit'-

. able at the outset to present a connected 
MaID; features of the account of the main features of the system 

Managmg Agency system.. fA' I fA" as It appears rom rtlC es 0 ssoclahon 
and agreements executed by Companies with managing agents in 
different parts of India. For the purpose of this survey we pro
pose to take Bombay, Ahmedabad and Calcutta as typical indus
trial centres and base our findings on a comparison of the system 
as it obtains at these three centres. We have been supplied with 
copies of representative agreements and Articles of Association 'by 
several well-known managing agency houses. Those received 

• from Bombay and Ahmedabad are concerned exclusively with the 
cotton mill industry while thqse from Calcutta represent a . large 
variety of industries mostly other than the cotton industry. 

In Bombay and Calcutta a managing agency agreement is 
usually fh.€.d for a specified initial period at the end of whirh 

. the discontinuance of the agreement is 
(1) PerIOd of Illgreement. dependent Oll an extraordinary resolution 
of the company to that effect. The usual period in Bombay is 
30 to 40 years while in Calcutta it is 10 to 20 years. The majo
rity required for an extraordinary resolution is invariably three
fourths in Calcutta while in Bombay it is often as high as four
fifths and sometimes five-sixths, including in some cases a provi
sion to the effect that a specified minimum of paid up share capital 
should be represented. In Ahmedabad with hardly any exception, 
the agreementR are subje~t t() no time limit and are generally 
described as being .. permanent and non-changeable". 

The payment due to a managing agent in Bombay a!1d Calcutta 
consists of an office allowance fixed on a monthly baSIS at a rate 

which is somewhat higher in Calcutta than 
(2) Payment of Agents.. b d If" In Bom ay an a so 0 a commlSSIon 
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based gene~al~y on a certain per~entage of the profit. The office 
allowance l~ mtended as a contnbution by the constituent com
pany towards the expenses incurred on its behalf at thei"!" head 
office by the managing agents. While this is the declared inten
tion in both places, it appears that in Bombay in several cases 
the office all~wa~ce exceeds actual out of pocket expenses and 
assumes partIally the form of an additional remuneration to the 
managing agents. In Bombay invariably, and in Calcutta 
generally, the profit on which commission is calculated is taken 
to mean gross profit in the sense 01 profit before depreciation is 
set aside. In Ahmedabad there is no office allowance and the 
payment due to the managing agent consists entirely of a com
mission based on sales and in some cases on production which may 
be fixed according to the option of the agent at a certain percentage 
of the value or at a definite amount per unit. It is, however, 
generally laid down in Ahmedabad agreements that when in any 
particular year the company does not earn enough to pay a 
dividend of 6 per cent., the managing agent shall forego his 
commission up to a' maximum of one-third. A similar condition 
sometimes occurs in Calcutta 'agreements also but no. particular 
percentage of the commission to be foregone in. such cases is 
specified. Although there is general similarity in respect of the 
system of remuneration between Bombay and Calcutta, individual 
c'ases occur at both centres where the general practice described 
above is not observed. There are still a few cases in Bombay 
where the commission is based on sales and in Calcutta too we 
ha"e observed in the case of a very well-known managing agency 
house that in several agreements commission is similarly based 
on sales. In the latter case, no office allowance, hpwever, is 
eharged. In one respect there is a marked difference between 
Bombay and Calcutta practicfl. Tn Bombay in many cases the 
commission due to the managing agent is subject to a prescribed 
minimum which ranges frol'll Rs. 6,000 to as much as Rs. 1,20,000 
a_ ~·eal'. We have come across hardly any case.in Calcutta among 
those we have examined of an agreement whICh lays down a 
minimum commission. 

It is an invariable feature_ of managing agency agreement,s at' 
all the three centres that the managing agent is entitled to work 
3 S b 'd' • for and contract with the company in 
() U 81 lary Sel"Vlces. respect of various services such as purchase 
of materials, the sale of finished goods, the insurance of building, 
plant and stock, etc., and for these services he receives such addi
tional payment as may be arranged between the agent and the 
directors. 

In respect of the work of managing ~},:e business of the comp8;ny 
and performing any other services to the company, the managmg 

. agent is subject to the control and super-
(4) Control by Directors. vision of the directors of the company. 1he 
duties and obligations of the managing agents are stated in detail 
in the agreement and the residual power is vested in the directors. 
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! In the case of some new companies at Ahmedabad, however, the 

relevant clause in the agreement is so worded as to have the effect 
of conferring the residual power on the managing agent. In some 
cases it is also laid down that 'where concurrent powers are vested 
under the agreement in both the directors and the managing agent, 
it is to be understood that the powers ,will be exercised by the 
managing agent.' 

The managing agent in all cases has the right of nominating 

(5) N 
' t' f one or two or in some cases three persons 

ommaion 0 £. h ' 
Directors by Agents. or appomtment 'on t e Board of directors 

of the company. 
If the business of the company is transferred during the 

pendency of the agreemen~ to another party, the managing agent 

1 
. has the right of continuing in office in 

(6) Agent's c aim to '. f th h f h' H' compensation. spIte 0 e c ange 0 owners Ip. e IS 
entitled in case of refusal to claim com

pensation. In Bombay when a company is wound up, the man~g
ing agent IS entitled to claim compensation according to the 
general practice on a scale equivalent to the commission earned 
by him during the previous five years, although we have heard 
of indiyidual cases in which a much higher rate of compensa
tion has been claimed. At Ahmedabad the general practice is 
to claim: compensation at a rate ranging from five to seven times 
the average annual commission earned by the managing agent 
over a period of five to ten years. We have noticed also in 
Ahmedabad that in some cases the managing agent is entitled 
to compensation if the agenry is terminated by mutual agreement. 
We have come across no agreements in Calcutta containing a 
provision for the payment of compensation on the same lines as 
in Bombay and Ahmedabad. The nearest we have seen is one 
in which it is laid down that where the business of a company' 
is transferred to another party and the managing agent's right 
to continue in office is not accepted, the latter may claim com
pensation at a rate to be fixed by an independent firm of Chartered 
Accountants. . 

In Bombay and Ahmedabad the agreements generally provide' 
that the managing agent may assign to a third party his interest 

or his duties under the agreement and for 
(7) Assignment of in- th' . t . fi t' b th teres!'s and fnDctions. IS asslgnmen no speCl c sane IOn y e 

directors is required. It is only seldom in 
Bombay that provision for the assignment· of duties as distinct 
from interest is to be found. We have come across a case of a 
Bombay agreement in which the managing agent may assign not 
merely his interest in the profit of the company but the agreement 
itself to a different partY'. This agreement is executed by one 
()f th,e most important managing agency houses in Bombay. In 
Ahmedabad on the other hand it is not unusual in agreements ~o 
'provide for the right of the managing agent to assign at hIS 
will Dot only his interest in earnings but also the whole agreement. 
A.;.usual feature of the flystem in Ahmedabad is that .. the right 
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to the commission earned by the managing agent is divided among 
several persons holding fractional shares, these persons generally 
being those who helped the managing agent' in the promotion and 
financing of the company in the early stages. The right of assign
ment of the managing agent's interest in payments due to him 
or of the obligations laid on him under his agreement with the 
company to some other person or association without the sanction 
o£ the company is as far as we are aware unknown on the Calcutta 
side although there are certain types of agreements in Calcutta 
in which the powers conferred on the managing agents appear to 
be vested in their • assigns' as well as successors. 

68. In the preceding account we have attempted to bring out 
the main features of the system as it prevails in different parts of 

Agreements not neces- India .. This accoun~ is based on an ana~ysis 
mrily an !odication of of typICal agency agreements and ArtICles 
actaal working. of Association. Although it is probable 
that in individual cases at each centre the account we have tried 
to present may be found inapplicable, we believe on the whole 
that it correctly represents the general features of the system as 
outlined in legal documents. It is however necessary to point 
out that a description of the managing agency system based on 
agreements and Articles of Association does not necessarily corre
spond with the system as it is found in actual operation and that 
unless the account given above is qualified with reference to its 
actual working, the impression conveyed may be misleading. 
Since the principal criticisms directed against the system during 
the present enquiry refer rather to its actual working than to its 
technical features, it is to this aspect of the question that we desire 
mainly to devote our attention. In doing so, it is necessary first 

. o~ aU to refer to the functions performed by or attributed to 
managing agents in the industrial economy of India. 

69. The three chief functions usually associated with the 
managing agency system are first, the pioneeri~ of new indus-

F 
. f M . trial enterpriHes in the sense ofpr(),;,p~cting, 

unctIons 0 anagmg h t dl th ..' f . ~ '" 
Agents: (i) Pioneering. researc, e C". seeon y. e pr.ovIs~on 0 tll" 

finances reqUIred for llldustries III respect 
of both fixed and working capital and thirdly the day-to-day manage
ment of industries .. As regards the first of these functions, it is 
true that, leaving alone the great industrial enterprises organised 

. by or under the auspices of the State in India, nearly every 
important Indian industry has been brought into existence by 
the enterprise of managing agents. The leading managing agency . 
houses in India through whose efforts the development of these ' 
industries has been brought about have established and' on the 
whole sti~l mai~tain a .tra~ition of healthy a~d cautious develop
ment ~f mdustrIes, .whICh IS one of the m?st Important influences 
fav~urm~ the conhnuanc.e 0:( the managmg agency system in 
IndIa. Not every managmg agent in India can claim the ability, 
prudence or resources of the great business houses by whom j;h~ ." 
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Byste~ was founde~, but every ~gent, whatever his capacity for 
f~lfilhng the :functIOns of managIng agents, benefits by the tradi
tIOn and to. a ~arge exten.t owes. his existence to it. Taking the 
cotton textIle Industry wIth whlCh we are primarily concerned 
t~e .i~dustry" has been sufficiently long in ~he field and its poten~ 
tIahtIes such as they are have Leen sufficIently evident for new 
mill companies not to require any longer the services of a special 
agency for the work of pioneering and initial development. The 
first of the three functions attributed to managing agents has 
therefore little application under present conditions to the cotton 

-textile industry. "With the exception of some of the more pro
minent managing -agency housef5 few of the existing managing 
agents of cotton mills in India can claim cr2dit for having 
pioneered or assisted in the initial . development of - the cotton 
industry. It is therefore to the other functions of the managing 
agency system that we must look for its justification in the cottoa···· 
mill industry and with reference to which its actual working should 
be jUIIged. 

70. The provision of the finances required by the indmtry ill 
respect of both fixed and. wOl-~ing ~apital is the principal service 

.. . whICh IS claImed for the'managmg agency 
(n) Fmance. system in regard to the co~ton mill indust~y. 

Under existing circumstances it cannot be d~med th~t the cla?m 
is in the main justified. The 1'eport of the ~ndIan Bankmg Enqu:ry 
Committ~e contains a statement of the varIOUS sources from whICh 
the capital held by cotton mill companies in Bomba,r and Ahmeda
bad is drawn and the proportion of the total capItal representetl 
by each source. 

'lIABLE LIV. 

Bombay Ahmedabad 
(Figures for 64 miIho). (Figures for 56 mills). 

--
Rs. (in Per cent. of Rs. (in Per cent. of 

, lakhs). total. lakhs). total 
. 

Loan by Ma.naging Agents 532 21 264 24 
~, 

226 9 42 4 l.I. 'Ian by Banks 

"'. Publi~,~ Deposits 273 11 426 39 
., 

Share 08;~ita.l 1.214 49 340 32 

Debentures \:qsued • . 238- 10 8 I 
---- -----

100 100 
--- ----

• Made up of- . 
46 from Managu"g Agents. 
53 from Banks. .. 

139 from the Publlo; \ --.. 
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The amount directly loanEld by managing agents forms a substan
tial proportion of the total capital both in Bombay and in Ahmeda
bad. Loans by banks are almost invariably secured on the signa
tures of managing agents. The practice of requiring two signatures 
for loans advanced by banks is so general that on this account 
alone the services of a managing agent are rendered essential to 
industrial companies. Public deposits which form so large a pro
portion of the total capital at Ahm.edahad depend for their induce
ment partly on the earning capacity of the company and partly 
also on the standing and reputation of the managing agent. As 
regards share capital, in the early stages at any rate, the extent 
to which it is taken up" depends a great deal on the reputation held 
by the managing agent and the personal influence exerted by him 
on prospective investors. Moreover, a considerable part of the 
share capital, in several cases the greater part of it, is held by 
the managing agent himself. It will be seen, therefore, that taking 
conditions as they are, in the great majority of cases the managing 
agent plays so important a part and holds so large a stake in the 
provision of finance that his presence must be regarded as indis
pensable to the industry. 

71. It may be ttrgued that the conditions which render the 
managing agent indispensable for the financing of the industry 

Replacement of Manag- will lose their impor~ance if the. banking 
ing Agents in respect of system of the country IS so reQrgamsed as to 
finance. meet more adequately the financial require
ments of industries or the cotton industry is granted sufficient 
protection by the State so that investment in it will be more 
attractive than it has been in the past. Both these are for the 
present hypothetical conditions and their possible re-action on the 
usefulness of the managing agency system it is impossible to fore
cast. It has been suggested that if before a new company is 
allowed to be started, it is laid down as an obligatory condition 
that Ii reasonable proportion of capital against working expenses 
should be provided in the form of subscribed capital, the services 
of a managing agent WIll become of much less importance to a 
company. This is uJ).doubtedly so. But the proposition assumes 
either that the necessary proportion of working capital in addition 

. to fixed capital can ordinarily be provided by means of share capital 
or that it is better to restrict industrial development than to permit 
the formation' of more companies on the present lines. Neither of 
these assumptions can be accepted as valid under present conditions. 
In our experience of Indian industries, we have seldom come across 
a case in which sufficient funds for working as well as fixed capital 
have been found in'the form of paid up share capital, even where a 
firm is started under the auspic~s of a reputed managing agent. 

72. A more valid objection requiring careful consideration iR 
that the financial methods of managing agents in the cotton textile 

Financing capital ex- indu~try are essentially unso.und,. that if they 
penditul'e by short term prOVIde finance, they prOVIde It on wrong 
funds. lines. The principal element of unsouna. 

D 
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ness in the system, in the opinion of those who criticise 
it, consists in the fact that the proportion of short term 
funds in the total capitalisation of . the companies· renders 
their finance exceedingly unstable. There can be no doubt 
that under normal conditions the financing of fixed capital 
expenditure by means of short term loans renders the finan
cial position of a company precarious. We have shown in a 
previous paragraph the proportions in which various forms of 
capital are held by cotton mill companies in Bombay and Ahmeda
bad. It will be seen from these figurel> that the criticism applies 
particularly to the finances of mill companies in Ahmedabad. We 
estima~e that on a reasonable computation of the fixed capital 
required by a mill of normal SIZe and capacity, the proportion of 
share capital and debentures as indicated by thesl! figures to the 
total fixed capital (as distinct from working capital) in a Bombay 
mill is about 80 per cent. 011 the other hand the proportion in 
an' Ahmedabad mill is generally less than 50 per cent. * The bulk 
of the fixed capital in an Ahmedabad mill is supplied in the form 
of deposits .... It is to this aspect of the finances of a cotton mill 
that the criticism to which we have referred seems to apply with 
particular force. It must be remembered, however, in the case of 
Ahmedabad mills that although. the deposits received by a mill 
company are generally f01" ;\ period of a year, there has been little 
difficulty hitherto in getting the deposits renewed as often as the 
companies may require. In practice Ahmedabad mills have seldom 
experienced any difficulty during the past 30 or 40 years owing 
to the bulk of their fixed capital being composed of deposits. This 
circumstance is to be attributell to the tradition of prudent and 
careful management which the managing agents in Ahmedabad 
have built up and have succeeded in maintaining. Although 
thf'oretically the system is from a financial point of view unsound, 
it seems to have effectively stood the test of experience up till 
now. The evils of the system will not be apparent so long as the 
management is in careful and competent hands and is able to 
show successful rf'suIts. But onee this condition c~ases to apply, 
the systf'm will inevitably break down. Where the management 
does not inspire general confidence, it may become necessary to 
offer special inducements to depositors such as a buying or selling 
agency for the company to merchants who are in a position to help 
the company with deposits. The offer of an interest of this kind 
to a depositor is apt to re-act on the efficient working of the company 
and render its position worse. Like many other aspects of the 
managing agency system the success of its financial arrangemf'nts 
depends largely on the personal factor. Unless this is borne in. 
mind no judgment regarding the managing agency system can be 
other than misleadinr· 

73. Another feature of the system of finance associated with 
managing agents of cotton mills to which our attention has bef'n 

* This statement refers to the finances of new mills and does not take 
into account the reseryes in old established mills. 
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drawn, is the practice of inter-investment of funds among concerns 
" under the same management. Surplus funds, 

Inter-lDvestment ,of or funds raised on the cr .. dit of une COUl-
fonda among companles ..', 
ander the aame agent. pany may be mvested mother compames 
. under the same managing agent. Debentures 
Issued by one company may be subscribed to entirely or mainly by 
other companies in the same group or in which the managing agent 
has an interest. Practices of this kind have occurred in individual 
cases in recent years. The result of such a practice is that although 
the financial position of an individual company may.be strong, 
the company and its shareholders are oft-en deprived of its benefit 
by being called upon to assist weaker sister concerns which are 
managed by the same managing agent. The Tariff Board in 
1926-27 referring to this practice stated that only one instance of 
this charact~r came to its notice although where it occurred the 
criticism in its opinion was justified. The practice is not so rare 
as the Tariff Board supposed. The difficulties of cotton mills 
during recent years have been so great that a larger number of 
individual managing agents than would appear from the statement 
of the Tariff Board in 1926-27 have been compelled to adopt this 
questionable method of finance. There is in our opinion little 
justification for a practice of this kind. Not merely does it involve 
serious unfairness to shareholders in the concerns whose funds are 
thl111 transferred but the practice. often tends to the perpetuatiou 
of thorou~hly insolvent concerns which it would be to the interest 
of managmg agents and of the iniJustry as a whole to have closed 
down. 

74. It is generally found that the managing agent besides 
supplying short term funds to the company is interested substan

tially in the share capital of the company. 
Interest of Agents in The extent to which the company's share 

share capital. 
('apital may be held by the managing agent 

consistently with the interest of the company is a question which 
has been frequently raised before us but to which it is impossible 
to give a categorical answer. The proportion of the total share 
capital held by Ahmedabad agents is generally 40 to 50 per cent. 
and appears to be conRiderably higher than in Bombay. In esti
mating the true value of these figures, it is necessary to remember 
that since the proportion of share capital in the total finances of 
Ahmedabad companies is much lower than in Bombay, a higher 
proportion may often mean a smaller amount of capital. It is 
difficult on the figureR to come to any conclusion regarding the 
relative extent of share capital held by Bombay and by Ahmedabatl 
agents. In answering the general question "raised in this para
graph, two consideratious may be urged. First, the larger the 
holdinCl' of a managing agent in the share capital of the company, 
the cl~er the identity of his interests with those of the company. 
On the other hand, where the bulk of the capital is held by the 
managing agent, the rest: of the shareholders are left with hardly 
any effective voice in the management of the company the control 

D 2 
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of which remain~ entirely with the ~anaging agent. l'he dilemma 
~h~s ~resen~ed IS not eas) ot solutIOn. Where the management 
IS In IneffiCIent hands, the preponderant holding of a managing 
agent may prove disastrous to the company since the only cure 
for t?e inefficiency of a managing· agent is more watchful and 
effectIve control tin the pari of shareholders. On the other hand 
where the managing .a~~nt r:-preseuts a hig.h stan.dard of ability 
and sense of responslblhty, It may make httle dIfference to the 
company to what extent the managing agent is interested in the 
share capital of the company. The bflttcr class of managing agent 
both in textile mills and jn other concerns works partly for the 
remuneration which is fixed for him 'mder his agreement but 
partly also out of regard for his reputation and out of a sense of 
pride ill the tradition of management associated with his concerns. 
This is another of those aspects of the managing a~ency system in 
which lhe personal element exerts a determining mfluence on its 
working. 

75. \Ve now proceed to consider the third function associated 
with the managing agency system, namely, tIle day to day manage-

(iii) Management of m.ent of the industry. Most of the criticisms 
I.ndustry-subsidiary ser· dIrected against the system refer to the 
vices. manner jn which the current management 
of cotton mills is carried on. The principal aspect of the current 
management of mills which has come under cr~ticism is the way 
in which managing agents have discharged their obligations in 
respect of various subsidiary services undertaken by them. We have 
pointed out in paTagraph or that it is an invariable feature of the 
managing agency system that the agent may contract for the per
formance on behalf of the company of such services as the purchase 
of materials and machinery, the sale of finished goods, tpe insurance 
of fixed and liquid assetA, etc. We have come across no managing 
agency agreement in any industry in India in which the managing 
agent is not vested with the right to undertake these services on
behalf of the company. It has been objected that provision for 
tl,.e managing agent t.() rcnller these services to the company creates 
a conflict of interest between the company and the agent which in 
practice may result in the interests of the company being sub
ordinated to those of the agent. The abuses of the system to 
which our attention has been called largely arise from the fact 
that the mana~ing agent in such cases has a financial interest in 
the supply, sales or insurance agency as the case may be. We 
have come across indi-ridual cases in which such interests are held 
by managing agents. It has not however been possible for us 
t.o ascertain to what extent the financial interest of the managing 
agents in such cases has adversely affected the interests of the 
companies concerned. An investigation of the measure of loss 
sustained by individual companies in cases of this kind would 
involve a more detailed and prolonged enquiry than the time at 
our disposal and the nature of the issues referred to us would 
justify. It is however a lE'gitimate inference that a situation iD 
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which a managing agent is financially interested in services per
formed by him for his company is one which may lead to serious 
abuse. The abuse may occur In various directions. In purchases 
of materials, stores and machinery, it may take the form of pur
chases at unseasonable times, in excessive quantities and without 
due regard to quality, suitability and comparative cost. In sales 
of finished goods, where the selling agent is required to guarantee 
the mill against losses on outstandings, it may lead to slackness 
in eaJorcing the obligation of the selling agent and consequent 
aecumulation of outstandings. In respect of insurance, it may 
prevent the mill from taking advantage of the low rates of premia 
which may prevail at times of intense competition among i:qsur
an(·e companies and in cases where the managing agent is inter
ested in a foreign insurance company, it may prevent the mill 
company from supporting Indian enterprise if it wishes to. The 
correct practice in all these cases is for the managing agent to 
obtain for his company the most economical service consistently 
with quality and efficiency. The benefit of any discount, rebate 
or commiSSIOn which the managing agent may receive on account 
of purchases, sales or insurance on behalf of the company properly 
belongs to the company and should. be credited to its accounts 
except to the extent of the out-of-pocket expenses which may be 
incurred by the managing agent in performing these sery-ices, or 
unless, as has been stated, the transfer of the payment to the 
company, as in the case of insurance companies, is definitely 
forbidden. To accept such payments as an additional form of remu
neration for the managing agent is in our opinion unjustifiable 
and is in fact regarded so by the better class of managing agent. 
It is not denied that in the hands of a· good managing agent the 
system under which the agent is empowered to make purchases 
and sales or to effect insurance for all the concerns under his 
management without being financially interested, directly or in. 
directly, in the agencies through which such services are rendered 
may result in substantial economies to the companies. Such a 
system in fact is potentially calculated to achieve many of ~he 
advantages of co-operation and we know of several cases In whICh 
the activities of agents in this direction have been of considerable 
a~sistance to the companies. 

76. Another aspect of the system of management which has 
been criticised is the method by which managing agents are remu~ 

nerated for their services. We have already 
Agents' Commission. referred to the methods of remuneration 

which prevail in different parts of India. We generally endorse 
the views expressed on this subject by the Tariff Board in 1926··27 
at page 87 of its report and agree with it in considering that 
payment by commission on profits is the most satisfactory method 
of remuneration. Taking managing agents in India as a whole 
we believe that the prevailing practice as well as opinion among 
them favours this system of payment except in cases where a 
specialised sales service is required or where the maintenaI'ce of 
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output hap~ens ~ be a factor of. primary importance. Neither 
of the~e c~nslde;atlOns however apphes to the cotton textile industry. 
A pOint In this connection which has been debated before us a 
great deal is whether the profit on which commission is calculated 
should properly include depreciation or not. We believe that 
the general practIce both in Bombay and ill! Calcutta is to calculate 
the' commission on profit before depreciation is set aside the rate 
of commission generally ranging from 10 per cent. to 15' per cent. 
The ideal practice is to regard profit strictly as nett prQfit and 
to estimate the managing agents' remuneration with reference to 
it. We have heard only of one managing agency house in India 
which has adopted this practice in the bulk of its agreements. It 
would be more in harmony with the true nature of depreciation 
as a charge on production to exclude it from profit before the 
latter is divided between the managing agent and the shareholders. 
The point, however, does not appear to us to be of any great 
practical significance since it is generally admitted that if profit 
were taken' to mean nett profit, it would be reasonable to allow the 
managing agent a higher rate of commission than is allowed under 
existing agreements. 

71. A more controversial point in connection with methods of 
payment ill that of office allowance. From our description of the 

system in paragraph 67 it will be seen that 
. Office allowance. office allowance as a separate item of pay-

ment does not generally occur where the remuneration of the manag
ing agent is based entirely on sales or production. It occurs mostly 
where the I'emuneration is calculated as a commission on profit. 
The contention that office allowance should be regarded as the 
phrase implies as an allowance towards expenses incurred in main
taining the office and not as a form of remuneration is entirely 
correct. We have known of instances where the office allowance is 
regarded as an additional remuneration for the managing agent 
while all expenses in connection with the head office are separately 
debited to the company. The correct conception of ' office allow
ance ' is that it " is usually meant to cover liead office accommoda
tion, rent and taxes thereon, lighting, fans, Managing Agents' 
eRtablishment (clerical), share of services of despatch, enquiry and 
rush departments in several instances, part time services of a senior 
Accountant and the Secretariat staff, and in several cases also all 
postages, stationery, telegrams and meni~l staff. Office all?wan~e 
accordingly is a recovery by the Managmg Agents of theIr es!!
mated out-of-pocket expenditure on behalf of the Company· . 
This definition representlil the best practice regarding office allow
ance and should we think. be observed in enry case. The idea 
which prevails a~ong Bome managing agents that the office .a!low
ance or some portion of it may be regarded as an addltIonal 
remuneration for the agent is to be deprecated. , 

• Extract from a valuable memorandum submitted by Messrs. Martin and 
Company, Calcutta, through tlleir representative, Mr. K. C. Mahendra. 
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78. It has been mentioned as a weak point in the system of 
management particularly in Bombay that a managing agent is often 

8 1 
• in charge of more mills than he can effec-

evera compawes t' 1 tId . tl bl t under the lalDe Agent lve y con ro an 1S consequen y una e 0 
. give sufficient attention to the details of man-

agement. Several witnesses have pointed out the contrast in this 
respect between Bombay and Ahmedabad. In Ahmedabad the 
number of mills under a single managing agent is as a rule fewer 
than in Bombay and the agent is generally in closer pertlonal touch 
with the affairs of his mill. We agree with the observation of the 
Tariff Board in 1926-27 that in this characteristic of Ahmedabad, 
i& to be found one reason why that centre has fared so much better 
than Bombay. It is, however, hardly reasonable to blame the 
managing agency system for this result since in both centres the, 
same system is in operation. The question raises a point which is 
altogether independent of the managing agency system and may 
arise under any system of management. We are aware of the 
danger of dogmatising on Ii matter of this kind, but from all that 
we have heard and observed in the course of this enquiry, we can 
not help thinking that in the circumstances of the cotton textile 
industry in India at-present better results are likely to be attained 
by economies resulting from close personal attention than from 
large Bcale production or management. The latter reguires for its 
successful working and for the realisation of its potentIal economies 
either a very high level of organising ability and driving force 
among those in ultimate control or an equally high level of 
rl'liability and intelligence among the rank and file. These condi
tions are not easily satisfied and where they fail, large scale opera
tions instead of resulting in e<;onomies lead to further waste. It 
i3 partly for this reason that we have found ourselves unable to 
recommend the adoption of a scheme of amalgamation such as was 
attempted in Bombay. The :{>ersonnel required for such a scheme 
will not be readily forthcommg and there is further the danger 
inherent in most merger schemes of excessive capitalisation. More
oyer, the exceedingly heterogenous character of the demand for 
cotton piecegoods in India wiII render specialisation, which is one 
of the chief objects of amalgamation, difficult of achievement on 
any considerable scale. We believe that the economies which may 
be derived from intensive personal control and watchfulness on the 
part of managing agents have not by any means been fully exploited 
and that it is in" this direction that Indian mills particularly in 
Bombay should turn their attention in the immediate future. The 
greater part of the individual irregularities which have been, 
brought to our notice have apparently occurred in mills which are 
incluaed in large groups. This is a significant fact and conveys its 
own warning. 

79. We have pointE.'d out that it is a feature of managing agency 
agreements that the agent can generally assign his interest in his 

earnings and in some cases the agreement" 
Assign~ents by Agent&. itself without the specific sanction of the 

direc-tors or the company. Although the 
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provision in the former form occurs in most agreements in Bombay 
and Ahmedabad, we believe that it is only occasionally that the 
provision has been actually availed of. We have referred to the 
practice in Ahmedabad of the right of the managing agent to the 
commission due to him being divided between the agent and other 
persons who helped him in the promotion and financing of the 
company. Where the existence of the ri&'hts of other persons 
besides the managing agent to the commissIOn was known to the 
shareholders at the time of the formation of the company, no 
objection could be reasonably raised against it. Where such rights 
are transferred subsequently to the formation of the company it 
seems to us but fair to shareholders that their approval should be 
obtained. A right to share in the commission does not necessarily 
imply any right to interfere in the management of t.he company, 
but in practice we believe it will be difficult especially if the com
pany is faced with bad .times, to resist the interference of outsiders 
interested in the earnings of the managing agent. As regards the 
right confened on the managing agent in certain cases to transfer 
the agreement itself, there. can be no doubt that the exercise of such 
a right without the consent of the company is totally against the 
public interest. Weare not aware of any case in the cotton mill 
industry in which such a right has been actually exercised. But 
we t.hink that the very existence of such a right in agreements 
sbould be condemned. We are also of the opinion that the pro
vision for the grant of compensation to the managing agent in case 
of the company being wound up has little justification at least in 
the case of cotton textile mills. The principal ground on which in 
our opinion a provision of this kind may be justifie.d is that !he 
expenses or losses incurred by the managing agent III connectIon 
with preliminary investigations and'research in the pioneering stage 
of an industry should be made good to him at least partially if the 
company is wound up. But no question of pioneering in this sense 
can arise in the case of the cotton textile industry, in which the 
service performed by a managing agent in the early stages is that of 
promoting the company rather than pioneering the industry. ~he 
expenses and risk incurred ill promoting a company do not at any 
rate warrant so large a scale of compensation as is provided in 
certain agreements we have examined. 

80. We have indicated in our discussion of those aspects of the 
managing agency system to which objection has ~een. taken that 

. the personal factor is of cardlllalimportance. 
Volu~tary achon for The mere fact that obJectionable features are 

preventIOn of abuses. • . • 
present III an agreement IS not by any means 

a IlN',essary indication that the system operates badly in that case. 
Agreements are often drafted by lawyers who by nature are tempted 
to make extravagant provision for the safety of their clients in 
legal documents. We ha've throughout this discussion refrained 
from mentioning names of individual managing agents. But since 
it has been necessary to refer t.o the existence, if not to the names, 
of individual mana~ing agents whose practices in matters affecting 
their companies deserve serious condemnation, it is but fair to 
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managing agents as a class to point out that equally on the other 
side there are agents who in spite of unparalleled difficulties and 
temptations have maintained the highest standards of business .l'ecti
tude and probity. It is to the extent that opportunities can be 
provided for the influence of the better class of man.aging agent to 
make itself felt throughout the industry that the situation can be 
most effectively remedied. The Millowners' Associations can do a 
great deal by creating a strong public opinion among those engaged 
in the industry to counter the unhealthy practices to which we 
have drawn attention. The public criticism which has been 
directed against the abuses of the managing agency system among 
the investing public by the Bombay Shareholders' Association will 
also assi~t in the same direction. We believe that the activities of 
the Association have been of considerable public advantage inas
much as they have stimulated among investors a keen conscioua
ness of their rights as against managing agents. Increased co
operation between managing agents and orgl8nised bodies represent
iIlg the interests of shareholders will be a valuable means of check
ing abuses and of inspring confidence among investors. 

81. Although we believe that in the last resort the most effective 
means of checking the abuseR of the managing agency system is 

o 0 organised voluntary action on the· part of 
LegIslatIve measures. those who are concerned with it, it is neces-

sary that it should be supported to such extent as may be possible 
by legislathoe action. The unduly long periods for which in many 
rases managing agents are entitled to hold office unconditionally 
may render them for practical purposes free of control. It is true 
that the managing agent in the discharge of his duties is subject 
to the eontrol and supervision of the directors, but a control which 
lacks the sanction of removal from office in case of serious incom
petence or misbehaviour is likely to be ineffective. The close sense 
of personal identity between the managing agent and his company 
which still actuates the best type of agent is disappearing and unless 
an effective system of external control takes its place, it is conceiv
able that abuses may multiply and the interests of investors may 
suffer. The sense of personal identity to which we have referred 
i~ partly a survival of the family tradition associated with many 
managing agency firms and partly also the result of the substantial 
extent to which the managing agent is generally interested in the 
assets of the company. But the family tradition is not so strong 
or so widespread as it once was, while the holdings of managing 
agents in their companies have in many cases diminished. Mean
while the rights and obligations which attach to the managing 
agent under agreements fixed for long periods still persist. It is not 
a sufficient answer to this criticism that shareholders have the right 
of appointing the directors. Allowing for the number of director;; 
nominated by managing agents and of special and debenture direc
tors and also for the fact that only a limited number of vacalllJies 
occur each year, the extent to which the shareholder can actuaHy 
exercise this right is restricted, particularly in view of the short 
period generally allowed for nominations to vacancies in the 
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Directorate. We do not suggest that all directorships should be 
thrown open for ,election at the same time or that due provision 
should not be made for continuity of policy and management. 
Restrictions in matters of this kind are eYen of greater importance 
in business than in public administration. What we do suggest 
is that the necessity for restrictions of this kind deprives the con
tention that the shareholder can exercise sufficient influence over 
the management through the directorate of a good deal of its force. 
The managing agent as such appears to find no place in the Indian 
Company Law. It is obvious at the same time that he fills a very 
large place in the industrial system of the country. Voluntary 
restraints and standards of ronduct among managing agents which 
did duty for statutory control are giving way. These circumstances 
clearly point to the necessity for bringing the system of managing 
agency under scrutiny with a view to such amendment of the 
Co;mpany Law as may be required. 

82. We have explained that the most important service rendered 
by managing agents under present conditions is the supply of 

finance to industries. In examining what 
. Earll .e,!q~iry rega!d- changes may be required in the Company 
109 .efslatlve actIOn Law so as to bring the managing agency 
suggeste . system under better control, the essential 
connection between that system and the conditions of industrial 
finance in the country should be kept in view. An e.xtensive survey 
of the problem of industrial finance in India is contained in the 
Report of the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee which, 
we understand, is under consideration by the Government. It will 
therefore be a convenient procedure if the materials required for 
ascertaining what changes may be necessary in this regard in the 
law relating to company management are placed before the Govern
ment at the same time. We consider that a Committee representa
tive of the various interests concerned should be appointed as early 
as possible to enquire into the necessity for amending the Company 
Law in this regard. We recognise that a good deal of preliminary 
investigation will be required before final decisions are arrived at. 
Whatever view may be taken regarding the advisability of amend
ing the law while the constitutional question is pending, we think 
that it is important that the necessary preliminary investigation 
should be taken in hand as soon as possible. The State has an 
inherent duty in every country to safeguard the interests of investors 
and this duty is rendered more imperative wherever a policy of 
protection is in force. Unless reasonable steps are taken to ensure 
that the investor shares the benefits of protection, the progress of 
industries which is bounlil up with the confidence felt by the investor 
.. ill be necessarily hampered. We therefore think that there should 
be no avoidable delay in instituting the enquiry we have proposed .. 

83. We desire in conclusion to state that in estimating the costs 
ot the industry for the purpose of determining the measure of pro

tection we have excluded from consideration 
Duties. not ha~erl. on the costs of individual mills re!!'ardng which 

costs of Ill-managed mIlIa. •• 1" h bOll d It specIfic Irregu anbes ave een a ege . 
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is necessary to make this clear since it may be supposed that the 
duties we have estimated represent at least partially the higher level 
of costs prevailing in such mills. We' have, as pointed out in 
Chapter V, based our estimates of costs and our conclusions regard
ing the measure of protection on the figures of mills representing 
a reasonable standard of efficiency. Even in these cases we have 
lLade substantial allowance for all such economies as in our opinion 
may be regarded as immediately possible. No part of the indivi
dual irregularities to which we have referred in this Chapter is 
included in the burden which our proposals may place on the 
country. Nor do such irregularities represent the normal condi
tions now prevailing in the industry. In the majority of the mills 
whose costs we have examined and which may be regarded as repre
senting a normal standard of efficiency, it cannot be said that the 
e~penditure incurred under those items of cost such as insurance 
charges, office expenses and supervision which directly reflect the 
efficiency of ihe managing agent are unreasonable as compared with 
similar expenses in the cotton textile industry in other countries. 
The proportion borne by the funds held in stocks of materials and 
finished goods, stores and outstandings to the total works expendi
ture in these mills is in fact lower than we have observed in most 
other industries which have been investigated by the Board. Our 
reason for calling attention to the individual irregularities noticed 
b:r us is that unless timely steps are taken, the evil may spread and 
the objects of protection be defeated. When protection IS granted 
to an 'important national industry, it is essential that every pre
caution should be taken to ensure its successful working. 



CHAPTER V. 

The Extent of Assistance Tequired. 
84. Tn Chapter VIn of the Report of the Indian Tariff Board 

in 1926-27 is contained a statement of the costs of production of 
the Indian cotton textile industry at 

90s ts based on those of Bombay Ahmedabad and other up country 
mills of reasonable effi- '. • 
dency_ centres. It IS explamed that the figures uf 

costs obtained from Bombay and Ahmedabad 
" may be regarded as representative as special care was taken to 
select mills of varying degrees of efficiency" and also that "the 
l.lpcountry average is not so satisfactory from this point of view as 
the average efficiency of the mills which returned our forms must 
be collsidered high". Since the main object of the 'fariff Board 
in 1926-27 was to present a general picture of the conditions of the 
cotton textile industry it was regarded rightly that a statement of 
costs compiled on this basis would be sufficient for its purpose. 
Our object in this enquiry is primarily to determine the measure 
of protection required by the industry and not merely to indicate 
the general level of efficiency attained by Indian mills. The assist
ance required by the industry in 1926 was estimated entirely with 
reference to the disability arising from inferior labour conditions 
in J apan_ The measure of this disability was calculated by the 
Board on the ba-'lis of the costs of production in a mill of " average 
efficiency" in Bombay_ While as a means of determining the 
assistance required against one particular form of unfair competi
tion, this method of calculation may be considered adequate, it 
would be entirely inadequate as a method of determining the 
measure of substantive protection required by the industry. 
Neither an average of the costs of several mills of varying efficiency 
nor the costs of a single mill of average efficiency would afford a 
suitable basis for this purpose. The costs on which the measure of 
protection is based must be those of mills representing not an aver
age but a reasonable standard of efficiency, and the mills selected 
for the purpose must be sufficiently representative within the limits 
indicated by such a standard. 

85. It is necessary to emphasise at the outset th~t i~ an industry 
represented by over 300 different units situated in diiterent localities 

. . _ . and working under widely varying condi-
Difficulty m arrIVIng tions it is impossible to arrive with any 

at standard costs.' • 
degree of accuracy at an estImate of standard 

<'OstA. The equipment of mills necessarily shows a vast range of 
variation both in the character of the machinery employed and in 
capaciiy and actual output. 'l'hey also differ greatly in the stand
ard of efficiency attained in the various processes. Further the 
classes of goods produced represent an enormous degree of variation 

( 94 ) 
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. in re~pect of dimensions, texture, design, finish and quality. These 
difheuhies which are inherent in the conditions of the industry are 
greatly accentuated by the differences in the systems of costing 
followed by mills and in many cases by the absence of any syst~m 
of costing at all. Mr. Arno Pearse in his report on the IndIan 
cotton industry mentions the fact that" few cotton spinners and 
manufacturers can swear to the exactness of their cost calculations" 
and this is in the main borne out by our experience. Again the 
distances of mills from the centres of cotton cultivation and from 
the coal fields, the varying rates of wages and conditions of labour 
in different parts of the country, the differences in climatic condi
tions, the marked divergences as regards the character ~~d acces
sibility of the principal mark~ts and oth.e~ differ~nces arIBmg f~om 
the local environment of the mdustry mIhtate stIll further agamst 
any assumption of uniformit;v i.n the condition~ of th~ In.dian cotton 
industry. The task of restrIctIng the field of InvestIgatIOn to man
ageable proportions and at the same time of making it sufficiently 
representative has been one of extraordinary difficulty. 

86. The method adopted by us in estimating the costs of the 
industry for the purpose of determining the measure of protection 

.' may be explained as follows. As part of 
Method o~ enquiry lDto our questionnaire we issued two forms for 

coste ex plaIDed. b 1 . h . h 1 the ta u atIon of costs, one SOWIng t e tota 
annual works expenditure of each mill during the past five years 
and the other showing the works cost at each mill during the same 
period p.3r unit of eacl. typical kind of cloth. It was explained 
that the term" works cost" was meant to exclude the cost of raw 
cotton and also such charges as depreciation, commission of manag
ing agents and interest on working capital. Income and super taxes 
were also to be excluded. The statement showing the total works 
expenditure over a period of five years was required in order to 
ascertain the progress made by the m~ll in. respect of its production 
ail a whole. The average cost per unit of the whole output, makin~ 
allowance for changes in the production of finer counts, would offer 
a general indication of the progress made by the mill during the 
period. Making allowance again for the same factor, the variation 
from year to year in the total expenditure under each head in 
relation to the variation in the total output would explain the 
-particular directions in which progress was attained. Under such 
Items as repairs and maintenance, supervision and office establish
ment, insurance, rent, rates and taxes and sellin~ expenses, the 
statement of total expenditure would give a clear mdication apart 
from any changes in the quality of the output of the reduclions or 
economies which have been found p,)ssible. An examination of the 
slatement of total expenditure during tlie past five years would 
thus help in arriving at a suitable selection. of mills on whose costs 
an estimate of the measure of protection might be based. The state
ment of the works cost per unit of each typical kind of cloth would 
offer the material by which the rate of protective duty applicable 
to each class of cloth might be determined. The cost of raw cotton 
was excluded for the obvious reason. that it varied from time to time. 
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Since market prices of yarn ~nd cloth varied correspondinglv th~ 
cost. of !aw cotton to be included in the price estimated }o'i- the 
IndIan m~ustryshould be t~ken at the ratel! corresponding to the 
market prIces of cloth at gIven dates. The prices of cotton we 
have taken are' not however the standard market quotations llUt 
those actually paid by the mills for delivery in the mill at periods 
corre~ponding to the pri?~s of cloth. Since mixings vary from mill 
to null as wen as condItions of forward purchase, etc., and since 
other charges such as brokerage, transport to mills, cotton cess, 
town duty, etc., have to be added we have decided to base our 
figures on the averag-e costs of the mills whose figures have appeared 
to us reasonable. Depreciation, commission of managing agents 
and interest on working capital were excluded from the forms cir
culated by us, since the amounts actually disbursed by particular 
mills under these heads would depend so largely on the conditions 
of (,!lch mill that no use could be made of them for the determina
tion of a standard cost. It was therefore thought desirable that 
the Board should use its own judgment on an examination of th~ 
conditions of the industry as a whole, as regards the allowance 
which should be made normally under each of these items of cost. 

81. It will be noticed that the statement regarding the works 
cost per unit of each class of cloth would involve a somewhat 

, arbitrary allocation of the total expenditure 
All0CII:tlO~ ~f total costs among individual classes of cloth Since 

among lDdlvldnal classes • 
of goods. the rates of duty would be to a large ext~nt 

determined by the works cost of each class 
of cloth, it is iniportant to explain .the method of allocation fol
lowed by the mills on whose costs our proposals have been based. 
The total works expenditure incurred by a mill is first divided into 
two groups-spinning- and weaving-. Spinning includes all the 
expenses incurred by the mill from the mixing point up to the ring 
frame, and weaving- includes the expenses from the winding stage 
up to the grey finishing stag-e. Dyeiug and bleaching charges are 
entt'red separately. These departments where they exist in con
nection with a mill are treated separately for costing- purposes, and 
wht're dyeing and bleaching nre done outside the mill, the expenses 
debited are those actually charged. The spinning expenses are 
then divided among the total number of spindles actually at work 
(i.e., excluding the spindles idle during the period) multiplied by 
the number of working days. Similarly the weaving expenses are 
diyided among the total number of looms actually at work. The 
cost per spindle and per loom per day is thus arrived at. The next 
stage is to divide the cost among the quantity of yarn or cloth of 
any particular class which in the experience of the mill may be 
produced per day per spindle or per loom under normal conditions. 
Considerable variations will naturally occur in the output of each 
clnss of yarn or cloth per spindle or. per loom .from mill to n~ill 
aerordinO' to the general level of effiCIency attamed by each mIll, 
and a1sot">according to the period for which and the scale on which 
a particular product has b~en manufac~ured by a mill. .For i~
stance, in the case of a mlll whose spmdle or loom efficIency )s 
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• ('o\lsidentbly below the normal the average output would be cor-

re~ondingly less than in other mills. Similarly where a mill has 
manufactured a particular class of goods only for a short period 
(In an experimental scale its output of that product per spindle or 
100m would be proportionately less than if the same product had 
Leen manufactured continuously in commercial quantities. In both 
easei the works cost per unit of product would be higher. ·We 
haye taken these factors fully into account and have made due 
allowance for them in arriving at our estimates of standard costs. 

bS. In selecting the mills whose costs may be regarded as repre
sentative we laid down as an essential condition that the mills 

. . should be of reasonable capacity, output and 
Selection of ml.11s ~or equipment and further that the mills 

1 he pnrpose of eatlmstlDg • • 
8081&. selected If sItuated at the same centre should 

as far as possible represent difierent groups 
or managing agencies. As regards capacity, we have, except In 
the case of Ahmedabad mills, accepted as a reasonable economical 
standard a capacity corresponding to not less than 1,000 looms and 
a5,OOO to 40,000 spindles. In Bombay this represents approxi
mately n,e average size of a spinning nnd weaving mill. It is 
obviously impossible to lay down any rigid standards as to the 
minimum economical capacity of a mill. Where several mills are 
under the same management, the possibility of common services 
beinglerformed for the mills by a central organisation renders the 
size 0 the individual mill a matter of relatively smaller moment, 
At the same time a great deal will necessarily depend on the 
personal character of the management. A small ·mill under a 
malJagement which gives minute and careful attention to the affairs 
of the mill may show far better results than a large mill under 
a slack or routine management. Further the nature of the pro
ducts turned out by a mill should. be taken into account in deter
mining whether the capacity of the mill is economical or not. 
Where the bulk of the output consists or rairly coarse goods capable 
of standardised production, a large unit undoubtedly makes for 
economy in costs. On the other hand where the output consists of 
a variety of goods and many of these are goods or special quality, 
a small mill not merely labours under no disadvantage but may on 
the contrary possess decided advantages over a large mill. It may 
perhaps be stated as a general proposition that in few countries 
19 the demand for cotton goods so variegated as in India. The 
existence of marked preferences and tastes of a local or sectional 
character which has hitherto characterised the Indian market, on 
t.he whole favours the organisation of s~all or moderate sized 
mills. One other factor may also be mentioned. The supervisory 
staff engaged by the cotton textile industry in India is at present 
with rare exceptions recruited in India and the scale of salaries 
being considerably lower on the average than in other countries, 
the burden of overhead charges represented by this item is le~fI 
heavy and consequently the saving per unit of output by increasirlg. 
the scale of production is smaner. 
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/ 89.' An analysis of the average costs in cotton textile mills !n 
India of manufacturing cloths of medium counts shows that on t e 

A I ' f 0 average the cost of raw cotton may be tak n 
na YS18 0 average 76' Ib f 1 ' costs. as pIes per. ,0 c oth or 40. per cent, 

o • of the total works, costs, while the average 
mallufacturlDg cost amounts to 115,5 pIes per lb. of cloth ot 6() 
per cent. of the total works 'costs, These manufacturing costs' are _ 
distributed among the individual items of expenditure as shown 
in the following Table:-

TAllLE LV. I 
( 

-- Bombay, Ahmed· Cawn· Delhi. Calcutta, Nagpnr, Baroda. abad, pore, 

--- ------ --- --- -
No, of mills 11 4 2 2 3 I 2 considered. 

---~ --- ------ ---
Items. % 01 % % % % %. /0 

--- ------ ---~ -----
Labour • 4Q'40' /5~ 40'75 51'60 42'40 38'60 52'65· 

Fuel and Power · 10'80 8'70 15'45 7'46 8'20 9'28 

5 6'21 
Water 0'60 0'53 0'14 0'04 .. 0'46 

Storea . · 13'40 18'~ 17'30 24'34 18'50 113'61 
f 17'70 , 

Repairs and main. 2'50 2'64 4'14 5'78 0'70 1'00 
tenance, 

Supervision · 7'50 8'10 11'60 Included 7'70 14'99 8'8& 
in 

Labour, 
Insurance · 0'90 0'90 1'56 0'67 1'60 2'38 l'3:l 

Rents, rates and tazes 1'90 0'23 0'96 0'44 l'50 0'41 0'85-

Packing · 2'50 1'60 2'55 .. 2'20 3'24 1'66--Selling expenses · .7:00. 1'10 .. 8'35 11'10 14'75 7'91 , 
Other expenses, 3'50 3'90 5'55 1'32 6'10 2'28 1'77 

--------- ------------
Tot&! · 100:00 100'00 100'00 100:00 100'00 100'00 100'00 . 

Proiit, mterest, depreCIatIon and managlllg agents' commISSIon 
have been excluded from the abo'\'e calculation . 
., 90. The consumption vf raw cotton 'and stores per unit of product ~ 
will not be smaller in a large than in a small mill and these 

account together for approximately 51 per 
,C~lDsiderations, det~r. cent, of the total works cost, The employ-

fu~m:g miiLonomlCal Size men t of labour ~ein~ regulat~d &:ccordin~ to
the number of SIdes m the spmnmg sectIons 

and the number of looms will also not be necessarily small,r per 
unit in a~arge mill, The premium charged for fire insurance is 
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generally fixed according to the capital value of the mill and the
reduction, therefore, il any, in the cost per unit in a~arge mill as_ 
compared with a small mill will be negligible. The cd'st of repairs 
and maintenance being mainly cOlPposed of the cost of materials 
and of labour will also show little difference. It is under power,_ 
supervision and office establishment and rent, rates and taxes re
presenting il) all 12'5 per cent. of the total works cost that th&
larger size of a mill will result in a correspondingly smaller cost 
per unit of output. Of these the most important item is power. . 
It may be stated, therefore, that the determining factor in fixing
the size of a mill in India is mainly the extent of economy which 

. a large sized mill may bring about in the cost of power. Where, 
as in Bombay, power is derived from an outside central source of' 
supply; a larger load will mean on the average a smaller cost per 
unit of power. On the other hand, where power is generated by 
the mills themselves, as in Ahmedabad, it is found by eXpel'il'llCe
that the maximum economy is attained where the size of the mill 
is between 600 and 700 looms. If the size is larger than this, it. 
will be necessary to extend the power plant and such extension_ 
will not be justified unless a very large increase in the capacity
of the mill is contemplated. The standard size of a mill in 
Ahmedabad is therefore 600 to 700 looms with a total spindleage, of ., 
20,000 to 25,000. In selecting the mills required for our purpose· 
at Ahmedabad, we have therefore assumed this as the normal' 
economical capacity. 

91. In considering whether the- equipment of the mills selected: 
is reasonably efficient, we have taken into account the dates at 

R bI t d d f 
which .the principal items of ,plant an4, 

easona e 8 an ar 0 h' . th '11 .' . 11 equipment and efficiency. mac mery In e mi s were ongma y-
installed, and in cases where the original 

equipment is unduly old whether substantial extensions and re-· 
newals have been made since then and the amounts spent on such 
extensions and renewals. IIi' determining whether by extensions, 
renewals and repairs the machinery and plant have been kept in 
reasonably good working condition, we have relied mainly on the· 
percentage figures of efficiency attained by the mills taken in con--

: junction with the speed at which each class of machinery was . 
worked. The data given below will indicate the minimum standard 

. of efficiency which we have regarded for our purpose as reasonable, 
under existing conditions in India: --: . 

Output per loom per day-U'4 Ibs. average counts 40s. 
Output per spindle per day-3'S5 ozs. average counts 40s. 
Waste of raw cotton-12! per cen~. 
Waste of yarn-2! per cent. 
Complement of labou~ including preparatory stages per work-

ing day of 10 hours:- . 
per 1,000 spindles-15 
per 100 looms-SO. . . 

Total output.in 1931-79 per cent .. of total capacity (single. 
shift). . 
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'Yhere thtl actual figures in the case of any mill whose costs we 
have considered have been less efficient than those set out above 
we have approximately adjusted the costs so as to bring them int~ 
line with the minimum standard adopted by us . . 

92. We have received statements of costs from 11 mills in 
Bombay, 4 mills in Ahmedabad, 3 mills in Calcutta, 2 mills each 

" in Cawnpore, Delhi and Baroda and 1 mill 
th~n~:~~kl:: ~::;nco~~ in. Nagpur. The mills have been selected 
-confidential. wlth reference to the tests already mentioned 

and may be taken as representing a reason
able standard of efficiency. They are representative also of the 
more important centres of the cotton textile industry in India. 
In view of the very acute external competition and of the equally 
,acute internal competition to which the industry is exposed, we 
~ave an undertaking to the Associations and bodies to whom we 
lssued questionnaires that if they so desired neither the identity' 
,of the mills whose costs are supplied to us nor any of the figures 
,shown in the cost statements would be disclosed in our report. All 
the mills which have supplied us with information have intimated 
their desire that the names of the mills as well as the information 
supplied should be kept strictly confidential. In accordance with 
the undertaking given by us, we han therefore decided to refrain 
from publishing the names of the mills or tlie figures furnished by 
them. Our reason for adopting this procedure which was followed 
by the Tariff Board in 1926-27 is that the conditions of the cotton 
textile industry are in this respect entirely different from those of 
,every other industry which has been investigated by the Board. 
In no industry which has come under examination by the Board 
has foreign competition been nearly so acute as in the cotton 
'industry and at a time of intense trade depression like the present, 
the methods adopted by eompetitors for estimating the relative posi
tion of the home industry are apt to be more searching and less 
mindful of restraints than in normal times. We have some reason 
to fear that the publicity hitherto given to costs of manufacture 
in the reports of the Tariff Board has unwittingly done harm to 
Indian industries which are exposed to severe competition from 
abroad. In the case of the cotton industry, however, not merely 
is foreign competition unusually severe but internal competition, 
as regards at any rate the bulk lines of goods, has rea{'bed a stage 
whicl\ is without parallel among Indian industries. It seems to 
us in the higheRt degree undesirable that the results of our enquiry 
should be the means of rendering any unfair assistance to stronger 
units or groups at the expen§e of wenker ones with whom tlley are 
in competition. In view of these facts we have decided to mnke 
no reference whate,"er in this report to the' costs of individual mills 
-or centres of production. We have explained in detail the method 
which we han adopted in this enquiry for ascertaining the costs 
()f individual mills and for est,imating the costs required for deter
mining the measure of protection. The {'onclusions we llave arri,"ed 
lIt regarding the industry as a whole are summarised at the end of 

• 
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the Chapter and the basic figures in the calculation by which the 
a.verage works costs have been arrived at are shown in Appendix IV. 

93. In estimating the charges to be added to the works cost in 
order to arrive at the fair selling price, we have adopted the fol

lowing scale of allowances. Depreciation 
Overhead charges and h b II d t th 1 . profit. as een a owe a e usua mcome-tax 

rates, namely, 5 per cent. on the bulk of th~ 
machinery, 7t per cent. on the bleaching and dyeing plant and 2t 
per cent. on building. Taking the proportions in which these items 
generally occur in the block, the average rate on the whole block 
has been fixed at 3t per cent. The amount of working capital 
required has been taken at a figure corresponding to one-third c! 
the year's works expenditure. This is based on the statements or 
the average value of stocks of materials (including cotton) and of 
finished goods and outstandings submitted by the majority of the 
mills whose costs we have examined. It will be noticed that this 
is lower than the figure adopted by the Tariff Board in other indus
tries where a proportion of working capital equivalent to hal£ the 
year's expenditure has been generally allowed. Interest on working
capital has been fixed at 6 per cent. which is regarded as reasonable 
by the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowners' Associations. The 
commission of the managing agents has been fixed at 10 per cent. 
of the profit including depreciation. This is the usual rate at 
Bombay and is more or less the rate allowed in previous enquiries 
bv the Tariff Board. Profit has been allowed at 8 per cent. on the 
fi;'ed capital which is the minimum return which the Board has. 
always regarded as necessary under Indian conditions for stimulat-
ing investment in industrial enterprises. I 

94. In order to fix the amount of capital expenditure required 
for a spinning and weaving mill in India, we aflked for estimates 

, , from the Bombay and Ahmedabad Mill-
E~tll~at,: of fair owners' Associations. The figure suggested 

capltahsatlOD. b h B b M'll ' A ., f ' Y t e om ay I owners ssoClatIon or 
a mill with 1,000 looms and 40,000 spindles spinning average 40s. 
counts and using the whole of its yarn production in weaving cloth 
is Rs. 46'12 lakhs at current prices of machinery, building mate
rials, etc. The average annual production of a mill of this size in 
40s counts is estimated at about 30 lakhs of pounds of cloth, giving' 
an average capitalisation of about Re. 1-8 per pound of cloth_ 
The figure given by the Bombay Millowners' Association is lower 
than that accepted by the Tariff Board in 1926-27. For a loom 
with 30 spindles, the latter adopted a capital cost of Rs. 5,450' 
against an average figure of Rs. 4,612 for a loom with 40 spindles 
in the present estimate of the Bombay Millowners' Association. 
Although in comparison with the fi~ure adopted bv the Tariff' 
Board and allowing for the fall in prices of machinery, etc" since 
then, the estimate of the Bombay Millowners' Association appears 
reasonable, we have decided to adopt a lower figure in accordance' 
with the estimate submitted bv the Ahmedabad Millowners' Asso .... 
ciation. The Ahmedabad Millowners have estimated for a mill 
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with 600 looms and 25,000 spindles a total capital expenditure of 
Rs. 24'75 lakhs. Assuming an annual production of 27 lakhs in 
28s counts which is the normal quality assumed in this estimate 
by the Ahmedabad Millowners, we get an average capitalisation 
of about 14 annas per pound of cloth. If the average quality is 
taken at 32s, which· is the range in which generally speaking ex
ternal competition is now keenest, a capitalisation of 1 rupee per 
pound of cloth would appear to be sufficient. We have preferred 
to base our calculations on this figure for two reasons. In the first 
place we think that an estimate of capitalisation based on the 
production of counts approximating to 32s would be in closer accord
ance with Indian requirements than an averaO'e of 40s, In the 
second place, although building expenses are fess in Ahmedabad 
than in Bombay, machinery will cost more at Ahmedabad on account 
of freight. Balancing the two factors, we see no reason why a, 
higher capitalisation than that suitable for Ahmedabad should be 
adopted. 

95. One of the most difficult features of the cotton textile in
dustry from the point of view of a tariff enquiry is the fact that 

. ., no exact comparison of Indian mill made 
Fair selh~g price c?m- goods with imported goods is possible. The 

pared With realised 't' f I d' d 11 f ' prices, varIe les 0 n Ian goo s as we as 0 Im-
ported goods are so numerous that it is true 

to say that no two classes of cloth are really alike. In the circum
stances of the cotton industry, it has therefore been impossible for 
us to adopt the usual method by which the Tariff Board has in the 
past determined the measure of protection required for an industry. 
This method consists in estimating a fair selling price for the 
Indian industry and then comparing it with the duty free price at 
which a corresponding imported article is sold in the country,' the 
difference between the two, subject to certain necessary adjustments, 
being taken as the measure of protection required. Since no com
parison is really possible between particular classes of Indian cloth 
and of imported cloth, this method necessarily fails. We have 
there~ore decided in this enquiry to compare the fair selling price 
estimated for Indian cloth, not with the duty free price of imported 
cloth, but with the price actually realised by the Indian mill ex
mill less duty. A given class of cloth made by an Indian mill 
competes with a variet.y of imported cloths of similar and'of different 
qualities, designs and dimensions. The price actually realised by 
the Indian mill may be presumed to reflect the competition which 
arises from every class of clot~ likely to be considered by the 
purchaser more or less equally suitable for his purpose. If the 
rate of duty applicable to this Class of cloth is deducted from the 
realised price, the r~sulting figure ~ill give the price at whic~ ~he 
Indian cloth is reqUIred to compete 1D the market. In determmmg 
at what rate the import dut-y shoul? be deducted f~om the realised 
price, we have been generally: gUIded by the ev~d.ence we have 
received as to whether the mam source of competItIOn as regards 
particular classes of cloth is British or non-British, and have 
deducted the duty at corresponding rates. Generally it may be 
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stated that if in calculating the average protection required for a 
certain class of cloth we have taken into account any cloth in that 
class of average counts 45s or above, the duty on this cloth has 
been deducted from the corresponding realised price at British 
rates and in the other cases at non-British rates. 

96. One objection to this method of basing the duty on the 
difference between the fair selling price and the realised price is 

• ., ,that the realised price may reflect not merely 
" 9bJecilonB !-<' realised external but also ,internal competition and 
PMces as baslB of com- . ul' , 
parison considered. therefore to thIS extent the res tmg measure 

of protection may prove to be larger than is 
re<Juired to meet merely external competition which is the real 
object of protection, In the way in which the method has been 
actually adopted by us, we do not believe that the objection can be 
held to apply so as to vitiate its general validity. We have in 
almost every case confined our examination to the costs and realised 
prices of cloth of counts 24s and above since it is in respect of 
cloth of this kind that external competition is keen. The bulk of 
the cases we have examined are of cloths of 30s and above. It 
may therefore be safely concluded that the determining factor in 
the realised price we have taken into account is external competition 
since it is generally admitted that in medium and higher counts 
internal competition is less severely felt. On the other hand, it 
may be pointed out that in cloths of medium and higher counts on 
which we have based our examination, the effect of the swadeshi 
movement has helped rather to raise than to depress the prices of 
Indian, cloth in comparison with those of imported cloth. An 
incidental advantage of taking realised prices as our basis of com
parison is that it· automatically discounts the factor of railway 
freight disadvantage on finished goods. Where the realised prices 
ex-mill are taken into consideration in fixing the measure of pro
tection, the question of freight disadvantage is to a large extent 
eliminated. 

97. The following Table summarises the average fair selling 
. prices and the average realised prices on 

SU,mmary of assistance· which our conclusions regarding the extent 
reqUired. f't' dh b b d o aSSIS ance reqUIre ave een ase :-



TABLE J ... VI. 

Summary 01 costs and prices. 

Average Averlfge Anrall'o AI'erage Jntercat, 
Average 

tOlt of COlt of eost of \lork. derrecio.-
COlt tion, Avprage realised Meuure 

Average Ilorder- colonring blellcbing- price of Approd. Average .izing pe, cent. nlatrrhl- per Cl'I1t. 
(incl'uling mannging fai. Ie .. duty aasi.dance 

CI ••• of d"tl •• m .. to reed and per Cl'ut. of works per cent. of works raw cotton agent-' Icl.ling (taken at required. at av(',nge c~ommjB8ion avc,a/lO pick. of gr.y C),t of works COlt price-- average Pie. counts, weight. u('luding cat exclncling Tate of and I,iea pe. of 1931)-193])- pr06t- ]'"UO;\. 
per 

rAW @]lcluding raw pieapor piea per pieapel' pound. 
cotton. raw cotton. cotton. p)und.· pouDd • pouud,t . 

Plain grey . 30s 4' y. 38 13'3 ..' .. , ... 142 28 170 118 62 

HorcJered gr.,y 40& 42x49 14'6 156 ... .. )68 2J )96 141 oil 

Bleached gOl]S 40. 60x fH 4'0 , .. ... 18'0 225 28 253 189 64 

Dyed and COIOUI'. 4C's 60x48 6'0 .. , 81'4 .. ' 231 28 259 190 6i1 
cd wov.·n Bnd 
),rin ted good •• 

• F03 Appcndlx 1 V. 
t The til/urps of prices ahown iu tllO Tablo a,e tho BV('l'fJ.ge realised prieea of a larl1(' collecti"l1 (If re),reaelllaUve good. in oReh do.,. at different 

rentr... of prodnction co,reRI,onding in qno.1it,I', dio:en.ion.; ete., to tbole for which "oat. bave been estimatrd. 'I'he (luties hOl'e hcoo deducted from thA 
groa8 realiJed pricn at the ave;llge rates of duty prevailing in Jaouar,V- neL~n,be .. , )H31, Tl1ea(' hiVe heen tn' cn 8& follo'''8:-

Sperlfte duty on plain grey includiog coloured woven 3'79 anu'aa )Ier pound, 
Ad "alorem-lhitiah. , • • • • 20'83 per cent. 

" -Non·Briti.h 26'26 per cent. 

.... 
c 
ojA 
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98. Our attention has been drawn by manufacturers to the 
increase in the cost of manufacture since 1931 as the result of duties 

. . on raw cotton, dyeing materials and machi-
AdditIonal costs .on nery introduced in connection with the emer-

account of r~cent duties. . 
gency revenue measures adopted ill Septem-

ber 1931. These duties were not in force sufficiently long in 1931 
to affect the general level of costs since the greater part of the 
consumption of these materials was met from stock. Since the 
duty on imported cotton affects directly the cost of cloths of medium 
and finer counts on which our estimates are based, it is reasonable 
to make full allowance for it. The following are the new duties 
which have been introduced:-

(1) an import duty of 6 pies per pound on raw cotton; 
(2) an import duty of 10 per cent. on dyes, and 
(3) an import duty of 10 per cent. on machinery. 

To these must be added the duty of 15 per cent. on starching. 
materials which we have proposed in Chapter X of this report. 
Takin~ the additional amount payable for raw cotton and dyeing 

, materlals and starch in proportion to the average expenditure under 
each head and calculating the new duty on machinery on 5 per 
cent. of the total capital invested in machinery which represents, 
the rate of depreciation, we estimate that the additional expenditure 
involved will not exceed on an average 7 pies per pound of cloth. 
Addin~ ·this to the estimates in the preceding paragraph we get the 
followmg figures: - . 

PI.iu grey • 

Bor,lered grey 

Bleached 

Claas of cloth. 

TABLE LVII. 

Dyed and colo~re" w .ven and printed good. 

Mea.sure of assistance required. 
Pies per lb. 

59 

62 

'7L 

'16 

Approximately the measure of assistance required may be fixed at 
5 annas per potmd for plain grey, 51 annas for bordered grey, 6 
annas for bleached and 61 ann as for slyed, coloured woven and 
printed goods. 
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The Claim to Protection examined. 
99. We now proceed to consider how far the claim of the Indian 

cotton textile industry to protection has been established. When 
01 . to b t t' the Tariff Board enquired into the condition aIm su s an Ive f th tto te t'l . d . 9 protection. 0 e co n x 1 e In ustry In 1 26-27, the 
. . , .. claim to assistance was urged by the Bombay 

Mlllowners AssoclatIon on the ground of the unfair competition 
due to depreclated exchange and inferior labour conditions in Japan. 
The Board's e~amination of the need for assistance was consequently 
confined to thls aspect of the case. Of the various forms which 
unfair competition might assume, the Board held that the element 
of unfairness 'involved in inferior labour conditions in Japan was 
the only factor which justified the grant of assistance to the Indian 
industry. Its proposals therefore were so framed as to enable the 
Indian industry to meet the disadvantage arising from unfair com
petition in this respect. The specific duty on imported yarn which 
was introduced in 1927 was based on this view of the case. The 
scheme of proteetian embodied in the Cotton Textile Industry 
(Protection) Act of 1930 was wider -in character and was intended 
to afford temporary shelter to the industry, particularly to the 
Bombay section of the industry. Its object was explained on behalf 
of the Government as being the preservation of the industry and 
not its ultimate development. It was stated that the latter aspect 
of protection was reserved for subsequent consideration by the 
Tariff Board. Our task in this enquiry is to examine the case for 
assistance not merely from the point of view of unfair competition 
from countries exporting to India, nor Qf the temporary difficulties 
experienced by one important section- of the industry, but as a 
question of substantive protection relating to the industry as a 
whole. 

100. In all enquiries held by the Tariff Board in the past, the 
question whether a claim to substantive protection is justified or 

. h not has been judged in accordance with the 
te~r~:n~a;n b:h~~anf:d: p~inciples sta~ed. in the Report of th~ Indian 

FIscal Commlsslon. Broadly speakmg, the 
Fiscal Commission considered that the claim of an industry to pro
tection should be examined with reference to the· canditions laid' 
down in paragraph 97 of iheir Report. These conditions embody 
the tes's by which on purely economic grounds a claim to protection 
may be\established. In the case of most enquiries referred to the 
Taiiff Bo~rd in the past, it was specifically stated in the terms of 
reference 'that the conditions in paragraph 97 of the Fiscal Com
mission's Report should form the basis of the Tariff Board's exami
nation of the claim to protection. In the terms of reference under 

( 106 ) 
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which the present enquiry has been referred to the BO~l:d. .. no·· . 
mention is made of these conditions, although this is the nrst time 
that the Board has been asked to consider the grant of substantive 
protection to the cotton industry. It is therefore to be presumed 
that it is the intention of the Government that the examination of 
the claim of the cotton textile industry to protection should not 
be confined to the purely economic grounds on which applications 
for protection have been generally considered. It was recognised 
by the .Fiscal Commission that even in cases where the conditions 
laid down in paragraph 97 were not satisfied by an industry a claim 
to protection might still arise if the industry was one of sufficient 
national importance. Briefly the difference between the two cases 
is that where the claim to protection is based on purely economic 
grounds it is essential to establish that the industry will be able 
eventually to dispense with protection, in other words that protection 
will not prove a permanent burden on the country. On the other 
hand where the claim to protection rests on the national importance 
of the industry the burden involved in the protection of the industry 
derives its justification from the fact that the establishment of the 
industry is essential to 1mportant national interests, and therefore 
the burden is a necessary contribution by the country to the safe
guarding and promotion of these interests. We propose in this 
Chapter t~ examine the case for the grant of protection to the cotton 
textile industry from both these points of view. We" shall first 
"examine the question in the light of the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 97 of the Fiscal Commission's report and then proceed 
to consider how far the claim to protection may be justified on the 
ground of national importance. 

101. The first condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission 
requires that the industry in question should possess sufficient natural 

First condition of the advantages in respect of materials, labour, 
Fiscal Commission- power and the existence of a home market. 
Short and medium staple The most important material required for the 
Cl)tton. cotton textile industry is raw cotton. As 
regards short staple cotton India produces not merely enough for her 
own requirements but is the chief exporting country in the world. 
India has a virtual monopoly of this class of cotton, for although 
large quantities are grown in China and the United States of 
America the supply in these countries is not more than is required 
to meet the demand in the home and adjacent markets so that the 
world's r~quirements ?f short stapl.e cotton are generally supplied 
from IndIa. The claIm to protectIon put forward by the Indian 
industry, however, applies not merely to goods produced from short 
staple cotton but also to those produced from long staple cotton. 
The distinctio.n which is generally. drawn between short and long 
staple cotton IS that all cotton havmg a staple of i" and above i.s 
classed as long ~taple and the rest ~s shoct staple. According to 
the figures supplIed to us by the IndIan Central Cotton Committee, 
out of a total Indian. c~op of approximately 4 million bales in 
1931-32, about 1'32 mIllIon bales were long staple cotton in the 
sense of cotton having a staple of i" and above. It has been 
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I,>ointed ou.t e~rlier in the repo~t that the whole of this is not suitable 
for the spmnmg of yarn. of hIgher counts, since evenness of staple 
and ten~lle strength beSIdes length .of staple are essential for the 
production of -fine yarn. The Indian Central Cotton Committee
have estimated that in 1931-32, out of 1'32 million bales of COttOIl 

with a staple of i" and above, only 735,000 bales had the required 
degree of evenness and strength. The Punjab-American crop re
presents the largest proportion of long staple cotton in India. but. 
85 per cent. of this is sold by the cultivator mixed with Desi cotton 
up 1:<> a maximum proportion of 10 per cent. Only a small pro
portlOn of the total crop is therefore available for the spinning of 
higher counts of yarn. Taking warp and weft yarn together India's. 
long staple cotton may be taken generally as being suitable for the 
manufacture of yarn of counts 24s to 40s. Taking the average of 
the three years 1929-30, 1930-31 and 1931-32 the quantity of long 
staple cotton in India capable of spinning counts 24s and above 
works out at 714,000 bales. or 285'6 million pounds. The average
consumption of yarn in India of counts 24s to 40s during- these three 
years including imported yarn was approximatelv 250 million 
pounds. Taking 118 pounds of cotton to 100 p'0unds of yarn this 
represents 295 million pounds of cotton. It Will be seen therefore 
that allowing for wastage there is a sufficient quantity of cotton 
in India suitable for the manufacture of yarn up to counts 40s. It 
is estimated by the Indian Central Cotton Committee that not les~ 
than 40 per cent. of the long staple cotton in India is now being 
exported and that perhaps 15 per cent. is likely to be used for 
domestic purposes other than mill consumption. Actually therefore
the nett quantity used by Indian mills is considerably less than 
the total quantity grown. For the purpose of the present argument 
however it is enough to establish that a sufficient quantity of this. 
class of cotton is now grown in India to meet the country's require-
ments, although the whole of it may not at present be available
for mill consumption. 

102. For the production of yarn of counts higher than 405 it is-I 
admitted that no suitable raw cotton is now available in India; , 

nor does there appear to be any definite 
Absence of long staple prospect of such cotton being grown in India. ~ 

c~tton no bar to protec- It. has therefore been suggested-that there is 
~~ . 

no case for the g-rant of protection to the 
manufacture of yarn of hig-her counts than 40s or of cloth woven 
from such yarn. In 1931-32 the quantitv of yarn of counts above 
40s consumed in India was approximate)y 40 million pounds in-' 
eluding both yarn produced in the country and yarn imported. If 
it is assumed that in hig-her counts about 8 yards of cloth represent 
a pound of yarn, this will correspond to 320 million yards of ~lo~h. 
The total import of cloth into India in. 1931-32 was 7~6 nnlh0!l 
vards. Allowing for the fact that a conSiderable proportion of thIS 
is of counts not above 40s. and that some portion of the Indian 
production is exported, we shall be justified in fixing the total 
consumption in India of cloth woven from connts ab.ove 40s at n?t 
more than 1,000 million yards. The total consumptIon of cloth In 
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India in 1931-32 including mill and handloom production and im
ports was approximately 5,000 million yards. The consumption of 
cloth represented by yarn of counts higher than 40s is therefore 
not more than 20 per cent. of the total. It is to this extent that 
India as far as we can foresee will be dependent on imported cotton. 
Weare definitely of the view that, when an industry is able to 
obtain its raw material up to 80 per cent. of its total requirements 
in India, it fulfils substantially the first condition of the Fiscal 
Commission. It is misleading under the conditions of manufacture 
prevailing in India to regard the cotton textile industry as being 
<'om posed of entirely separate branches according to the class and 
kind of cloth woven, and to look upon each branch as a separate 
industry as regards the claim to protection. The immense variety 
of piecegoods required in the Indian market renders specialised 
production by Indian mills a matter of considerable difficulty. If 
the existing Indian mills are enabled to increase their output by 
undertaking the production of finer classes of cloth from imported 
cotton, the resulting reduction in overhead charges will operate to 
the benefit of the whole industry. If it is granted that there is a 
case for protecting medium and coarse counts which represent 80 
per cent. of the aggregate Indian market, then, to the extent that 
the production of finer counts will help to reduce the cost of manu
facturing medium and coarse counts in the same mills, the exten
sion of protection to the former must be regarded as a logical 
result of granting protection to the latter and as a necessary step 
towards shortening the period of protection and. reducing the burden 
on the country. We do not feel justified in any case in applying 
to the Indian industry a condition which is not fulfilled by her 
two chief competitors since both the United Kingdom and Japan 
depend on imported cotton for the whole of their requirements. 
There is also a further consideration which It if! important to bear 
in mind. Unless Indian mills are helped to undertake the produc
tion of finer counts, there will be little inducement for carrying 
out experiments regarding the possibility of growing cotton of 
superior grades in India. It is rash to conclude that no cotton of 
the kind suitable for finer counts can ever be grown in India, for 
unless experiments are undertaken to this end, no satisfactory con
clusion can be reached and such experiments are not likely to be 
undertaken if there is no demand from Indian mills for superior 
cotton. We find that since 1925-26, the amount of long staple 
cotton in India having the qualities necessary for spinning yarn of 
counts 248 to 40s has very nearly doubled, * and we cannot help 
concluding that the progress made by Indian mills in the diversi
fication of their production has provided some· incentive for the 
increase in the quantity of long staple cotton now available in 
India. The possibilities of growing improved varieties of cotton on 
the new lands under the Sukkur Barrage are also an important 
factor in the situation and it is not unlikely that in point of both 
output and quality; very considerable changes may take place in 
consequence of this in the position of Indian cotton. 

* See Report of the Indian Tariff Board, 1926-27, Volume III, pages 204-
205, for 1925-26. 
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103. A list of the principal classes of mill stores in use in Indian 
mills will be found at pages 181-182 of the report of the Tariff 

S 1 f 
'11 . Board of 1926-27. Some of the most im-

upp y 0 ml stores. t t f th b . d d' por an 0 ese are now emg pro uce In 
India such as China clay, magnesium chloride, zinc chloride, 
starch, Epsom salts, belting and lubricating oil. Three of these 
are protected articles, namely magnesium chloride, zinc chloride 
and Epsom salts and the development of their manufacture is 
mainly dependent on the maintenance and progress of the cotton 
textile industry. Of the others a considerable part consists of iron 
and steel articles used as parts of textile machniery. lIany of 
these or articles similar to them are in use also in jute mills, and 
several engineering firms in India are engaged in their production. 
The Indian Merchants' Chamber of Bombay have drawn Ollr atten
tion to several kinds of cotton mill accessories such as bobbins, 
reeds and healds which are now made by Indian manufacturers and 
of which the Chamber recently made a detailed survey. We have 
little doubt that if the cotton industry is able to survive its present 
difficulties, subsidiary industries for the production of the more 
important classes of mill stores will be established in India suffi
cient to meet the bulk of the industry's requirement.q, 

104. One of the principal advantages possessed by the Indian 
industry is the extent of the home market. Its importance will be 

E 
realised from the fact that, taking the two 

xtent of Indian t ° f hO h I dO d 1 t 
market for cotton goods. coun nes r~m. w IC n ~a raws amos 

the whole of Its Imports of plecegoods name
ly the United Kingdom and Japan, India represents in spite of the 
big reduction in the import trade in cloth since 1929 the largest 
single export market for each country. The quantity shipped to 
India and Burma from the United Kingdom in 1931 represented 
23 per cent. of the total export trade in piecegoods and was more 
than twice the quantity shipped to Australia, which is the next 
biggest customer for British piecegoods. In 1929 the quantity 
exported to India was nearly eight times that to Australia and 
constituted 36 per cent. of the total. Judged by value, exports to 
India were 15 per cent. in 1931 and 26 per cent. in 1929 of the 
total. From the figures published by the Japan Cotton Spinners 
Association we find that, out of a total value of cotton piecegoods 
exported by the members of the Association of 198'73 million yen, 
49'86 million yen worth of goods was exported to British India, 
representing approximately 25 per cent. of the total. China which 
is the next largest market absorbed 43 million yen worth of goods 
in 1931. Up to 1930 China had been Japan's largest customer, 
but the recent shrinkage in the exports to China leaves India as 
the largest single export market for Japan, although the value of 
exports to India in 1931 was less than half that of the exports in 

/

1929. A vivid idea of the enormous extent of the Indian market 
will be gathered from the fact that, although imports into India in 
1931 did not represent in quantity more than 15 per cent. of the 
total consumption of cloth in the country, they represented for each 
of the two greatest exporting countries of the world, which divided 
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the Indian import trade almost equally between them in 1931. th~ 
largest single line of export. . 

105. As regards power, the Tariff Board in 1926-21 noted the fact 
that, under the contracts entered into by the great majority of 

Supply of power. the mills in B~mbay with. the hydro-electric 
supply compames, the ordmary rate charged 

for electricity was 0'125 anna per unit against a rate of 0'54 anna 
at Osaka at the then rate of exchange. We have pointed out in 
paragraph 40 that considerable reduction in the cost of -power has 
been effected in Bombay since the Board reported. Under the 
schedules in the existing agreement with the Electric Supply 
Companies the average cost of electric power works out at between 
'53/"54 anna per unit for large mills working double shift and 
'68/'69 anna per unit for smaller mills. Mills at other centres in 
India mostly generate their own electricity and the cost varies· 
necessarily according to the distance from the coal fields. The cost 
of power per loom and per spindle is higher in Indian mills than 
in Japan. One estimate we have seen fixes it at Rs. 6'85 per 400 
pounds of yarn in Japan against Rs. 8 in Bombay, and Rs. 10'96 
per loom in Japan against Rs. 20 in Bombay, both figures being 
calculated at gold parity. This is due partly to the higher price of 
electricity but mainly to the lower efficiency attained in the mills. 
Since the cost of power is generally [ess than 8 per cent. of the 
manufacturing charges, the disabilitl involved in this. factor is 
relatively less important. The cost 0 power per unit of output is 
largely a question of efficiency in production, of which the deter
mining factor is the efficiency of labour. 

106. Judged by relative costs, the greatest disability of the 
Indian industry as compared with Japan is in respect of its labour. 

. In the evidence which he submitted to the. 
Labour ~isability as Fawcett Enquiry Committee, Mr. Sasakura 

compared WIth Japan. f h T P d ""'11' B b . o t e oyo 0 ar.lUI S 10 om ay estImat-
ed that the production of cloth per weaver in Japan was about 3t 
times as great as in Bombay . Wages are lower in India than in 
Japan; a women weaver in Japan gets approximately Rs. 2-4 a 
day as against Rs. 2 which is the average daily rate of wages for 
a male weaver in Bombay. The difference in the cost of 'labour 
per loom is accounted for mainly by the fact that, while the average 
number of looms attended to by a woman weaver in Japan is six. 
the average number in Bombay is two, and partly also by the fact 
that the loom efficiency attained in Japan is as high as 95 per cent .• 
wherells in Bombay it seldom exceeds 80 per cent. Similarly in 
the spinning department Mr. Sasakura.stated that in Japan a sider 
attended to 600 spindles for a wage of Rs. 1-14-6 a day with an 
efficiency of 90 per cent., while a spinning boy in Bombay looked 
after 181 spindles for a wage of Re. 1 a day with an efficiency of 
little over 80 per cent. The output therefore on the same expen
diture was twice as great in Japan as in Bombay. Similar figures 
showing the difference in the efficiency of labour between India and 
Japan were given by Mr. Sasakura for all the more important 
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processes in the cotton textile industry. From information obtained 
by us which we believe to be fairly accurate and representative, 
the total labour cost per pound of yarn of average count 16s 
including both fixed and piecework wages, in a Bombay mill 
exceeds the cost in a Japanese mill by over 60 per cent. Similarly 
the labour cost per loom per day on plain grey cloth in a Bombay 
mill is over 3 times the cost in a Japanese mill.. In both cases 
exchange has been taken at gold parity. It is this enormous 
d.isparity in labour cost which makes the position of the Indian 

'industry not merely difficult but almost precarious in competition 
with the Japanese industry. 

107. In the report on the cotton industry of India by Mr. Arno 
f!: Pearse a detailed statement is given showing the cost of labour 

· ~.; b .. in some up to date Bombay mills as com
• ..il\ our costs In ~llIs pared with the cost in a mill in the Southern 
.a England and Amerlca. . d' h h' 'U . ~ States of Amenca an wlt t at m a ml 

l,tt Oldham in England. The information w~s in both cases obtain-, 
· ed in Bombay, the former from a Bombay mlllowner who had made, 
a close study of conditions in America as well as in Bombay andl the latter from a manager of a Bombay mill who was formerly 
employed in Oldham mills. In both cases the cost is calculated on 
an average count of 15s. The labour cost of weaving per pound 
in the Bombay mill. is 15 per cent. lower than in the American 
mill, while in the other case the labour cost per pound of tarn in 
the Bombay mill is nearly half the cost in the Oldham mil. The 
relative chea:{>ness of Indlan labour, in spite of its low efficiency, 
appears to glve India a considerable advantage over Lancashire 
and the United States of America. But in the case of Japan, 
while the level of wages is perceptibly higher than in India, 
especially if it is taken to include all expenses incurred by mills 

· for boarding, recruiting, etc., the difference in efficiency far out
weighs the higher wages paid in Japan. While it must be admitted 
t.hat in respect of the labour cost per unit of output the position of 
t.he Indian industry is inferior to that of Japan, it must at the same 
time be recognised that it is not inferior to that of other important 
textile manufacturing countries. It would be unreasonable in our 
opinion to reject the claim of the Indian industry to protection 
when. in comparison with the Japanese industry, its position is not 
worse in this rel'lpect than that of other countries. 

108. In the report on the cotton industry of Japan and China 
which Mr. Arno Pearse prepared during his visit to these countries, 

. there is an excellent summary of the condi-
:f'omparatlve labour c.>fli· t.ions. which enable Japan to wield this 

(,ll'ncy-Japan, England . d . . 
and ·India. Immense a vantage over lancashIre m 

. l'espect of the cost of labour. It is estimated 
that. "taking into account the facts that Japanese mills are now 
working a mornmg and an afternoon shift of 8-} hours each and that 
tllere are no stoppages.on Saturdays and only two to four rest days 
\per month in place of Sundays against a 48 hour week in England, 
-l.he working week in Japan is atJeast two and half times as long 
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as in Lancashire. ,The advantage of the larger number of hour. 
which machinery can be run in Japan is not merely that th& 
earning power of the machinery is correspondingly. increased, but 
it becomes possible to renew It at much shorter Intervals. Th, 
result is that in Japan by the time a machine is worn out it has 
also become obsolete, but in Lancashire a machine may get obsolete 
long before it has reached the end of its running life. , The number 
of persons employed on the spinning side of a Japanese mill is 
little inferior to the normal. English complement, while in weaving 
it is considerably smaller than in English mills. The average in 
Japan for the whole industry is 5·5 looms per weaver, while in the 
case of the Toyoda automatic looms one weaver looks after 50 loom., 
with an efficiency of 95 to 96 per cent. Against this the numbu. 
in Lancashire of looms per weaver is 4 with an average efficiency 
of 85 per cent. On the other hand, the average approximate· , 
earnings of different classes of operatives in Lancashire amount ti 
two to three times those in Japan, including the amount spent ElR: 
welfare work by the Japanese industry. The general picture which' 
this summary conveys of conditions in Japan as compared with: 
Lancashire enables us to understand more clearly the relative posi
tion of the Indian industry. In India, while single shift working
is the rule, the ]lumber of hours per week is 25 per cent. higheJ: 
than in Lancashue. The complement of labour employed in each 
department is larger in India where the ordinary rule is 2 ilooms 
per weaver, while the efficiency of loom and spindle is lower, being 
not above 80 per cent. on an average. As against these factors the 
rates of wages in India are considerably lower than even in Japan, 
and this in the aggregate enables the labour cost in India per unit 
of the staple lines of goods to be generally not higher than in 
Lancashire. -

109. It is necessary to point out that in this discussion com
parison between India and other countries has been made on the 

basis of efficiency in the production of low~ 
Efficiency in production countS. Efficiency in thill connection is 

of finer counts. determined largely by the quantity produced 
per unit of cost. In higher counts however 

efficiency is reHected not merely in output but also in quality. It 
has been lJtated by some witnesses, particmarly by the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce, that Indian mill made cloth of finer counts 
is inferior in quality to s~milar cloth ~ade in Lancashire ·largely 
as the result of lack of skill and experIence on the part of Indian 
labour. On the other hand the representatives of the Marwari 
Chamber of Commerce in Calcutta, who have considerable dealings 
lfoth . in Indian and in imported piecegoods, told us that as mr as 
?hut~s ~f fine~ counts, are concerned the Indian product is not 
InferIor In qualIty or appearance to imported goods. Considering 
t~e fact, that the productIOn of finer cht'sses of piecegoods is a rela
tively recent development in India, it cannot be expected that the 
standard of qual~ty ~ll be uniformly as high as that of imported 
goods. In certaIn mIlls of Bombay and Ahmedabad we believe 
that a high standard of quality has already been attained and that 
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the market opmlOn regarding the quality of their goods in the 
.--finer lines of production is favourable as compared with that of 

• imported goods. Our experience of labour in Indian industries 
.generally is that while the Indian labourer lacks endurance and 
stamina, he does not lack the power of acquiring skill, and that 
given time and experience the Indian workman is capable of 
acquiring as high a degree of skill in new industries as artisans in 
.any country. The extraordinary success achieved in the past by 
the handloom industry in India in the production of fine goods 
justifies the hope that in the production of similar "classes of 
machine made goods a high level of workmanship will in time be 
·attained. 
, 110. As regards the possibility of effecting any substantial 

. i~crease in the output per labourer, as compared with the present-
'. ,level of production, it is not possible to 

. Econom~es resultIng. speak with any assurance. It must be 
from effiCIency schemes. d f th t' b' i'L-t th d' b' assume or e Ime elng ll.U elsa 1-

lity of the Indian industry as compared with the industry in Japan 
is likely to persist, although by better organisation and the intro
,duction of ameliorative methods it may be remedied partially. 
Whether this disability will make it impossible for the Indian 
industry to dispense with protection is a matter. which cannot be 
·determined except in relation to the costs of the Indian industry, 
Efforts to reduce the disadvantage of the Indian industry in this 
respect were made, particularly in Bombay, by the introduction 

-<>f 'Efficiency' schemes in 1927-28 to which reference has been 
made in paragraph 43. This however failed to materialise and has 
been held up for the present. The opposition of organised labour 
in Bombay to the introduction of the 'Efficiency' scheme as 
·outlined by the millowners was the principal reason for its failure, 
.and until the co-operation of labour is secured it seems doubtful 
whether any such scheme will have a reasonable chance of being 
carried out. This is a matter on which we should have welcomed 
the opinion of labour representatives, but none of the associations' 
-or individuals connected with labour whom we addressed sent any 
representation or offered to give evidence. The group of Bombay 
mills on whose initiative the soheme was taken up supplied the 
Fawcett Committee with a detailed estimate of the- economies which 
might be brought about if the scheme were accepted. The scheme . 
itself is explained in Appendix XII of that Committee's report. 
llriefiy it aimed at " increasing the number of spindles looked after. 
by each sider and the number of looms looked after by each weaver 
and similar economies in the other departments". Although 
similar measures in particular departments had been in force in 
certain mills in Bombay. Ahmedabad and Madras previously to 
1926, the general adoption of the measure by the industry was a' 
novel experiment which if' successfully .worked out migM have' 
assisted in substantially reducing the cost of labour. From state
ments sUI,>plied to the Fawcett Committee we find that on a fairly 
conservatIve estimate, assuming 2 men to 3 scutchers in the blow 
room, 1 man to 2 machines in the roving frames, 2 men to 3 sides 
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:in the spinning frames and 1 man to 3 looms in the weaving shed 
.and with suitable provision for high draft spinni~g, a total reduc
-tion of 11 per cent. in the labour cost per unit of plain grey sheeting 
,could be obtained. With one man to four looms the reduction 
would reach 20 per cent. Although we express no opinion regard
ing the accuracy of these estimates, we regard them as affording 
sufficient indication of the economies which may result, conditions 
permitting,· from a suitable re-organisation of labour and of the 
principal direction in which the chief comparative disability of the 
Indian industry may be remedied. 

111. The question of raising the standard of efficiency of Indian, 
labour and enlisting its co-operation in schemes intended for the' 

. . general improvement of an industry raises 
Prospects of l,!,proVl.ng large issues which cannot be dealt with 

the gent·ral effiCIency of b d· d h hI b 
Indian labour. here. It has een Iscusse t oroug y y 

the Royal Commission on Labour in India 
in their valuable report, and it is to be hoped that, when the main 
body of the recommendations contained in that report have been 
,given effect to, a marked improvement in ·the general level of efli
-ciency of Indian labour and in the relation between labour a.ndits 
employers will result. Such improvement is bound to read to the 
removal in time of several of the elements which at present consti
tute the chief disability of the Indian Cotton industry, apart 

:altogether from any definite • Efficiency' schemes. In the repot~ 
I.>y Mr. Arno Pearse on the Japanese cotton industry'to which w 
have already referred, there is a suggestive discussion of the social 
background of the industry which appears to give to Japanese 
labour some of its distinctive qualities. This background is com~ 
posed mainly of two factors. The first is the general prevalenc 
of a marked group spirit which springs :from, a.nd is still sustaine, 

.by. the social and religious traditions of the country,and. the second I 

is the compulsory system of education and the provision of exten
-sive facilities for physical and technical education. If education 
working on a traditional group spirit has contributed to the 
:striking results attained in Japan, there is good reason' to hope 
-that in India also there is material which, if suitably handled, may 
in time yield results not far inferior. The village community and 
joint family traditions are still strong in the country and the loyal
ties and restr~ints which are associated with them may, by the aid 
'Of a general diffusion of the right sort of education, be used for 
bringing. about a radical change in the quality of Indian labour. 
,MeanwhIle every effort made by the management of Indian mills 
to establish closer personal contact between them and labour by 
the, elimination of unnecessary intermediaries and the encour~ge
ment o.f a more sympathe~ic attitude towar~s labour on the pari of 
subordlDate employees, WIll help the creatl(1n of a better spirit of 
loyalty and co-operation. 

112. The second condition of the Fiscal Commission is that 
" the tndustry must be one which without the help of protection 

E 
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IS not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so l'apidly as
is desirable in the interests of the country" . 

. Second con~it!on of the From our examination of the costs of the-
Flscal CommISSIon. I d' 'd t fi d th t ' th n lan In us ry we n a , In . e case-
of every important class of piecegoods manufactured in India, 
the majority of the mills will find if impossible, without the aid. 

• of protection, to' realise any return on capital or to find adequate 
sums for depreciation and in several cases to meet even the whole
of their out of pocket expenses. We have based our examination 
of costs on the data supplied by representative mills at Bombay 
and Ahmedabad and at several upcountry centres. These mills· 
are not the most efficient in the country but have been chosen as, 
representing what may be regarded as a reasonable level of effi
ciency and equipment having regard to existing Indian conditions; 
The majority of Indian mills, we believe, full short of this standard, . 
It may also be pointed out that in estimating the costs which are to· 
serve as the basis of a scheme of protection, we have allowed for 
considerable reductions under several items of cost in view of prob
able economies which may be attained in the near future. We are
therefore justified in thinking that, if on these costs the greater 
part of the industry is unable to meet foreign competition unaided,. 
the second condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission is
substantially satisfied. The consolIdated balance sheets published 
by the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowners' Associations represent. 
tlie general financial position of the cotton textile industry at these 
centres. The Bombay Millowners' Association has supplied us with. 
provisional fi~ures for 68 mills for the year 1931 which show that, 
if allowance IS made for depreciation at income-tax rates, there is, 
&. nett loss of Rs. 106'S lakhs excluding commission and interest 
surrendered by managing agents, as against a similar loss of 
B.s. 237 lakhs for 71 mills in 1930. The latest year for which 
figures have been supplied by the Ahmeqabad Millowners' Associa-
tion is 1930 which show on a similar computation a nett loss of 
Rs. 24'9 lakhs for 61 mills as against Rs. 43'61akhs in 1929. We' 
desire to emphasise that, for the purpose of determining the claim-
to protection. consolidated balance sheets showing the average 
position of the units engaged in an industry are not necessarily 
conclusive evidence. If losses are incurred on a large scale by 
obviously inefficient mills, the average position of the industry 
may appear in a worse light than is justified by the facts. From 
the detailed analysis of the financial position of 68 mills for 1931 
submitted to us by the Bombay Millowners' Association we find 
that 36 mills made profits before setting aside depreciation, of. 
which in: the {'ase of 24 the profit was insufficient to cover deprecia-
tion at income-tax rates. , In the case of the remaining 12 the total' 
profit after depreciation amounted to Rs. 16'7 lakhs, of which three 
mills belonging to one group accounted for Rs. 11'1 lakhs, The
position at Ahmedabad as judged by the figures of 1930 is a great 
deal better, 49 out of the 61 mills showed profits before setting 
aside depreciation. .~llowing for depreciation at income-tax rates,_ 
3$ mills madt' profits amounting of Rs. 34'29 lakhs. These mills-
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however surrendered during the year managing agents' commission 
totalling Rs. 2'57 lakhs. Taking the nett profi~ of the 38 
mills at Rs. 31'72 lakhs, it represents an app,roxImate ,average 
rtltul'll per mill of less than 4! per cent. on the ,paId up c.apItal pl~s 
the reserves invested in the block. On the paId up capItal only It 
t'epresents a return of approximately 12}- per cent. Since in the 
ca~e of Ahmedabad mills only a small proportion of the fixed capital 
expenditure is financed by share capital, the rate of return calcu
lated on paid up capital will not accurately represent the position. 
These financial results, in a year in which for 9 months protective 
duties were in force, show that even at Ahmedabad the withdmwal 
of protection 'will have serious adverse consequences, which may 
however lie mitigated if there is a general rise in the ievel of 
wholesale prices. Our conclusion as regards the second condition 
of the Fiscal Commission is based primarily on our examination 
of the costs of representative mills, and we refer to the consolidated 
balance sheets only for the purpose' of showing that the conclusion 
we have alTived at independently appears to be confirmed in the 
'main by the general statement of the financial results at the two 
most important centres of 'production. If there were no protective 
duties, even assuming the continuance of the swadeshi movement, 
'it seems to us a valid deduction as regards the bulk of the industry 
i.hat no surplus would be forthcoming for financing extensions and 
'improvements. 

113. It was observed by the Tariff Board in 1926-27 that the 
,depression in the cotton textile industry was felt more acutely in 

Bombay than in other centres. This state-
,ment is as, true now as when the Board 
l'eported. Although the demand for protec
tion has been pressed before us by other 

centres besides Bombay, it is obvious that the need for assistance 
is greater in Bombay than elsewhere. The protective measures 
introduced by the Cotton Textile Industry (Protection) Act of 1930 

:had in view particularly the condition of the industry in Bombay 
and were meant to provide Q temporary shelter for the Bombay 
mills. In deciding whether a claim to protection has been estab . 

. lished by the Indian cotton textile industry, it is necessary to take 
into account the fact that the need for assistance is not felt equally 

,keenly in all the centres where it exists. We feel however that. 
,even if it wel'e established that the need for assistance was confined 
to t~e Bo~bay mills, t~e case for pro~ection would still require 

'consIderation. Bombay IS the largest smgle centre of production 
,and re'presen~s nearly 40 per cen~. of ~he total production of piece
,goods In Indta. The usual practIce WIth regard to sales in Bombay 
is to sell large quantities of their bulk lines of piecegoods at 
inter'\"als through their selling agents, which are then distributed 
;amongst d~alers from the different c!lnsu~ing. centres upcountry. 
It,necessal'lly follows that any reductIOns III prwes which Bombay 
mtlls may be compelled to make will have an immediate reaction 
lIpon the level of prices throughout the main consuming centres. 

Position of Bombay 3S 

affecting other centres of 
production, 

E2 
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The effect of continued depression in Bombay will, therefore, not: 
1)e confined to Bombay but will be felt at every centre of production. 
The unique position of Bombay in the Indian cotton textile
industry make its difficulties a matter of concern to the whole
industry. Apart from the influence which the prices at which 
goods are sold by Bombay mills necessarily exert on the general 
level of prices in the market, it must be borne in mind also that. 
if a serious decline in the production of Bombay mills occurs as· 
the result of withdrawing the protective duties, the immediate 
result will be a. substantial increase in imports, especially from 
Japan. Indian mills are not in a position to adapt the scale ot 
their production to the varying requirements of the market with 
the flexibility and quickness which characterise the Japanese' 
industry. Tae practice of double shift working which is universal' 
in Japan is one of the most important causes of this difference. An, 
interesting illustration of what may happen under such circum
stances is afforded by the figures of Indian production and of 
imports fromJ apan during and immediately after the strike ot 
1921-28 in Bombay. The average production of Bombay mills iIb 
1928-29 and 1929-30 was 113 million yards as compared with 1131 
in 1921-28. There was thus a reduction in output of 418 million 
yards 8S the result of the strike. During the same period there walJ' 
an average increase· of 218 million yards in the production of other 
Indian centres, while the average increase in imports from Japan 
was 131 million yards, as compared with 1921-28. Other Indian 
centres therefore supplied 52 per cent. and Japan 33 per cent. of" 
the deficiency in the production. of the Bombay mills. The figures. 
stated in this f()rm do not, however, bring out the significance of" 
what took place. The increase in the production of other Indian' 
-centres represent-ed only 18 per cent. of their production in 1921-28, 
while the increase in. the imports from Japan represented 42 per 
cent .. of its imports in 1921-28, suggesting a much higher degree of" 
edaptability in the case of Japan. The position would probably 
have continued to develop even less favourably to Indian mills but 
for the pTotectiveduties introduced in 1930 and the influence of" 
the swadeshi movement. 

114. Under the policy of protection outlined in the Fiscal Com
mission's Report industries for which a claim to protection can be

ordinarily established are young and rela
Re<;ent advances !n tively undeveloped industries which cannot; 

techmcal progress In b f 'II dId' f f " fr Japan. e u Y eve ope lD. ace 0 competItion Om 
well established industries in other countries. 

But the Fiscal Commission recognised that an industry may, 
also stand in need of assistance." as a result of some temporary 
deterioration or atrophy", and that an industry might receive:pro-. 
tection at any stage provided the second condition is fulfilled. 
The causes of the deterioration which has OCCUlTed since the war' 
in the position of the cotton textile industry in Innia have been· 
ably analysed in the report of t.he Tariff Board in 1926-21. Since
then two developments have occurred. The first is the rapid ad
vance made by the Japanese industry in recent years in technical 
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efficiency. This is partly the result of the general adoptian of the 
warp stop motion on looms by the mills represented by the big 
combines, resulting in a large reduction in the number of handl> 
per loom. It is partly also the result of the more extensive UBe 
of automatic looms, rendering maBB production of standardised, 
goods a growing feature of the industry. The difficulties which 
have beset the Indian industry since the war, for some of which 
It is itself .reBponsible, have BeriouBly curtailed itB competitive 
rower, in face of the rapidly increaBing efficiency of the Japanese 
InduBtry. ThiB development cannot, however, in one sense be 
regarded as " a temporary deterioration or atrophy" because, as 
we have already pointed out, the general conditions which differ
entiate India from Japan in I'espect of labour efficiency are likely 
to perBist. But, although it iB not essentially a temporary f.actor, 
we think that the comparative BuddenneBB with which its later 
phaBea have occurred deBerveB to be considered in examining the: 
claim to protection. If the Indian induBtry iB granted protection 
so aB to enable it to se~ 8Bide sufficient sums for' depreciation, the 
pre!lent severity of the competition atising from this factor may· 
be mitigated. . . ,,' ", . 

115. The other cause which haB aftected the 'poBitron of the; 
industry since the Tariff Board reported is the general economic! 

Elf I 1 
depression which began in the JIatter:part of 

eds 0 genera 19?9 d h d ltd ,I II fICOnomic depression. '. ,- a~ as a verse y re!lc e ,on ,n~al y:a 
, Industl'les~ The purchasmg power, of·, the, 

consumer has been so serious1y' reduced that demand has :fallen 
ofrand prices have had to be cut substantially. From the histOry 
of yarn prices published recently by the Manchester Guardian 
Commercial, we find that, price or 20swater, twist on ,Octobel' 
lilt, 1929, was 15 pence per pound. while on September 1st, 1931,: 
it'iltood at 71 pence showing a falLol .52 pei' cent. , The. price of 
cotton' (American Middling) at Liverpool In the Same period feU! 
from 10·07 pence to, 4'02 pence, showing afallol 60 per ,cent. 
Assuming the price, or ,co'tton as 8' rule to 11e not iu .exceas of 60.: 
percent. o~ the COBt of' ~arll, the fall, in the price of ya~n ~ind~~: 
cated by thIS figllre appeara to.lle ('ollillderablymore than 18 JUStl-; 
fied. by the fall in !he pri('e of. cotton during }heperiod., In! I~dia: 
takIng the figures m the Calcutta wholesale mdex, nu:o;t.ber we ,find. 
that during the period October 1929-August 1931 cotton manu-' 
factures fell from 158, to 118 registering a faU of· about 25 per 
ceni., while raw cotton, feU' from 139 to 71 or 49 pel' cent. As'. 
far as may be judged from these figures, the fall in the price of 
cotton manufactures in India 'during the period 'Of depressiol' 
approximately corresponded to the fall in the price of, cotton. Tht> 
introduction of protective duties early in 1930 appears, therefore, 
h have had the effect of preventing the g~neral depression from 
being reflected in the prices of cotton goods except indirectly 
through the price of 'raw cotton. The average index number of 
all commodities declined from 140 in October 1929 to 92 in August 
1931 'or 10 per cent. more than' cotton manufactures. The' drop' 
in, the prices of allricultural ;commodities has been consiaerably 
greater than this. This disparity between the faU 'in' the putchas-
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ing power of the pop.ulation an.d the fall in the prices of cotton 
~anufactures should In the ordmary course of things be reflected 
In a reduced demand for cotton goods. The combined demand for 
Indian. and imported mill made piecegoods fell from 3,992 million 
Yll:rds In 1929-30 to 3,453 in 1931-32. The production of Indian' 
mIll made goods however. showed an increase from 2,419 million 
yards to 2,990. The fall in demand, therefore, was confined en
tirely to imported goods and was much greater in respect of imports 
from the United Kingdom than from Japan. The former fell from 
1,248 million yards to 383 against a fall in the latter from 562 
to 340. It follows, therefore, that the fall in purchasing power 
as compared with the prices of cotton goods had no effect on the 
demand for Indian made goods. This is explained partly by the 
fact that the general fall in purchasing power naturally led· to a 
diversion of demand from high priced to low priced goods, thus 
favouring the Indian industry, and partly also by the intensity of 
the swadeshi movement during the period. The nett effect was; 
therefore, that the influence of the general depression in reapect of 
the fall in prices as well as in demand was felt comparatively less 
by the Indian industry. The protective duties played an important 
part in this and if the duties are withdrawn before the period of 
depression is past, there will be a serious setback as far as the 
India~. industry is concerned. 

116. Apart from these two factors making for a "te111porary 
deterioration or atrophy" in the position of the Indian industry, 

U f . tit' there is also the factor of unfair competition 
nair compe 10D. t h· h I' t h f d ·0 W lC many app lcan save re erre .. 

We do not think that as far as labour conditions in Japan are com
cerned, the allegation of unfair competition can now be justified. 
Night work has been abolished in Japan since the 1st of July 1929 
and as a matter of fact it had been given up by many mills before 
that period. The main basis of the present allegations l'egard~ 
ing unfair competition is the recent depreciation in the exchang~ 
value of the yen. This question has been dealt with in our report 
last August regarding the grant of additional protection to the 
cotton industry. Whether this factor will continue to operate to 
the disadvantage of the Indian industry is a matter which we 
reserve for discussion in the Chapter dealing with our supple, 
mentary proposals. Hel'e we are concerned mainly with the claim 
of the Indian industry to substantive protection and will therefore 
~onfine ourselves to matters relevant to that issue. 

11 't. The third condition of the Fiscal Commission requires' 
that an industry which claims protection must be one whirh will 

. ... eventually be able to fac~ world competition 
.Thlrd cond.ltl?n of the without protection. It WIll be appal'ent from 

Fiscal Commission. 1·· f th t· d' b·l· our (lSCUSSlon 0 e ('ompara lve lsa 1 1-

ties of the Indian industry that unless under surh items as the 
cost of labour very substlintial reductions are effected, there is 
little hope of the Indian industry being a~le to dispense with pr?
taction in the near futUI'e. In making thIS statement we have In 

mind the majority of the Indian mills under existing conditions. 
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Taking the average extent of assistance which we have estimated 
for each principal class of cloth in Chapter V the ad valorem 
equivalent as calculated on nett realised prices works out at 50 
per cent. for plain grey, 43·9 per cent. for bordered grey, 37·5 per 
.. ent .. for bleached and 40 per cent. for caloured piecegoods in 
those lines in which foreign competition is now keen. These 
figures are the averages of several mills conforming to the minimum 
!!tandard of efficiency assumed by us. In the case of the large 
number of mills which fall below this standard, the degl'ee of 
assistance required will be much greater. If a reduction of 15 
per cent. in labour cost and of 7-1- per cent. in the various standing 
charges ig estimated, which we should regard as reasonably possible 
under existing conditions, and further if the additional cost on 
account of recent duties on materials and machinery is left out, 
the duty required for plain grey goods will be reduced by 14 per 
cent., for bordered grey by 13 per cent., for bleached by 15 per 
cent. and for coloured by 7 per cent. If a normal revenue duty 
of 15 per cent. is assumed, the excess of duty required will be 
21 pel" cent.. 16 per cent., 8 per cent. and 18 per cent. 
respectively. It is unnecessary to labour the point that unless 
there is greater progress than we can foresee, it is impossible to 
state difinitely at what peJ'iod ~e bulk of the industry will 
be able to dispense with protection. 

118. Before, however, a final decision on this question is arrived 
at, there is another aspect of the case which it is necessary to con

sider. The average costs which we have 
taken into account are of those mills which 
may be described as good second class mills. 
The first class mills' which we have1 

A high standard of 
elliciency already attained 
by individnal mills. 

ex('luded from our investigation of costs represent about 
10 PPl" cent. of the mills in Bombay and a larger pro
portion in Ahmedabad. As far as these mills are con
cerned, we believe that while a few are even now in a position 
to dispense with protection, in the majority of cases sufficient pro
gress can be made before the expiry of the period of protection to 
enable the mills to dispense with any assistance other than :that 
afforded by a moderate revenue duty. There is also a certain 
number of mills e'7en in the class we have investigated whose costs 
are considerably lower than the estimated average. For example, 
we find that there are three mills, all of them situated at Ahme
dabad, whose costs of plain grey cloth will enable them on thl:' 
economies we have indicated to earn a normal return on capital 
with a revenue duty of not more than 15 per cent. Similarly, in 
bleached goods there is one Bombay mill which with probable 
economies should be able to dispense with any assistance other 
than that of a normal revenue duty. Again, in coloured goods 
the ('ost of another Bombay mill and of one of the up country mills 
are sufficiently below the estimated average to justify us in con
sidering that protection may become unnecessary within a reason
ably short time. 

119. Our examination of the position of the cotton textile 
industry leads us to think that the real purpose that protection 
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: will serve IS by ensuring a stable returr, and security 
from foreign competition to enable the 

" Protection as a neces- more efficient mills.in the country to under-
: sary means of stimulating t k f th d ltd t internal compet!tion. a e ttr er eve opmen an ex en-
. sion and thereby create more active 
. co~petition within the country. The sense of insecurity 
~whIChresults" from existing conditions of trade prevents such deve
.lopment or extension. The stimulus to improvement which arises 
Jrom external competition, especially when It takes so acute a form 
.,as at present, is nullified by the feeling of insecurity which it 
-brings with it. The existence .and ,progress of the Indian cotton 
'.textile industry, which as we explain later, are matters of national 
,importance, requirQ not that' competition should be removed but 
.that foreign· competition should be replaced by internal competi
#on, The: efficiency already attained by a small number of mills 
·jn the COUD,try will, if sufficient security is granted, gradually raise 
',the, general standard of the' industry partly by stimulating· the 
.average mills to ful-ther efl'ortand partly. by the weeding out of 
the less efficient ones by means of internal competition. The fact 
~h~t. within a :definite and measurable period of time we cannot 
predictth~tthe Indian cotton textile· industry will be able to dis
pense with protection is not a· 'slifficientgl'o.und forrej ecting : the 
claim made by the industry. fur_the possibilities of impro-iement 
nnder internal co~petition safeguarded.:by protection may be .greater 
than· it is· possible to calculate on existing data.· It is necessary 
;n Ii matter' of· this kind :to. take limg. views and to consider ~he 
question .in. the .light of the national 'interests which are botin~ up 
with ,it. : :. .' ':: -,':, ", .. "-c'.: .. 

. 1201 In discussing· the third condition,. we have ass~med that 
the :level of prices will remain· as at. present. The futurecou.rse 
. ...... of prices is Ii matter regarding which no fore-
_ PosSiblE! &l!sl~t~e from casts can De made in ~iew of the com~lexi1. 
a general rise In· whole- • , •. 
sale prices.' , . and uncertamty of the factors mvolve ,. I, 

, .. - however. it 'is assume·d that the general level 
oi wholesale prices' will be restored to' the:·1evel which pre'Vailed 
in the middle of 1929. thf:'re will 'be an increase in the priresof 
eotton piece/ioods in India· by 40 per. ('ent. as compared ·with 
present prices~·· " " ; . 

Cotton manufactures-' 
July; 1929 . " • 160- : 
August, 1932 . . • • • • .. • 114-

Under the same conditions the incr~l\se i~ the price of raw cotton 
will be 34 ,per cent.- .. . . 

, July, ~929. ., .. 1U-
,August, 1932 lOS-

If the pricf:'s of stores. and ot.her mat.erials rise in proportion 
indicated bv "Other raw and manufactured articles" in the 
Calcutta index number, the incrf:'ase will be 40 per cent.-

July, 1929 . . ·140-
. August, 1932 

. - Calcutta wh~lesale index nu~ber. 
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Taking the average cost of cotton approximately at about 35, 
per cent. of the fair selling price and of stores at 10 per cent., 
there will be an increase of 16t per cent. in the average fair selling 
price on account of the rise in the cost of materials. Setting off 
against this a rise of 40 per cent. in the price of piecegoods and 
assuming the present fair selling price on an average to be 43 
per cent. higher than the current realised price less duty, we 
estimate that a general rise in the level of wholesale prices to 
that of 1929 will enable the industry to dispense with about one
fourth of the measure of protection now proposed. In this cal- ' 

,culation we have not assumed any increase in the ,eost of labour 
and power, since we consider on a reasonable estimate of probable 
economies that not merely, cO,uld aI}. ,in,crease be avoided but a 
reduction in the cost per lUlit of output might b~ effected in spite 
of a rise in the general level of prices. 

121. We may now summarise 'our conclusions regarding the", 
extent· to which the co~ton textile industry fulfils' the conditions: 

. . laid down by the Fiscal COIllIDission. W 
hefd~'m to protectIon np- consider that the first and second condition 

are substantially satisfied by the industry 
A. regards the third condition we are unable on the present data' 
to state definitely at what period the industry would be in a posi. 
tion to dispense with protection. 'Bu~ we do not consider that this 
is a sufficient ground for holding that the third condition is not 
fulfilled. The fact that there is a small proportion of mills which 
have already reached, a high standard Of efficiency indicates the 
possibility of a substantial improvement in the general position 
of Indian mills. This possibility will be hastened by internal com
petition following the grant of adequate protection. A rise in the 
general level of wholesale prices will be another mctor which may 
contribute materially to the improvement of the financial position' 
of Indian mills. In view of these possibilities it will be aga.inst 
th" public interest to withhold protection on the ground that no' 
definite estimate can be made at present of the period within which' 
protection will be rendered unnecessary. This conclusion is greath 
strengthened by the existence of important national interests which 
are bound up with the cotton textile industry. 

122. We now proceed to examine the important national in. 
terests which are depen dent on the cotton textile industry and 

which give it ,its, primary claim to protee
• Grounds of national tion. In their represent.ation submitted to 
Importanf cle b: (.) Employ- us in this enquiry the Bombay Millowners' 
ment 0 a our. . . . h' f ASSOCIatIon rest t elr case or protec-
tion principally on this ground. We believe there can be 
DO doubt that the cotton t,extile indoustry has an excep
tional claim to public support in view of the important 
national interests which it represents. The average daily number 
of persons employed in cotton mills in India in 1929-30. including 
mills in British India and in the Indian States, was 614,039." The 
jute industrv which employs the next larg-est complement of labour 
shows in 1929-30 an average daily number of 343,257. Allowing 
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for the proportion of women and children employed, the total 
~umber of persons dependent for their livelihood on the cotton mill 
mdustry may be estimated approximately at It millions. To this 
must be added the number of people who are dependent on the 
handloom section of the industry. It would be seen from the dis
cussion in Chapter VIII that' the total population who depend 
for their livelihood on the handloom industry is not less than two 
and a half millions and may be as high as ten millions. The 
external competition to which the textile industry in Irl(li;~ is 
exposed affects the handloom weaver equally with the mill industry 
~n.d the need for protection arises as much in the one case as 
m the other. The reports which we have received from Directors 
of Industries throughout the country emphasise the danger to the 
handloom industry from the severe competion of imported piece
goods. It is true that nearly 80 per cent. of the cloth woven on 
handlooms is of counts below 20s O'f which the proportion of im
ports is at present negligible. But it is generally admitted that 
the prices of the different classes of cloth interact upon one another 
and that a fall in the price of cloth of fine and medium counts exerts 
a depressing influence on that of lower counts. We estimate that 
about 40 per cent. of all the cloth produced in India from counts 
~Os and below is produced on handlooms. The severe intema! 
competition which exists in the production of this class of cloth 
tends, to I'educe the prices realised by the handloom weaver to an 
uneconomic level. This tendency is accentuated when the pressure 
of external competition on the prices of higher classes of goods 
reacts on those of the lower. In higher counts the handloom weaver 
specialises in the production of cloths containing artistic features 
not easily reproduced on machine made cloth. But although there 
is in many cases a marked preference for hand made cloth of this. 
tidescription, a large disparity in price between the handloom 
product and imported machine made cloth with fancy deEligns 
considerably reduces the market for the former. This tendency is 
now seen specially in respect of artificial silk goods, the extra
ordinary cheapness of whick it! having a marked effect on the 
demand for the finer class of handloom products. The tenacity 
with which the handloom industry has held its ground and the 
wide field which it still occupies in the rural economy of the country 
make it a matter of national importance that it should be safe
guarded. 

123. The amount of capital inveilted in the cotton mill industry 
in India is a consideration which is as important as the number 
..of persons employed by it. The figures for 
(I.~lmployment of 1929-30 in the Statistical Abstract for British 

('apI . I\ldia show under paid up capital and deben-
tures a total rupee capital of approximately 45 crores, taking ~th 
British India and Indian States. This however does not take mto 
account the vast amount of capital invested in the form of 10anB 

, • Statistical Abstract for British India, 1932, pages 723-724. The figure", 
shown at page 743 are lower but even on these figures the argument is sub
.atantially justified. 
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and deposita. A rough idea of the value of the total investments 
in the Indian cotton textile industry may be obtained by taking 
the aggregate production in Indian mills in 1931-32 and applying 
to it the rate of capitalisation at present values per unit of pro
duction, which we have adopted for determining the fair sellin~ 
price. On this basis, including working capital, ~e estimate the 
total capital invested in the industry at not less than 80 crores of 
rupees. This represents at current rotes of interest a potentia 
contribution of nearly 4 crores a year to the national income. 

124. Another factor which contributes to the national import
ance of the cotton textile industry is its bearing on the interests of 

I d
' the cotton cultivator. To our que~tion 

(ii'l Outlet for D laD whether a decline in the output of the Inrlian cottoD. 
mills will adversely affect the IndIan 

cultivator of cotton, the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
have replied that it will certainly do so in regard to 
cotton from 1" to }II "because the export demand in re
gard to such cotton is entirely dependent on its cheapness in com
parison with American. What ensures a reasonable price to the 
grower of such cottons is the Indian mill demand. This was clearly 
brought out during the season 1926-28 when large quantities of 
cheap low grade American cotton were imported to replace Indian 
cotton. The position therefore is that a part of the Indian cotton 
crop, varying from 1 to 2 million bales will, if not taken up by 
Indian mills, be dumped on the export market and thus depresfl it. 
It can therefore be presumed that a decline in the output of Indian 
mills will adversely affect the price of Indian cottons of 1" to 
1" staple. Past experience also shows that in time of strike in 
the mills in Bombay and Ahmedabad, the general tone of 1he 
home markets has not been altojrether wholesome. In regard to 
cottons below l" there is also a danger of such an adverse effect 
taking place when a short output of Indian mills coincides with 
an increase of short staple American cotton due to deterioration". 
The Committee of the East India Cotton Association, to whom also 
we addressed this question, have expressed substantially the same 
opinion. With reference to the danger to the cotton cultivator 
which may arise when a decline in the output of Indian mills coin
cides with a disturbance in the price parity between Indian and 
American cotton, it is worth while pointing out that during the 
past twelve years such a disturbance has occurred thrice--in 1920, 
1926 and 1931. Mr. J. A. Todd in a recent article in the Times 
T1'ade and En.qineerin.q Supplement· notes: "the curious fact 
that since the war there has been a providential tendency for the 
Indian crop in critical years to go the opposite way to Ameril'an ", 
The effect of this" providential tendency." however on the Indian 
cultivator may prove the reverse of wholesome, as pointed out by 
the Indian Central Cotton Committee. In assessing the importance 
to be attached to this factor, it is necessary also to bear iu mind 
that in normal times cotton is the most valuable commercial ClOp 

in the country. 

• May 21, 1932. 
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125. A fourth factor which gives the cotton textile industry. a 
special claim to consideration apart 

(iv) Connec:tion .of from the economic grounds on which Rombay Presidency With 
the cotton industry. - protection is ordinarily granted is in-. 

dicated in a letter addressed to us by the 
GovernIJJ,~(lf""Bombay from which we quote the following 
extract:-

. .. Any recommendations affecting the mill industry that 
i may be made on strictly economic grounds are bound ultimately 
f: to react on the general position of the labouring classes in cities 
; and particularly in the city of Bombay. The problem of un .. 
: employmelitis-rlosely· connected with Q'uestions of public order, 
~nd it is certain that no final decision can be taken by the 
Ooyernment of India which doe~ D(.t take full account I.'f this 
aspect of the question." 

t The life of the Western capital and province of India is so I closely bound up with the cotton textile industry that any 8\1b
~ stantial decline in its fortunes will have serious reactions in many 
\directions. We do not ignore the fact that a keener realisation of 
this obvioull truth by per~ons whose interests are closely identified 
with Bombay might have saved the industry some at any rate of 
the troubles from which it has suffered during the past two years. 
The Bombay section of the cotton textile industry which is perhaps 
less able than any 'other section to withstand the losses due to 
interruption in. business has seriously suffered from the constant 
disturbance which has recently marked the financial and commer
cial life of the city. If we ask the rest of the country-as we 
unhesitatingly do---to take into account in considering the claim 
of the cotton textile industry to protection the very important 
place which it holds in the economic and social liCe of Bombll.Y. 
we do 80 in the hope that the burden thrown on the country WIll 

not be unnecessarily prolonged OT rendered, unnecessarily heavy by 
the action of its own citizens. 
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The Scheme of Protection. 
126. It is generally admitted that specific duties are a mor. 

:appropriate form of taxation where taxes are imposed for pro· 

Specific duties more 
~ppropriate for protection 
. than ad tlalorem duties. 

tective purposes than ad valorem duties. 
The amount of protection received by an in· 
dustry under a. system of 'ad valorem dutie! 
tends to diminish when there is a fall iD 

the prices of imported articles. On the other hand it is when 3 

fall occurs in the prices of imported articles that the :Med fill 
protection is greater. A simple example will make this filea,r. 

TAlILB LVIII. 

Indiao Import Import Protection uir price at Protection Ad t/alo. pri~e at Protection at 26 per lelling date of granted. rem rate. 8ubsequent requir~d. 
prioe. proteotion. date. cent. 

-
Annas. Ann .... Annaa. /"--' Annas. Annaa. Annas. 

15 12 3 25 10 5 21 

Similarly when there is a rise in the prices of imported articles, 
:an ad'lfalorem duty tends to increase the amount of protection to a 
level higher than what the industry requires and consequently to 
place on the consumer a heavier burden than is justified. Generally 
speaking therefore it is correct. to Bay that from the point of view 
alike of the industry and of the consumer, specific duties constitute 
·a more suitable form of protection than ad valorem duties. Ad 
valorem duties on the other hand ate a more equitable form of 
taxation for revenue purposes since their incidence is higher at a 
period of rising prices and lower at a period of falling prices. 
Under the conditions prevailing in India where foreign trade is 

-centred in a few large ports which also contain the most important 
markets in the country, the administration of ad 'lialorem duties 
presents probably less difficulties than in other countries. The 
general prevalence of ad valorem duties in the Indian Tariff Sche

·dule is explained by the fact that the Indian tariff is mainly a 
revenue tariff. The practice of fixing a tariff valuation for im
ported articles as a basis for the asseBiment of ad valorem duties, 
-which is a general feature of Indian customs administration, has 
ihe effect of converting 'ad 'Valorem duties into specific duties for 
'the period for which 8uch valuation is fixed. But since tariff valu
.. tions are revised annually in accordance with fluctuations in prices, 
ihe fixity afforded by this system to a protected industry is too 

( 121 ) 
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l'estricted to be of any practical US6. It is noteworthy that th~ 
practice of tariff valuation is not adopted with regard to cotton. 
piecegoods, obviously for administrative reasons, and therefore 
even this limited degree of fixity is inapplicable to a protective tariff 
for the cotton textile industry if based on ad valorem duties. 

. 121. In the case of every industry to which protection is granted,-
it is necessary, as far as circumstances permit, to provide that the 

measure of protection is maintained during 
Causes leading to fall a period of falling prices. A fall in the .,m import prices. 

. prices of imported articles may occur in 
varlOUS ways. It may occur as the result of reductions in the cost 
of manufacture in the exporting country,due to increased efficiency 
'an~ economIes in methods of production. It may occur also-and 
thiS happens frequently when protection is granted to an indigenous
industry-as the result of special measures adopted in exporting 
countries for meeting increased competition. Such measures may 
take the form of a reduction or elimination over short periods of 
the overhead charges and profit included il1 the price of the
article. Where the industry in the exporting country is highly 
organised and operates over a wide field, comprising several export 
markets, it is usual for the industry to arrange a system of price
discriminations according to the intensity of competition met with 
in each market. In the case of large combines and amalgamations, 
this is a recognised method of meeting competition in foreign. 
markets. Where the home market in the exporting country is 
protected by means of high tariffs, it is a general practice for export 
prices to be fixed at considerably lower rates than the internal 
market price. In addition to these well known devices for meeting 
compl,tition, substantial reductions in export prices may occur also 
as the result of exchange depreciation. Over and above all these' 
factors of an individual or local character, world wide monetary 
causes may bring about a fall in the general level of prices affect
ing every industry. The prices of cotton goods in India in recent 
years have been influenced in varying degrees by most or all of 
these causes, and to that extent the protective effect of the ad 1:alo
rem duties introduced in 1930 has been curtailed. 

128. A decline in the general level of prices affects not merely 
the prices of finished goods but also those of the materials used in 

. manufacturing them. A reduction in the' 
~ffer.t of fall lD the cost of production due to a general fall in· prIce of cotton. . • 

the PrIce of raw mat.enals benefits bot.h thE" 
foreign and indigenous indmtries. It may therefore be supposed 
that, where a decline in the price of imported goods occurs as thE' 
result of a general fall in the price of raw materials, an ad valorem 
dutv will not necessarily reduce the protection afforded to the 
indigenous industry. That an ad valorem duty will operate lesl>
to the disadvantal!'e of the 10ca I inclllst.rv when the fall in the price
of imported goods is due to a J!'eneral fall in the price of raw mate
rials may be admitted. But aHhough th~ disadvantage is less than 
in other cases, it may often be l3ufficiently great to render the duty 
ineffective for the purpose of protection. In the case of the cotton 
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textile industry the principal material is raw cotton, the price of 
which until I'ecently showed a steady decline in every country. 
"The market price of cotton goods responds instantaneously to the 
prevailing price of raw cotton, and therefore a decline in the latter 
exerts a corresponding influence on the prices of cotton piece. 
goods. In a declining market this involves the manufacturer in 
loss, because the current price of raw cotton, on which the price of 
his finished goods is based, is lower than the .price at which he 
purchased the raw cotton from which the goods have been manu
factured. The position of the Indian manufacturer however is 
no worse in this respect than that of the foreign manufacturer, 
and, since the disability may be presumed to be equally great in 
the two cases, the balance of advantage may appear to remain un
affected. But the fall in the price of imported goods reduces the 
amount of revenue payable by the importer under an ad vawre1n 
duty, and the protection derived by the Indian industry is thus 
reduced at a time when 10llses are incurred by the manufacturer 
in a falling market. The position may be illustrated as follows:-

'I'ABLE LIX. 

Indian Import Indian fair Protec. 
fair Import Protection selling price at Protec. tion at - subse· tion Belling prioe. granted. price at quent required. 25 per 

price. subsequent date. cent. 
date. 

---------
Annas. Annas. Annas. Annas. Annas. AnnM. 

<:otton . 7 7 .. is is " . . 
.other ,barges 8 6 .. S /) .. .. 

--- --_. ------ ---
Total 16 12 25 percent. 13 10 3 2! 

(3 annnas) 

129. An e:xamination of the figures of imports from Japan 
Trade figures ilIustrat- since 1929-30 will indicate the relative in

ing the effect of specific effectiveness of ad 'I.·alorem duties from a pro-
duties. tective point of view-

TABLE LX'. 
Classes 01 goods ttl which the minimum specific duty is applicable. 

1929·30 1931·32 Increase + 
- in 1,000 in 1,000 or 

yards. yards. Reduction -. . 
Plain Grey . 336,U3 132,liS7 ~Opercent. 

(;cloured Woven . . 74,110 17,466 -76 per cent. ---- -- -
410,223 150,033 ~3pLrcent. 
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TAB~ LXI., 

Classes. oj goods l·iable only to the ad valorem duty. 

1929·30 1931·32 Increase -+ 
~ in 1,000 in 1,000 or 

yards. yards. Reduction -. 

Borderd Grey 57,584 52,629 -·9 per c"nt. 

White bleached. . . 13,880 59,820 +330 per cent. 

Printed 52,549 48,540 -8 percent. -
:'", 

D;oo. .. . 27,611 28,662 +4 per cent. 

; 151,624 189,651 +25 per cent. 

~he~crease in the imports of artificial sill: piecegoods from Japan,. 
In spIte of a duty of 50 per cent. introduced in September 1931. 
may also be cited as evidence of the comparative ineffectiveness of 
ad valorem duties as a method of protection. The quantity ot 
piecegoods made entirely of artificial silk imported from Japan 
rose from 22'56 million yards in 1930-31 to 73·31 million yards in 
1931-32. The figures shown for 1930-31, however, represent only 
imports for 7 months. Allowing for this, the increase in imports 
from Japan was nearly 90 per cent. 

130. It is obvious from these considerati)ns that if it is decided' 
to grant protection by means of tariffs to the cotton textile industry. 

. . . it should be given in the form of specific 
O.bJectlOn~ to speCific duties if the protection is to be really effec-

duties conSldered-EfIect t' Th . f b t' t' on revenue. lve. e question 0 su SItU mg a system 
of specific duties for the existing ad valorem 

assessment of cotton piecegoods was examined by Mr. G. S. Hardy 
in 1929. His report contains a detailed statement of the difficul
ties which are likely to be encountered in substituting specific for 
ad valorem duties on cotton piecegoods. In our examination of 
this question we cannot do beUer than take Mr. Hardy's report 
II.S our starting point and consider how far in the light of the 
difficulties pointed out by him a suitable basis for a system of 
specific duties may be devised. One of the difficulties mentioned 
11y Mr. Hardy is the possibility that under a system of specific 
uuties the revenue derived by Government from the duties on cotton 
pieceg-oods may be seriously affected. Under his terms of reference 
Mr. Hardy was not required to consider specifically the question of 
g-ranting protection to the industry, but only to report what changt's 
had taken place since the. Tariff Board reported in the volume of 
imports, the classes of goods imported and the extent and severity of 
extt'rnal competition. The question of protection, however, is the 
main issue before us, and it necessarily follows that, under any 
system of duties which we may propose, a substantial reduction in 
the revenue derived by Government must be reckoned with. lf a 
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protective duty really serves its purpose, it must result in a curtail
ment of imports and consequently a reduction in the revenue yielded 
by it .. The o~jection that revenues may be affected by a system 
of sp~Clfic d.utie~ does not therefore p~ssess the same validity in 'an 
enqwry whIch IS 801ely concerned wIth the question of granting 
protection as it did in Mr. Hardy's enquiry. Nevertheless we 
cannot entirely ignore this aspect of the case. We are required 
under our terms of reference to examine our proposals for the pro
tection of the industry in the light of part (b) of the Resolution 
adopted by the Legislative Assembly on the 16th February 1923. 
This paragraph which definitely refers to the dependence of Govern
ment for its revenues on customs duties requires that the Board's 
proposals, while based primarily on the requirements of protection, 
should at the same time prevent any ullneQessary loss of revenue to 
Government. Specific duties result in loss of revenue principally 
by reason of the fact that, in the class of goods to which a specific 
duty applies, the more expensive goods might under an ad valorem 
rate be chargeable with a duty higher than the !lpecific duty appli
cable to the class. In such cases, the loss in revenue is not justified' 
by any considerations. of protection. The Board has often been 
faced by this question in previous enquiries, and the method usually 
adopted by it for meeting this difficulty is to apply the specific duty 
as a minimum duty combined with an alternative ad valorem. duty 
at a rate not lower than the normal revenue rate. This has the 
effect of providing the industry with the amount of protectioll.. 
required by it while at the same time safeguarding revenues. If it 
is decided to grant protection to the cotton textile industry by. 
means of specific duties, this is obviously the most suitable form in 
which to provide it. 

. 131. An important question regarding specific duties to which 
Mr. Hardy has naturally devoted a great deal of attention is the 

probable difficulty in administering. such 
AdminiRtrative aspect. duties at the Custom House. The adminis-

tration of specific duties is closely connected with the basis adopted 
for assessing them. Specific duties on cotton piecegoods may be 
assessed on weight, area, length, count of yarn, reed and pick, kind 
of weave or piece. The assessment may be based on anyone of 
these factors or a combination of two or more of them. "From this 
point of view, the question of assessment raises principally two 
points-(i)Is ~he basis of assessme~t adopted rl~~cult +'0 determine 
in the case of Important classes of plecegoods? (~~) Is a duty assessed 
on this basis likely to dislocate seriously the course of trade? 

132. As regards the first point, it is obvious that the simpler the 
basis of assessment, the easier it would be to determine it. A basis' 

. of assessment composed of two or more factors 
Weight as a basls of would be more difS.cult to determine and 

assessment. • I I b th f h Invo ve more a our an anyone 0 t em 
taken singly. The object of combining d~erent.factors is to adjust 
the incidence of the duty in such a way as to avoid the imposition 
of an unfair burden on particular classes of goods as compared with' 
otherl!. Taking the various single factors on which the assessment 
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of specific duties on cotton piecegoods ~ay be based, there io at 
present only one which is employed in the Indian Tariff Schedule
viz., weight. Plain grey goods are at present liable to an ad 
valorem duty subject to a minimum specific duty based on weight. 
The system has. been in operation for over two years, and whatever 
its defects in other respects as a basis of assesRment, the weight 
factot has at least the advantage that Custom Houses have had 
,experience in working it for a considerable period. This is a strong 
.argument for extending the system of specific duties based on 
weight provided its extension will not be open to objections of a 
,decisive character on other grounds. An objection which has Leen 
urged against using weight as a basis of assessment is that important 
classes of piecegoods, especially grey goods, imported into India 
are packed in bales and the checking of weight for customs purposes 
,would involve in many cases the examination of baled goods by 
cutting the hoops and opening them. As a matter of fact, :plain 
grey goods wbich are now assessed on weight are almost invarIably 
'packed in bales and the checking of weight in their case should 
involve the same difficulty. Plain grey goods differ, however, 
.from bordered grey goorls in that they are more or less standardised 
goods, while in the caRe of the latter a bale may often consist of 
'pieces differing in dimensions and in width and colour of borders. 
A specific duty based on weight may therefore in the case of 
bordered grey goods result in loss of revenue, where as oHen 
:happens the ad valorem rate of revenue duty applied to each class 
of goods in the consignment may yield more revenue. But if the 
.specifio duty is combined with an alternative ad valorem revenue 
.duty, the calculation of the specific duty on the total weight of the 
bale after allowing for tare and wrappings will not result in any 
Joss of revenue because any shortage in the specific duty will for all 
practical purposes be made good by the enforcement of the lid 
,?alor~lIl rate.. If the probable shortage in revenue may be avoided 
In thIS way, It does not appear to be necessary to- open bales in the 
.case of bordered goods -any more than in the case of plain grey 
goods. It may also be pointed out that a considerable quantity of 
bordered grey goods is already assessed on the basis of weight. 
namely, bordered cloths with printed headings which till recently 
used to be imported in considerable quantities from Japan. An
other circumstance which lessens the strength of the objection to 
the assessment of bordered grey goods on weight is that recent con
signments seem to indicate that individual bales do not contain 
the Rame variety of dimensions and quality as previously, and 
consequently the objections to assessment on weigoht in the case of 
bordered gooods as compared with plain goods have greatly 
..diminished. Owing to the lack of demand and the increased 
duties, it apparently dOElll not pay the importer now to deal in a 
wide rango? o.f sizes,. with the result thR;t the bulk of the imports 
now fall withID the SIze of 9 to 10 yards lD Calcutta and 8 to 11 in 
Bombay. This is eaignifiCitnt inasmuch as it sug-gests that the condi
-tions of import trade have adapted themseh"es to the chanO'ed 
-situation and tllat administrative difficulties in regard to spe~fic 
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. dJlties are probably ·only transitional. In the case of a long estab
lished trade like cotton piecegoods, difficulties of a transitional 
character cause proportionately greater inconvenience than in other 
trades and their importance therefore should not be minimised. 
At the same time if on grounds of public necessity changes in 
customs regulations are called for, the fact that temporary difficul
ties may be caused to the trade is not a valid argument against 
adopting such changes. 

]33. From the point of view of customs administration, prob-. 
ably the most important difference between plain grey goods on. 

d 
the one hand and most other classes of piece-

A mioistrativ8 difficul· d th h . th t· th f th tieR not. insuperable. goo son. e .ot er 1S a In e case o. e· 
former, InVOICeS generally state the weIght 

of the goods while in the latter as a rule they do not. Informa
tion contained in invoices is not of course conclusive evidence, but 
it facilitates the administration of specific duties assessed on weight,. 
becau!le in such cases actual weighment of goods may be confined to 
weighment for checking the correctness of the information con
tained In invoices. In the case of goods regarding which no 
information of weight, is furnished in invoices, more weighment 
by customs officials would be necessary. That specific duties based: 
on weight will involve more labour and delay in the case of piece-. 
goods other than plain grey is undoubtedly a circumstance which 
relJders the enforcement of the duties difficult. But that this 
difficulty is not altogether insuperable and that it may be sur-· 
mounted without serious inconvenience to the trade and to customs 
officials is proved by the fact that under the present tariff defini-. 
tion of ' plain grey' goods, the minimum specific duty per pound, 
It; applicable to goods other than plain grey. It has been men-· 
tioned already that bordered grey goods which have printed head-. 
ings 8S distinct from woven are for tariff purposes classed as plain 
grey and assessable to the specific duty. Practically all coloured 
woven goods are similarly assessable to the specific duty. More
than a quarter of the total goods now imported are already assessed 
to a specific duty based on weight. From the statement in Ap
pendix V it will be seen that, taking grey shirtings, coloured 
goods and other miscellaneous classes of goods imported in bales. 
on which specific duties are now levied, probably more than 45 per· 
cent. of the piecegoods imported in bales are now assessed on weight-. 
If it is considered desirable on protective grounds to extend the. 
system of specific- duties based on weight to all classes of piere
goods, the method by which customs authorities now assess the, 
specific duty on goods other than plain f!rey may be extended to· 
such claAses of goods. Meanwhile if notir.e is l!'iven to importers 
that particulars regarding weight would hereafter be required in 
invoices relating to all classes of floods. the labour and delay 
involved in assessing them will be reduced within Ii comparatively
short time. If. in addition to this, CURtom Houses are immediately· 
instructed to collect data regarding the averaf!e tare allowance on 
each class of piecegoods and the avera"e weight of the paner, 
"\\'Tappings, etc., the period of initial difficulty may be further· 
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sh~rten~d. We show in Appendix VI a provisional method of 
estlmatmg tare allowance. 

1.34. Th~ foregoing discussion points to the conclusion that if 
speCIfic dutIes on cotton p.iecegoods .are .assess~d per unit of weight 

Effect of specific duties theIr determmatIon WIll not present any 
on relativ:e incide!1~e- serious practical difficulties. The fact that 
~~~:gMr. litardc;n:~~~~~ ~ssessme~t by weight ha~ been in operation. 
ed. ~or a perIod of two years m regard to several 

. Important classes of piecegoods renders 
its adoption less drfficult from an administrative point . of· 
view than it ~ppeared when Mr. Hardy reported. We have 
now to examIne whether an extension of specific duties 
assessed ~er uni.t of .weight to all imported piecegoods will 
cause. serIous dIslocatIOn to the trade. The point involved 
h~re IS whether a. sys~em. of specific duties based on weight 
WIll vary the relatIve InCIdence of customs duties on different 
classes of piecegoods to such an extent as to inflict serious· 
~ax:n on t!ading ,interests. Mr. Hardy went into the question of 
InCIdence In conSIderable detail and arrived at the conclusion that 
a system of specific duties, whether based on weight or any other 
factor, would involve a classification of goods for rating purposes 
such as might seriously depreciate the comparative value of well 
known trade marks. Before examining this question, it is neces
saryto point out certain important differences in this respect 
between the present enquiry and Mr. Hardy's. In the first place, 
ours is definitely an enquiry into the claim of the cotton industry 
to protection, unlike Mr. Hardy's. If it is decided to grant pro
tection by means of import duties, the duties will necessarily have 
to be arranged in such a way that their incidence will be heavier 
on those classes of imported goods which compete most severely 
with Indian manufactures and less on those which compete to a 
smaller extent. The disturbance of the relative incidence of duties 
on different classes of goods is for this reason less relevant in an 
enquiry which is concerned primarily with the question of granting 
protection. In the second place, the piecegoods market in India, 
since Mr. Hardy reported, has been already so seriously dislocated 
by influences of various kinds that the relative incidence of an 
ad valorem revenue duty under normal conditions cannot for prac
tical purposes be taken as a suitable basis of comparison at present. 
Influences such as the general trade depression, the fall in pur
chasi.ng power, the political unrest, the present protec.tive duties 
and the increasing competition of Japanese goods have been more 
wayward and unsettling in their e~ect on. recognised brands of 
piecegoods than any' system of speCIfic dutIes would. have been. 
Various instances may_ be quoted of the compl~te dIsappearance 
during the past two years, as the res~lt of these Influences, of well 
known trade marks which have been In the market for many years. 
For this reason the effect of specific duties on comparative incid
ence must be regarded as being of far less practical importance 
now than when Mr. Hardy made his enquiry. Thirdly it may be 
pointed out that the system now in force, under which a minimum 
specific duty is applicable to certain classes of cloth and an ail 
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1JalO1'em rate without a minimum specific· duty to other classes, 
may have a more disturbin~ effect on relative incidence than a 
8ystem of specific duties applIed to all classes. A good illustration 
of this is the large increase in the imports of ..bleached goods from 
.T apan. The specific duty on plain grey goods makes inferior 
bleached goods relatively cheaper quality for quality and their 
<standing in the market has consequently improved greatly in coD,l
parison with grey goods. The fact that since Mr. Hardy reported 
minimum specific duties hav" been applied to certain classes of 
piece goods renders the case for the general adoption of the system 
iJtronger than in 1929. 

135. As has been pointed out before, a. combination of two or 
ruore of the factors mentioned in paragraph 131 may secure a more 

equitable adjustment of thb incidence of a. 
Assessment o!, other system of specific duties than a.ny factor 

-factors than weIght. k' I I· f h· h· ta en SIng y. t IS or t ]s reason t at In 

the tariff systems prevailing In certain countries, specific duties 
.on cotton piece~oods are based on a conjunction of different factors. 
j<'or example, In the Tariff of the China Maritime Customs, to 
1Vhich Mr. Hardy refers in his report, cotton piecegoods are classi
fied for the assessment of specific duties partly by weight and partly 
by the dimensions of each piece. Similarly in the Tariff of the 
t:'l1ited States of .America, while weight is taken as the unit of 
assessment, there is a graduated scale of duties depending on. the 
of number' or apparent count of the cioth. In the Austrian tariff 
th~ cluty is assessed on weight but the classification is by counts 
1)f yarn. In the Japanese Tariff the classification takes into account 
weight, area and the number of reed and picks, There can be 
little doubt that if specific duties are assessed on weight at rates 
varying according to classification based on some other factor or 
factors, a more satisfactory adjustment of the incidence may be 
secured. But such a system will greatly add to the complexities 
(If administration at the customs offices, and before recommending 
it it is therefore necessary to examine whether a simpler system 
will necessarily involve in actual practice too serious a dislocation 
<If the trade. 

13G. For the purpose of the present enquiry it appears that the 
.only practical test by which we can judge the effect of a system 

. . of specific duties based solely on weight is 
Il;lcldp'Ice . of ,Specl~1l their comparative incidence on different 

dutIes exammed m part!. I f d ' . 
4\ular casel. C asses 0 goo s under the condItIons actually 

prevailing in the market. We have there
fore been at some pains to examine, in connection with various 
~'epresen~ative kinds of piecegoods of different classes now imported 
Into IndIa, to what extent the relative i'ncidence of customs duties 
would be altered if a system of minimum specific duties per pound 
·of cloth was extended to all classes of piecegoods. The results of 
this examination may be shown in tabular form as follows. The 
i.~lasses of piecegoods included in the statement are those to which 
the minimum specific duty is not applicable under the existing 
tariff definition of 'plain grey' goods. The goods are classified 
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in groups within which substitution may ordinarily be expected' 
to take place, and the prices on which duties are calculated for 
each group relate more or less to the Bame period 80 as to eliminate
variations in the prices of raw cotton. 

TABLE LXII. 

Ad valorem equivalents oj specific duties per pound at hypothetioar 
rates. 

-- 3as.6p. . 4 as. 4 as. 6 p. bas. 

per cent. per cent. per cent. Pt'l' cent. 

1. White Bhirling6-

Average apparent oount-

40ls. 171 20 221 25! 

42ls· · · 18 201 231- 251 

43s. 18 20t 23l 251 

448. • · · 171 20 221 211 

2. White 8hirling8-

Average apparent ooun~ 

30ls. 241- 271 31l 341 

33s. · · 26 291 33l 37 

331s. 26t 30 33t 37! 

34la. · 251 29 321 361 

3518• 24i 281 31i 35! 

361s. · 24i 281- 31i 351 

37a. 231- 261 291 33 

a. WAite muUs-

Average apparent oount-

538. · · 161 18i 21 231 

69a. . · 161 19 211 231 

•• Grey dhut,- • 
Average epparent ooun~ 

4Ol8. border l' col. · 22 25 28l 311 

'Ols. l' · · · 221 251 29 321 
" .. 

4018. " 
2' 

" · 19 21i 241 271 
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- 3 as. 6 p. 4 as. 4as.6p. 5as, 

per cent • per cellt. per cent. per cent. 

.6. Ong tlAul ..... 

Average apparent coWlI;-

311s. border i" 001. . 30i 341 391 431 
32is. .. ." .. . 29 33 37 41i 
331-. .. ." .. 33 371 421 47 
348. .. I" Dby, 291 34 38 421 
341-• .. 

." col. , 311 361 41 45i 
35is· n I" Dby. 30 341 381 421 

4. WliNe 1IMn tlAuli&-

Average apparent connl;-

628. border II" repp. , 13! 151 171 191 
62&. .. II" n and tooth. 121 141 161 181 
658. n II" repp. 14! 16! 18i 201 
67is • .. 

." ooL 
111 13! 151 17 

68&. .. ~~" Dby. 141 16i 18! 201 
1. Bed Bliit1i1lf_ 

Average appllrllot oounl;-

30.. . 20~ 23 26 281 
.3°1s. 191 221 251; 29 
3lB. . 211 25 28 31 
321s, . , 21f 25 28 31 
321-. , . 20 ..221 2lif 28l 

137. This statement is not by any means exhaustive, but it is 
Bufficiently representative to indicate that, taking val'ious classes 

, of goods actually in the market according 
Case fo~ assessmg to groups within .which substitution due to duty 00 weight. • 

prIce changes may take place under normal 
conditions, no serious disturbance of the relative incidence is likely 
to be caused by a general application of specific duties assessed 
per unit of weight. The most noticeable direction in' which dis
turbance will be caused on this method of assessment is t!lat goods 
belonging to groups of lower counts will be liable to a proportion-
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at~ly higher rate. But since the bulk of the Indian production in 
thIS range of goods consists of the less fine varieties in which th~ 
need for protection is therefore greater, such a disturbance must 
be accepted as being in accordance with the inherent necessities 
of t~e case. At 'the same time, in the coarser classes of goods, 
partICularly of counts 20s. and below, internal competition is 
~lready so strong that an increase in the import duty will not result 
m ~n~ corresponding increase in prices. As regards these goods. 
of plam weave practically the whole of the Indian consumption is 
now supplied locally and internal competition is rendered more 
acute by the fact that a large part of the production is in the hands 
of small handloom weavers. If it is established that trade will 
not be seriously dislocated except where the requirements of pro
tection justify it, and that there will be no insuperable difficulties 
of administration and if, further, provision cail be made against 
any unnecessary loss in revenue, there is in our opinion a very 
strong case, from a protective point of view, for the general adop
tion of a system of specific duties assessed per unit of weight. 
Trade also will, we believe, in the long run benefit by the adoption 
of a general system of specific duties. As regards the great bulk 
of imported goods, it would help traders by enablin~ them to cal
culate their selling prices more definitely beforehand. At a time 
when prices are in a state of flux, ad valorem duties tend to increase 
the' uncertainties of the trade, and their replacement by a system 
of specific duties will therefore afford more security. 

138. The Bombay Chamber of Commerce have expressed the 
opinion that area will provide a more suitable basis for the assess

ment of specific duties than weight, on the 
Weight more su!table grounds that reliable data regarding area are 

~:ss;:~: as baSIS of furnished in invoices and that the fact that 
. inaccuracy in the statement of dimensions 

would constitute an infringement of the Merchandise Marks Act, 
reduces the need for independent investigation. We have already 
stated our view that the difficulty of ascertaining the weight or 
imported goods, if in any case it is found to be serious, will be 
confined to a relatively short period and that even during this 
initial period provisional means of meeting the difficulty may be 
devised. On the other hand, we believe that under existing condi
tions in the Indian market, assessment based on area will prove II; 

greater source of disturbance than on weight. The most important 
factor leading to unfair incidence in the case of assessment on 
weight is the difference in the proportion of sizing materials, 
whereas in the case of assessment on area it is the difference in 
reed and picks. In piecegoods of higher counts there is in practice 
relatively little sizing used, and since the imports into India are 
now almost entirely restricted to counts considerably above 30s. 
the possibility of unfair incidence ~m account. of this factor .~ay 
be regarded as inconsiderable. BeSIdes there IS ~ardly any sI~mg 
in goods other than grey except ~here ext~a ~eIght IS sometImes 
given to bleached and dyed goods 11;'- the finI~hmg proce~ses by the 
addition of starch and other matenals. ThIS however IS confined 
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mainly to goods of counts below 40s. But in piecegoods of higher 
counts not merely in grey but also in other .lines there can be, and 
<lften is, a great deal of difference as regards the number of reed 
.and picks and this difference renders a duty, based on area liable 
to be seriously unfair in its incidence. We think that the interests 
of traders and importers would be served on the whole better by a 
duty based on weight than on area. 

139. Whatever basis is adopted for a system of specific dlities, 
we consider that it should be based on as broad a classification 

as possible. Minute sub-classification of.the 
f Classififiaticft' of goods kind in force in other countries and such as 

01' Specl C U lea. , is suggested by the idea of a scientific' tariff 
will r!'nder the working of the system unnecessarily complicii-ted. 
Four main headings corresponding to. the: principal group~ ',of 
imported piecegoods-(i) plain grey, (ii) bordered grey, (iii) 
bleached and (iv) printed, dyed and coloured woven-witll, a 
s!'parate rate of duty applicable, _ tq .eachl- will sufficiently 
me!'t the case. 'Ve have estimated the, costs of the Ihdian 
industry on the basis of the average costs,' of , principal. ggqns 
taIling within each group. The selection of the kinds, of goods 
to be included in each group was left to the mills themselves, .and 
it may be presumed that an estimate of 'the average costs of 'the 
goods, of each class as selected ~ by th~'mills will represe!1t .for 
practical purposes a su,fficient ,basis for d~hirmining the pI'~tec#on 
required for that class. It may be c04tended tllat the variety 
of goods included in each group is so Jarge that an' average rate 
of duty calculated for the whole group may on the one hand afford 
in many cases insufficient or . excessive protection and on the ot.her 
hand may bear more' hardly on the consumers,of some goods than 
of others. An 'advalorem rate of duty Will meet the latter difficulty. 
but will not necessarily meet the' former unless it is assumed that 
-the. measure ofprotec:tion required for more expensive goods' is 
-proportionately greater. which is not so. If, as we believe, specifi,.c 
-duties are essential for effective protection and at the same time 
it is necessary to ensure that the scheme of protection is simple 
and easy to work, we think that a scheme such as we have sug-
gested is the most satisfactory under the circumstances. . 

140. The Bengal Chamber of Commerce in their evidence have 
'Objected strongly to the extension of a system of tariffs based on 

specific duties. We have very carefully oon-
Objections of thoe

f 
sidered the ob]' ections raised by the Chamber Bengal Chamber 

-Commerce. but see no reason to alter our views. These 
objections are based principally on three 

grounds-that it will harass the shipper, importer and consumer, 
that it will cause great extra .expense and labour to the cust~ms 
department and that it will decrease the"revenue. We have already 
discussed these objections in detail in connection with Mr. Hardy'S 
report and it is uD!llecessary to discuss them further. The opposi
tion of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce to a system of specino 
duties is in our opinion due to an inadequate appreciation of the 
~ssential factors in the situation. In view of the experience and 
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authority represented by the Chamber in matters of this kind we 
desire to restate briefly what these factors are. The currenci~s of 
~he principal countries competing with India in the cotton textile 
l~dustry are at present divorced from the gold standard and are 
hable ~o unexpected fluctuations in value. The cotton industry of 
J apa~ IS one of the most highly rationalised industries in the world 
cater~n~ for a l~rge nl;1mber ?f export markets and, therefore, is in 
~ posItI?n to adJust p~Ices qUlCkly so as to meet changing conditions
In partIcular countrIes. The constant variation in the price of 
raw cotton .an~ its reaction 0ll the price of piecegoods renders th~ 
cotton textile mdustry pecuharly hable to sudden fluctuations in 
the price of its finished products. These conditions have seriously 
affected the protection intended for the Indian industry in the past, 
and to the best of our judgment may affect it equally in the futurer 
Ad valorem- duties _ are admittedly an ineffective form of protec
tion under such conditions. And if the risk of the protection 
granted to the Indian industry being frittered awa.v is to be 
avoided, it is essential that it should be given in the form of 
specific duties. Equally important are the practical difficulties of 
the problem. In no il1dustry that we are aware of is the difficulty 
of estimating the measure of protection on a comparison of Indian 
and import prices so insuperable as in the cotton textile industry. 
If the measure of protection is fixed in comparison not with import 
prices but with realised prices by the mills, then its equivalent 
ad valorem rate based on import prices will be impossible to deter", 
mine with any reasonable approach to accuracy for the obvioult 
reason that there will be a hundred different import prices on 
which it may be fixed. Further, if it is admitted tha.t the need 
for protection is greatest in respect of cloth of medium and the lesa 
fine counts, the only conceivable method of adjusting the burden 
of protection in approximate relation to the requirements of the 
industry, without unnecessarily complicating the administration, 
is by granting it in the form of a specific duty assessed on weight. 
A system of ad valorem duties unless fixed by counts or countries· 
of origin will involve an irrational distribution of the burden of 
protection. Administrative considerations render differentiation 
by counts impossible at present. As we explain in paragraphs 150-
and 151 the inherent difficulty of determining what are comparable 
classes of products in the cotton industry makes differentiation by 
country of origin also impossible: Therefore, if a. system ?f ad 
valorem duties is adopted, the dutIes should be apphed at uniform 
rates to all classes of goods irrespectiv-e of. quality or country of 
origin. These rates would work out approxImately at 50 per cent. 
for plain grey, 45 per cent. for bordered grey and 40 pel' cent. 
for bleached goods and for printed, dyed and coloured woven goods
( see paragraph 117). 

141. We are now in a position to sUlIlluarise the mai.n features; 
oi the scheme of protection. We consiller that protection should 

be given in the form of specific duties corre~ 
Main features ?f the sponding in amount to the ~ea~ure of assist-: 

scheme of protectloll. ance estimated for each prmcIpal class of 
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·piecegoods in' paragraph 98. The amount is calculated in each 
-case with reference to the margin between the average fair selling 
price and the average nett realised price of each class of goods. 
The costs and realised prices are based on those of the most import
ant lines of goods in each class in which the Indian industry has to 
meet external competition. Generally speaking, these goods are 
'woven fram yarn of average counts ranging from 25s to 40s. We 
propose that the duty as thus calculated should be applied to goods 
of all counts and kinds of weave falling within the class to which 
it refers. The specific duty is intended in each case to afford the 
whole of the protection required and is, therefore, to be regarded 
as the minimum amount below which the import duty should not 
be allowed to fall during the period of protection. For the purpose 
{)f safeguarding revenues, we propose that the specific duty 
·should in each case be combined with an ad valorem rate which 
may be fixed from time to time according to the revenue require-
1nents of the Government. 

142. We propose that the period of protection should be fixed 
-at ten years. In the case of a large industry like the cotton textile 

. . industry a longer perjod than we have ordi-
PerIod of protectIon. narily allowed will be required for full 

{}evelopment and reorganisation. The problems which face. the 
industry as a whole are unusually difficult and many-sided and un
less sufficient time is given, it will be unreasonable to expect any 
-tangible results from the policy of protection. Even if condition!! 
-are normal, the task of reorganisation and of adjustment to new 
-factors would involve a great deal of thinking and planning ahead. 
It Wall expected by the Government of India when the Act of 1930 
-was under consideration that the t:eorganisation of the Bombay 
-6eCtian of the industry would be accomplished in three years. No 
-allowance was then made for the unusual factors which have since 
·supervened. The renovation of a long established and old industry 
-cannot be expected to take place in strict accordance with a pre
arranged time table. It is idle to blame the industry if the time 
1.able is not followed, for the process of development takes time and 
involves many uncertain factors. To take one aspect of the industry 
as an illustration, the important problem of reOl'ganising the condi
-tions of labour with a view to reducing the cost of labour per unit of 
output involves not merely co-ordinated action an the part of 
.employers but patient negotiation with labour and a concerted 
attack upon those social conditions which lower the efficiency of 
'labour in India. Similarly, the task of reforming the system of 
management and control, though easily described by facile phrases 
-!luch as ' rationalisation ' and 'amalgamation', involves stupen
'dous difficulties as has been well illustrated by the experience of the 
Lancashire Cotton Corporation. We have frankly recognised in 
our discussion of the claim of the industry to prot'ection that it is 
impossible to forecast with any precision on the existin~ data when 
the industry will be in a position to dispense with protection. We 
rather think, as we have already j.ndicated, that the ultimate salva-
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tion of the industry will come as the result of a strenuous internal 
competition stimulated by protection under which the more efficient 
mills in the country will so develop their output and improve their 
methods as to replace completely a large number of the existing 
mills. Sufficient time must be given for this process to work itself 
out. In view of the difficulties which face the industry at present 
and equally of the important national interests which are involved 
in it, we do not think that ten years can be regarded as too long a 
period. Unless protection is assured for a period of at least ten 
years, the capital required by the better class of mills for further 
development will not be forthcoming. It is rather the stability than. 
the rate of protection which encourages the investment of capital 
III a protected industry. The Indian cotton textile industry, espe
cially in Bombay, has been recently the subject, of many public 
enquiries. Such enquiries repeated at frequent intervals must 
militate against healthy development. We think that the industry 
s~ould now be allowed a period of rest from these harassing enqui
rIes . 
.' 143. We have now to examine whether protective duties should 

~e! applied to goods imported from the United Kingdom as well as. 
; , .to goods from other countries, and if so, 
,;GJ'oun~ for ~he ad,?p- whether they should be applied at the same 
tlOll of differential duties . d'off" 'U d h C t in'193O. rates oX' at 1 eTent rates. n er t e ot 01)1 

, 'Textile Industry (Protection) Act of 1930; 
the' 'ad valorem protective duty was fixed at, 20 per cent. 
and; : its application was restricted to goods imported from 
cell-ntx-ies other than the United :Kingdom. The duty applicable
to' goods imported from the United Kingdom' was fixed at the
revenue rate of 15' per -cent. It was explained by the Finance
Me'mber in presenting' the proposals of the Government to the' 
Legislative Assembly that they could not, in any' circumstances" 
agree, for the emergency purpose which they had in view, to 
ali additional protective duty 'of 5 per cent. on all classes of 
piecegoods irrespective of the country of' origin " since the imme
diate benefit to the Indian producer would be -wholly, :incommen
Burate with' the burden imposed on the Indian consumer". He
added (, for the period covered by the purpose of our emergency 
measure, the production in Iridia of those :classes of goods which 
form the great bulk of the imports from the United Kingdom must 
be very small, and therefore an additional 5 per cent. duty on those 
goods would put II. burden on the consumer without a corresponding 
benefit ,to the industry." The view stated: by the Finance Member 
was amplified by Sir George Rainy in a note presented to the
Assembly. In this note, it was estimated, on the figures of imports 
for 1928-29, that the proportion of the total goods imported from 
file Unitl'iI. King-nom whir~ dirertly competed with the'produrt~ of 
the:Indian industry wn'l approximately l while the correspond1!lg 
fignre for Jllpan was T~ and for other ('()unttie:;. t. It was explam
ed'that the small extent to -which the' United Kingdom com
peted directly was aue to the fact that ill anY' clal'sof goo~s' which 
can' be made frOln Indian cotton',' Hie United Kingdom mIlls ,hav~ 
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been unable to face the competition rtf the Indian mills and have 
been gradually driven out of the market. They hold their own 
only in those classes of goods which cannot be made out of Indian 
cotton. In reply to the argument that a higher duty on all imported 
piecegoods would lead to a rapid development of the industry and in 
particular would bring about a substantial increase in the spinning 
and weaving of the finer counts made fram. imported cotton, it was 
stated that the object in view at the moment was nQt the 
development of the industry but its preservation. "To keep the 
industry alive during the next three years what is required 
is not encouragement to launch out into new farms of manufacture 
which involve n~w equipment and more highly trained labour but 
measures which will preserve to the mills the markets in those 
classes of goods which they are already equipped to produce and foJ." 
the manufacture of which their labour is trained ............. In the 
opinion of Government the proper time to consider what assistance 
the mill industry may require in order to extend its range and 
undertake the manufacture of the finer goads, of which the present 
production is extremely small, will be when the Tariff Board 
Enquiry is held in 1932-33." 

144. It will be seen from the statement made on behalf of the 
Government in the Assembly in 1930 that the exclusion from the 

. scope of the protective duty of goods imported 
.Summary of conslder- from the United Kingdom was based princi-

ahona. 11 h ·d· fi h h' , pa y on tree consl erations; rst, t at' t e 
extent of direct competition between the products Qf the Indian 
industry and imports fram. the United Kingdom was relatively 
small; secondly, that the great bulk of the goods imported from 
the United Kingdom were of a kind which could not be made from 
Indian cotton, and, thirdly, that . the grant of assistance to the 
Indian industry far the manufacture of the finer varieties of goods 
could not be considered except in connection with the question of 
substantive protection. 

145. The extent of the competition from the United Kingdom 
during the period immediately preceding the Act of 1930 was ane of 

P d t · f bI h d the subjects investigated by Mr. G. S. Hardy 
ro uc IOn 0 eac e . 1929 0 f h' . I goods if India. In. ne 0 t e most Important c asses 

of goods imported from the United Kingdom 
consists of bleached goods. In 1931-32 bleached goads formed 50·5 
per cent: a~d in .1927-28, on the figures of which year Mr. Hardy 
based hIS mveshgatIon, 33·2 per cent. of the total quantity of 
imports of piecegoods from the United Kingdam.. Mr. Hardy 
arrived at the conclusion that the quantity of bleached goods 
ma~ufactured by I.ndian ~iIls formed only about one per cent. of 
theIr total productIOn of grey or bleached' goods, and it would 
therefo~e app~ar that in this ~mp~rtant lIne of goods imported from 
the Umted KIngdom the IndIan Industry was not interested to the 
extent of more than this small proportion. The Tariff Board in 
1926-27 adopted a figure of 67·6 million yards estimated by the 
Bombay Millowners' Association as the total output of bleached 
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goads in Bombay corresponding to lth of its total production of 
grey. or bleached goods as against a figure of 4'3 million yards 
furnIshed by the Bombay Custom House. Mr. Hardy considered 
the conclusion of the Tariff Board 'entirely erroneous' on the 
groun~ . that the, Millowners' ~stimate must have contained large 
quantItIes of bleached cloth WIth coloured patterns which for the 
purpose of Trade Returns wauld be classified as ' coloured' and not 
• b~eac~ed ' . This view was apparently accepted by Sir George 
RaInY In the note referred to above. We asked the Bombay Mill
owners' Association to supply us with detailed figures of the output 
~f bleached cloth showing separately plain goods and goods contain
Ing coloured yarn for 19~7 and 1931. On these figures we find that 
excluding those containing coloured yarn, the output of bleached 
goods at Bombay was about 7 per cent. of the 'Grey and 
Bleached' production in 1927 and nearly 10 per cent. in" 1931. 
The proportIOn appears to be much higher at Ahmedabad. For the 
11 months ending the 29th February, 1932, the total output of 
bleached goads was 95-07 million out of a total production of 135-81 
'million Ibs. including coloured as well as grey or bleached. Out 
of this the Millowners' Association estimate 30-20 million Ibs, 
as the output of bleached goods containing coloured yarn leav
ing a figure of 64-86 million lbs.or approximately 50 per 
cent. of the tatal production as the output of plain bleached 
goods. According to the figures supplied by the Ahmedabad 
Millowners' Association to the Tariff Board in 1926-27 the average 
of 32 mills showed the proportion of bleached ta be 39 per cent_ 
of the total while 11 mills showed as high an average as 60 per 
cent. We believe on the evidence we have received in this 
ilnquiry that the output of bleached goods in India was considerably 
under-estimated by M;r. Hardy. 

146. Another class of goods which until recently formed a very 
large proportion of the imports from the United Kingdom is border

ed grey goods. 'Vith regard t{) this Mr. 
C;:0mpetitio,n from t~e Hardyis conclusion was that the trade in 

United Kingdom In dh _. t d f th U' d K' d bordered grey goods utIs Impor e rom, e nite Ing om 
- and the Indian mill production overlapped 

only to a small extent in the region of medium counts. This conclu
sion was based on the proportion of shirting, jaconet and mull 
dhutis imported from the United Kingdom as shown in the Calcutta 
Custmn House returns in comparison with the estimated proportion 
of dhutis of coarse, medium and fine counts made in Indian mills. 
On the figures of 1927-28, Mr. Hardy's estimates show~d that 
'dhutis of counts 31s to 40s farmed 22 per cent. of the total Imports 
of grey dhutis from the United Kingdom. 'Ve are unable to recon
cile this conclusion with the statement contained in the Report of 
the Tariff Board in 1926-27 (page 40) that according to the estimate 
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce " cloth containing warp 
or weft between 30s and 40s forms about 40 to 45 per cent. of the 
total export of cloth from the United Kinl?dom to this country"_ 
This statement rl'fers to the latter part of 1926 which is not removed 
by more than n yoor from the date of the figures on whicll },fro 
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Hardy based hill estimates. The imparts from the United KingdGm 
in 1926-27 were all follows:--

Plain grey • 
Bordered grey 
White 
Printed 
Dyed 
Woven coloured 

Million yards, 
146'4 
442'4 
550'3 
154'2 
120'2 
43'9 

1,457'4 

If the estimate of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce is correct,. 
at lease 540 million yards out of this total represented in warp 
or weft counts 30s to 40s and if, as Mr. Hardy suggested, 
practically all the bleached goods imported fram the United'. 
Kingdom were of counts above 50s, it would follow that nearly 65. 
per cent, of the other classes of goods imported fram the U:nited: 
Kingdom, of which dhutis formed approximately half, were of 
counts 30s to 40s. In a matter of this kind we are very much in 
the region of canjecture but we feel that, in respect of this also,. 
the Government of India as well as Mr, Hardy under-estimated the' 
extent of competition from the United Kingdom. 

147. We have drawn attention to these facts, not with any inten
tion to dispute the justification of the measures adapted by the 

. Government of India in 1930, but rather to· 
. Neces~ity . for protec- indicate the danger of making estimates· 

tlOO agalOst Imports from d' th t t f d' t t't' the United KlOgdom, regal' mg e ex en 0 nec compe I Ion 
between India and other cauntries on the 

exceedingly meagre data 'which are available. Moreover in view 
of the enormous variety of the goods produced by the cotton textile 
industry both in India and elsewhere and the wide field over which 
substitution can take place, the measure of ' direct competition' 
even if correctly estimated provides a very inadequate basis for 
determining the relative extent of protection required against each 
competing country. It will be apparent from the considerations 
urged by the Government of India, which we have summarised in 
paragraph 144, that their purpose in estimating the extent of direct 
competition between India and the United Kingdom was primarily 
to ascertain how far goods of the kinds imported from the United: 
Kingdom could be manufactured in India out of Indian cottO'Il. 
Since the object of the Protection Act of 1930 was to preserve for 
the Indian industry the market which then existed for piecegoods 
which could be made from Indian cotton, the question of extending 
assistance to the Indian industry so as to enable it to undertake the 
production of finer counts was considered' to be outside the scope 
of the Act. This question was definitely reserved for cansideration 
by the Tariff Board in 1932-33. We have already explained in para
graph 102 our view that the grant of protection to the manufacture 
of piecegoods from imported cotton is nat merely not inconsistent 

, with the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission but-must. 
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\ 
be 'regarded as a logical consequence of the grant of protection to the 
manufacture of goods from Indian cotton. Even if it were held that 
protection should be confined to the manufacture of goods from 
Indian cotton, )Ve shO'Uld still recommend that in view of the indirect 
competition which arose from goads of the finer counts, the protec. 
tive duties should be applied to such goods also. But in the view 
which we take of the problem of protection for the Indian catton 
textile industry we go further than this and would urge that the 
protective duties should be applied to imported goods of the filler 
counts not merely because such goods compete indirectly with goods 
produced from Indian cotton but also as a definite measure for fhe 
encouragement of the manufacture of goods from imported long 
staple cottan. 

- _U8. One of the suggestions made by the Tariff Board in 192G-27 
'Yasthat the Indian industry should take steps to promote the 

P f
· - diversification of its production.- ':fhe wisdom 

rogress 0 dlverslfica- f th t t· h bIb t tion in- production 0 a sugges IOn as een amp y orne ou 
_ _ _ - by the development which has taken ~la('e 

si~ce the Tariff Board reported. We have explained in detaIl ;n 
Chapter III the progress made by the Indian industry in the: pro
duction at piecegoods from yarn of finer counts. The average count 
of yarn spun in India has increased from 18·4 in 1925·26 to 20-0 in 
1931"32 and in Bombay from 11·2 to 20·6. The output of dhutis 
for tbe whole of India increased from 585·10 million yards in 
1921l-21 _ to 964·54 in 1931·32. the increase consisting largely of 
ptedium and fine counts. The averag-e yardage per pound of dhutis 
in 1926·21 W/lS 4·1 whereas in. 1931·32 it was 5·0. The output of 
cambrics and lawns rose from 3·38 million yards in 1926-27 V) 

43-32 in 1931-32. This consists almost entirely of the finer counts 
as iM sh()wll by the fact that the average yardage per pO'Und in 
1931~32 was approximately 1l. The progress is reHected in the 
character of the raw cotton imported into India in 1931-32 as 
compared with 1926·21. Both were years marked by a disturbance 
in -the- price parity -between Indian and foreign cotton and conse· 
quently by an increase in the quantity of raw cottan imported as 
c(\mpared 'with previous years. It will be seen from the figures in 
paragraph 35 that not merely was the total quantity imported ('on· 
siderablv great€'r in 1931·32 than in 1926-21 but there was a lare'e 
increase" in the imports from East Africa and Egypt indicating the 
progress in the manufacture of the finer counts. 

149. It is usual in estimating the progress made by the Indian 
industry in the manufacture of goods of medium and fine counts to 

- take, as the Bengal Chamber of Commerce 
Ma:ket for Ii.ne g~ds apparentlv does the total Indian produdion 

lIupplled by IndIan mIlls_ • - • 
- and Imports of varn of these classes and com· 

pare -the quantity with the total output of piecegoods produced in 
Indian mills. On the fil!'Ul·es of 1931·32. this metbod of cal('ub· 
(ion would _show that counts 2611 to 40s represented 18·5 p£'r ('€Int. 
and counts above 40s 3-5 per ('ent.of the total output at Indian 
doth. The proportions are small and would appear to indicate that 
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medium and fine counts represent in Indian production a relatively 
unimportant factor. This however is a misleading way of present
ing the actual situatian. If we leave out imported yarn on the 
assumption that almost the whole of it is used by handloom weavers 
and allow about 5 per cent. of the Indian production for saies to 
handloom weavers, the nett quantity of yarn of 26s to 40s used 
in 1931-32 by mills was approximately 170 million pounds. 
Taking 4t yards to one pound, this figure represents 765 million 
yards of cloth which is nearly equivalent to the total quantity of 
imports into India in 1931-32. Similarly if we take the Indian 
production of yarn of above 40B in 1931-32 and make the same 
allawance for sales to the handloom industry, we get a nett quan
tity of approximately 32 million pounds. Taking in this case an 
average of 8 yards to a pound, the total quantity of cloth may l·e 
estimated at 256 million yards or nearly a third of the total imports 
into India. The to'tal quantity of cloth woven in India in 1931-32 
from yarn of medium and fine counts thus exceeded the total 
imports of piecegoods by nearly one-third. The progress of the 
Indian industry should obviously be measured by the extent to 
which it supplies the to'tal market for the finer qualities of cloth 
in India, and judged by this test, the progress has been remarkable. 
In 1926-27 we find calculating on the same basis that the total 
quantity of cloth ""oven from counts 26s and above in Indian mills 
was 547 million yards against 1,021 million yards in 1931-32, while 
the total import of piecegoods into India in 1926-27 was 1,788 
million yards against 776 million yards in 1931-32. We consider 
it of the greatest importance for the future of the industry that this 
rate of progress should be maintained and for this reasan we are of 
the opinion that protection should be granted to the Indian industry 
against goods imported from the United Kingdom as well as from 
other countries. 

150. It remains to consider whether t.he same rate of prot.ection 
is required against the competition of goods manufactured in the 

D 
. .., 1 . United Kingdom as against the competition 
llllCUIty of fixmg f d f t d I h S' different.ial rates of dnty. 0 goo 8 manu ac ure ,e sew ere. IJ;lCe 

under aur scheme, protection for the IndIan 
industry is intended to be afiorded entirely by the specific duties 
included in it, it is in connection with these duties that this question 
should be considered. The rates atwhlch the specific duties are 
fixed have been calculated by us according to the difierence between 
the fair selling price for the Indian industry and the nett price 
realised by the mills. The price realised by the mills does not 
necessarily correspond to the price of imparted goods of any parti
cular class or country of origin but reHects competition from all 
sources. It is therefore in practice impossihle to estimate what the 
rate of duty would be if competition were confined to goods 
imported from particular countries. 'Moreover, as we have already 
pointed out, indirect competition between difierent classes of goods 
plays a large part in determining the prices of cotton piecegaods 
and therefore an analysis of the extent to which prices are inHu
enced by goods of the classes imported from one country as 'distinct 

F 
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from another would be misleading. Prices realised by the IndiaD 
mills must be presumed to reflect the competition from goods manu
lactured in each exporting country more or less in the proportion in 
which such competition prevails in the market. If it were possible 
tor us to :fix the duties with reference to the competition solely of 
Rritish goods or solely of Japanese goods, the rates would probably 
be higher in the latter case and lower in the farmer than the rates 
estimated by us. On the method adopted in this report we regard 
the proposed rates of duty as being practically the average of the 
l'ates applicable in the two cases weighted according to the relative 
intensity of competition. In the conditions of the piecegoods 
market no other method of determining the measure of protection 
appears to us to be possible. In this connectian it may be pointed 
out that in the case of the steel industry in respect of which a 
system of differential duties was proposed by the Tariff Board, the 
determination of comparable classes of Indian and imported articles 
present no difficulty, and further there is a well-recognised margin 
of difference between the prices of standard and non-standard steel. 

151. Even if the method adopted by us permitted of the splitting 
of the duties in accordance with the relative prices of goods imported 

from the two countries, the nature of the 
La~k of ir~.formation~· infarmation we have received regarding 

g~rding differences 10 differences in price would still make it im
prices. possible. We have bllen at considerable 
pains to ascertain the normal difference between the prices of com
parable classes of piecegoods imported from the United Kingdom 
and from Japan. But the evidence received by us shows such wide 
variation and in many cases is so conflicting that no definite estimate 
of the normal difference can be arrived at. Hardly any two dealers 
appear to agree as to what may be considered comparable classes of 
cloth among those imported fro'Ill the two countries, and in cases 
in which there was a fair measure of agreement, the prices quoted 
showed such wide divergences that no reliable conclusion could be 
based on them. In the absence of useful evidence from dealers and 
importers, we made an analysis of selected classes of cloth imported 
from the United Kingdom and from Japan so as to classify them ~ 
comparable groups. The following Table shows the results of the 
pnalysis:-



TABLE LXIII. 
Disparity in valu6 between United Kingdom and Japanes6 piecegoods imported into India. 

United Kingdom. Japan. 

Deaoription. Dimension, Approxi. Approxi· Appro:d· Ve:)ue per Value per Approxi. Appro:d Approxi. Value per Value per 
mate mate mate pIece or pound mate· mate mate reed piece or pound 

weight. apparent reed and yardlea8 I_ weight. apparent and piok. yard less leas duty. oounts. piok. duty. duty. oounta. duty. 

Yds, Pounds. Annu. Annas. Pounds. Annas. Annu. 

Grey Dhutis. 44' X 10 1'86 37. 18x15 31'35 16'85 1'82 351. 16xl15 23'78 13'2 

Grey shirtings 44'x38! Praotioally no imports. 10'15 28. 18xl8 113'43 10'8 

" .. · 38'x38 do. 10 25!. IOx18 104'47 S'152 

White shirtings · 35'x40 7'2 35., 20x18 106'5 14'82 0'6 30!. 21x18 104'47 10'0 . .. .. · 36·x40 0'3 30 • 23x21 164'4 18-4 12'25 241. 23x21 132'00 10'80 

Khaki drill . 28"x40 Almost no import8, 11 ... ... 110'4 10'S5 

White nainsooks 36"XIS 3'0 34h 19x10 152'06 15'415 31" X ISyds 331. 16x12 30'60 12'20 
2'5 

White mulls. 44"x20 3'3 40. 18x14 50'16 115'68 44"x20yds 301. 18x15 52"24 14'02 
3'5 

White twills. 33"x40 S'32 30. 21xl0 164'6 10'8 32" x40yds 20. 20xl5 05'58 S'05 
10'75 
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The difference in price as shown in this Table varies from 26' [) 
per cent. to 55 per cent: calculated on t~e nett price per pound of 
Japanese goods. Even If grey and khakI goods were omitted from 
the Table a~d .the analysis. was confined to bleached goods, the 
range of varIatIon. would stIll be too wide . 

. 15.2. In the following ~able we show the average values of th~ 
prInCIpal classes oi cloth Imported from the United Kingdom and 

Fluctuations in the from Japan. The number of yards to the 
margin of difference. pound assumed for the purpose of this cal. 

culation is also shown in the Table. 

TABLE LXIV. 

Scheme of Protection. 

Approximate Average nett value (i.e., less duty) per 
average number pound of cloth. 

of yards per 
pound. 1926-27. 1931-32. - ---

United Japan. United Japan. United Japan. Kingdom. Kingdom. Kingdom. 

Yards. Yards. Annas. Annas. Annas. Annas. 

Plain grey . 41 4 17"11 14'5] 7'34 6'74 

Bordered grey 6! 5'7 23'96 19'56 14-19 S'4() 

White long cloths • 6. 41 26'37 20'15 ]6'9S S'7() 

White twills • . 51 5 31"44 17'50 19'10 9'73 

153. The figures in the preceding Tables show that no uniform 
margin can be established between the prices of goods imported 

.,' ' from the United Kingdom and from Japan 
CompetitIOn In med~um either as reO'ards broad groups or as ref.ards 

counts from the Umted . d"d 1 °1 f I h h b . 
Kingdom. III IVI ua c asses 0 C ot. T e Ta e In 

paragraph 152 shows further that the margin 
of difference may vary considerably from time to time according 
to chanO'es in the extent of competition in the Indian market and 
the level of costs in the exporting country, and also according as 
each country shifts importation within comparable classes to higher 
or lower counts. The application of any specified margin of 
difference to the protective duties without sufficient evidence that 
the margin corresponded to the actual difference in price might 
result in the dutIes being rendered ineffective as regards important 
classes of goods imported from one country or the other. Although 
on the figureR we have seen there can be no doubtl that the general 
level of prices is higher in the case of British goods" it not seldom. 
happens that British manufactures in those liIles in which compe. 
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titian is keenest are 80ld at prices closely approximating to Japanese 
prices. We have come across severnl recent cases in the Calcutta 
market of British goods of medium counts selling at prices which 
are not higher than the ruling Japanese prices. The evidence of 
80me Calcutta dealers suggests that there has been an increasing 
tendency recently for goods of lower degrees of fineness to be im
ported from Lancashire. We show in Appendix VII an analysis 
of samples of cloth normally imported from the United Kingdom 
by certain leading import houses in Calcutta which indicates that 
the quantity of cloth of medium counts ordinarily imported from 
the United Kingdom is not inconsiderable. Since the specific 
duties which we have proposed are based mainly on the costs of 
manufacturing goods of medium counts and the prices realised by 
Indian mills for these goods, it seems to us essential, in order to 
safeguard the Indian industry, that these duties should be equally 
applicable to such goods when imported from the United Kingdom. 
In the main, however, British imports are at present confined. to 
goods of finer counts which are sold at prices with which Indian 
mill-made goods of similar varieties find it less difficult to com
pete. A system of specifio duties calculated on the basis adopted 
by us would automatically allow .for this factur since a specific 
duty estimated per unit of weight with reference to the prices of 
medium counts would bear proportionately less hardly on high
priced goods of the finer counts. 

154. It is difficult on the data available to us to determine 
precisely the burden on the consumer resulting from the duties we 

have proposed. As regards cloth of coarser 
Duties likely to have counts it seems to us a valid assumption 

~;!~ts effect on coarse that internal competition among Indian 
. mills, which now in conjunction with the 

handloom industry produce practically the whole of this class of 
plain woven cloth required in the Indian market, will keep prices 
considerably below the level of import prices plus duty. The 
extent to which internal competition reduces the prices of coarser 
goods in comparison with imported goods cannot however be 
demonstrated accurately by figures. We have been supplied with 
statistics of prices by various Associations representing manufac
turers which indicate that the prices of the coarser counts have 
fallen in recent years in greater proportion than those of finer 
coun ts. Since a fall in the price of cotton is reflected in V18rying 
proportions according to the kind of cloth woven, it is difficult in 
practice to estimate how much of the difference between the prices 
of inferior and superior classes of cloth is due to internal competi
tion and how much to the difference in the proportion of the COttOll 

(:(;st. The prevalence of the general economic depression and the 
influence of the swadeshi movement which have affected differently 
the prices of different classes of cloth render an examination of 
comparative prices of little value. Since cloth wovpn from coarser 
counts is imported in negligible quantities and further it is im
possible to find exactly comparable classes of Indian and imported. 
cloth, the direct comparison of Indian with import prices becomes 
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impossible. That internal competition is however a determining 
influence in the case of the coarser cloths may be iHustrated by 
reference to the prices of yarn of lower counts in which also Indian 
mills supply almost the whole requirements of the country. 
Foreign yarn of lower counts is imported in small quantities. In 
this case, it being easier to determine comparable classes of Indian 
and foreign goods than in cloth, a comparison of Indian and im
port prices helps to throw more light on the working of internal 
competition. As far as we can judge import prices of yarn of the 
coarser counts have very little _ influence on those of Indian yarn. 
Although during 1928-29 the specific duty on yarn raised the ,Prices 
of yarn of counts below 24s, the prices of imported yarn of sunilar 
counts were considerably higher even allowing for differences in 
quality. We think that if the necessary data were available, it 
would be found that the position was more or less similar in the 
case of cloth woven from yarn of coarser counts. 

155. The effect of the duties we have uroposed will be felt in 
the first instance chiefly in the caSe of cloths of medium counts 

Temporary rise in 
prices of medium counts 
likely. 

ranging from 25s to 40s. We have 
examined the prices and weights of a large 
number of representative cloths of medium 
counts imported from the United Kingdom 

and from Japan. On the basi~ of the prices ruling in 1931, we 
find that the specific duties recommended by us will in. the case of 
goods imported from the Unitel Kingdom average approximately 
33t per cent. ad valorem while in the case of imports from Japan 
of similar classes, the specific duties will work (Jut at a considerably 
higher rate ad valorem. During the first few years of the period 
of protection, the prices of goods of medium counts will be per
ceptibly higher than in 1931. Indian mills however are in a 
position to undertake immediately a large extension of the output 
of this class of cloth. We have little doubt that if protection is 
granted at the rates we have proposed, Indian mills will soon reach 
the stage of being able to meet the whole requirements of the 
country in respect of cloth of medium counts. We anticipate that 
within a period of a year or two, the prices of such classes of cloth 
will be determined mainly by internal competition among Indian 
mills. Since the introduction of the temporary duty last August, 
very keen competition has already set in between Bombay and 
Ahmedabad mills as regards the trade in Calcutta dhutis. This in 
our opinion is an indication of what will immediately happen in 
respect of all classes of cloth of medium counts if our proposals are 
accepted. 

156. As regards clot)1s of finer counts, the bulk of which is now 
imported from the United Kingdom, our exa.mination of the prices 

No rise in prices CJf and weights of representative goods indicates 
higher counts likely. that on cloths of average count 40s to 50s, 

the specific duties will approximately repre
. sent a general ad valorem rate- of 25 per cent. Above 50s the 

specific duties will represent generally an ad valorem rate of not 
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more than 20 per cent. In Appendix VIII we set o~t an analysis 
of the average weight and price of bleached goods Imp~rted f~om 
the United Kingdom during 1926-31: These goods conSIst mainly 
of counts above 50s. It will be found that taking the average 
price of bleached goods over the whole period, the specific duty 
we have propose~ will be not above 17! per. c~nt. Ev~n on the 
relatively low prIces of 1930-31 the average InCidence WIll not be 
above 21 per cent. 

157. It has been constantly urged by witnesses in the course of 
this enquiry that a lower proportionate rate of duty on cloth of 

higher counts will lead to its substitution on 
Relative valne of ~e a large scale for cloth of lower counts on 

and coarse cloth per nDit the ground that area for area fine cloth is 
of area. often cheap~r than coarse cloth. This last 
statement which occurs in Mr. Hardy's report has been taken ou1; 
of its context and employed by witnesses as an argument for proving 
that from the point of view of the average consumer who wants 
cloth for wearing purposes, the relative cheapness per unit of area 
of fine cloth will lead to an increased demand for it when the duty 
on coarse cloth is relatively high or when there is a general fall in 
purchasing power. Mr. Hardy illustrated this statement by 
figures of prices per unit of area of several classes of Lancashire 
cloth of varying counts. The fig1;!res are set out at page 85 of his 
report. It will be seen from these figures that cloth of counts 
88s x 88s costs for example more per unit of area than cloth of 
counts 60s x 80s. It is however forgotten in the use which 
witnesses have made of these figures that it is assumed that all the 
cloths shown in the Table are of the same reed and pick. The 
proposition is correct if this assumption is made, but the assumption 
renders the statement altogether so theoretical as to give it little or 
no value in actual practice. If the number of reed and pick in 
cloth of count 88s is just sufficient to provide adequate cover, the 
same reed and pick in cloth of counts 60s or 80s will be fur from 
sufficient to provide the necessary cover. The number of reed and 
pick in cloths of different counts of yarn differs so widely that 
except within very narrow limits it is incorrect to state that area 
for area fine cloth is cheaper than coarse cloth. If the. statement 
were generally as true as some witnesses have suggested, the gene
ral fall in purchasing power during the past two years should have 
led to a large increase in the demand for fine cloth as compared 
with coarse cloth. On the other hand the largefalJ.l in imports. 
from the United Kingdom and the increase in the production of 
Indian mills show that the suggestion that area for area fine cloth 
it! cheaper than coarse cloth is for practical purposes incorrect. In 
the first place, manufacturing expenses are·higher per unit of area 
in respect of fine cloth than of coarse cloth. Secondly while the 
cost of cotton may be 3J\sumed to be lower, this is counteracted by 
the necessity of using more expensive cotton and of increasing the 
reed and pick in the manufacture of fine cloth except where the 
margin of difference in fineness is very small. 
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. 158. We han explained that the ad valorem duties under our 
proposals are intended to serve as revenue and not as protective 

Application of Ottawa duties. The purpose of these· duties is ~o 
Trade Agreement. safeguard the revenues of the Government In 

, cases where the specific duty may be lower 
than the revenue dutY! at the ad valorem rate. The level at which. 
the ad valorem duties are fixed will therefore depend under our 
scheme on the budgetary requirements of the Government from 
year to year, and will be subject to such arrangements as may be 
made by the Government and the Legislature regarding revenue 
duties. In the terms of reference under which this enquiry is 
referred to the Board, our attention is drawn to the fact that " the 
Government of India have decided to discuss at the forthcoming 
Imperial Conference at Ottawa the question whether Great Britain 
and India should enter into a trade agreement embodying a pre
ferential tariff regime so designed as to benefit the trade of both 
countries" . It is announced that a trade agreement has now been 
reached between His Me.jesty's Government in the United Kingdom 
and the Government of India and will be placed before the Indian 
Legislature for approval. Under the terms of the agreement it 
appears that the principle of preference will be applied so as not 
to affect the protection intended for Indian industries. If the trade 
agreement is ratified by the Legislature, its application to the tariff 
scheme proposed by us will be determined on the basis that the 
specific duties as protective duties will be outside the scope of the 
agreement, while the ad valorem duties ai revenue duties will be 
subject to such arrangements as may be made by the Government 
and the Legislature in pursuance of the agreement. This consi
deration applies equally to the supplementary proposals cODtained 
in Chapter X. It will be seen from the tariff schedule in Chapter 
XI that all the articles included in Schedule G to the Ottawa 
Trade Agreement will under our proposals be liable only to the 
revenue duty. In the Indian Customli ,Tariff Guide, we find that 
certain articles included in schedule G are classed as piecegoods 
such as cotton canvas, shawls, patent nets, etc. But it is not in
tended under our pr9posals that the protective duty should be 
applied to these articles. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

The Handloom Industry. 
159. Our terms of reference require us to devote special consi. 

deration to the effect which our proposals are likely to have upon 
- . . the handloom industry. In this Chapter 

Sources of mformatIon. therefore we shall attempt to survey the 
present 8tate of the handloom indu~try in different p?-r~s of India 
and to estimate the effect upon the lndustry of the eXlstwS' prot~c
tive duties. We shall thus be able to gauge the manner lnwhlCh 
the industry is [ikely to be affected by our proposals. In our 
attempt to survey the present condition of the indu~try. we haye 
been greatly hampered by th~ absence .of any autho~ltatlve ~tatIs
tics, and we have had to rely In the maln upon such lnfOrmatIOn as 
Local Governments could supply regarding the industry in their 
provinces. We are greatly indebted to the various Governments, 
particularly those of Madras and Bombay, for the manner in which 
they- responded to our request, in spite of the handicap under 
whIch many of them suffered in the lack of up to date statistical 
information. The Madras Government for example writes:-

" It must be stated at the outset that accurate detailed in
formation about the handloom weavers is difficult, if not 
impossible, to procure. The industry isunorganised and there 
are no statistical returns relating to it. The sources of infor- . 
mation are (a) census enumeration which gives numbers of 
handlooms and of persons employed in cotton spinning, sizing 
and weaving and (b) estimate of output deduced from 
statistics of nett imports of yarn, nett production of Indian 
yarn and consumption in mills and consequent balance 
available for handlooms. Until 1921 it was possible to make 
an estimate of handloom consumption in the M;adras Presi
dency, by applying to the items above specified the figures of 
railborne trade in yarn. But with the subsequent abolition of 
the rail borne statistics of trade that method of caiculating the 
Madras output has had to be abandoned, and the only course 
now is to make 8uch assumptions as seem most reasonable ·as 
to the :B.uctuations in internal.movements of yarn." 

As regaras census statistics, all local Governments refer back to 
the figures collected in 1921, either because those of the 1931 census 
have not yet been published or-as is pointed out by the Govern
ment of Bengal-because the relevant "particumrs were not 
obtained in the last census operations". Some local Governments· 
e.g., Bengal, Madras, Bombay, Central Provinces, have since 192i 
conducted a survey of their cottage industries by' which they have 
been able to supplement the information complIed at the Census 
regarding the handloom industry and those additional details have 
been placed at our disposal. We have already· commented upon 

* Cbwpter II, paragraph 24. 
( 155 ) 
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the method of estimating the output of the handloom industry from 
the statistics of yarn imported, manufactured! and consumed in the 
mills which was first adopted by the Indian Industrial Commission 
(Appendix I) and developed by Mr. R. D. Bell, formerly Director 
of Industries, Bombay, in his" Notes on the Indian Textile Indus
try with'special reference to Hand Weaving ", and we have observed 
that this method involves so many assumptions that its results can 
never be more than approximately correct. 

160. It is unnecessary to emphasise the importance of hand 
spinning and weaving aS,a domestic industry, providing an occupa

Extent and Distribu- tiOl~ for the agricu~turist in the seQs~n wh.en 
tion of the industry. agrICultural work IS slack and enabhng hIm 

to use time which he woul<l otherwise waste 
in producing goods of a certain-even though limited-value_ 'rhe 
industry is spread all over the country. Since for a large number 
of those who are engaged in it, it is a secondary occupation ancil
lary to agriculture, it is more than ordinarily difficult to form an 
estimate of the number of persons wholly or partially dependent 
upon it. Nor have we been able to obtain a reliable statement of 
the number of looms in the country. At the Census of 1921, the 
number of handlooms were enumerated in most pI'ovinClls and in 
some States. These figures are given in the Table below:-

Ajmer-Merwara 

Assam 

Bengal • 
Bihar and Orissa 

Burma 

Delhi 

Madras 

Punjab 

Baroda .' 

Ryderabad 

Raj];utana 

TA£BLE LXV. 

Province or State. 
Number of haudlooml 

coun __ d at Census 
of 1921. 

1.58'7 

421,367 

213,886 

164,592 

479,137· 

1,667 

169,403 

270,507 

10,85~ 

115,434 

89,741 

1,938,178 

·'rhis is the fi~ure given in the Census Report. The Government of Bunna 
now report that In 1921 the number of handlooms including primitive (gyat) 
looms was 569,473. 
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It will be observed that no figures are given for such important 
provinces as Bombay, the United Provinces and the Central Pro
vinces or for such important States as Kashmir, Mysore, the Cen
tral India States or the States connected with the Presidency of 
Bombay. The only State for which we have received figures is 
Hyderabad; but we have obtained reports for all the provinces and 
the figures we have received are roughly as 'follows:-

Assam 
Bihar and Orissa 
Bengal 
Bombay . 
Burma 
Central Provinces 
Delhi 
Madras 

TABLE LXVI. 

North-West Frontier Province 
Punjab 
United Provinces 
Hyderabad State 

Number of handlooms. 
425,000 
150,000 
200;000 
100,000 
569,473 
100,000 

450 
225,000 

500 
140,000 
75,000 

140,000 

2,125,423 

If to these figures we make additions based on the 1921 Census 
figures for Ajmer, Baroda and Rajputana, the resultant total will 
exceed 2,250,000; and provision for the States regarding which we II 
have no information would probably raise t\is figure to ~Q ooa, '-\ 
We have been informed that each loom may on the average be taken 
to represent a family wholly or partly dependent upon it; so that 
the number of persons who rely in some measure upon this industry 
for their support cannot be less than ten millions, a number gl'eatly 
in excess of that supported by any industry except agriculture. 
Two and a half million looms, working 200 days in the year (the 
industry is largely of a seasonal character) and producing on the 
average 7t yards of cloth a day would produce in a year 3,750 
million yards of cloth; this figure exceeds so greatly the 1,460 
million yards given in Table XXXII for 1931-32, which was 
reached by basing the calculation an the quantity of yarn surplus 
to mill requirements, that it is clear that either the number of 
looms has been over-stated or that a very large proportion of them 
must be idle for the greater part of the year; but the data available 
do not permit of a closer approximation. .A deputation of weavers 
who made a representation to us in Bomba)" stated that their looms 
were in full work only for three months In the year and that for 
the remaining nine months work was slack. We may however 
safely conclude that the figures given for the quantity of cloth 
produced on handlooms in Mr. R. D. Bell's Notes and in the 
Bombay Millowners' statements are not unreasonably high. 
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161. In -attempting to ascertain the proportion of home spun, 
mill spun and imported yarn used by the handloom industry we 

P d t · f . h have first tried to compute the total amount ro uc IOn 0 orne • 
spun yarn. of hand spun yarn produced. In thIS 

matter we asked the All-India Spinners' 
Association to place at our disposal any information in their posses
sion, but unfortunately we received nothing more than an acknow
ledgment of our letter. We have therefore had to rely upon such 
figures as are contained in the Association's published reports and 
upon the rough estimates given by Provincial Governments. Mr. 
Arno Pearse quotes an estimate of fifty million spinning wheels 
each producing 48 Ib8. of yarn annually. Tl1is is certainly an 
over-estimate and Mr. M. P. Gandhi in his book" How to compete 
with foreign cloth" reduces the estimate of spinning wheels to 
five millions and the annual output of each to 25 Ibs. of yarn. 
The All-India Spinners' Association has attempted to organise the 
hand spinning and weaving industries throughout the country. 
The latest published report is for the period ending December 31st, 
1931. In this report, which deals with the work of fifteen months, 
we find that 200,000 spinners produced just under six million Ibs. 
of yarn. At -this rate the annual output of each:_spinner will be 
about 24 Ibs. We have also seen a report pf the progress of hand 
spinning in the Mysore State in which we find that in 1930-311,800 
spinners produced nearly 37,000 Ibs. of yarn. We therefore con
clude that the maximum production of a spinning whee~ in a year 
may at present be fixed at 25 Ib8. of yarn. The All-India Spinners' 
Association has not brought the whole of the industry within the 
scope of its organisation. In the Punjab it only claims to deal 
with one fifth of the production; and we have seen no estimate of 
the extent to which it controls the industry in other provinces or 
States. If the proportion of one fifth were applicable to all parts 
of the country the total annual production of hand spun yarn would 
be approximately 24 million Ibs. The reports of local Govern
ments indicate a. possible :production of about 21l million Ibs. of 
hand spun yarn, which, WIth a margin for areas regarding which 
we have received no reports, approximates sufficiently to the figures 
suggested bv the report of the All-India Spinners' Association. 
The All-India Spinners' Association claim that since 1928-29 the 
production of yarn under its control has more than doubled and 
that between 1930 and 1931 there was an increase of 17·4 per cent. 
in vardage. of 12·5 per eent. in weight and of 9·2 per cent. in value. 
Th~v do ~t indicate how far this increase is due to an increase of 
ha.nd spinning or to the extension of their organisation to spinners· 
who previously were independent of it . . 

162. We have seen in Table XXX that the quantity of yarn
mill spun and imported--available over and above mill consump

tion in 1931-32 was 365 million lbs. We 
Quantity .of imported assume that out of this total a quantity 

yarn and mIll yarn used. . 1 . d' f h d eqll1va ent to the pro urhtm 0 an spun 
yarn ls used for domestic and non-textile purposes. Deducting 
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this quantity of 24 millio!llbs. from 365 !D~llion Ibs. 'Ye. have ne~t 
to considel"\ what proportion of the remammg 341 mllhon Ib8. 18 

imported from foreign countries. The tota] nett imports of yarn 
in 1931-32 were 31 million Ibs. Of the imports 45 per cent, were 
of counts 3la to 40B, 17 per cent. of counts over 40s and 35 per uent. 
two folds. We are given to understand that the hand weaver uses 
no imported yarn of counts below 30s and that practically aU the 
imported yarn of counts above 30s must be used by the handloom 
industry. In this case the hand weaver must use about 30 out of 
the 31 million Ibs. of yarn imported; and the proportions of his 
total consumption will be-

TABLE LXVII. 
---------- --

I Million lbs. I Percentag; 

Hand spun 24 6·6 
Mill spun 311 85·2 
Imported 30 8·2 ------ -----

Total 365 100·0 

From a Table published at page 36 of Mr. Hardy's report it will 
be seen that for the Bombay mills in 1928 the proportion of yarn 
sold for consumption outside the mills was about 30 per cent. of 
the total quantity of yarn spun. If we assume that in this respect 
conditions in Bombay are typical of those throughout the country, 
it follows that the quantity of yarn sold should be about 30 per cent. 
of the total production. In 1931-32 t~e total production was 966 
million Ibs., 30 per cent. of which is 290 million Ibs. This is not 
far short of the figures 335 million Ibs. at which we have arrived 
as the quantity of mill spun yarn used by the handloom industry 
and the quantity used for domestic and non-textile purposes. 

163. In regard to counts 24s and below there is hardly any 
competition hetween Indian mill yarn and imported yarn. In 

. . counts 30s and 32s the bulk of the yarn 
C?mpetltton .between u~ed by the handloom industry is obtained 

Indian and unported f th I d· ·11 b t t . t yam. roTYl e n Hl,n ml S; U a cer am amoull 
of Japanese yarn is preferred on account of 

its quality-even thou/!'h the price is apt to be slightly higher than 
that of Indian yarn. In counts of 40s and above there is very keen 
competition between the Indian mills and English and Japanese 
imports. Indian prices are generally so regulated as to ])6' slightly 
lower than the prires of Japanese yarn.' Yarns of counts above 
£Os are practicallv llll imported and here the competition is between 
the United Kin!!dom and Japan. We received a certain amount 
nf evidence in BenR'fll and also in Ahmedabad that one effect of the 
swadeshi movement haA hf'en to disrouraq-e the use of imported 
yarn bv hand weavers. lind to make it difficult for those who still 
use imported yarn to tina a market for their cloth. 
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164. In paragraph 162 we. saw that about 85 per cent. of the
yarn used by the handloom industry is Indian mill yarn; and 

. . ,from the Table prepared for Mr. Hardy by 
of Qcl:~:l~O::: varieties the Bombay Millowners we find that about 
• . 80 per cent. of the yarn which the mills sell 
IS of co~nts 20s and below. It follows that the great bulk of the
productIon of the handloom industry must be coarse cloth. Thus 
In the Central Provinces the production is said to be made up all
follows :--

lOs. 

128. 

168. 

20.. 

328. 

40s. 

Higher ooonte 

TABLE LXVIII. 

Oounte. Percentage of 
total poduotion. 

100'0 

There is considerable variety in the production of dhutis, saris,. 
lungis, upper cloths, shirtings, ~oatings, towels, sheets and turban 
cloth which constitute the commonest types manufactured. In the
United Provinces there is not much competition in the finer pro
ducts which cater for special demands; but the coarser cloths liave 
to compete both with the products of Indian mills and with im
ported Japanese goods. The mill products are said to be cheaper 
but ~ess durable. Similar reports come from all the provinces; all 
agree that in coarse saris and dhutis the competition of the mills 
is seriously interfering with the hand weavers'livelihood. In such 
varieties as coatings. and shirtings the competition of mill-made
piecegoods is felt, but not so severely. In Burma the principal 
class of cotton cloth woven on hand looms is lungyi cloth, and to a 
lesser extent coarse cloth for shirting, coating or blanket purposes. 
There is little direct competition with mill-made or imported cloth; 
but the indirect competi,tion is very keen; for example the fashion 
for' shorts' involves the use of cheap imported cloth instead of 
hana woven lungyi cloth. But in order to illustrate this competi
tion in tabular form we must first consider the cost of producing 
the different varieties of hand woven cloth. 

165. In the great majority of cases the cost of manufacture is 
horne by a middl eman who supplies the weaver with yarn, pays 
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him w\:s either for a day's work or for a finished piece of cloth, 
C f uf t arranges to market the cloth and bears the 

oat Q ac me. risk of making a profit or loss on the tran-
~ction. T Director of Industries, Bombay, informs us that 80 
per cent. of \he weavers in the Bombay Presidency caI:ry on their 
industry in this manner. What therefore affects the .economic 
~ondition of th~ weaver himself is the amount of wages which he 
receives for his\ work. We shall first consider the various items 
which go to make up the cost of manufacture, and then deal in 
greater detail wit~ the lluctuations in the wages paid to the weaver. 

166. To the price of raw cotton must be added the charges for 
earding and spinning.. In Madras the charge for carding is from 

C t f lIto Ii annas a lb.; in Bombay it ranges 
fI~d8P:' 0 yarn: () between Ii and Ii annas. The charge. for 

spinning varies according to the count of 
yarn spun. In Madras the range is from 10 annas to Re. 1 a lb.; 
end in one part of Bombay the wages vary between 3 annas a lb. 
for 8s counts to 8 annas for 16s, 12 annas for 20s, Re. 1 for 24s 
and Re. 1-8-0 for 30s. The average spinning wheel is said to 
produce ·030 lbs. of averare counts 14s in an hour; to spin a lb. 
at this rate would take 333 hours or more than four days of eight 
hours each, for which the wage payable would be 8 annas or rather 
less than 2 annas a-day. . 

167. The course of prices paid by the handloom industry for 
J'arn produced in Indian mills since 1927 when the specific duty 

(2) Hill yarn was first applied, is recorded in statements 
· supplied by the Governments of Bombay and 

the Central Provinces. These prices for yarn of counts 20s and 
32s are as follows:-

TABlE No. LXIX • . 
Per lb. 

Pricee of count 20&. Prices of count 32s. --
Bombay. Central Bombay. Central 

Provinces. Provinc8II • . 
Re • .l. P. Re • .l.I'. Re. A. 1'. Re ..... '1'. 

1027 · · 013 3 .. 014- 6 015 0 

1928 · · · 012 I .. 015 0 1 1 9 

'1929 · · 011 3 .. 01' 6 1 I 2 . 
1930 · · · 0 '1 0 .. 0 9 0 011 '1 

1931 · · 0 7 9 .. 010 0 010 7 

of 
0 7 6 } 1932 · 0 8 010 9 1 10 5 
0 8 0 
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The rise in the price of 32s in 1928 is probably due in part to the 
specific duty but it reHects also the rise in the price of cotton at 
this period. We have made an attempt to ascertain by how much. 
the price which 'the handloom weaver has to pay for his yarn 
exceeds the market price in and the freight from Bombay. Hand
loom weavers oon sometimes buy yarn from upcountry mills at 
lower rates than it costs them to get yarn from Bombay; but when 
they buy Bombay yarn, their charges are increased by the commis
sion charged by dealers. This addition to the Bombay market 
price and freight varies very much; for example, out of 48 cases 
which we have examined, it is below 1 per cent. in 10 cases" 
between 1 and 5 per cent. in ]7, between 5' and 10 per ('ent. in 10,. 
between 10 and 15 per cent. in seven and over 15 per cent. in 4, 
cases, in one of which it exceeds 25 per cent. This gives an 
indiootion of one matter in which the handloom weaver's charges: 
might be reduced by an organisation for the economical purchase
of yarn. 

168. The following statement compares for yarn of counts 40s 
the prices reported from Bombay and the Central Provinces of the

(3) Imported yarn. yarn imported from the United Kingdom 
and Japan and that ootained from Indian 
mills:-

TABLE No. LXX. 

Counts 409. per lb. 

Indian. 
Imported from Imported from 

United Kingdom. Japan. --

Bombay. 
Central Bombay. Central Bombay. Central 

Provinces. Provinces. Provinces. 
- . -- , 

Rs. A. P. Ra. A. P. Ra. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 

1927 1 1 6 1 0 7 1 2 9 1 2 10 1 3 0 1 1 2 

1928 1 2 6 1 7 0 . 1 2 9 1 6 10 1 2 6 1 5 () 

1929 1 1 6 1 510 1 2 9 1 3 2 1 2 3 1 2 1() 

1930 o 12 9 013 2 014 6 1 3 4 o 13 3 1 1 2' 

1931 o 12 9 o 12 2 o 14 0 .. o 13 6 o 12 10-

1932 o 12 0 012 0 1 2 0 011 7 013 6 011 10 
t 

The variations between the prices l'eported by the two. pr~vinces 
are stranO'e. It is difficult to account for the sharp l'lse lll. the
prices of both Indian and imported yarn in the Central Pr.ovlllces 
in 1928 as compared with 1927. If the figures are correct It must 
be due to special local causes. Neither the rise in the price of 
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cotton du~this period nor the specific duty can explaiB so [arge· 
an increase. It will be noticed also on these figures how little the 
slump in 19 affected the price of imported yarn in the Central 
Provinces, w~'le prices of Indian yarn in both provinces and of. 
imported yarn' Bombay had collapsed. 

169. The cos of yarn represents about 50 per cent. of the cost 
of the finished cloth. Other charges to be taken into account are 

h h \ sizing charges, weaving charges and dyeing 
Ot er c arges. \ or bleaching charges. The local Govel'n-

ments have indicate4 the incidence of these charges per yard of. 
cloth, but have not given the data. from which this incidence is. 
calculated. They have however given for the various kinds of 
cloths the yardage which a weaver should produce in a full day's. 
work; this information with the wage payable per yard gives the 
amount which a weaver can earn by a full day's work. In 
Appendix IX we give statements showing thd cost of production of 
typical kinds of cloth as reported from Madras, Bombay, Bengal •. 
Bihar and Orissa and the United Provinces. It will be seen that 
there is a great variety of cloth from province to province, and 
that the only cases in which a comparison is possible are those of 
saris woven from yarn of counts 40s in Madras, Bombay and Bengal .. 
and shirtings woven from 20s count yarn in Madras and Bombay~ 
These costs are compared below:-



'rABLE LXXI. 

~ i 1 ... 
'1 ~ I Deeoription. -.:s ~1 I. J li . ;1 "" 3-.:s i .:11 ~ I gli r!f. ~ 81» 

8ari6. . Yda. RI. a. p. 

lladru Woman', 48' x 9 3 oz. 60xM 408X40s 5'3 0 2 5 
Ian per yard. per pieoe. 

Bombay mercerised "'x8 lib. ... ~x40. .. 1 3 0 
border sari 15 tolu. 

Bengal coloured 45' x II ... ... 4(l1 X 40s ... 015 9 
,ari. 

TwiU Shirting. 

Madras . 36'xl 4 oz. 52x52 201 x 20a 4 0 2 8 

Bombay 30'x8 lib. ... 2/40,x208 ... 14.0 
33 tolas. per pieoe. 

1 i 
.. 
& 

j 1 ... 
.r! 8 

0 

:i1 31 10 ra 
CIJ ~I'>< ~I» 

RI. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

0 o 7 0 1 6 0 90 
per pieco' per pieoe. 

0 4 0 011 0 " 

0 5 6 .. . 
per yard. 

0 0 6 ° 1 2 ° 44 

0 2 0 OIl 0 .. . 
per piece. per pleoe. 

~ 
4> 

·1 
11 ... 1» 
800 

---
Rs. a. p. 

4 80 

2 120 

1 53 

2 2 8 

2 40 

-; 
I'>< 
-; 
0 

.. :: ~ 
4>-.:s 
10 .. 

=& !:= 

Yda • 

6 

6 

16 

Il 

8 

til) 

'j 
.- =-!-.:s 

' 81 s: 

Rs.a.p. 

0 9 ° 
0 7 6 

0110 

0106 

0110 

-CI) ... 
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The weaver's earnings for a full day's work vary in Madras 
between nand 151 annas. in Bombay between nand 15 annas, 
in Bengaf 'between 8 annas and Rs. 1-4, in Bihar and Orissa 
from 81- annas to Rs. 1-0-3 and in the United Provinces from 12l to 
15 annas. The Director of Industries, Bombay, has given us 
an interesting description of the effect upon the weavers' wages of 
the different systems under which the industry in that Presidency 
is organised. There are a certain number of centres in the south 
of the Presidency where the handloom industry is producing 
special kinds of cloth which do not come into competition with 
any cloth manufactured in the mills. In these centres there was 
little or no change in the weavers' wages until the effect of the 
world depression made itself felt at the end of 1929. The fall 
of wages since 1929 in Belgaum has been from Re. 1-8 to 12 annas 
and in Dharwar from 14 annas to 10 annas. In centres like 
Sholapur too, where the industry is organised on a small factory 
basis and the proprietors of the factories have the means to buy 
their yarn and to market their cloth economically, in spite of the 
fact that much of the cloth manufactured on handlooms comes 
into direct competition with similar goods produced by the mills, 
there was no material fall in wages until the trade depression 
brought them down in 1929. But in centres where the industry is 
not organised. and where the cloth made on the handlooms competes 
directly with the products of the mills, wages dropped from Re. 1 
in August, 1927, to 10 annas in November, 1929, and 8 annas in 
May, 1932, the greater part of the fall occurring before the general 
depression began. There can be little doubt that this fall between 
1927 and 1929 was caused by the middlemen who finance the 
industry taking advantage of the increase, in the price of yarn 
and the lack of organisation among the weavers. This suggests 
that the weaver is able to meet the competition of the mills if his 
work is organised on a small factory basis, and that he is able 
to meet the higher price of yarn if he is free from competition 
bv the mills, but that when he is not organised the combination 
of the higher price of yarn with mill competition has been too 
much for him. 

170. We are now in a position to see how the prices at which 
the products of the handloom are sold compare with the cost of 

C t 't' 'th '11 manufacture, and how far the margin of 
ompe 1 ion Wl mi S. fit' d d b th t't' f h pro IS re uce y e compe 1 Ion 0 t e 

mills. For Madras unfortunately the only kind of cloth for 
which we can give both cost of manufacture and selling price is a 
fine dhuti-woven from yarn of counts 60s; it costs 6 annas 1 pie
R yard to make, and it sells for 7 annas a yard; but the mills 
produce a similar article at 5 annas a yard. In the case of' 
shirtings (counts 30s to 40s) it appears that the Madras hand
looms can produce cloth at a slightly lower price than the mills; 
but coatings, towels and bleached dhutis are more expensive when 
made by hand' than when manufactured in mills. It is claimed' 
that the quality of the hand made article as evidenced by the· 
number of threads per inch is superior to that of mill product., 
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In Bombay hand-made cloth is always more expensive than a 
mill product of comparable quality. In Bengal it appears that 
a checked sari made from yarn of counts 50s to 70s is sold at 
the same price as a mill made article woven from counts 40s to 5415. 
For other provinces the information which we have received is 
in more general terms; thus in the United Provinces the hand
loom industry feels the competition of the mills in the coarser 
varieties of cloth; the mill product is not exactly similar, but 
is desi~ned to mee~ the requirements of the villag~rs, but though 
the mill product IS cheaper hand woven cloth IS preferred on 
account of its greater durability. In Bihar and Orissa we are 
told that competition both from Indian mills and from imported 
goods is most severely felt in the medium qualities, woven from 
counts 20s to 4015. From Bombay comes a definite complaint 
that the mills are now manufacturing saris and bodice cloths of 
patterns similar to those formerly produced on handlooms; the 
price of a sari woven in a mill from yarn of counts 4015 is said 
to be Rs. 4°3 compared with Rs. 5°4 wh'ich is the price of a similar 
article woven on a handloom. These Bombay weavers ask that 
the mills should be prohibited from weaving saris from yarn of 
counts below 4015. The mills at Ahmedabad have in fact agreed 
not to weave cloth from yarn of counts 1815 and below, in order 
to leave the manufacture of coarser cloth entirely to the hand
loom industry, although in practice this restriction appears to 
be confined to mill made khaddar. The conclusion to which we 
come on a consideration of all the evidence at our disposal is 
that there is practically no competition between the mills and the 
handlooms in the finest qualities of cloth woven from counts GOs 
and above, for people who can afford to buy these superior goods 
wish them to be of special design and it is easier and more econo
mical for the hand weaver to cater for individual tastes than 
for a mill which must aim at mass production. In the case of 
goods woven from counts 20s and below the margin of cost above 
the raw material is so small that there is relativel,. less scope for 
the economies which attend large scale productIon. Moreover, 
the market for this coarse cloth is in every village at the hand
loom weavers' very door. Thus, in spite of the development of 
the mill industry, as much as 40 per cent. of the cloth woven 
from yarn of counts 20s and below is woven on handlooms. It 
would therefore appear that although there is a good deal of 
overlapping between hand woven and mill made cloth in counts 
2015 and below the :{>osition of the mills is not so strong as in the 
higher counts. It IS in the medium qualities woven from counts 
21s to 50s that the competit.ion is most severe. As we have seen, 
this can only represent a Ilmall proportion of the handloom weavers' 
outnut; though it may probably form a larger portion in some 
localities than in others. 

171. That the protective duties on piecegoods have benefited 
the handloom industry is the opinion of the 

Effect of protective Governments of Assam the United Pro-
dut,ies: (a) Duty cn. BOh dO" B d th piecegoods. vInces, 1 ar an rIssa, urms an e 

Hydersbad State. The Government of the 
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North-West Frontier Province express no opinion as to the effect 
of the duty on the industry but emphasise the hardship which the 
duties must inflict upon the consumers, who form practically the 
whole population of the province. The ~overnme~t of. ~adras 
point out that the benefit of the duty on plecegoods IsprmClpally 
felt by the mills who are the handloom weavers' chief rivals. The 
Government of Bombay express no opinion on the subject, nor 
do the Government of the Central Provinces. The Government of 
the Punjab, while admitting that a heavy duty on piecegoods 
might bolster up the handlO'Om industry, fear that without an 
equinlent excise on· mill products the competition of the mills 
would be fatal. The Government of Bengal quote their Director 
of Industries who considers that the duty on piecegoods has not 
benefited the handloom industry which must inevitably succumb as. 
the mills develop their production. Having considered all these 
expressions of opinion we come to the conclusion that the duty 
Oil piecegoods by maintaining a level of prices higher than would 
have been possible without it, has undoubtedly been of assistance 
to the handloom industry. It may be true that the mills, for 
whose assistance the duties were designed, have benefited more 
from them and therefore have become better able to fight the 
handloom industry; but if the mills have been strengthened for 
attack, the handloom weaver has been strengthened for defence. 

172. Out of eleven opinions received from local Governments 
and Administrations, there are only three who consider that the 

(b) D t protective duty on yarn has not been injuri-
u y on yam. ous to the handloom industry. The Govern-

ment of the United Pro-vinces consider that as the handloom 
weaver can always use Indian yarn and as there is .enough internal 
competition among the Indian mills to keep down prices, there 
('an be no objection to a duty on yarn of the lower counts which 
rompete with the Indian spinning industry. The Director of 
Industries, Bombay, considers as we have already seen that the 
imposition of the specific duty on yarn in 1927 caused a fall in 
weavers' wages in cases where the handloom industry without any 
organisation was producing goods in competition with the mills. 
He estimates that the entire abolition of the duty on yarn would 
not raise the weavers' wages by more than It to 2 annas a day; 
nor would it reduce their cost of production sufficiently to enable 
them to meet mill competition. The Government of Bengal quote 
the opinion of their Director of Industries that the hand loom 
industry has not suffered materially from the protective duties 
on cotton yarn. Most of the other replies point out that the 
protective duty on yarn has raised the price even of Indian yarn 
of non-competitive counts; the Governntent of Bihar and Orissa 
quote a rise of price of yarn of 20s count from Rs. 7-6 in June. 
1927 to Rs. 10-4 in September of that year. They ask either 
that the duty be entirely abolished and yarn admitted free, or that 
the specific duty imposed in 1927 be removed. The increase in 
the. price of yarn in September,. 1927 as co~pared with the pre
cedmg June must have been malDly a reflectIon of the sharp rise 
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in the price of cotton between those months, Broach having risen 
during the period from Rs. 330 to Rs. 475. The price of 20s 
yarn in Manchester during the same period rose from 121 pence 
to 18 pence. The Government of Madras make the more moderate 
request that the specific duty be abolished on yarn of counts above 
40s which, it is claimed, cannot be obtained from Indian mills. 
The Government of Burma, pointing out that their own spinning 
mill may benefit a little by the protective duty on yarn and their 
handloom industry by the protective duty on cloth consider that 
these benefits will not compensate for the burden which the duties 
will lay upon the people of the province and ask that Burma should 
be excluded from any legislation carried out in the interests of 
India. The Bombay Millowners' prices of yarn which we have 
quoted in a previous Chapter show an increase in the price of 
Indian yarn of all counts by amounts which ranged from three 
pies a lb. in the case of " 4s Bump" to one and a half anna a lb. 
in the case of lOts and one anna a lb. in the case of 20s to 24s. 
The occurrence of a large increase in the price of cotton at the 
same time as the specific duty was introduced makes it difficult 
to distinguish the effect of the duty on prices. But considering 
the fact that the pr~ce of standard long cloth in Bombay rose in 
1928 by only 3 pies a pound as compared with 1927, an increase 
of one anna a pound in the price of yarn of 20s to 24s must be 
attributed partly at any rate to the specific duty on yarn. The 
Bombay Millowners' Association contend that the prices of yarn 
in 1927 were uneconomical and that the duty helped them to raise 
prices to a more economical level. If so, it is obvious that the 
mills' losses were made up at the expense of the handloom weaver. 

173. We are informed by the Bombay Millowners' Association 
that according to the latest mformation furnished to them between 

90 and 95 per cent. of the artificial silk 
(e) Duties on Artificial • • d d d 

silk: (i) Yarn yarn Imported mto In ia is use by han -
. loom weavers,. especially in "Southern 

India, the Punjab and Burma. Its use in mills has--been almost 
entirely given up, partly on account of the difficul~ experienced 
by the mills in competing with the heavy importatIOns of cheap 
Japanese artificial silk goods and partly in obedIence to the dictates 
of the Congress that nothing but Indian yarn should be used. 
We are informed that little or no artificial silk yarn is used in 
Bihar and Orissa, the Central Provinces, the North-West Frontier 
Province, Delhi or the Hyderabad State. Assam fears competi
tion with her genuine silk and wants sufficiently heavy duties on 
artificial silk to protect her industry. Bengal formerly used a 
little artificial silk yarn to decorate the border of saries and Bombay 
still uses this yarn for the same purpose. Beng-al is now using 
her own natural silk under the influence of the swadeshi movement, 
and infers that the duties on artificial silk yarn and piecegoods 
have been beneficial to her silk weaving industry. Bombay points 
out that the quantity of artificial silk yarn used in weaving a 
sari is so small amounting only to a few tolas, that the total aboli
tion of the duty would make a negligible difference in the cost of 
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production. It is true that in the case of the cheapest saris 
which cost Rs. 2-2 or Rs. 2-4 each the artificial silk yarn represents 
only three annas or about one twelfth of the cost. But there are 
many of the more expensive varieties in which the cost of the 
artificial silk yarn represents as much as half the total cost of 
production, e.g., Rs. 9-6 out of Rs. 18 or Rs. 18-8, Rs. 3-10-6 out 
of Rs. 6-12; Rs. 3-13-6 out of Rs. 7-4 or Rs. 7-8 and Re. 6-14 out 
of Rs. 1~. The United Provinces regard artificial silk yarn as 
the chief hope of the handloom weaver and want the duty reduced 
to a low level. The Punjab Government inform us that their 
artificial silk weaving industry has been so seriously affected by 
the competition of imported goods that they are doubtful whether 
it can be revived. They add however that it would be assisted 
by the admission of artificial silk yarn free of duty. The Govern
ment of.Madras while admitting that their handloom weavers have 
taken freely to the use of artificial silk yarn in the production of 
saris, dress materials and shirtings, point out that they are unable 
to produce their goods at a cost as low as that at which imported 
goods are sold. 

TABLE LXXII. 

Cotton and artificial silk 
mixtures. Pure - artificial 

silk. 
A. B. 

a. p. a. p. a. p. 

Coat of ootton yarn . . . . 1 4, 1 4, . .. 
.. of artificial silk yarn • 1 4, 1 8 2 2 

Dyelng preparation and weaving charges 4, 0 Ii 3 3 8 

-----------
Coat of produotion . . . . 8 8 8 3 Ii 8 

-
Sale price of oomparable Japanese oloth . '1 0 '1 0 4, 8 

But even if the local industry could compete with imported 
goods the Madras Government would not encourage the import 
of artificial silk yarn, considering itS use detrimental to the 
interests of Indian cotton growers and manufact\lrers in displacing 
a considerable volume of indigenous cotton and silk goods and not 
even beneficial to the consumer, for goods made of artificial silk 
do not wear as well as cotton piecegoods. Madras would therefore 
~el~ome ~rohibitive duties on artificial silk yarn. This attitude 
IS dIametrIcally opposed to that of the Millowners' Association, and 
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of the Governments of the United Provinces and the Punjab where, 
after Madras, artificial silk yarn is most used. The Millowners' 
Association and the Punjab Government recommend its admission 
fre~ of duty a,s a meas~re of assistance to the handloom industry 
whIle the Umted Provinces Government would be content with 
a low rate of duty. We should have been inclined to propose a 
reduction of the duty on artificial silk yarn in the interests of the 
handloom industry. But since we have no information as to the 
possible reaction of such a measure on the silk industry, we have 
refrained from making any recommendation. 

174. With the exception of the Director of Industries, Bihar 
and Orissa, every authority who has expressed an opinion on 

(ii) Piecegoods. the ~a~ter, as well as t~e. ~illowners' 
ASSOCIation, demands a prohIbItive duty on 

artificial silk goods, the cheapness of which jeopardises the Indian 
silk industry as well as the cotton textile industry both in the 
mills. and on handlooms. In Bihar and Orissa no artificial silk 
yarn is used by the handloom industry; imported artificial silk 
goods provide a cheap luxury for the poorer classes; and reduction 
of the duties or their abolition will be in the interest of the 
consumers and is not likely to affect the handloom industry to any 
appreciable extent. There is no discussion of the degree of com
petition between imported artificial silk goods and cotton piece
~oods woven on handlooms, which other provinces report to be 
increasing rapidly in severity; but it is unlikely that competition 
which has manifested itself in all other parts of the country 
should not yet have reached Bihar and Orissa; and it is probable 
that this aspect of the question has escaped notice. 

/ 175. We now summarise our conclusions regarding the hand
loom industry. The duties imposed on piecegoods by the Cotton. 

Textile Industry (ProteCtion) Act, 1930, 
Effect of duties on have benefited the handloom industry 

handloom weavers sum- 11 'th h '11' d Th d marised. equa Y w~ t e mi . 1D ustry. e uty 
on yarn Introduced 1D 1927 has however 

definitely handicapped the handloom industry. In yarn of medium 
and finer counts, the cost of yarn to the hand loom weavers ha& 
been raised by almost exactly the amount of the duty in comparison 
with import prices. In the coarser counts which represent 'the 
bulk of the yarn consumed by the handloom weaver, the pricE" 
although still considerably less than the corresponding import 
price plus duty is higher than it would have been without the 
duty. The severe trade depression which has prevailed since 1929' 
has seriously reduced the average earning capacity of the hand
loom weaver. The effect of the depression has been accentuated 
by the relative increase in the cost of yarn on account of the 
protective duty. Thus the position of the handloom weaver in 
comparison with the mill industry has considerably deteriorated 
since 1921. The excise duty while it was in force had afforded 
a small measure of assistance to the handloom weaver as against 
the mills. The removal of this duty followed immediately by the 
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protective duty on yarn has adversely: affected the position of the 
hand loom industry in competition WIth the mill industry. Since 
the handloom weaver cannot regulate his production according 
to the state of the market without risking starvation for himself 
and his family the true criterion for judging the position of 
the handloom industry is not the proportion of the quantity of 
cloth woven on handlooms to the total production but the wages 
earned by the handloom weaver. Judged by this test, his position 
on the evidence we have received must be regarded with some 
concern. 

17G. The bulk of the handloom production consists of cloth of 
counts 208 and below. The manufacturing charges in this class 

of cloth bear a relatively small proportion 
P08ition of handlo~m to the total cost and hence the scope for 

weavers as compared WIth . ul' f I I d milla. economIes res tmg rom arge sca e pro uc-
tion by machinery is limited. The hand

loom weaver has also the advantage of being nearer the market for 
his goods and in closer touch with local tastes and preferences in 
the matter of cloth. As regards the coarser counts, it appears 
therefore that hand loom production in India is not uneconomical 
and cannot be dismissed as an industry which will necessarily 
succumb to the mill industry. It is therefore unfair to the hand
loom industry and against the national interest to burden it with 
charges which will impair its competitive strength. It is doubtful 
if in medium and finer counts the handloom weaver will be able 
to survive the competition of the mills. The cost above raw 
material in these classes of cloth is proportionately so much higher 
that machine production offers great advantages as compared with 
handlooms. The handloom weaver however. is in a very favourable 
position as regards cloths of the finer counts in which special 
designs of an artistic character are in demand. Here the 
immemorial skill of Indian handicraft will preserve the handloom 
weaver against mill competition so long as machine made imitations 
are not too cheap. The influx of artificial silk foods is at present 
a more serious menace to handwoven cloth 0 the finer counts 
than cotton fancies made in Indian mills. It is in medium counts 
ranging from 30s to 50s where the scope for economies of large 
scale production is considerable and at the same time there if.' 
little demand for artistic work that the handloom weaver's posi
tion' is most seriously threatened. Unfortunately in this class 
of cloth, his costs as compared with those of the mills have been 
considerably increased by the specific duty on imported yarn. 

177. Our proposals regarding the duty on yarn are explained in 
Chapter X. It will be seen that we propose a reduction in the 

P d t
· t' f specific duty on 'yarn from II annas a 

rop08e res !'IC Ion 0 d tId I th t . t' f mill output. poun 0 anna an a so e res rIC Ion 0 
the duty to yarn of counts 50s and below. 

We believe that this will afford a substantial measure of relief 
to the handloom industry. We have received numerous sugges
tions from representatives of handloom weavers and from Directors 
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of Industries for the grant of further relief to the industry. It 
has been suggested that arrangements should be made by which 
mills would agree to exclude from their production those classes 
of cloth which form the bulk of the output of handloom weavers. 
A somewhat similar proposal was made two years ago in connec
tion with the swadeshi movement. Under this proposal the mills 
were required not to produce cloth of counts below 18s. The 
Ahmedabad Millowners' Association accepted this proposal but 
apparently they have confined its operation to mill made khaddar 
and have excluded from its scope all other kinds of cloth of counts 
below 18s. The Bombay Millowners' Association, "'we understand, 
agreed to exclude from their Jlroduction cloth of counts below lOs 
but asked that various exceptions should be made if the limit was. 
raised to 18s. The. object of these restrictions has been primarily 
to promote the manufacture of handspun khaddar. We have care
fully considered whether anYJracticable arrangement on those 
lines could be made so as to 'ord the handloom industry relief 
from competition by mills. The first difficulty in regard to such. 
an arrangement is that there is apparently no agreement among 
handloom weavers as to the classes of cloth which mills should 
agree not to produce. The only feasible basis for any limitation 
is that indicated by counts of yarn as in the proposal referred tOo 
above. Since the bulk of the handloom production consists of the 
coarser counts, it may appear reasonable to suggest that the line 
should be drawn at 20s or thereabouts. But the representatives 
of handloom weavers in Bombay who appeared before us considered 
that it was more important from their point of view that saris. 
of medium counts should be excluded from production by mills 
than the coarser counts. Even if it were agreed to exclude the
coarser counts, it would still be necessary to exempt from restric
tion various kinds of cloth of the coarser counts which are not 
made by handloom weavers such as drills and jeans, T-cloth and 
domestics, tent cloth, etc. Another difficulty equally important 
is to find means of enforcing a provision on these lines even if an 
agreed basis is found. Considering the number of cotton mills 
in the country and the extent to which they are spread o~er 
the countrv including Indian States as well as British India, the 
compulsory enforcement of such an arrangement must be dis
missed as impracticable. But although we consider it impossible
to include any such provision in our proposals we still think that 
the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowners' Associations and alSo. 
the other mills in India should regard it as an essential obligation 
arising from the grant of protection to refrain from entering into 
unfair competition with the handloom industry so as not to impair 
its relative position. It is obviously impossible for us to make
detailed sug~estions as tb how this obligation may best be dis
charged by the mill industry. But we think that the Millowne!s'
Associations should make a point of keeping in crose touch wlth 
Directors of Industries whose advice on questions re~ding co
opf'ration between the handloom and the mill industry should prove
of the greatest value. 
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178. A second suggestion we have received is that since it is 
the cotton mills which stand ~ benefit chiefly from a policy of 

protection a small cess at a rate not exceed
. Pr~dPOsalf tto

h 
levyhandlcess ing 3 pies a pOUJI.d should be levied on 

m &1 0 e oom h· f h f t· ind\l.lltry. t ell" output or t e purpose 0 crea mg an 
All-India fund from which contributions 

may be made to the provinces in aid of the development of the 
handloom industry. There are various directions in which if fUJI.ds 
are forthcoming substantial assistance may be rendered to the 
haudloom industry in the provinces, especIally in the matter of 
()rganisin~ purchase and sale and providing facilities for research 
and trainIng. We are in sympathy with this proposal and would 
commend it to the Government for favourable consideration. If 
it is decided to levy a cess on mill made goods during the period of 
protection, it is essential that an addition at a corresponding rate 
~hould be made to the specific duty on imported piecegoods 80 as 
not to impair the measure of protection intended for the mill 
industry. There is one difficulty however which in our opinion 
renders the immediate adoption of the proposal inadvisable. Unless 
means can be devised for levying such a cess on mills situated in 
Indian State, as well as in British India, the former will obtain 

- an unfair advantage. The output of the mills in Indian States 
is rapidly increasing, their total production being now the highest 
next to Bombay and Ahmedabad. Mills in Indian States already 
enjoy substantial advantages in respect of taxation, labour legisla
tion, etc., and we are averse to any measures calCUlated to increase 
the comparative disadvantage of mills in British India. We 
consider therefore that the question of levying a cess for the assist
ance of the handloom industry should be held over till a constitu
tion is evolved which will enable the Government of India to 
legislate for both British India and the Indian States. 

179. It is convenient at this stage" to set out briefly the effect 
'Of the Bwadeshi movement on the cotton textile industry during 

the period under .review. I ts more construc
Benefi!llal effect of the tive aspect may be dealt with first Alth ugh 

tlwadeshl movement. . . . 0 
the movement orIgmated as early as 1905, 

it did not assume a definite and concrete shape till the beginning 
o()f the post war period when the economic and political unrest 
which followed the war contributed a strong impetus to the move
ment. It was during this period that the cult of handspinning as 
the characteristic expression of the swadeshi spirit first came into 
prominence. The economic and political troubles which arose at 
the commencement of 1930 intensified the movement and gave rise 
to well organised' and sustained efforts for promoting it. These 
·efforts were directed specially towards a more rapid replacement 
.of imported cotton goods by goods made' in India and have been 
attended with marked success. The fact -that these efforts coin
-cided in point of time with the introduction of protective duties 
~n ~otton piecegood~ a.nd ,!ith the general trade depression renders 
It ImpOSSIble to dIstmgUIsh the effect of the movement either 
()n the level of prices or on the volume of imports. But it is 
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generally admitted that the remarkable increase in the -'production 
of Indian mills particularly in t~e finer counts during the past 
two years has been substantially assisted by it. The fall in the 
general purchasing power of the country as shown by the drop 
in the prices of agricultural commodities has helped in diverting 
the demand for cloth from high-priced to low-priced goods. This 
accounts partly for the decline in the imports of piecegoods. But 
tha decline would not have been so marked or precipitate but for 
the influence exerted in the same direction by the swadeshi move
ment. How far it has helped in raising, or in preventing the 
fall in, the prices of Indian made goods, it iii more difficult to 
estimate. It is fairly obvious that it has had little direct effect 
on the price of the coarser kinds of cloth since the Indian industry 
had already captured by far the greater part of the market for 
such cloth. But we believe that as regards cloth of medium and 
fine counts in which the Indian product is exposed to severe 
external competition, the swadeshi movement has assisted, in con
junction with the protective duties, in preventing a larger fall 
in prices. The fall in the prices of piecegoods in India since 1930 
does not appear to be in excess of the decline in cotton prices. 
To this result the swadeshi movement by stimulatin~ the demand 
for Indian goods must have materially contributed. 

180. The negative aspect of the movement especially in the 
more aggressive form which it assumed since 1930 has to a consider-

, able extent nullified the solid and substan-
4.dverse elT~t :If t,.I'e tial advantaO'es which its more constructive 

movement: (I) Suspen- f t> d hId' . d 
SiOD of business. aspect con erre on ten Ian 111 ustry. 

The first and most important element in this 
negative aspect is the frequent suspension of business particularly 
in the city of Bombay in which certain phases of the movement 
found expression. The frequent interruption of business in the 
cotton market and the market for piecegoods and the general spirit 
of uncertainty in business circles which have prevailed since 1930 
have undoubtedly prevented the mills in Bombay from taking full 
advantage of the protective duties and the increased demand foJ' 
Indian piece~oods. The city of Bombay has been the chief centre 
of the negatIve manifestations of the movement and the mills in 
Bombay have thus been placed in a position of serious disadnntage 
as compared with other centres of production. The comparative 
disability of the Bombay section of the cotton industry has been 
accentuated in consequence of it. 

181. Another element of a negative character consists in the 
restrictions which have been imposed in connection with certain 

.. . . aspects of the cotton industIJ. We have 
(II) RestrictIons re- alteady referred to the restrictIOn reO'ardinO' 

gerdmg the use of yarn. the manufacture of khaddar cloth i~ mills~ 
In consequence of this the production of mill made khaddar fell 
from 60'2 million pounds in 1930-31 to 41·5 million pounds in 
1931-32. The difference represents approximately 5 per cent. 
of the total estimated production of the handloom industry. To 
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this extent -'he restriction may 'be said to have been of assistance 
to handlooni:weavers. The most important restriction relates to 
the use of imported cotton yarn and of artificial silk yarn. Every 
effort has apparently been made to prevent the use of imported 
yarn either by mills or by handlooms. On the former the restric
tion has had little adverse effect since with a protective duty on 
yarn and the recent fall in the prices of foreign cotton the use 
of which has not been restricted, the spinning of yarn of the finer 
counts has been generally profitable for mills. On handlooms on 
the other hand the restriction has in many cases temporarily at any 
rate resulted in serious hardship. The strong prejudice fostered 
against the use of imported yarn has in varIOUS parts of the 
country prevented the handloom weaver from finding a sale for 
cloth of finer counts woven by him; and this has happened at a 
time when as the result of the protective duty on yarn his cost of 
material relatively to cloth has been considerably increased. The 
restriction regardmg the use of artificial silk yarn has also had a 
similar effect. With the increasing competition from imported 
goods made wholly or partially of artificial silk, the handloom 
weaver is often compelled as a measure of self-preservation to use 
artificial silk yarn in cloths woven by him either in the fabric or 
for decorative purposes. For such goods it has become difficult 
to find a sale. At th~ same time there has been no restriction as 
regards the use of imported artificial silk goods which compete 
severely with the product of the handloom weaver. It must be 
remembered that the effect of the swadeshi movement and of the 
protective duties as regards the prices of Indian made cloth has 
been felt least in the coarser counts which form the bulk of the 
output of the handloom industry. 

182. From the figures set out in paragraphs 166 to 168 of this 
Chapter it will be noticed that hand spinning the promotion of 

. . which is apparently the chief object of these 
~estrlctlOn~ of benefit. restrictions has in the meantime shown little 

malIlly to mills. H d . . b 'd' progress. an spmmng as a su Sl 1ary 
occupation for the agriculturist has considerable economic value 
and if its progress were substantially assisted by these restrictions, 
their usefulness could not be questioned. But we have seen no 
signs of any substantial progress. We have been at considerable 
puins to collect all available information on the subject and the 
Ileneral impression left on our minds by the evidence of witnesses _ 
in close touch with rural industries in different }larts of India is 
that hand spinning has on the whole derived little impetus from 
the swadeshi movement during the past two years. It follows 
therefore that neither the handloom weaver nor the agriculturist 
has so far benefited to any substantial extent by the restrictions 
imposed on the cotton textile industry "in connection with the 
swadeshi movement. The benefit of these restrictions has been 
confined to the mill industry of which the Bombay section has 
probably benefited least. 



CHAPTER IX. 

Subsidiary Industries. 

183. We have received applications for protection from two 
industries-hosiery manufacture and braid 

A~p.licati?ns fr,?m the making-the principal raw material of which 
8ubsidiary mdustnes.. . 

IS cotton yarn whICh can be procured from 
Indian mills. 

184. The industry of nosiery manufacture is well established in 
several parts of the country. It is organised in a variety of ways. 

. There are several cases in which hosiery 
(1) Hosiery manufac· departments are attached to large textile 

ture. Extent of the '11 . • 
hosiery industry. ml S; there are a number of small factOrIes 

in which knitting machines are driven by 
power; and in Bengal and the Punjab it is a widely followed 
cottage industry manufacturing articles on hand worked machines. 
We have received representations from the Hosiery Manufacturers' 
Association of Bengal, from factories in Ahmedabad, Lahore, 
Pabna in Bengal, and Rangoon, and from one of the large textile 
miNs in Calcutta to which a hosiery department is attached. We 
have not been able to obtain any precise information regarding 
the extent and distribution of the industry. The Statistical 
Abstract published in 1932 mentions thirty-eight factories, fifteen 
in Bengal, eight in Bombay, eleven in Madras and two in the 
Punjab. These statistics are evidently_ incomplete. Our infor
mation is that in Bengal there are forty-four factories in which 
the machines are driven by power, thirty being in and near 
Calcutta and eight or nine in Pabna, and about a hundred factories 
in which the machines are worked by hand, while one mill has a 
hosiery department attached. The power factories employ about 
1,000 men and the smaller factories about 2,500. In Bombay 
there are seven factories which employ 847 persons and in Madras 
fourteen factories employ 579 persons. In the United Provinces 
there are hosiery departments attached to four of the textile mills. 
Weare told of six factories in the Central Provinces, but have 
no information how many persons they employ. We have heard 
from one factory in Ran.goon. And in the Punjab we are told 
of the existence of 160 factories, of which six employ more than 
fifty hands and thirtv are worked by power; the average number 
of men to a. factory is about twenty-five; the total number of men 
in the province employed by the industry is upwards of 750 and 

,I' the total number of machines is about 2,100. Thus so far as 
( 176 ) 
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our information goes, the strength and distribution of the industry 
i. as follows:- . 

Province. 

.. 
Bengal. 

Punjab. 

United Provinces 

CeIltra.i Provinces 

Bombay 

Madna • 

Burma • 

Total 

TABLE LXXIII. 

Number of factories worked by 

Power. Hand • 

44 

30 

100 

130 

Hosiery Departm(liits 

6 

7 

3,600 

579 
I 

1 I Not reported. --------'1---
102 230 5,676 

185. For the manufacture of hosiery, yarn must be uniform in 
diameter and it must also be softer than the yarn used for weaving. 

This softness is obtained by reducing the 
Process of manufacture. twist in spinning. 'fo compensate for the 
loss of strength caused by the reduction of the twist cotton of a 
longer staple must be used than is required for the spinning of a 
weaving yarn of the same count. Thus a mixture suitable for 
spinning counts 26s weaving yarn will be used to spin hosiery yarn 
of counts 20s. The power driven factories in Bengal use 91 per 
cent. Indian yarn which is quite good enough for the manufacture 
of cheap underwear comparable with the qualities imported from 
Japan. The factory at Ahmedabad buys all its yarn locally except 
a very small quantity of deep coloured brownish Egyptian yarn 
which is used for special purposes. 'The factory in Rangoon uses 
Indian yarn of counts 16s to 24s, but imports yarn of counts 30a 
from Japan. The Lahore factory prefers Indian yarn to J apa
nese, but uses mostly Japanese yarn both because it is cheaper and 
because it is always procurable in the market. Indian yarn of 
superior countll has to be ordered diTect from the mills who are not 
always ready to cater for small orders. The factory at Lahore 
manufactures only socks and stockings; the other factories from 
which we have received applications make· chiefly und~rwear. The 
process of manufacture is the same in each case. The yarn may be 
bought either on cones or in hanks; if bought on cones it can be 
worked on the knitting machines direct j otherwise it has to lIe 
wound on to bobbins. On the knitting machine the yarn is manu
factured into circular rolls of fabrics, of sizes which vary according 
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.to the size of the machine. When the fabric leaves the knitting 
dried and calendered. It is next sent to the tailoring department 
machine, it is bleached or dyed according to requirement, and then 

'where it is cut 'by hand to the shapes required for bodies, sleeves, 
necks, etc. All the sewing is done on machines which in a .power 
factory are working by power and often at a very high speed. 
From the tailoring department the articles go to be ironed, pressed, 
.stamped and packed. 

186. The monthly statistics of cotton spinning and weaving in 
Indian mills show the quantity of hosiery manufactured. These 

, , figures at the best cover only the production 
Indian, pro~uctlOn com· of power driven factories and do not inciude 

pared with imports. . . 
the productlOn of the cottage mdustry 

which, as we have seen, is an important feature in Bengal and in 
the Punjab. And it is by no means certain that the whole produc
-tion of power driven factories is shown; for the output in Bengal 
in 1931-32 is given as 163,000 dozens, whereas the Hosiery Manu
facturers' Association of Bengal state the total annual output of 
,all classes of cotton hosiery goods in their power ariven factories 
to be 472,000 dozens. This serious discrepancy throws consider
able doubt on the value of the tabulated statistics. But in the 
absence of more reliable figures we show them in the following 
'Table together with the imports for the [ast six years:-

TAllLE LXXIV. 

Hosiery (stockings and socks and underwear). 

Imports. Indian Manufacture. 

- I Average I Average 
Qllantity value Quantity Weight weight 
thousand R Vi!ki: per dozen. thousand thousand per dozen. 
dozens. ~. S'j I dozens. pounds. 

Rs. I lbs. 

--
1926·27 4,737 141'71 2'99 352 I 983 2'79 

1927·28 4,513 132'21 2'93 456 1,214 2'66 

1928·29 5,149 139'88 2'72 493 1.609 3'26 

1929·30 5,106 139'09 2-72 576 1,923 3-34 

1930·31 3,843 .86'3& 2'25 500 1,668 3-34 

1931·32 -, 2,593 ' 46'95 1'81 622 1,974 3-17 . 
It is clear that there is considerable scope for the development of 
the Indian industry, even allowing for omissions in the returns of 
Indian production. 
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187. We have made a detailed examination of the cost of manu
lacture in 8 factory at Ahmedabad and also the costs of a typical 

C t f f t f factory placed before us by the Hosiery 
O. (0 manu ac ore 0 ,.. f 'A" f 1 

.underwear. .Jllanu acturel'S ssoClatlOn 0 Benga . 
The minimum economical production for a 

fa~tory is st~ted to b~ about 200 dozens of underwear a day. For 
thIS productlon a capItal outlay of about Rs. 1'55 lakh is required. 
There is a widespread complaint that the 5 per cent. allowance 
~a.de by the Income-tax authorities for depreciation of machinery 
IS madequate, the wear and tear involved by the constant use both 
.of knitting and sewing machines being such that their effective life 
,can never be more than ten years and is often less. It is urged 
that in England 10 per cent. is allowed on such machinery, while 
in the United States of America it is suggested that for sewing 
machines the allowance may be as high as 20 per cent. We consi
der that 10 per cent. is a reasonable rate for both sewing and 

. knitting machines We Dlld that the average cost of manufactur-
ing a dozen vests weighing 3 lbs. 2 oz. a dozen may be put at 
Rs. 3-5-6, allowing for 16 per cent. wastage of yarn. To this figure 
we add 8t ann as to provide for interest on working capital at the 
'rate of 6 per cent. on four months' works costs, depreciation at 10 
pel' cent. on the machines, and profit at 8 per cent. on'the capital 
invested. We thus get a fair selling price of Rs. 3-14-0 a dozen. 
Comparable Japanese vests weighing 2 Ibs. 8 oz. a dozen are im
ported at a c.i.f. price of Rs. 2-6-0 a dozen; so the measure of 
protection necessary is not less than Rs. 1-8-0 per dozen vests. ' An 
alternative statement of cost works out to Rs. 4-8-0 a dozen after 
providing for depreciation anrl. interest and profit. Owing to tile 
competition of imported articles the utmost that can be realised for 
these g-oods which cost Rs. 4~8-0 a dozen to manufacture is 
Rs. 3-12-0 a dozen; 12 annas out of this represents the present dU'ty 
.at 25 per cent. So the measure of protection required in this caie 
too works out at Rs. 1-8 a dozen. If the duty is levied on the ba!<is 

,.of weig-ht, allowance will have to be made for the difference in 
weight between comparable qualities of Indian and Japanese goobs. 
We understand that the imported goods often weigh not more than 
two-thirds of the weight of the Indian manufactures with which 
they compete. Thus Indian goods weighing 3 pounds a dozen have 
to compete with imported goods whose average weight will not be 
more than 2 pounds a dozen. To afford adequate protection. it 
will therefore be necessary to fix the duty per pound sufficiently 
nigh to cover this difference. This difficu'lty will not arise if the 
-duty is levied on the basis of quantity. To render any measure of 
protection effective it will be necessary to impose a protective 'duty 
not only on the imported articles which compete with similar 
-articles manufactured in India, but also 'on imports of knitted 
fabric; otherwise it might well pay the importer to import knitted 
fabric and. arrang-e for t.he tailoring to be done in India; and an 
-arrang-ement of this sort might render a~y measure of p:otection 
:nugatory. It will also be necessary to Impose a protectIve duty 

G 
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on i~ports. of underwear made from woven fabrics; for there are 
certain. lI:rtICle~ such as ~otton crepe vests which come into direct 
competItIon WIth the hosIerY' manufactured in India. 

188. The only material available to us for estimating the cost· 
of manufacturing socks and stockings is a statement from the fac

Cost of manufacture of tory at Lahore. This statement is based on 
BOcks and stockings. an average. production ~f 450 dozen pairs a. 

month, whIle the capacIty of the factory i~ 
600 dozen I?airs or e:ven more.. Costs at present average Rs. 3-14.{} 
a. dozen pans; but If the eqUIpment is increased to an economical 
SIze, costs should c0IIl:e down to Rs. 2-14-0; and if the factory is 
worked to full capacIty there should be a further saving of at 
least 6 annas a dozen pairs. We therefore take Rs. 2-8-0 a dozen 
pairs-including profit, interest and depreciation-as a fair sellino
price. Comparable:r apanese goods are imported at a c.i.f. pric~ 
of Rs. 2 a dozen pans. So, the measure of protection required is. 
S annas a dozen pairs. 

189. The Tariff Board in its 1926-27 report rejected the hosiery 
industry's application for protection partly for the reason that it 

Advantages of manu- was not confronted with unfair competition 
facture in a mill com- from Japan, but chiefly because they 'consi
pared with thuse of a dered that the grant to the hosiery industry
small f&<:tory. of protection on a scale higher than thai 
applicabie to other manufactured cotton goods would merely furnish
an incentive to textile mills to devote more attention to this branch 
of the industry and encourage them to produce hosiery articles: 
in such quantities and at such prices as to ruin the small factories. 
in which hosiery was mostly manufactured. We have made a 
point of examining this question in some detail in order to under
stand how far the manufacture of hosiery is an industry in which· 
a mill which is in a position to produce standardised articles in 
large quantities has an advantage over the smaller producer. While· 
there are certain hosiery articles fox which the demand is constant,. 
there are many others of which the patterns and designs are fre
quently changed. Many varieties of yarn are used, some American 
and some Egyptian. Where the demand is for comparatively small 
quantities and for great diversity of design, the mill is at a dis-' 
advantage j for a smaller plant can adapt itself to new varieties in' 
less time and with less dislocation of work, which involves waste, 
than a large mill. And even in the mass production of standardised' 
articles the advantage enjoyed by the min is not so great as might· 
be expected. Two great advantages which they enjoy are that 
they can use yarn spun in the mill and so save baling and other 
charges, and that the power for the hosiery department can be
supplied from the sam~ sourre as the power used in other depart
ments of the mill which saves the cost of a separate staff. We are 
however informed that competition between the Calcuta Municipal' 
Corporati\lU and the Electric Supply Corporation has reduced the
prlCe charged for the supply of electric energy to small factories to-
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a figure which is comparable with the cost of power supplied to a 
,Bombay mill by the Tata Hydro-Electric Companies. The bulk of 
the expenditure on labour is incurred in the tailoring department 
where the mill has no advantage over the small factory. The mills 
all!O find that goods which are bleached by band are preferred in 
the market to those treated in the mills' bleaching plant, so that 
in this case too they have no advantage. Expenditure on stores 
and packing and interest charges will be the same in a small factory 
,as in a mill. While in respect of overhead charges, salaries, and 
wages of daily labour the small factory should have an advantage 
in the closer supervision which the proprietor of a small factory is 
able to exercise; and the small factory is also able to save the 
expense which a mill incurs in the commission paid to a selling 
agent. We are thus led to the conclusion that it is only in the 
limited number of articles which are suitable for mass production 
ihat the mill has any advantage over the small factory, and that 
-even in the case of these articles the savings secured by the milll 
in charges for yarn and power are to a great extent balanced by 
the advantages which the small factory enjoys under supervision, 
daily labour and selling expenses. Power represents only 1'06 pel' 
-cent. of the cost of manufacture of hosiery, and the cost of baling 
yam is not likely to be a higher figure; but the items of expenditure 
in which the advantage is with the small factory represent not 
less than 4'6 per cent. of the whole expenditure. Thus even if the 
mills were induced to develop the hosiery business, it is by no 
means certain that they would be able to displace entirely the 
-small manufacturer; and we do not consider that such a remote 
contingency should rule out the hosiery industry's claim to protec
iion. 

190. There are in Calcutta three factories equipped for the 
manufacture of cotton braid; there are ten such factories in Dacca 

(i., The manufacture 
of the Braid known as 

.... Ghoonsis and Mukta
kesis u. 

and four in Delhi. New Industries, Limi
ted, the firm which owns one of the Calcutta 
factories, has applied for the protection of 
the industry by means of a duty of 100 per 

-cent. on all imports. The Company was floated in 1922 with an 
-authorised capital of Rs. 6 lakhs of which Rs. 1 lakh only was 
paid up. From 1919 to 1922 the factory was under private manage
ment. Its original equipment was 600 machines, but from time to 
time the number has been increased till at present it stands at 
'2,100. The full capacity of the factory is about 200,000 pounds 
a year, and the greatest output so far attained was 90,000 pounds 
in 1929. The process is simple; the yam is first wound on to 
spools; each machine consists of six sets of 'nine spools each and the 
operation of the machine is planned to move the spools in such a 
way as to plait nine strands of yarn into one strand of braid. There 
is also a small dyeing plant in which some of the braid is coloured. 
'The chief use of the braid is for the threading of jeweUery and 
o()ther decorations when worn upon the person; -it is used chiefly in 
JJt'ngal and also to some extent in Upper India; and the manufac-

G2 
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turer claims that as it is a luxury it should when imported be liable
to a revenue duty at 50 per cent. which for protective purposes
should be raised to 100 per cent. Most of the imports come from 
Japan, small quantities only being brought from Germany and. 
Czechoslovakia. This article does not figure separately in the Cus
toms returns being included under "Haberdashery" which as a. 
textile fabric is at present liable to duty at 25 per cent. The re
presentative of New Industries Limited states that he has been 
informed that the annual imports at the Calcutta port are from. 
1,200 to 1,500 cases of 100 pounds each. The only other port at 
which it is imported is Karachi; and the quantity brought there 
has not been ascertained but is believed to be small. So far as
Bengal is concerned, the market in 1929 would appear to have 
been, say, 200,000 pounds imported, 100,000 pounds manufactured 
by New Industries, Limited, and 50,000 pounds produced by the
two other factories in Calcutta or 350,000 pounds in all. Thus. 
New Industries Limited's factory and the other t"o factories in 
Calcutta. eQuId, if working to capacity. supply practically the whole· 
requirements of -Bengal. 

191. The capital cost of a factory equipped to produce :.!OO Ib8. 
of braid a day or 90,000 Ibs. in a year, working double shift, is

estimated at Rs. 62,500; and the amount of 
Cost of manufacture. working capital required is Rs. 8,000_ 

Works costs cannot exceed 13 annas 10 pies a lb. (including 9-
annas for cost of yarn). Depreciation at 5 per cent. is 6! pies a, 
lb.; interest on working capital at 6 per cent. is 0'34 pies a lb.;.: 
and profit at 8 per cent. on capital of Rs. 62,500 is 10'6 pies a lb. 
The resultant fair selling price is 15 annas 6'6 pies a lb. Last 
August the landed price (ez-duty) of Japanese braid was 9 annas a: 
lb.· at which price a duty of 6! annas would be required to protect: 
the Indian industry. 

192. In the case of the steel industry it has been recognised' 
that once it is decided to foster the manufacture of steel in India, 

R d t ' engineering and other works engaged in the-
ecommen a IOns, f b' t' f t I h' h 'd ' a rIca Ion 0 S ee, w IC provI e an In-

direct but immediate stimulus to the production of raw steel, are' 
ipso facto entitled to claim protection. We consider that the case
of the hosiery and other industries, whose raw material is yarn 
spun in Indian mills, is analogous. The development of these
industries means a demand for increased quantities of yarn and is: 
thus calculated to encourage increased production in the mills and
thereby to reduce their costs. These industries are so intimately· 
connected with the cotton textile industry that we have not thought 
it necessary to discuss ~eparately the question whether they fulfif 
the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission. We have seen 
that they are un!lble without assistance to meet the competition of 
imported goods; and we therefore recommend that they be accorded 
a measure of protection corresponding to what we have ascertained' 
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to he the difference between their fair selling price and the import 
price of foreign goods of comparable quality. Hosiery goods are 
u8ually imported in dozens or dozens of pairs and. it will b6 more 
convenient to assess the specific duty on these units rather than <?n 
weight. The l'ates which we recommend are:- . 

Rs. A. 
Hosiery-

(1) Underwear per dozen 1 8 
(2) Socks and stockings per dozen pairs . 0 8 

or in each case the ad valorem rate of revenue duty whichever is 
greater. 'Ve recommend that the duty of Rs. 1-8-0 a dozen be 
applied not only to underwear made of hitted fabric including 
knitted garments of all descriptions but also to underwear made of 
woven fabric. 'Ve also recommend that knitted fabric imported 
in the piece be liable to the duty proposed for " all other kinds" 
of piecegoods (item 12.1 of the proposed Tariff Schedule in Chapter 
XI). As regards cotton braid we recommend that the manufacture 
of the braids known ill the trade 3S " Ghoonsis or Muktakesis " be 
protected by a specific duty of 6t annas a !lb. (or the ad valorem rate 
of revenue duty whichever is higher) on those particular braids 
when imported from abroad. It is not necessary to impose a speci
fic duty on other sorts of braid which are not at present 
manufactured in India. The distinction is familiar to the trade 
and will cause no difficulty to the customs administration. 



CHAPTER X. 

Supplementary Proposals. 
193. Under our terms of reference we are asked to examine 

what rates of duty are required in respect (i) ilf piecegoods made 
D wholly or partly of artificial silk and (ii) of 

e~ti~!~ ~; a~~~~ial ~ilte cotton twist and yarn. As stated in para-
. graph 22 the imports from Japan of piece

goods made of artificial silk have shown an enormous increase 
during the past two years. These articles enter into strong in
direct competition with coloured piecegoods especially cotton 
fancies. It will be seen from the Table in paragraph 24 showing 
the variation in the production of piecegoods in India since 1926-
21 that while the total production of piecegoods increased from 
2,258-1 million yards in 1926-21 to '2,989-9 million yards in 1931-
32, the production of coloured piecegoods showed no increase in 
1931-32 and showed a considerable fall in 1930-31 as compared with 
1926-21. The fact that the production of coloured piecegoods in 
India has not kept pace with the general increase in production 
which has taken place since 1929-30 is to be accounted for partly 
by the faU in the export trade in piecegoods which consists largely 
of coloured goods. But it is also due to the severe competition of 
imported artificial silk goods in the Indian market. From the 
figures given in the Trade Returns the average value of Japanese 
goods made entirely of artificial silk fell from 5-1 annas a yard in 
1930-31 to 4-5 ann as in 1931-32. The ngures given in the monthly 
Trade Returns for August 1932 show an average value of 3-4 annas 

\ a yard. The imports come almost entirely from Japan which in 
1931-32 accounted for 13-96 million yards out of a total of 14-41. 
Since the imports of artificial silk goods affect equally the mill 
industry and handloom weavers.., we consider that effective steps 
should be taken to assist the Indian industry against competition 
from this source. In view of the fact that artificial silk goods 
compete chiefly with coloured cotton piecegoods, the rate of duty
should be based on the measure of protection estimated for coloured 
goods. There is, however, one important distinction between 
cotton goods and artificial silk goods for which allowance should 
be made in fixing the rate of protection. Artificial silk being 
much liO'hter, bulk for bulk, than cotton, the same weight of goods 
will pro~ide a far greater area in the case of artincial silk than 
cotton. Unless this factor is adequately provided for, the measure 
of assistance will prove ineffective. On a comparison of the ordi
nary types of cotton coloured goods made in Indian mills with the 
mosil popular qualities of artificial silk taffetas imported from 
Japan, we find that a pound of artificial silk c!oth may correspond 
not infrequently to three times the area provIded by a pound of 

( 184 ) 
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cotton cloth. Taking this difference into account and allowing also 
for the continuous fall in the recent prices of Japanese artl:ficial 
silk goods, we propose that the duty per pound of artificial silk 
fabrics should be fixed at over three times the rate we have pro
posed for coloured cotton goods. We have recommended a duty of 
61 annas a pound for the latter. We accordingly propose that the 
duty on artificial silk goods should be fixed at Rs. 1-8-0 a pound 
or the ad valorem rate of revenue duty whichever is higher. 

194. Piecegoods composed partly of artificial silk and partly of 
other materials are now liable to a lower duty than goods made 

D t d d 
. entirely of artificial silk. The duty in the 

u y on goo 8 ma 8 f . 3A 3 t h'l . th partly of artificial silk. ormer case 1S ':t8 per cen . w 1 e lU e 
latter it is 50 per cent. Piecegoods com

posed partly of artificial silk also compete severely with cotton 
goods. According to the Trade Returns for August 1932, the ave
rage value of piecegoods made of cotton and artificial silk imported 
from Japan is 3'3 annas a yard which is almost the 'same as the 
value of piecegoods made entirely of artificial silk imported from 
Japan in the same month. We consider that the rate of duty we 
have proposed on goods made entirely of artificial silk should apply 
equally to artificial silk mixtures. We think, however, that where 
the proportion of artificial silk in the mixture is not more than 
15 per cent. of the total weight of the fabric, the duty should be· 
lower-. If the bulk of the remaining material is cotton, the duty 
should be levied at the rate fixed for coloured cotton piecegoods. 
or if wool, at the revenue rate applicable to woollen manufactureR_ 
Imports from Japan of goods composed of cotton and waste silk r 

known in the trade as 'karandy cloth' have shown a large in
crease recently, especially since a protective duty was applied to· 
coloured woven cotton goods. The total imports in 1931-32 were· 
4'05 million yards as against 2'01 in 1929-30. The nett value of 
this class of cloth per piece is almost the same as goods made en
tirely of artificial silk. We propose that the rate of duty applicable 
to artificial silk fabrics should be applied to mixtures of cotton 
and waste silk, except where the proportion of waste silk is not 
more than 15 per cent. of the total weight. In such cases the duty 
will be levied at the rate applicable to coloured cotton piecegoods. 

195. The duty on imported yarn is now fixed at 6! per cent. or 
I! annas a pound whichever is higher. While the ad valorem' 

D t duty in this case is a purely revenue duty. 
u y on yam. the specific duty was introduced in 192,\ at 

a rate of It annas per pound as a measure of assistance agamst 
unfair competition from Japan and subsequently renewed in 1930' 
in view of similar conditions in China: We have found in this 
enquiry that the cotton textile industry has established a claim to
substantive protection, and it is necessary, ·therefore, to examine 

• The distiuction employed by the Customs Department in regard to' 
artificial silk mixtures was based on superficial Blrea (paragraph 7, Chapter· 
I). We consider this an unsatisfactory basis in as much as it will exclude 
the coarser kinds of goods from the protective duty. 
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t.l~e assistance l'tlquired in respect of yarn on the same basis as 
plecegoods. The bulk of the yarn imported into India is of grey 
Yu.rn of counts 31s to 40s. 'Ve find frOID cosis submitted by Indian 
nlllls that ~he av~rage works cost at present of grey yarn counting 
31s to 40~ mcludrng raw cotton at CUlTent rates (which include the 
duty on Imported cotton) in a reasonahly efficient mill is 124 pies 
P?r pound. We have allowed 28 pies per pound in the case of 
pleceg~ds on ac~ount o~ d,epreciation, interest on working capital, 
managmg agents commISSIOn and profit. In view of the fact that 
yarn is a much simpler pl'Oduct involving less expenditure of fixed 
as well as working capital and less ,services on the part of the 
mana,gement, we think that an allowance of 12 pies per pound is 
suffiCIent under this head. This brings the fair selling price of 
grey yarn of counts 31s to 40s spun is Indian mills to 136 pies per 
pound. The duty !ree price of Chinese grey yarn of 31s to 40s in 
1931-32 as shown IS the Trade Returns was 130 pies per pound. 
The average price ex-duty of grey yarn of the same counts im
ported from Japan in August 1932 was 124 pies per pound. We 
think on these figures that a specific duty of 1 anna per pound of 
yarn will give the Indian industry adequate protection, We 
propose, therefore, that the duty on yarn should be fixed at 1 anna 
per pound or the ad 1'alorem rate of revenue duty whichever is 
higher. In order to give relief to the handloom industry which is 
the principal consumer of imported yarn, we recommend that the 
specific duty should not be applied to yarn, single or folded, of 
counts above 50s the production of which in the Indian mills is 
negligible. 

196. Imported raw cotton is now liable to a duty of 6 pies per 
~b. under the emergency revenue measures adopted last year. In con

sequence of the large increase in the import 
Duty on raw cotton. of raw cotton in 1931 as compared with the 

year immediately preceding it, it has been suggested by witnesses 
interested in the cultivation of cotton that this duty should be made 
permanent. We recognise that the increased imports of cotton in 
1931 were largely due'to the decline in ,the price of foreign cotton 
as compared with Indian cotton as the result of a short crop in 
India coinciding with a bumper crop in America. Although dis
turbance of this kind in the price parity between American and 
Indian cotton is not a regular occurrence, it must be re:rp.emhered, 
as we have already pointed out, that it has occurred three times 
durin.,. the past twelve years. The position of the Indian culti
vator "'is apt to he attended with serious risk at periods of such 
disturbance especially in vlew of the fact that the increasing dete
rioration of American cotton brings it in competition with not 
merely long staple but also short staple cotton in India. We think 
that provision should tJe made for insuring the India~ cultivator 
against such risk!!. We reconl:t;nend, therefore, that the lmp~rt duty 
on raw ('oHon Rhonld he retamed at the present rate dUl'mg the 
pE-riod of protedion. In vipw of the fact that in our estimate ?f 
the fair selling price the duty on cotton has been taken at thIS 
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rate, any increase in the duty will hamper the production of finer 
~arietjell of goods. Much the greater part, however, of the cotton 
Jmport~tl into India last year was ot longer staple than is grown m 
I ndia and the Indian Central Cotton Committee have, therefore, 
lIuggested that the duty should be confined to cotton having a. 
maximum length of staple of 31/32" and that in order to provide 
against errors in testing and against indirect competition from 
cottOIlS of longer staple, a margin of 3/64" may be provided. We 
think that a distinction between different grades of cotton for duty 
purposes will seriously disturb their relative values and cause dis
location in the market. We believe also that it will cause grave 
administrative difficulties at th:e Custom Houses, especially at 
ports like Calcutta where no arrangements for testing cotton are 
In existence. Since we have made full provision for the duty on 
cotton in our estimate of the fair selling. price for the Indian in
dustry, no hardship will be caused by applying the duty to all 
classes of cotton. We propose; therefore, that the duty should 
be levied at the present rate on cotton of all kinds imported into
India during the period of protection. The East African Cotton 
Merchants' Association in a representation submitted to us have 
objected to the imposition of a duty on imported cotton having a. 
longer staple than is grown in India. We have explained our rea
sons for recommending that the duty should be applied to all 
classes of imported ·COttOD. We have also considered the conten
tion of the Association that the bulk of the cotton imported from 
Uganda is ginned in factories owned or leased by Indians and that. 
therefore the duty will cause hardship to an important Indian 
community living overseas. It does not, however, appear to us. 
that the imposition of a duty applicable to all imported cotton 
will place Uganda cotton i,n the Indian market under any disad
vantage as compared with its position when there 'was no duty at. 
all. We have therefore no recommendations to make regarding
the representation of the Association. 

197. The Calcutta Flour Mills Association have drawn our atten-· 
tion to the fact that the import duty on wheat of Rs. 2 per cwt. 

places Indian flour mills who produce-
Duty on starch. wheaten starch in a position of unfair dis-

advantage as compared with foreign exporters of starch to India, 
imported starch being at present free of duty. 'rhe Corn Products. 
Company (India), Limited, who are large importers of corn starch 
for industrial use have strongly opposed this application on the 
ground among others that the large falling off in the business or 
local mills is due to the general trade depression and not to the
increased use of imported starching materials.. Where an Indian 
industry confines itR application to a mere restoration of tariff 
equality with foreign manufacturers operating in the Indian 
market, objections of the kind urged by the Corn Product Company 
are hardly relevant. It is impossible to arrive at a correct estimate· 
of the extent to which trade depression as distinct from foreign 
competition has adversely affected an Indian industry. Meanwhile 
it is an undoubted fact that while the Indian manufacturer has 
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to bear a heavy charge either in the shape of a duty paid on im
ported wheat or of higher prices paid on account of the duty fOI 
Indian wheat, the foreign article with which his product competes 
is admitted duty free. This is a clear case of taIiff inequality which 
should be remedied immediately . We are informed that certain 
classes of imported starching materials such as quellin, textiline, 
etc., are patented articles not made from corn flour and cannot 
therefore be made in India. But to the extent that they serve the 
same purpose as corn starch, their admission into the country free 
of duty places the Indian manufacturer in a position of tariff 
inequality. We consider, therefore, that all imported starching 
materials whether made from corn flour or not should be charged 
a rate of duty equivalent to the increased cost of Indian manu
facturers on account of the duty on their principal material. 
Having examined the extent to which Indian wheat prices are now 
in excess of those of comparable classes of imported wheat c.i.f. 
Indian port and the quantity of wheat used in the manufacture of 
a hundredweight of starch, making allowance for all utili sable 
waste, we find that the total disadvantage of the Indian industry 
is 15 per cent. of the current price of imported starch of the com
moner kinds. Considering the fact· that the Indian flour mill 
industry has a total capacity more than sufficient to meet the 
country's requirement of starch, we recommend that a duty of 15 
per cent. should be imposed on imported starching materials so as 
to'place the Indian industry in a position of tariff equality with the 
foreign manufacturer. A duty of 15 per cent. on starch will raise 
the average fair selling price of the cotton textile industry by less 
than lrd per cent. We have made enquiries regarding the pro
bable 'increase in cost in the jute industry on account of a duty at 
this rate on starch and find it IS less than in the cotton industry 
and almost negligible. 

198. The Government of India have referred to us an applica
tion from the Bihar Planters' Association for the imposition of an 

. . increased duty on synthetic dyes with a view 
. Apphcatt~n for protec· to encouraging the growth of the indigo in-

tlOn of Indtgo. d t - . I d' S th t' d t us ry III n lao yn e lC yes are a 
present subject to a duty of 10 per cent. 'ad valorem. The applica
tion is one for the grant of substantive protection and not merely 
for the removal of tariff inequality as in the case of the Flour Mills 
Association. This raises a much larger question than we are in a 
position to consider in connection with the present equiry. We 
are, therefore, unable to make any recommendations regarding the 
.application of the Behar Planters' Association. 

199. We considel' it of the greatest importance that the measure 
9£ protection granted to the Indian industry should be secured 

. against any fall in the prices of. imported 
I!"PQrtance of offsettmg goods during the period of protectIon. The 

duttes. I l' t' f 'fi d t' h' h genera app lca Ion 0 speC! c u les w lC 
we have proposed will give the industry a greater measure of security 

\ in this respect than a tariff ~omposed m&,inly of ad valorem dutil'S. 
~ evertheless it is essential that more adequate safeguards of a 
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statutory character should be provided against the risk of protection 
being impaired by a substantial fan in the price of)mported goods. 
The factors likely to affect the prices of cotton piecegoods are liable 
to be 80 uncertain in their operation that every possible precaution 
should be taken so as to prevent the protection granted to the 
industry being rendered ineffective. "With currencies divorced from 
the gold standard in the principal countries concerned, there is a 
lie rio us risk of unexpected developments occurring which may 
seriously react on the lev:el of prices. It must also be remembered 
that the cotton textile industry in J"apan is one of the most highly 
ratit.nulisw in·lustries in the world having large financial reserves 
at its disposal. From the cotton statistics of Japan published by 
the Japan Cotton Spinners' Association, we nnd that the reserve 
funds of the companies included in the Association amounted in 
1931 to 240 million yen as against a total paid up capital of 350 
million yen. The possibility of severe spurts of competition aris
ing under such circumstances which may lead to uneconomical 
prices over short periods cannot be ignored. We are, therefore, 
strongly of opinion that provieion should be made in the Act grant
ing protection to the cotton textile industry for enabling the 
Government to take prompt action without reference to the Legis
lature, if at any time during the period of protection the prices 
of imported goods fall to 8uch an extent as to render ineffective 
the protection intended for the industry. It is essential that action 
in such circumstances should be taken without any delay if it is 
to prove effective. Suitable arrangements should, therefore, be 
made for a continuous record of prices at the principal Custom 
Houses which will keep the Government in close touch with the 
variations in the level of prices from time to time. Such records 
have, we believe, been maintained by Collectors of Customs since 
the passing of the Act of 1930. The average rupee prices of re
presentative goods imported from any particular country as com
pared with the average price at the time of the grant of protection 
should provide sufficient evidence without any formal enquiry for 
judging whether action on the lines proposed is warranted. We 
have made no suggestion regarding any action by the Government 
in case of a rise in prices. Section 3 (5) of the Indian Tariff Act 
confers upon the Government the power to reduce or increase duties 
according as prices rise or fall. If prices rise during the period 
of protection, the extent to which the protection granted to the 
industry will be rendered excessive is considerably smaller under a 
system of specific duties such as we have proposed. Besides we con
sider that anysu/!'gestion that nrotection may be reduced during the 
period for which it is fixed will introduce a serious element of un
certainty into the minds of investors which will hamper the deve
lopment of the industry. 

200. The existence of trade conventions imd treaties which re
quire India to grant most favoured nation treatment to countries

trading with her is a matter which re,[uires 
Modification of Trade close consideration in this connection. It

Agreements. 
is not merely illogical but unfair to import-
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ant. interests in the country that separate action cannot be taken 
agamst countries solely responsible for a fall in prices. We do not 
necessarily suggest that trade conventions and treaties which are 
likely to hamper the operation of a provision for off-setting duties 
should be denounced. But we think that steps should be taken 
to secure, wherever necessary, a modification of the terms of exist
ing trade agreements which prevent the Government of India from 
taking such steps as may be necessary to safeguard Indian industries 
against specified forms of unfair competition. The Tariff Board 
is primarily interested in protected industries and we would, there
fore, ask that at least such modifications of existing arrangements 
should be obtained as will leave all duties included in -Part VII 
of Schedule II of the Indian Import Tariff outside their scope. 

201. We have carefully considered whether any special provi
sion is required immediately in addition to the scheme of protection 

. . . we have proposed against the depreciation of 
~o specIal provlSlon Japanese exchange. From such evidence as 

agamst exchange depre- h . d't h h . f 
elation required. we ave receIve 1 appears t at t e C.l. • 

yen prices of piecegoods imported recently 
from Japan are considerably higher than at the time of the emergent 
enquiry of last August. This is partly accounted for by the large in
creased in cotton prices which has occurred since we repor!ed. But 
the proportion in which Japanese prices have increased suggests 
that the effed of a hig-her level of prices in Japan on the costs of the 
industry, especially in respect of imported cotton, is gradually 
making itself felt. The following list of prices has been supplied 
to us by the Marwari Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta:-

TABLE LXXV. 

June September 
(average) yeu 

yen c. i. f. c. i. f. 

Grey shirting (Lady) 4,80 6'75 

Ditto (Peaches) 4'50 6'25 

Ditto (Flower-Anchor) 4'20 5'90 

Ditto (Hoshs) 4'00 8-00 

Ditto (Milkmaid) 1'30 4,075 

Gley Dhuti (Flower and Horsehoof) 1-06 1-55 

Ditto (Eagle Crown) 1'05 1-50 . 
White shirting (Bell Pigeon 4848) 1'30 :1'00 

Ditto di~to 4949 1-'2 3-20 

Ditto muUs (K_ S. 0.) 1"75 3-00 
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'These figures show an average increase of approximately 40 
per cent. Cotton prices during this period rose by about 50 per 
.(!ent.; Broach in the latter part of June was at 177 and on the 
7th September at 267. An increase of 50 per cent. in the price 
.of cotton should normally cause an increase of not more than 
about 20 fer cent. in the selling price of finished piecegoods against 
.an actua increase of 40 per cent. The yen exchange declined 
dUI'ing this period by 12 per cent. The nett increase in the yen 
price of piecegoods was, therefore, greater than the fall in the 
rupee value of the yen. According to the figures supplied to us 
oy the Collector of Customs, Calcutta, forward invoice .prices in 
'yen of grey shirtings imported from Japan show an increase of 30 
per cent. and of white shirtings nearly 40 per cent. It seems, 
therefore, that the advantage obtained by Japan from a rapidly 
.depreciating exchange is disappearing for the time being and 
-that no special measures are required at present on account of this 
factor. The situation, however, requires to be carefully watched. 
"l'he evidence regarding an increase in Japanese prices is not by 
:any means conclusive. Some leading importers appear to think 
that a fresh decline in prices has set in or may soon be expected. 
From such figures of October prices as we have seen we find there 
has been a noticeable tendency to reduce the c.i.f. prices of Japanese 
~oods apparently as a result of the recent temporary increase of 
.duty. The reduction varies from 5 to 10 per cent. of the September 
prices. Should developments occur which to any substantial extent 
falsify the tentative conclusions we have formed, there should be 
110 hesitation to put in operation the provision for ofisetting duties. 

202. The intense competition which has prevailed in the market 
.during the past few years has resulted in practices which appear to 

.n " f h M call for an extension of the scope of the 

... eVISlon 0 t e er· M h d' M k A W h . o'handise Marks Act. erc an lse ar s ct. . e . ave se~~ In 
the market Japanese dhubs wIth fictItiOUS 

names of Indian mills designed to mislead purchasers interested ill 
buying Indian goods. Similarly, we have seen dhutis imported 
from the United Kingdom with a " Map of India" printed on- it 
:and other designs calculated to convey a misleading impression re
'garding the country of origin. Sometimes also descriptions appeal' 
,on imported cloth such as " Made out of yarn spun in our mill " 
'in the vernacular. We consider that these practices should be 
-discouraged by a thorough revision of the Merchandise Marks Act. 
It is necessary also that Indian mills should be required to stamp 
-the correct length on cloth made by them as cases have recently 
.()ccurred of short lengths in cloths shipped to the Calcutta market 
by Indian mills situated elsewhere. Similarly, in the case of Indian 
spun yarn we think that mills should be required to pack their 
yarn in such a way that the number of kllots of hanks should as 
in the case of imported yarn indicate the number of counts. In 
the case of undervests and other hosiery goods, it should be laid 
down that the name of the country of origin should be printed in a 
conspicuous form, even if no· description occurs, instead of being 
written as is now frequently done in very small characters difficult 
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to, distinguish. .We think that the question of revising the Mer
chandise Marks Act should receive early attention. 

203. The 'Tariff Board in 1926-27 suggested in paragraph 87 
of its Report that "the Commercial Intelligence Department 

Compilation of official should examine the possibility of compiling 
statistics. the statistics of the production of cloth in 

Indian mills in a form in which a compari
son with the figures for imported cloth could be made more satis
factorily than is at present possible". This recommendation was
strongly supported by Mr. Hardy inhis Report in 1929. No pro
gress has .apparently been made in this direction with the result 
that the figures of Indian production published by the Director 
General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics are still pre
sented in a form which serves no intelligible purpose. In respect 
of certain items such as hosiery goods we have reason to think 
that the figures of production in the published returns are seriously 
inaccurate. The compilation of the statistics of cotton goods in 
a more satisfactory form is an imperative necessity and suitable
arrangements for it should be made, if necessary, by the appoin
ment of a special officer with detailed knowledge of the Indian 
cotton textile industry as well as the import trade in cotton goods. 

204. The Indian Merchants' Chamber of Bombay have made 
a strong plea for the encouragement of various Indian industries. 

U f I d
' . 1 engaged in the production of articles used 

se 0 n Ian materIa. . th tt t t'l . d t W . In e co on ex 1 e In us ry. e are In 
entire sympathy with the point of view urged by the Chamber that 
unless the policy of protection results in the development not 
merely of the industries to which protection is granted, but also of 
subsidiary industries, it will have failed to achieve its full purpose. 
We consider that if protection for the cotton textile industry is 
extended for the period we have proposed, every effort should be 
made by millowners to encourage use of Indian materials in their 
mills. This is a matter in which millowners themselves should 
take the necessary initiative by getting into closer touch with Indian 
commercial and industrial bodies interested in the sale or produc
tion of articles used in the cotton textile industry. The proposals 
which we have made regarding the measure and period of protection 
will impose a burden on the country for which in our opInion it is 
the obvious duty of millowners to provide a commensurate return 
to the country in the form of additional employment for Indian 
labour and capital. Similarly it has been brought to .our notice 
that Indian insurance companies do not at present receIve enough 
encouragement from the mill industry. There has been a large. 
expansion of Indian insurance business in rec~nt years w.hich. has. 
been of immense advantage to the country In many dIrectIons. 
We desire to impress on Indian millowners the importance in the 
public interest of suppoHi~g the dev~lopm~nt of .this business. In 
making the recommendatIOns contaIned In thIS paragraph, w?, 
feel it our duty at the same time to urge the "~IJ: necessary q~al~
fication that nothing in what we have stated IS Intended to 11l~llt 
the discretion of the mill industry as regards the standards whIch 
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may be considered reasonable in the matter of the cost, quality 
or safety of the goods or services required by it. 

205. Before concluding this report, we desire to refer briefly 
to a matter which has been mentioned by certain witnesses. The 

No proposal for assist- Tariff Board in 1926-27 considered the posi
anee "l.plicable !,xclosive- tion of the cotton textile industry with parti
Iy to ombay mIlia. cular reference to the Bombay mills, and 
many of its recommendations were so designed as to meet the spe
cial requirements of Bombay. The Board considered that there 
were primarily two directions in which Bombay mills might be 
helped to improve their position as compared with up country mills. 
Une was the development of the export trade in piecegoods and 
the other was the spinning of yarn of finer counts from imported 
cotton.. and its manufacture into cloth. In both these respects 
it was considered that the position of Bombay as a seaport would 
offer special advantages in comparison with up country centres of 
production. As regards the export trade in piecegoods, we have 
already expressed our opinion (paragraph 64) that while the prices 
of Japanese goods were so much lower as to render it impossible 
for Indian mills to meet competition unaided in the Indian market, 
it was unlikely that in foreign markets they could make any head
way unless costs were substantially reduced. As regards the pro
d uction of finer classes of cloth from imported cotton, we think 
that while Bombay may possess advantages as compared with inland 
(~entres of production, the growth of the cotton textile industry at 
other Indian seaports such as Calcutta will in course of time deprive 
Bombay of its special advantages in this respect. It will be seen 
from Table XI that the mills in Bengal have increased their pro
duction from 31·8 million yards in 1926-27 to 79·4 million yards 
in 1931-32, representing an increase of 150 per cent. If our pro
posals for assistance are accepted, the progress of mills in Bengal 
will be much more rapid hereafter, especially in the production 
(If finer classes of cloth. Calcutta is still the largest centre of trade 
in cotton piecegoods especially in grey goods of medium and finer 
counts. .The mills situated in Calcutta will thus enjoy a consider
able freight advantage on finished goods over the Bombay mills. 
As regards imported cotton, on the other hand, Calcutta mills are at 
present at a disadvantage as compared with Bombay in consequence 
of the fact that there are no fumigation arrangements in Calcutta 
and therefore cotton imported from America has to be shipped via 
Bombay. Although this disadvantage does not exist with regard 
to East African cotton, the absence of direct steamer service makes 
it necessary for cotton imported from East Africa to be shipped to 
Calcutta also via Bombay .. We estimate the disadvantage of 
Calcutta in this respect to be at present ·not more than 3·68 pies 
per pound of cloth while its advantage over Bombay as regards 
piece!!oods destined for the Calcutta market is about 3·75 pies per 
pound. It is obvious that in regard to finer classes of cloth, Bombay 
will soon be faced with severe competition from Calcutta mills. 
Further, the present disadvantages of Calcutta as regards imported 
cotton are purely temporarv. With the development of the trade 
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in imported cotton, the disadvantages to which we have referreli. 
are bound to disappear and the competitive power of the Calcutta. 
mills will be considerably increased. In course of time Calcutta-_ 
mills will, we believe, appear also as a strong competitor of Bombay 
in the export trade in piecegoods. We have referred to these 
facts party in explanation of the omission from this report of any' 
proposals calculated to afford special assistance to Bombay. Even. 
if a case is established for such special assistance, we are unable· 
to indicate any directions in which it may be effectively granted~. 
for neither of those suggested by the Tarifi Board in 1926-27 appear 
to be suitable ~ny longer. Although we recognise the great im-
portance of the cotton textile industry to the city of Bombay, 
we do not think .that the future of the industry in Bombay can. 
be safeguarded except by more effective control on the part of the· 
management, by strenuous and sustained efforts to reduce costs all 
round and by a more general recognition among the people of 
Bombay of the danger to the cotton industry of disturbances in 
the economic and business life .of the city. If our proposals are
accepted, we anticipate a period when Bombay mills will be faced. 
with not less but greater competition than in the past. It will, 
moreover, be competition against which no tarifi measures can pro
vide any relief. It is important that these facts should be clearly
apprehended since any false sense of security from the continuance-
of protection would have unexpected reactions of a grave character_ 
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The proposed Tariff Schedule. 
206. The .tariff proposals contained in this report are set forth:. 

in the following Schedule:-
-

Serial No. Serial 
... per No . 
Tariff in the Dnty "'" existing in Schednle Statn· Namo of articles. Proposed dnty. 

trinted tory 1931. 

Y the Sche-
D.G.C.I. dnle. 

----
120 156 ... Cotlora piees-gootI. (other 

t.han fenta of not nlore 
than 9 yvds in length) 

(.) plain grey, that is not (i) of British manu- 5 annas per lb. or' 
dyed or bleached iu the faolnre- . the ad 'IJIl/of'Bm, 
piece or interwoven with rate of reveuue 
or embroid.red by any 4.i """'as per lb. or dnty whichenr' 
kind of coloured. priut- 25 pl'r cent. ad is higher. 
ed, dyed or bleached ,""orem which-
yarn, or with any deBi"n ever is higher. 
printed or ohemical y (ii) not of British 
produoed on the grouud mannfacture -
of the fabrio, of all 4i annas per lb. or 
length •• witll or without 31* per cent. ad 
a trnnsverse heading, ... lorem whioh-
woven or printed. ever is high ere 

(b) loordered r.ey, Ghat is, (i) of British maDU- 5 annas 3 pies per 
not Iole&l'he ,printed or faoture- lb. or the ail' 
dyed in the piece or in- .. ,,'o .... m rate of' 
terwoven with or em' 25 per oed. ad revenne dn~y 
br"idered by aDY kind ,·aloNna. whiohever lS, 

of coloured. dyed, print-
(ii) not of British 

higher. 
ed Or bleached yam or 
with aDY de.ign printed mannfactur_ 
Or ohemically .r\'Odnc~d 

31* per cent. nil on the groun of the 
fabrio, with horder., valorem. 
with or without a • ruu " 
with headings woven or' 
printed of all lengths. 

- (e) white or bleaohed (i) of British manu- 6 annas per lb. or 
~oods, that i., bleached faoture- the ail "alorem, 
10 the pieoe, with Or rate of revenue 
without borders and 25 per oent. ail duty whichever' 
run. and beadings, but t"'I~T6m. is higher. 
excl uding fabrics "here 
ol'DllmontatiCon of a,,;{ (ii) not of British 
kind haa been develope Jl'anmaoture-
"" the ground of the . 
fabrio by means of 31* per oent. ail 
colonred, dyed or print- .. alorem. 
ed yarn either by i·.ter-
weavi0lf or by super· 
impositIon or by print-
iOll, otherwise than in 
the borders or headings. 

( 195 ) 
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Serial No. 
a.e per 
Tariff 

Sohedule 
priuted 
by the 

D.G.C.I. 

Serial 
No. 

in the 
~t..tu· 
tory 
Sobe
dule. 

CHAPTER XI. 

Name:of articles. Duty as existing iu 
1931. Proposed duty. 

150 126 A. Note to (b) and (c)-

Borders include borders 
woven from all kinds 
of materials including 
ootton ooloured, blea
ched or grey, taped. 
artifioialsilk, silk and 
gold Or silver thread. 
'''Run'' is 8.etripe 
running along the 
length of the fabrio. 
The width of a rnu is 
generally the same as 
that of the borders. 

(d) ooloured, dyed or 
printed goods, that IS, 
fabrioe -oven with 
coloured yarn, dyed in 
the piece, printed or 
embroidered. inoludiuf;! 
all ohecked, stripea 
and embroidered dhutis, 
saris. shawls aud sear
ves, with or without 
borders and headings. 

Ie) all other kinds n"t 
. speoified above inolud· 
ing knitted fabrios of 
all deeoriptio:ts. 

(1) Coloured woven 
good. not dyed or 
b ieached in tho 
piece-

(i) of British manu' 
factnre-

'I auna.s per lb. or 
25 per cent. ad 
1. .. lor~1It whioh· 
ever is higher. 

(ii) not of British 
manufa.cture-

4i an1lll8 per lb. or 
31t per cent. aa 
.... Iorem which· 
ever is higher. 

(2) Othe·s-
(i) of British manu' 

faoture-
25 l'er cent. ad 

tlalorem. 
(ii) not of British 

mauufacture -
SIt per oent. all 

.. al/Jt'6m. 
I 

(i) of British mauu
facture-
25 p~r cent. ad 

valorem. 

(ii) not of British 
manufaotul'B.
SIt per cent. all 

tJalorem. 

6 annas' pies per 
lb. or the ad 
tlalDf'l!lm rate of 
revenue dnty 
whiohever is 
higher. 

lIS annas per lb. or 
the ad till/ore", 
rate of ravenue 
duty whiohever 
is higher. 

(f) Cotton fente not more 25 per oeut. ad valo- Ad tlalorellt rate 
tban 9 yard. in length. . relit. of revenue duty • 

• We propose that the duty on bleaohPd pIPoegood~ shonld be apphed to ootton pieoe· 
goods nl)t 10010d ed in any of the items speolfied above. 
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-
8eri .. l No. 

"" per 
T.r.tY 

Schedule 
priuted 
by the 

D.G.C.I. 

12G 

8erial 
No. 

iu tue 
St.tu
tory 

Sche
dule. 

N .me of Artioles. 

133 Artificial silk pie~egoods 

Artifici.l silk manufa.otures 

Silk wa.te or karandy cloth 
.ud m.nnf.otures. 

125 45A Fabrios other tba.u of silk, 
oontaining • n ixture with 
nut ",ore than 1;, p"r cent. 
of .rtifici.l si k or -&8' e 
.i1k in the tl)tal wdght of 
tho piece eitber inter
woveu or superimposed-

(a) with ootton. 

(6) with wool. 

F.brios other thon of silk 
cOhta.ininjif a. mixture wit ... 
mllre t'tan 15 per cent. of 
.rtificial silk or w .. te .ilk 
in the total weight of the 
pieoe. either interwuven 
or Rnperlmpos .. d. 

1. riioles other th.n of Rilk 
ma.le uf f .brio. oontaining 
a mixtnre not exceedmg 
IS per cent wasle .ilk or 
.rtifioi.l silk. int~rwoven, 
embroidered or knitted-

(a) with ootton. 

(b) with wool. 

Artioles othp.r th.n of .ilk 
mnde .·f fabric. cont .iniug 
a mtxture cxcee· 1 ing Ib 
per o. nt. Hriifioi.1 silk or 
waste silk in thu tot.1 
weight of the pieoe. 

Duty as existing in 
1931. Proposed duty •. 

~o per oeut. ad, vlllo
rem. 

Rs. 1-8-0 ppr lb. 
or ad velore .... 
rate of r. venue 
duty whichever
is higher. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

341 per cent. 
ra!orem. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

34, per cent. 
valorem. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

lid, val~em rate
of revenue dnty •. 

Ditto. 

ali 6 .nuas 'pies' 
por Ih· or the' 
ad valorem rate 
of reV"nne duty 
.pplic .. ble to 
oottou piece-· 
gooes. 

lid valo,em rate 
of levenne duty 
.pplica.ble to 
woolen goods. 

Rs. j·8-o per lb. 
or all t ... lorem 
rate of revenue 
duty whicbever
is higher. 

lid, val,.rem rate· 
of revenue duty' 
applic .. ble to 
ootton manufac
ture~. 

lid, valorem rate 
of revenue duty 
.pp ic.ole to 
woollen m.nn
faotures 

lid vu/orem r.te
of revenue duty 
applicable to 
.il II: or .rimoi.l 
.ilk ma.nnfao 
tnres. 

"This 18 the r..te proposed for co.oured woven, dyed a.nd prlDted good •• 
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Serial No. 
as per 
TanH! 

Schedule 
printed 
by tbe 

-D.G.O.I. 

Serial 
No. 

in the' 
Statu· 
tory 

Sche
dule. 

CRAPTER XI. 

Name of Articles. Duty as existing 
in 1931~ Prcpcsed dnty. 

-----I-----~---------------I------------I----------
]21 C~tton twist and yarns of If annas per lb. or 6t 

aU connts 1111. to 50s Bingle per cent, ad vlIlorem 
and fclded..whichever is higher. 

1 anna per lb. or 
the lid ... Iore", 
rate of revenue 
duty whichever 
is higher •• 

Cotton twist aDd yarns of 
all descriptions above 50s 
and cottou sewing and 
darning thread. 

Ditto • Ad VIII",em rate 
of revenue duty. 

li9 430 Artillcial silk yam and 18! per cent. ad Ad "..z",em rate of 
thread. vlIlOf'6m. revenue dnty. 

.162 

123 

45 

2iO Starch and Farina 

lOil Hosiery. exclnding articles 
made of silk or artifici,u 
ailk-

Free 

(a) Cotton underwear 25 per ceut. 
inclnding knitted "lIlore",. 
garm ente of all 
descriptions and 
nnderwear made 
out of woveu 
fa.bries. 

(b~ Cotton Socks and 
Stockings. 

(e) All other kinds not 
epeci6ed above. 

Cotton braids or cords-

(II) Square or round 
known as ., Ghoon
sia n or ~c Mukta .. 
kesis" braids. 

(b) All other kiuds not 
speoified above. 

4lA Haw ootton 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

6 pies per pound 

15 per cent. lid 
"'Glorem. 

ad Rs. 1~'() per 
dozen or the ad 
valorem roOte of 
rev.'nne duty 
whichever is 
higher. 

Ro. O~.Q a dozen 
pairs or tbe .d 
"alO'l'em rate of 

reveuue duty 
whichever is 
higher. 

;ld valorem rate 
of revenuo duty. 

6 IWnas 6 pies per 
lb. or the lid 
vlIlorem rate of 
revenue dnty 
wbichever is 
higher. 

Ad .:alorem rate of 
revenne duty. 

6 pies per pound. 

• In caloulating the oounts of foMed yarn, the oounts of the Bingle yarn divided by the 
Dumber of folda or plieB would be the resnltant oonntB for duty purposes e.,. /,= fj =6. 
:1.= '\1-428. 



CHAPTER XII. 

Summary of Conclusicns and Recommendations . 
../ (1) The number of mills at work in India has risen from 274 

in 1925 to 312 in 1931. Bombay and Ahmedabad together contain 
just under half til the mills at work. In Bombay the number 
of spindles working has fallen by 15 per cent., the number pf 
looms working by 5·4 per cent. and the ~.!!PlQer of persons emplQr~ 

_ by 13.51er cen!. Between 1925-26 and 1931-32 the production of 
:' yarn an cloth has irtcreased in Bombay by 23·4 and 32 per cent~ 
, in Ahmedabad by nearly 50 per cent. and in the rest of India by 52·8 
\~nd 62·9 per cent. (paragraph 11). 
•. (2) Between 1926-27 and 1931-32 the annual production of 
yarn has increased by nearly 160 million Ibs: or just under20 per 
cent., the most noticeable increase being in counts above 30s 
-especially in Bombay and Ahmedabad (paragraphs 12 and 13). 

(3) The production of piecegoods has increased by 32 per cent. 
in these six years, especially in the classes of dhutis, shirtings 
and lon~cloth, T-cloth, domestics and sheetings and cambrics and 
lawns. The only noteworthy fall is in the production of coloured 
g~s in Bombay (paragraphs 14 and 15). 

(4) There has been a substantial increase in: the production of 
ihe finer qualities of cloth. Of the kinds of cloth which can be 
woven from the finer counts of yarn, 21·2· per cent. in 1931-32 
was woven from yarn of counts above 30s as against 9'7 per cent. 
in 1926-27. There has also been an increase in the production 
'Of bleached goods (paragraph 16). 

(5) There has been a fall in the imports of yarn, and much 
'Of the yarn which used to come from Japan now comes from China. 
Thp. chief reduction has been in grey yarns of counts 31s to 40s • 
and in coloured yarns (paragraph 17). ." 

(6) There was a phenomenal fall in the imports of piecegoods 
from 1,919 million yards in 1929-30 to 890 million yards in 1930-31 
and 776 million yards in 1931-32. The United Kingdom has lost 
much more trade than Japan; and though there has been a fall 
in the volume of imports from Japan in the last two .years, she 
nas steadily increased her proportion of the Indian import trade 
(paragraph 18). . 
~ (7) In grey goods the principal classes in which there has been 

a reduction of imports are dhutis from the United Kingdom and 
longcloth and shirtings from Japan (paragraph 19). 

v(8) In white goods the United Kini?dom has lost trade under 
all heads, but mainly under dhutis and mulls, while Japan has 
gained chiefly under longcloth and shirtings and nainsooks (para
graph 20). 

( J99 ) 
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(9) In coloured goods, there has been a reduction in imports of 
all classes from the United Kingdom and from the Continent since 
1929-30. In the case of Japan the fall occurs chiefly in woven 
goods to which the minimum specific duty was applied in 1930 
(paragraph,21). . 

(1~) ~her.e has been a slight increas.e in the volume of imports 
of artIfiClal SIlk yarn, but a marked fallm value. Japan in 1931-32 
first began to supply the Indian market and is making rapid pro
gress in its capture (paragraph 22). 

(11) There was a noteworthy increase in 1931-32 in the quantity 
of artificial silk pie~egoods imported and Japan has almost suc
ceeded in driving Continental competitors away from the Indian 

. market. There has also been a sharp decline in value {paragraph 
~. . 

(12) Apart from the loss of export trade to Hongkong there 
has been little variation in the exports of yarn (paragraph 23). 

(13) As compared with 1926-27 when the Indian market for 
piecegoods was supplied 33 per cent. by imported goods, 40·6 per 
cent. by Indian mill woven goods and 26·4 per cent. by hand 
woven goods, it is estimated that in 1931-32 these proportions 
were-imports 13·7 per cent., Indian mill products 56·6 per cent. 
and handlooms 29·7 per cent. (paragraph 24). 

,(14) In grey and white dhutis the decline in imports has been 
made good by Indian mills. In grey longcloth and shirtings the 
United Kingdom has lost trade to Japan, who is also making a 
strong bid for the trade in white shirtings; and the Indian mills 
are steadily increasing their production of this class of goods. 
In T-doth, domestics and sheetings as also in drills and jeans the 
mills are able to hold their own (pamgraph 25). 

(15) There has been a decline in the imports of all kinds of 
coloured goods, but there has been no corresponding increase in 
mill production (paragraph 26). 

(16) There has been a serious falling off in the export trade 
in coloured goods since 1926-27 (paragraph 27). 

(17) . There have been breaks in the parity of prices of Indian 
and American cotton in 1920-21, in 1926-27 and again in 1931-32 
(paragraph 2S). 

(IS) Prices of Indian cotton follow those of American; the low 
levels reached in 1931 could not have brought the grower any 
appreciable profit (paragraph 29). . 

(19) The difference in the price of cotton between 1926-27 and 
1930-31 was 30 per cent. for American, 44 per cent. for Indian and 
39 per cent. for Egyptian. The price of yarD: fell in .the same 
period between 30 and 40 per cent. and ~ l>rICeS of pIece-goods 
fell betwe~d 45 per' cent. (paragraph aU). _____ .r" 

(20) The f~ll in the price o! yarn since 1927 has ~ad the effect 
of rendering liable to the sl>eClfic duty yarn of the hIgher counts, 
which it was intended should be liable only to the ad valorem duty 
(paragraph 31). 
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(21) 1925-26 was a record year for the Indian cotton grower" 
when 28·4 million acres ~ere sown and t.215 eusa~~b!!les pro-' 
duced. The area sown In 1931-32 was only ·5 =:m: on acres. 
'1renumber of bales consumed in Indian mills has risen from 
1,983 thousand in 1926 to 2,345 thousand in 1932; but there has 
been a falling off of exports from 3,729 thousand bales in 1931 
to 1,582 thousand bales in 1932 (paragraph 33). 

(22) The proportion of effective long staple cotton in the total 
Indian crop has risen from 6 per cent. in 1~25-26 to 18 per cent. 
in 1931-32 (paragraph 34). 

(23) In 1927-28 there were large imports of American cotton: 
and in 1930-31 and 1931-32 there was a great increase of imports 
from Egypt and Kenya, while imports from America rose again 
in 1931-32 (paragraph 35). 

(24) The yarn of counts above 24s spun in Indian mills in recent 
years represents 699 thouSrand bales: 299 thousand bales were 
imported: and the remaining 400 thousand represent 56 per cent. 
of the Indian crop of long staple cotton, of which 35 per cent. is 
exported (paragraph 36). 

(25) No action has been taken by the East India Cotton Asso
<liation on the Tariff Board's recommendation to reduce the number 
of hedge contracts, nor has the change recommended by the Bombay 
Government's Cotton Contracts Act Committee in 1930 been adopted 
(paragraph 38). 

(26) Indian cotton has a notorious reputation for watering and 
false packing. The East India Cotton Association and the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee should investigate methods of prevent-
ing the malpractices (paragraph 39). . 

(27) The Bombay Millowners' Association has been able to 
secure a reduction of the charges for power made by the Tata. 
Hydro-Electric Companies and of the charges for water made by 
the Bombay Corporation (paragraph.41). 

(28) There has been a slight improvement in the percentage of' 
absentee labour in Bombay from 12·25 per cent. in October 1926 
to 10·04 per cent. in March 1932 (paragraph 42). 

f (29) Attempts to improve the efficiency of mill labour inr 
Bombay by the introduction of 'efficiency schemes' led to a \ 
series of strikes which culminated in the general strikes of 1928 
and 1929. One consequence of these strikes has been the collapse 
of organised representation of labour in Bombay, so that it has 
not been possible to make further progress with the introduction 
of 'efficiency schemes' or standardiied rates of wages (para-) 
graph 43). 
, (30) A labour dispute in Ahmedabad in 1930 was settled by 
arbitration, weavers obtaining an increase of 5 per cent. and spinners 
an increase of 8 per cent. in their wages (paragraph 44). 

\0' (31) This increase of wages in Ahmedabad has raised the level 
of. wages there above that of Bombay wages (paragraph 45). 
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, (32) There has been no extension of the use of automatic looms
(paragraph 46). 

(33) But both in Bombay and in Ahmedabad there has been a.. 
great extension in the last two years of double shift working 
(paragraph 47). 

(34) Millowners and operatives have come to no agreement re
garding the fixation of a definite period of rest for the morning 
meal (paragraph 48). 

(35) An experiment has been made in the substitution of a 
lIpecial labour officer for the system of recruitment through jobbers. 
(paragraph 49). 

(36) Since March 1931 a standing order has been in force in 
Bombay under which fines are credited not to the mill, but to a 
welfare fund for the benefit of the operatives. And a weaver who· 
damages cloth is given the option of a fine instead of being com
pelled to take over the damaged cloth at its full value (paragraph 
50). 

(37) Little advance has been made in the housing of labour or' 
in the organisation of welfare work (paragraph~ 51 and 52). 

(38) Some progress has been made in the provision of technical 
education by altering the course at the Victoria Jubilee Technical 
Institute and by the extension of the scope of the Textile Technical 
School at Parel (paragraph 53). 

(39) The Tariff Board's recommendation that millowners in 
Bombay might introduce a system of mutual insurance against fire, 
has not been adopted (paragraph 54). 

(40) The Bombay Millowners' Association has adopted the l'e
commendation that it should 'maintain a record of the prices of 
imported goods. It has also succeeded in establishing a scheme of 
registration of Trade Marks and Numbers (paragraphs 56 and 57). 

(41) There has been a substantial writing down of capital In. 

Bombay Mills since 1926 (paragraph 59). 
(42) A proposal for the amalgamation of thirty four mills in: 

Bombay was discussed in detail, but finally abandoned (paragraph 
60). 

(43) The Indian Stores Department in its Report for 1931-32 
testifies to the quality of the goods produced in the mills and to the 
growing diversification of their production (paragraph 61). 

(44) Energetic measures have been adopted by the Bombay Mill-
owners' Association to improve the system of sales (paragraph 63). 

J (45 ) Nothing has been done to develop the export trade i~ cotton. 
gOQ(}s (paragraph 64). 

-1(46) 'fhe ('otton textile industry in India is g-enerally carried 
on under the managing agency system; but there are important 
differences in the manner in which this system is worked between 
such centres as Bombay, Ahmedabad and Calcutta. The most im
portant variations are found, from an examination of representa-
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tive managing agency agreements, to relate to such matters as the 
period for which the agreement remains in force, the method by 
which the agents' remuneration is calculated, the relations between 
the agents and directors of the company, the agent's right to com
pensation in case his agreement is terminated by the winding up 
bf the company or otherwise, and the agent's right to assign his 
interest or duties under the agreement (paragraph 67). 

(47) The chief functions of the managing agency system in the 
industrial economy of India are first the pione-ering. of new en
terprises, secondly the provision of finance, and thirdly the day 
to day management of industrial concerns. The first of these func
tions has now little application to the cotton textile industry (para
graph 69). 

(48) The l;Ilanaging agent still plays an important part in financ
ing the industry, both by direct loans and by _guaranteeing advances 
made by banks and upon the reputation and influence of the 
managing agent depends to a great extent the facility with which 
.a company can- obtain share capital or attract deposits (paragraph 
10). 

(49) It is not at present possible to transfer th~se financial re
.sponsibilities to any other agency (paragraph 71). 

l50) There is some force in the criticism that the financial 
methods of managing agents are unsound in so far as they are 
inclined to finance fixed capital expenditure by short term funds; 
but in practice these methods are successful so long as the maJ,lage
ment is in careful and competent hands. The personal factor 
cannot be ignored in judging the managing agency system (para
graph 72). 

(Ill) There is little justification for the practice which is not 
uncommon, of investing the surplus ·funds, or funds raised on the 
.credit, of one company in another concern under the same manage
ment (paragraph 73). 

052) 'fhe larger the holding of a managing agent in the share 
.capital of a company, the closer the identity of his interests with 
those of the company, but the less effective the control of the share
holders over him. Here too it is the personal element which deter
:mines the character of the management (paragraph 74). 

(53) In their daily management of the industry managing 
agents ar~ ~riticised. chiefly for the manner in w.hich they perform 
such SubsIdIary serVICes as purchases, sales and Insurance for their 
comp:mies. The abuse of the system occurs when the managing 
agent has a financial interest in these services. It is the agent's 
duty to I?a~s on to. the company t~e b;neiit OI any discount, rebate 
-or commISSIOn whICh he may receIve In excess of his out OI pocket 
-expenses (paragraph 75). 

(54) The agent's remuneration should as a rule be in the form 
-of a commission on profits (paragraph 76). . 
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(55) Office allowance should not be regarded as an additional 
remuneration; but as a recovery of out of pocket expenditure on 
behalf of the company (paragraph 77). -. 

(56) Better results are likely to be attained from close personal 
attention than from large scale production or management; and it 
iot significant that most of the irregularities brought to our notice 
have occurred in mills included in large groups (paragraph 78). 

(57) Any transfer or interest in the managing agency agree
ment should be subject to the approval of the shareholders. No 
transfer of the agreement itself should be valid without the consent 
of the company. There is little justification for the payment of 
compensation to the managing agent on the winding up of the
company (paragraph 79). 

(58) Abuses of the managing agency system can best be checked 
by the influence of the better managing agents themsel,es and of 
the Millowners' Associations, and by increased co-operation. 
between managing agents and organisations representative of the 
interests of investors (paragraph 80). 

(59) Legislation is desirable in order to define the extent and' 
nature of the control and supervision to be exercised by the direc
tors and shareholders of the company over the managing agents. 
A committee should be appointed to report on the IJ.lanner in which 
the Company Law should be amended (paragraphs 81 and 82). 

(60) To determine the measure of substantive protection 
required by the industry it is necessary to consider the costs of 
mills of a reasonable standard of efficiency (paragraph 84). 

(61) The conditions of the industry make the task of estimating 
standard costs one of extraordinary difficulty, involving a some
what arbitrary allocation of the total expenditure among individual 
classes of cloth and a selection of mills of reasonable capacity p 

output and equipment (paragraphs 85 to 88). , 

(62) On the average the cost of cotton represents 40 per cent. 
and manufacturing costs 60 per cent. of the total works expenditure 
(paragraph 89). 

(63) The determining factor in mng the size of a mill in India 
is the advantage which a large mill may gain in the cost of power. 
The standard size of a mill in Ahmedabad is 600 to 700 looms with 
20,000 to 25,000 spindles: elsewhere the standard size is 1.000 looms. 
and 35,000 to 40,000 spindles (paragraph 90). 

(64) The minimum standard of efficiency reasonable under 
existing conditions in India is an output per loom per day of 11·4 
Ibs. average count 40s and an output per spindle per day of 3·85-
oz. of 40s count yarn. WlI.stage of raw cotton 12t per cent. and of 
yarn 2} per cent. Complement of labour per day of 10 hours-1ft 
per 1,000 spindles and 80 for 100 100ms (including preparatory 
processes in each case). Output in 1931, 79 per cent. of total 
capacity (single shift) (paragraph 91). 
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(65) The standard costs for each class of cloth are based on the 

returns of 11 mills in Bombay, 4 iIi Ahmedabad and 10 in other 
centres of production (paragraph 92). 

(66) Depreciation is allowed at an average rate of 3£ per cent. 
on the whole block. Interest on working capital is fixed at 6 
per cent. on a figure corresponding to one-third of the year's works 
expenditure. Managing agent's commission is allowed at 10 
per cent. of the profit including depreciation. Profit is fixed at 
8 per cent. on the fixed capital. Capitalisation is taken at Re. 1 
per pound of cloth (paragraphs 93 and 94). 

(67) No comparison is possible between particular classes' of 
Indian and imported cloth; hence it is impossible to estilllQte the 
measure of protection by comparing the fair selling price of an 
Indian article with the duty. free price at which a comparable 
.imported article is sold. The only practicable method is to com
pare the fair selling price estimated for Indian cloth with the 
price-less duty-actually realised by the Indian mill (paragraph 
95). 

(68) The objection that the realised price reflects not only 
external but also internal competition has no validity (paragraph 
96). 

(69) The average fair selling prices, the realised prices less duty 
and the measure of assistance required for each 'class of cloth are 
.as follows:-

Average Average Measure 
Claaa of oloth. fair seIling realised price of assistance 

price. Pies (le88 duty). Pies required. Pies 
per lb. per lb. per lb. 

Plain grey . 170 118 52 

:Bordered grey 196 141 55 

:BI..aehed . 253 189 64 

Coloured 259 190 69 

(paragraph 97). 
(70) These results are based on the figures of 1931. Since then 

the cost of manufacture has been increased by the new duties on 
raw cotton, dyes and machinery imposed in September 1931. To 
allow for this extra cost, and for the 15 per cent. duty on starch 
which we propose, the fair selling price should! be raised by 7 pies 
a pound for each class of cloth, and the _ measure of assistance 
needed may be put. at 5 annas a pound for plain grey, 5t annas 
for bordered grey, 6 annas for bleached and 6~ annas for coloured 
goods (paragraph 98). : 

(71) The. ~laim -t.o substa~tive protection is to be judged both 
by the condItIons laId down III paragraph 97 of the Indian Fiscal 
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Commission's Report and by the national importance of the indus
try (paragraph 100). 

(72) India has a. vir~ual monopoly of short staple cotton. S~e· 
also produces sufficient long staple cotton to meet the country s 
requirements of yarn up to counts 40s (paragraph 101). 

(73) The consumption of cloth represented by yarn of counts. 
above 40s is not more than 20 per cent. of the total consumption 
in the country and it is to this extent alone that India is depen
dent upon imported cotton. Thus so far as raw material is con
cerned the industry substantially fulfils the first condition of the
Fiscal Commission (paragraph 102). 

(74) Some of the most important mill stores are now produced 
in India and three of them are protected articles. It is probable 
that the production of others will be undertaken (paragraph 103). 

(75) Although the imports into India in 1931 represented only 
15 per cent. of the total consumption in the country, India is the 
largest single export market for piecegoods both for the United. 
Kingdom and for Japan (paragraph 104). 

(76) The higher cost o{ power p~r unit of output in Indian mills· 
as compared with Japan is due partly to the higher price of electri
city but mainly to the lower efficiency in the Indian mills. The 
cost of power is generally less than 8 per cent. of the manufactur
ing charges (paragraph 105). 

(77) The s-reatest disability of the Indian industry as compared 
with Japan IS in respect of labour. The labour cost per pound 
of yarn of average count 16s in a Bombay: mill exceeds the cost in 
a Japanese mill by over 60 per cent., and the labour cost per-loom 
per day on plain grey cloth in a Bombay mill is over 3 times the
cost in a Japanese mill (paragraph 106). 

(78) The labour cost of weaving in a Bombay mill is estimated 
at 15 per cent. below that in an American mill; and the labour· 
cost per pound of yarn in Bombay is less than half the cost in a 
Lancashire mill (paragraph 107). 

(79) The number of hours worked per week (single shift) in: 
India is 25 per cent. higher than in Lancashire. The complement. 
of labour in each department is larger in India. The efficiency 
of loom and spindle in India is lower. But the rates of wages in 
India are so much lower that in the aggregate the labour cost in. 
India per unit of the staple l~ne of goods is generally not higher 
than in Lancashire (paragraph 108). 

(80) In the finer classes of goods some mills have already 
~ttamp.d a high standar~ of quality (paragraph 109). 

(81) Attp.mpts to increase the output of the labour in BomblY 
mills have' largely failed owing to the OPpJition of organised 
labour; but there is scope for securing econo y in this direction 
(paragraph 110). 

(82) The efficiency of Indian iabour may e improved by the
eRtablishment of Closer personal contact betjen the management 
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and labour as well as by the adoption of the recommendations 0'1 
the Royal Commission on Labour in India (paragrnph 111). 

(83) The majority of mills in India will find it impossible, 
without the aid of protection, to realise any return on capital or 
to find adequate sums for depreciation, and in many cases even to 
meet the whole of their out of pocket expenses (paragraph 112). 

(84) Continued depression of the industry in Bombay is bound 
to depress prices throughout the country. The immediate result 
of a serious decline in the production of the Bombay mills, such 
as might result from the withdrawal of protection, will be a subs
tantial increase in imports. That mills in other parts of India 
cannot adapt their production to the varying requirements of the 
market with the flexibility and quickness which are characteristic 
of the Japanese industry is shown by the experience o( the years 
1928 to 1930 when the production of the Bombay millswa~ cur
tailed by strikes (paragraph 113). 

(85) The cotton textile industry in India has been affected by 
two developments since 1926-27. One is the rapid progress made 
by J'apan In technical efficiency (paragraph 114). 

(86) The other is the general economic depression since 1929T 

which has reduced the purchasin~ power of the consumer and 
necessitated a substantial cut in prIces (paragraph 115). 

(87) The introduction of protective duties on priecegoods in 1930-' 
prevented a greater fall in their prices than is explained by the 
fall in the prices of raw cotton. The reduction of purchasing power 
diverted the demand from high priced to low priced goods, and so
favoured the Indian industry, which was also assisted by the 
8wadeshi movement. But the withdrawal of protection before the' 
depression is past will cause a serious setback to the industry 
(paragraph 115). 

(88) The Indian industry has also had to face an element of' 
unfair competition in the depreciation of the exchange value of the
yen (paragraph 116). 

(89). Th~ amount of assistance which the industry now requires
makes It dIfficult to forecast the time when it will be able to dis
pense with protection (paragraph 117). 

(90) But our estimate of the assistance required is based on the' 
costs of good second class mills. Of the first class mills a few even 
now ne.ed no protection and the others should within the period of" 
protect~on make such progress as to render them independent of' 
protectIOn (paragraph 118). 

(91) Pr~tection ~ill enable th~ more e:~·cient mills to develop and 
extend theIr operatIOns and so stImulate Internal competition (para-, 
graph 119). 

(92) A general rise ~n the level ~f wholesale prices to that of 
1929 would enable the Industry to dIspense with about one-fourth 
of the measure of protection which we recommend (paragraph 120)., 
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(93) The \ national importance of the cotton textile industry is 
proved first by the number of people who are supported both by the 
mill and by the 'handloom sections of the industry. External com
vetition affects the handloom weaver no less than the mill industry 
{paragraph 122). " 

(94) Secondly, the amount of capital invested in the industry 
is a consideration of the greatest importance. This amounts to not 
less than 80 crores of rupees representing a potential contribution 
.to the national income of nearly 4 crores a year (paragraph 123). 

(95) Thirdly, any decline in the production of Indian mills will 
have a serious reaction upon the cultivator of cotton; for it is the 
demand of the Indian milJ'l which ensures him Q reasonable price 
<paragraph 124). 

; (96) lAtstly, any substantial del!line in the fortunes of the 
cotton textile industry must have a most serious effect upon the 
City and Presidency of Bombay (paragraph 125). 

(97) For the purpose of protection specific duties are more appro
priate than ad valorem duties (paragraph 126). 

(98) If protection is to be effective, provision must be made to 
maintain the required measure of protection in Q period of falling 
prices (paragraph 127). 

(99) When there is a decline in the general level of world 
prices a system of ad valorem duties reduces the measure of pro
tection enjoyed by an inaustry at a time when the manufacturer 
is incurring losses in a falling market (paragraph 128). 
" (100) Between 1929-30 and 1931-32 imports into India from 
Japan of the goods liable to specific duty fell by 63 per cent., while 
imports of the cotton goods liable only to the ad valorem duty 
increased by 25 per cent., and imports of artificial silk goods, 
which are also liable only to the ad 'I:alorem duty, increased by 
nearly 90 per cent. (paragraph 129). 

(101) The loss of revenue resulting from a system of specific 
duties may be avoided by combining the specific duty as a minimum 
duty with an' alternative ad valorem duty at a rate not lower than 
the rate of revenue duty (paragraph 130). 

(102) Custom Houses have gained experience in applying 
specific duties based on weight to certain classes of piecegoods. 
The difficulties of administering the system or extending it to other 
.classes of piecegoods are not insuperable" (paragraphs 132 and 133). 

(103) A decision to protect an industry by means of import 
duties implies Q scale o.f duties so arranged that their incidence is 
heavier on the classes of goods which compete with local manu
factures than on those which do not compete (paragraph 134). 

(104) The piecegoods market in recent years has been so 
seriously dislocated by such influences as the general trade depres
sion, the fall in purchasing power, political unrest, the present 
protective duties and the increasing competition of Japanese goods, 
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th~ it can no longer be an objection to specific duties that they are 
calculated to disturb the relative values of goods (paragraph 134) •. 

(105) Specific duties based solely on weight are not likely to 
cause any serious disturbance of the relative incidence of taxation, 
except that goods of the coarser counts, in which the need for pro
tection is greater, will be liable to proportionately higher rates of 
duty (paragraphR 136 and 137). 

(106) Area is not so suitable a basis for assessment as weight 
(paragraph 13S). 

(107) Any system of specific duties should be based on as broad 
a classification as possible. It is unnecessary to have more classes 
than four:-(I) plain grey, (2) bordered grey, (3) bleached, (4) 
printed dyed end coloured woven (paragraph 139). 

(lOS) NQ effective protp-ction can be, given by ad valorem duties 
in the present conditions of the industry. Nor is it possible to 
determine an ad valorem rate of duty based on import prices which 
will be equivalent to a measure of protection fixed with reference 
to prices realised by the mills. The need for protection being 
greatest in respect of cloth woven from medium and the less fine 
counts, the burden of protection can only be adjusted to the needs 
of the industry, without unduly complicating the administration. 
by specific duties based on weight (paragraph 140). 

(109) The specific duties which we propose should be applied 
to goods of all counts and kinds of weave. The specific duty, being 
our estimate of the measure of protection needed, is a minimum 
below which the import duty should not be reduced during the 
period of protection. Revenue should be safeguarded by an 
ad valorem duty which may be varied from time to time according 
to the Government's revenue requirements (paragraph 141). 

(110) The period of protection should be fixed at ten years. 
Nothing less will afford adequate opportunity for the reorganisation 
and consolidation of the industry (paragraph 142) .. 

(Ill) Mr. Hardy's conclusion that the quantity of bleached 
goods manufactured by Indian mills was about one per cent. of 
their total 'grey or bleached ' production was an underestimate 
(paragraph 145). 

(112) There was also more competition from the United Kingdom 
in respect of dhutis woven from counts 30s to 40s than was recog
nised either by Mr. Hardy or by the Government of India (para
graph 146). 

(113) Protective duties sho~Ild .be applie~ to goods of finer counts
both because they compete mdlrectly WIth goods Inanufactured 
from Indian cotton, and also to encourage the manufacture of goods
fro~ imported long staple cotton (paragranh 147). 

(114). The prog.ress of the Indian industry in the production of 
fine qualIty goods IS seen not only from the statistics of production. 
but also from the character of the raw cotton imported (para
graph 14S). 
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. {115) It is also seen from the extent to which it supplies Lhe 
market for the finer qualities of cloth. The production- of cloth. 
from yarn of counts 20s to 40s in 1931-32 was approximately 765 
million yaros, nearly equal to the total quantity of imports that 
year; and the production of cloth from yarn of counts above 40s 
was approximately 256 million yards, or nearly one-third of the 
total imports (paragraph 149). 

(110) The specific duties which we propose represeut practically 
the average of the l'ates applicable to British and to Japanese goods. 
It is impossible to make any estimate of a normal difference in the 
prices of comparable classes of goods between imports from the 
United Kingdom and those from Japan (paragraphs 150 to 152). 

(117) In the lines in which competition is keenest British goods 
_ ar& often sold at prices closely approximating to those o~ Japanese 
goods (paragraph 153). 

(118) The specific duties proposed are based inainly on the 
difference between the costs of manufacturing goods of medium 

·counts and the prices realised for these goods, and it is theref01'e 
necessary, in order to safeguard the industry, to apply the duties 
to all imported goods including those from the United Kingdom 
(paragraph 153~. 

(119) In cloth of the {'oarser counts internal competition will 
keep the level of prices considerably below the level of import 
prices pl1tS duty (paragraph 154). 

(120) In cloth of medIUm counts 25s to 40s the specific duties 
will at first average 331 per cent. ad valorem on British goods and 
considerably more on Japanese goods. It is anticipated that within 
a year or two the prices of these goods, will be determined mainly 
by internal competition, when the level will fall appreciably 
(paragraph 155). 

(121) In cloth of counts 40s to 50s the specific duties will repre
sent a O'eneral ad valorem rate of 25 per cent; and in cloth of 
counts above 50s they will not exceed 20 per cent. (paragraph 156). 

(122) The propoRitioll that •• area for area fine ('loth is often 
-cheaper than coarse cloth" is correct only within very narrow 
limits (paragraph 157). ' 

(123) In our scheme the ad '/Jalorem duty is intended to protect 
the revenue and the level at which it is fixed will depend on the 
financial requirements of the Government. The protection neces

. sary for thl' Inoian industry is given hy the specific duties alone. 
The scheme of protection will not be affected if the Government 

_ and the Legislature decide to levy the ad va,lm'em duty at differen
tial rates in pursuance of the agreement reached at Ottawa (para-
graph loS). '" 

(124) Our investigation of the hanclloom industry has been 
hampered by the absence of authoritative statistics (paragraph 159). 

(125) The number of handlooms appears to be not less than 
'2,500,000 and the number of persons Wholly or partly dependent 
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the industry must be in the neighbourhood of ten millions. 
Many of the looms must be idJe for the greater part of the year 
(paragraph 160). 

(126) The best estimate we can make <?f ,the avera?,e. annual' 
proauction of handspun yarn ie about 24 mIllIon Ibe. 'IhiS repre
sents about 6·6 per cent. of the tO,tal quantity of yarn used, on . 
handJooms mill spun yarn amounting to 85'2 per cent. Rnd Im
ported ya~ 8,2 per cent. The chief competition between mill yarD:' 
and imported yarn is in counts 30s to 60s (paragraphs 161 to 163). 

(127) There is great variety in the kinds of cloth woven on 
handJooms. The great bulk of the. production c~n.sists of c~aiBe 
saris and dhutis, and in these varieties the competition of the m'lll 
is severely felt (paragraph 164). 

(128) Since ~ most handloom weavers are entirely finance~ by. 
middlemen who supply yarn and m~rket the cloth, ~he only Ite~ 
of cost which matters to the weaver IS the rate at; whIch he IS paId. 
for his labour. The wages_~hicl!...!!Jla!lAspinn~!,_ca..LeIlrn a!!,-ount 
to rather less t~~o-a..nAu.Ld..aI.jp!l:~agraphs 165 and 166). 

]I29'Prhelmposition of the specific duty on yarn in 1927 was 
followed by a rise in varying degrees in the prices charged by the 
mills for all kinds of yarn (paragraph 167). 

(130) The collapse of prices from 1929 onwards has completely 
obliterated the slight rise which followed the imposition of the 
protective duty in 1927 (Jlaragraph 168). 

(131) At the present depressed rates a weaver can earn from I 
7! annas to Rs. 1-4-0 a day according to the kind of cloth upon 

"whkh·hj!iIt wprking. In Bombay the increase of the duty on yarn 1 
led to 1& reduction in wages only in places whe~e the industry is 
not organised and where the handloom industry is producing cloth 
in competition with the mills (paragraph 169). 

(132) In Madras a dhuti which costs 6 annas 1 pie a yard to 
weave OIl a hand loom is sold for 7 annas a yard in competition 
with a simi'lar article woven in' a mill which sells at 5 annas a 
yard. The .evidenoe, though far from precise, points to the fact' 
that there. is little competition between mills and handlooms in the 

. finer qualities; that there is some competition in the coarse varie-
• tiea: but that in the medium ranges, woven from counts 20s to 40s, 

the competition o~ the mills is severely' felt (paragraph 170). 
(133) ,The. protectin duties on cotton piece~oods have been a 

benefit to the handloom industry. The protectIve duty. on cotton ( 
yarn by enabling the mills to raise the prices of the 'yarns which 
they spin has injured the handloom industry- (paragraphs 171 and 
In). '. 

(134) Artificial silk yarn is used by handIoom weavers in South 
In~li!,-, In the Punjab and in ~ur?Da: . There is great divergence of 
OpinIOn .whether t]le us~ of artifiCial ~Ilk yar~ sho!Ild be encouraged 
or n?t. In so far as It competes WIth IndIan sIlk and cotton its 

. use IS deprecated, but it is recognised as a material which enables 
the hand weaver at a low cost to improve the appearance of his. 

H .. 
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)llanufacture. ,There is practical agreement in the view that the 
competition of artificial silk.l>iecegoods is a serious menace which 
must be met by a sufficient~y high duty (paragraphs 173 and 174). 

(135) The position of the handloom weaver has been seriously 
affected by the removal of the cotton excise duty followed by the 
imposition of the protective duty on yarn (paragraph 175). 
". '(136T In' coarser counts handloom production is not unecon~
mical. In medium and finer counts it is doubtful if the handloom' 
industry can survive (paragraph 176). 

(137) We recommend reduction of the specific duty on yarn to 
one anna a pound and its restriction to counts 50s and below. We 
.(lo· not recommend any restriction of the mill pro,duction (para
graph 177). 

(138) Nor do we recommen.d the levy of a cess on mill produc-
;tion without a corresponding increase in the specific duties which 
we propose, and without the power to impose such a measure on 
mills in Indian States as well as on mills in British India (para
graph 178). 

(139) The swadeshi movement has assisted the Indian mills by 
incroosing the demand for their manufactures and by assisting to 
prevent a fall in prices (paragraph 179). 

(140) By frequent interference with the normal course of 
business, especially in Bombay, the movement has prevented the 
Bombay mills from taking full advantage of the situation (para
graph 180). 

(141) And by the restriction imposed on the use of imported 
yarn, eIther cotton or artificial silk, hardship has been caused to 
the handloom industry (paragraph 181). 

(142) Handspinning ha.s shown little progress, and the restric
tions imposed' on the use of imported yarn have' been of practically 
no benefit to anyone eX,cept the mills (paragraph 182). " 

143. The hosiery industry is well established in seve;al parts 
of the country especially in Bengal and in· the Punjab. It is 
carried on both in power driven factories and as a cottage industry 
with hand ,machines. It sometimes constitutes a department of a 
textile mill (paragraph 184)J ' 

~- (144) Yarn suitable for the manufacture of hosiery is spun in 
,mms ,in Beveral parts of India (paragraph 185). 

145. The freoorded statistics of production are not 'l'eliable. 
They certainly do not include the products of the cottage industry;' 
Bt;ldit ,is dovbtM whether they include all the products sf power' 
driven factories.. The quantity imported during the last six years 
has ranged between 2,500 and 5,000 thousanq dozens with a value 

·.between ~s. 47 lakhs and Rs. 140 lakhs '(paragraph 186).. , 

':, (146) Ti;e 'me~sure of protection required by the manufacturer. 
?f underwear ,may b~ put at the differ~nce J)e~ween a fair selling . . . 
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price of RI. 3-14 a dozen and Rs. 2-6 a doze~ thec.i.f. price of 
J"apanese vests of comparable quality! i.e., Rs. 1-8 a dozen. Pro
tection should be rendered effectiv6 bliP. specific duty on knitted 
.fabrics and on underwear made from woven goods (paragraph 187). 

(147) In the case of socks and stockings we estimate the .fair 
-aelhng price, with economical production, at Rs. 2-8 a 'dolen pairs: 
>comparable Japanese goods are imported at Rs. 2 a d02!en pairs, 
and the measure of protection needed is 8 annas a dozen pairs. 
{paragraph 188) • 

. (148) W~ do not consider that the grant of protection to the 
.hosiery industry is likely to encourage textile mills to develop their 
.hosiery departments to such an extent as to displace the sma'll 
.manufacturer (pa:t;,agraph 189). 

(149) The yarn used for braid making is bought from Indiall' 
milIs. The existing factories-if worked to capacity-can supply 
the whole requirements of the country. We estimate the fail: 
.aelling price at 15 annas 6·6 pies a pound, while the c.Lf. price 
o()f imported braid is 9 annas a pound. Thus the measure of protel;
tiOD needed is 6l annas a lb. (paragraphs 190 and 191). 

(150) The claim of these subsidiary industries to protection is
;analogous with that of the engineering and other industries whose 
raw material is rolled steel.· We recommelld' that protection b~ 
~iven by (1) a specific duty of Rs. 1-8 a dozen on underwear includ
mg, knitted garments of all descriptions and underwear made from 
woven fabrics; (2) by a specific duty of 8 annas.a dozen.. pairs :Ott 
80cklil and stockings; (3) by a specific duty of 6 annas a pound on....· 
knitted fabrics in the piece and (4) by\ a specific !iuty of 6t annas 
.a pound on the braids known as "Ghoensis" or ".Muktakesis·~ 
{paragraph 192). ' . . . , 
." (151) Piecegoods made entirely of artificial silk. compete both' 
with the ,mill industry and with the handloom -weaver. In respect, 
-of the area provided by it, one pound of artificial silk cloth. in. 1I0me .' 
,cases corresponds to three pounds of cotton cloth. For these reasons 
.and because of the continuous fall in the price of Japanese artifi
~ial silk goods, a specific duty should be fixed on artificial silk 
goods at over three times the rate fixed for coloured cotton- goods:" 
'We recommend Rs. 1-8 a" pound (paragraph 193). . " ' .. 

(152) .Piecego.ods made partly of artificial silk' also compete' 
'With coloured cotton goods made in India. There is hardty·:any 
difl'ere~ce)n ~rice between g~lOdB entirely andjoodS",,partly.made 
'0£ artlncial SIlk. The speCIfic duty propose . ftl!' goods made 
-entirely of artificial silk should; therefore,' be applied a1so to goods', 
made partly_ of artificial silk:~' If, however, the-proportion ()f arti.-. 
ficial silk ill the mixture does not exceed 15 per Cent.. 'of ·the tota:l:' 
'weight, the goods should be assessed as coloured pO,tton piecegoo(}s' 
-or woollen manufact~res: (paragraph 194). 
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(153) the duty applicable to artificial silk goods should also be
applied to mixtures of cotton .and waste silk, except when the 
proportion of' waste silk is not more than 15 per cent. of the total 
weight, when the goods should be Qssessed as coloured cotton piece~ 
goods (paragraph 194). 

(154) The fair selling price of grey yarn-counts 31s to 40B-· 
spun in Indian mills is estimated at 136 pies a pound. The duty 
free price of similar yarn from China in 1931-32 was 130 pies a 
pound while Japanese yarn in August 1932 cost 124 pies a pound. 
A specific duty of one anna a pound will give the Indian industry· 
all the protection it needs. The specific duty should not be applied 
to yarn of counts above 50s hardly any of w.hich is obtainable from 
Indian mills (paragraph 195). 

(155) In the interests of the Indian cultivator of cotton the duty
on raw cotton should be continued. For administrative reasons it 
is undesirable to restrict the duty to cotton with: a staple of one· 
inch or less (paragraph 196). -

(156) Starch is now imported free of duty. But the Indian 
Hour mills which manufacture starch have to meet a duty of Rs. Z
per cwt. on wheat. This involves a disadvantage to the Indian 
industry of 15 per cent. on current import prices and a duty ot 
1.5 per cent. should be imposed on all imported starch (parag~aph 
]91). 

(151) An application for an increase in the duty on synthetic
. dyes as an. encouragement to the growth of the, J.:ndian indig()o 
industry raises too wide an issue to be dealt with in this enquiry-
(paragraph 198). ' 

(158) Power should be given to the Government by the Act 
protecting the cotton textile industry to take immediate action, in 
case the protection granted should be impaired by any considerable
fall i~ the price o.f imported goods (paragraph 199). 

(159t-Stepa ~oUld be taken to secure the modification of the
terms of existing trade agreements which deprive the Government 
of the power to safeguard protected industries against unfair com
petition from particular countries (paragraph 200). 

(160) -There appears to be no case at present for the adoption 
of any special measure to counter the effects of the depreciation ot 
Japanese exchange in addition to the duties _ we .have proposed 
(paragraph 201). " 

' .. , (161) It is desirable that the Merchandise Marks :Act should 
be ame~ded with?ut delay so as to penalise dishonest practices on 
the part both of Importers and of millowners (paragraph 202). 

(162) The improvement of the statistics of production of cotton 
,goods is an i~perative necessity (paragraph 203). 
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(163) Millowners shoula make a point of giving to Indian indus
tries and Indian insurance business such. suP:eort and encourage
ment as is consistent with the interests of the mIlls (paragraph ?04). 

(164) In the production of the finer classes of cloth Bombay 
is likely soon to be faced with severe competition from Calcutta 
which will demand special efforts on the part of the Bombay mills 
(paragraph 205). 

BOMBA.Y; 

The 10th November, 1932. 

J. MATTHAI, 
President. 

F AZAL IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA. 
Membe-r. 

G. T .. 130AG, 
Member. 



APPENDIX 1. 

(1) Prell Communique issued by the Tariff Board on the 11th 
April, 1932. 

The Government of India in their Resolution No. 341-T. (150), dated 
the 9th April, 1932, have ~irected the Tariff Bo~rd. to enquire into the 
question of- granting protectIOn to the cotton textIle Industry. 

2. The following points have been specifically referred to the Board for 
investigation: -

(1) whether the claim of the Indian cotton textile industry to protec
tion has been established; 

(2) if the claim is found to be ~stablished, in what form protection 
should be given, and to what extent; 

(3) if it is proposed that protection should be given by means of 
import dutielt-

(a) whether the same rate of protection is required against the 
competition of goods manufactured in the United Kingdom 
as against the competition of goods manufactured elsewhere j 
and " 

(b) what rates of duty are recommended in respect of
(i) cotton piecegoods j 

(ii) piecegoods made wholly or partly of artificial silk; and 
(iii) cotton twist and yarn," 

according as they are manufactllred
(a) in the United Kingdom, 
(b) elsewhere. 

S. The Board has also been requested to consider how its recommendations 
will affect the handloom,. we~ing indpstry. 

4. Firms or persons interested who desire "th/Lt 'theIr "jaWS" should be 
considered by the Board should address their repr(lSenialions {with six 
spare copies) to the Secretary, Tariff Board, Old Oustom House, Bombay, 
80 as to reach the Board's office fIOt later than the 25th May. On receipt 
of 8uch representations, the Board will issue as ~arly as possible a ques- " 
tionnaire setting out the points on which detailed information will be 
required. The dates for the public examination of witnesses will be notified 
in due course. 

(2) List of firms and persons from wll.Om rep;re'entations were 
received. - " 

1. Millowners' Association, Bombay. 
2.- Bombay Shareholders' Association. 
3. Oalcutta Flour Mills Association. 
4. Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. 
6. Textile League, Bombay. 
6. Buyers' and Shippers' Chamber, Karachi. 
7. Guzrat Hosiery Factory, Ahmedabad. 
8. Model Mills, N agpur. 
9. A. Ebrahim bros., Rangoon. 

10. Burhanpur Tapti Mills, Bombay. 

217 
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11. Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
12. Madra.s Ohamber of Commerce, Madras. 
13. Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
14. Berar Manufacturing Company, Badnera. 
16. South, Indian Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
16. Factory Owners' Association, Central Provinces. 
17. Weavers' Association, Bulandshahr, 
18. Bengal National Ohamber of Commer"6e. 
19. Bombay Textile and Engineering Association, Bombay. 
20. Burma Chamber of Commerce, Rangoon. 
21. Upper India Chamber of CommerCe, Cawnpore. 
22. Mr. Ramsingh Dongersingh, Bombay. 
23. Consul General for the Netherlands, Bombay. 
24. Karachi Chamber of Commerce,' Karachi. 
25. Madras Trades Association, Madras. 
26. Mr. S. B. Tachakra, Bombay. 
27. Delhi Piecegoods Association, Delhi. 
28. Southern India Textile Association, Coimbatore. 
29.,East African Cotton Merchants' Association,. Bombay. 
30. Hosiery Manufacturers' Association of Bengal, Calcutta. 
31. Punjab Chamber of Commerce, Delhi. 
32. Association for the Development of Swadeshi Industries, Delhi. 
33. Dr. V. R. Kokutnur, Bombay. 
34. Gwalior Chamber of Commerce, Lashkar. 
35. The Hindustani Native Merchants' Association, Bombay. 
36. The Japan and Shanghai Silk Merchants' Association, Bombay. 
37. Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce, Bombay. 
38. Mr. A. S. Faruqui, Kamptee. . • 
39. New Industries, Limited, Calcutta. 
40. Behar Planters' Association, Limited, Motihari. 
41. Oalcutta Import Trade Association, Calcutta. 
42. Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. 
43. Shaikh Abdul Aziz, Dhulia, West Khandesh. 
44. Mr. A. D. Addy, Calcutta. 
45. Baroda Millowners' Association, Baroda. 
46. Dr. L. Nomenyi, Oalcutta. 
47. United Provinces Chamber of Commerce. 
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APPENDIX II. 

Programme 01 visits made and e:caminat4onB h6ld by the Tariff 
Board. 

2nd April, 1932: Visited: thil Spring and the Textile Mills, Bombay. 
20th June, 1932: Visited Imperial Mills, .Bombay. 
20th June 1932: Visited Pearl Mills, Bombay. 
21st June,' 1932: Visited ,Tata 'Mills, Bombay. 
22nd June, 1932: Visited New Great Eastern Mills, Bombay. 
23rd June, 1932: Visited Jacob 'Sassoon Mills, Bombay. 
24th June, 1932: Visited Indian Manufacturing Company, Bombay, 
28th June, 1932: Visited Technological Laboratory, BOlpbay; 
28th June, 1932: Visited Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay. 
29th June, 1932: Visited Toyo Po"ddar"Cotton Mills, Bombay. 
4th July, 1932: Visited Cotton Exchange, Bombay. 

27th July, 1932: Visited Handloom Weavers' Settlement at Madanpur, 
Bombay, and at the Development Chawls at Byculla. 

4th Augu.~t, 1932:' Visited Handloom Weavers' Centre at Poona and at 
Momenpur near poona. 

5th and 6th August, 1932: Visited Handloom Weavers' Centre at 
Malegaon and the Bazar at Malegaon where all the handloom pro
ducts are disposed of. 

7th August, 1932: Visited Handloom Weavers' Settlement at Dhulia. 
16th August, 1932: Examined Bombay Millowners' Association. 
17th August, 1932: Examined Bombay Millowners' Association. 
18th August,.' 1932: . Examihed Bombay Millowners' Association (Con-

fidential). '. • 
19th August, 1932: Examined Indian Central Cotton Committee, Bombay. 
21st August, 1932: Visited Handloom Weavers' Centre 'at Bhiwandi near 

Tbana. 
22nd August, 1932: Examined Bombay Shareholders' Association. 
23rd August, 1932: Examined Bombay Shareholders' Association..: 
25th August, 1932: Examined Director of Industries, Bombay. 
25th August, 1932: Examined Chamber of Commerce, Bombay. 
26th August, 1932: Examined Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay.' 
29th August, 1932: Visited Ahmedabad Spinning and Weaving Mills, 

Ahmedabad. 
29th August, 1932:' Visited Jehangir Vakil Mills, Ahmedabad. 
29th August, 1932: Visited Aruna Mills, Ahmedabad. 
29th August, 1932: Visited Aravind Mills, Ahmedabad. 
29th August, 1932: Visited Gujarat Hosiery Factory, Ahmedabad. 
31st August, 1932: Examined Millowners' Association, Ahmedabad. 
1st September, 1932: Examined Millowners' Association Ahmedabad 

(Confidential). . ' 
,2nd September, 1932: Examined Gujarat Hosiery Factory, Ahmedabad. 
8th September, 1932: Visited Beliaghatta Hosiery Factory, Oalcutta: 

, 8th' September 1932: Visited Hand Knitting Factory, ChittaranjaQ 
Avenue, Calcutta. 

8th September, 1932: 
8th September, 1932: 

Visited Kesoram Cotton Mills, Calcutta. 
Visited New Industries, Limited, Howrah. 
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9th September, 1932: Visited the Khadi Pratisthan at Sodepur near 
Calcutta. 

12th September, 1932: Examined Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
13th September, 1932: Examined Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, 

Calcutta. . 
13th September, 1932: Examined Marwari Chamber'· of Commerce,. 

Calcutta. 
14th September, 1932: Examined Bengal Chamber." of .cojnmerce, 

Calcutta. 
14th September, 1932: Examined Hosiery Manufacturers' Association of 

Bengal, Calcutta. ..~ 

15th SeptemBer, 1932: Examined Calcutta Flour Mills Ass'oc~ation, 
Calcutta. • 

i5th September .. 1932:' Examined New Industries, Limited, Howrah. 
15tli September. 1932: Examined Messrs. Martin and Company, Calcutta. 
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Statem,ent Ihowing the progrell of the Cotton Mill lMudry in India (working and" aot working). 
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9th September, 1932: Visited the Khadi Pratisthan at Sodepur near 
Calcutta. 

12th September, 1932: Examined Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
13th September,' 1932 : Examined Bengal National Chambet of Commerce, 

Calcutta. -
13th September, 1932: Examined Marwari Chamber' of Commerce, 

Calcutta. 
14th September, 1932: Examined Bengal Chamber, of . C~miner('e, 

Calcutta. 
14th September, 1932: Examined Hosiery Manufacturers' Associaiion of 

Bengal, Calcutta. ,l 

15th Septemher, 1932: Examined Calcutta Flour Mills Ass'oc~ation, 
Calcutta. • 

i5th September .. 1932:' Examined New Industries, Limited, Howrah. 
15tli September. 1932: Examined Messrs. Martin and Company, Calcutta. 
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Stat61i'/,ent showing the progreBB 0/ the Cotton Mill Industry in India (working ",,,;,j,'" "ot working) 
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1927·28 28) 8,218,086 159,052 34 395,244- 6,212 20 90,842 1,268 335 11,70',172 166,532 360,921 2,009,782 

1928·29 294 8,496,480 166,705 32 410,1184 8,287 18 47,652 1,566 344 8,9114,616 176,558 346.925 2,161,166 

• 
1929·30 301 8,739,042 171,606 30 385,726 7,644 17 35,080 1,035 348 9,159,848 160,285 384,022 2,393,774 
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• The fijlurelin this column, lupplied by-the Bombaf Millowner's ASSOCIatIOn, correspond WIth those In column 14 of Part II of Appendix 11 to the 
Board', Report of 1926·27. bnt are c.lifterent from those glven iu the Statistical Abstract for British Iudia (Bea Chapter VI, paragraph 122)0 
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APPENDIX IV .. 

Detailed statement oj average works costs tn Typical Mills. 

(1) PLAIN GREY. 

.; 

~ :s 
Z 

1 

2 

3 , 
/) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Mills considered-
4 Bombay. 

i 
02 

3 Ahmedabad. 
20alcutta. 

s:i 
.9 .. 
51 

"§ 
r::l 

Yds. 

Plain Grey 37"x371 

Do · 43"x32 

Do. " 37" x 371 ,. 
Do. · 41"x371 

Do. · 32"x371 

Do. 32"x371 

Do. · 39'x38 

Do. · 36"x371 

Do. · 39"x371 

Average 

~ ! g. .. 
t .... 
I"< 0 

i· .:9' 
.,~ g'i 
~"S oll! 

0 . 
81 24sx228 

128 288 X 308 

90 208 x 308 

76 208X32s 

76 19& X 208 

70 20sx328 

96 228x21s 

94 24sx ISs 

70 208 x 308 

-------
78 .. 

, 

.8 "' .... "d ...... .sO fJ~o 
~ 

.., 
g] bO 8."d 

"~~ g '" j 0 c;8. .., 0 .., ; .., ~ .. I"<, 0 ..c:i 0 'a,.8 .. :S It £ ~t~ ~~ CD 0 
011 ~ Polo ~ 01"<0 
~ 0 

Per cent, Per cent. Pies. Pies. 

18"40 3'0 52'29 68"S9 

17'l0 2'75 72'00 89"50 

13'75 2'75 61'48 66"59 

a'5O 4"63 60'00 62"98 

19'50 2"50 72'22 55-21 

15 2'50 72'22 49"36 

17'40 2"50 50'97 62"77 

17 2'75 62"00 58"09 

15 2-50 52-75 49"28 

---------- ---
16'42 2'87 61-77 62'50 

A wide range of variation occurs in the cost of cotton as well as in 
the manufacturing expenses. Apart from differences in local conditions, 
tIle variation is to be accounted for by the differences in the counts of 
yarn, in the proportion of wastage of raw cotton and also of yarn and 
above all in the proportion of sizing used which in some cases is as high 
as 60 per cent, of the whole fabric taking warp and weft together. In 

• view of the fact that the. competition from imported plain grey cloth 
is principally in counts SOs and above, we consider it necessary to fix the 
cost on the basis of average counts 30s" The realised price we have taken 
into account corresponds to this class. The second item in the table -above 
represents the nearest to this class of cloth, The manufacturing expenses 
of this class of plain grey cloth in the table amount to 89"50 pies, Adjust
ing this with reference to the standard of efficiency we have assumed 
and making allowance for im,mediate economies, we have reduced this figure 
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to 80 pies. The average cost of cotton in the table is 61·77 pies. Since 
the average count of yarn of the cloths included in this table is consider
.ably lower than 80s, it is necessary to make a larger allowance for the 
price of cotton. This however may be set off against possible economies in 
the consumption of cotton by reductioll of wastage. We consider the follow
ing C08te reasonable:-

1 
~ 

I 

2 

3 , 
I 

"8 

7 

8 

It 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Cost of cotton per pound of cloth 62 pies. 
Manufacturing and other expenses per pound of 

eloth ·so •• 

Mills considered-
5 Bombay. 

! 
:E-
r4 

3 Ahmedabad. 
3 Calcutta. 
2 Baroda. 
1 Nagpur. 

.~ 
i 
.~ 
~ 

Yds. 

Bordered i4"xlO 
J;:Y. 

o. · 44" x 10 

Do. · U·xIO 

Do. 40· x 10 

Do. · ",'x 10 

Do. · 45"x10 

Lo. · 511" xiii 

Do. · 40' x 10 

Do, · U·xIO 

Do. · 42" x 10 

Do. 42' x 10 

Do. · 44' x 10 

Do. · 44· x 10 

Do. · 44·xl0 

Average 

(2) BORDERED GREY. 

l 3 

l 
~ .. 11= 

1 SOl ... .8 

i..; 
0 ..., 

~ 
0 
0 

2 0 ~ ~.s 8 ~ 

Per oent. 

104. 32ax"" 13'4 

80 3Oax4Oa 10·2 

86 30ax4Oa 10 

104. 22sx21s 18 

84 30ax4Oa 10'71 

80 30ax4Oa 15 

92 19ax2Oa I 19'5 

96 218X21S1 15 

100 24sx2Oa 17 

100 4Oax6Oa 12'5 

100 4Oax6Oa 12·5 . 
108 46ax.MB 14·65 

102 4Oax4Oa 14'/15 

80 20axS2s 14'65 

94 .. 14,-12 

142 .. 

r a "" ..... 
i" o 

81 ·ri-s 3 ... 0 .. I:> ; ..., 0 
0 ... ~ .. Ill< • 

~l~ ';11 .. 71 S ~~ 8.~ t>I 

Per cent. Pies. Pies •. 

3'5 66·28 108·81 

2·5 76·08 107"14 

3'75 86 104.'82 

2'60 55'59 71·23 

2'27 79·75 107·75 

2'5 52'75 131'36 

2'5 74,-73 55'22 

2'50 601)() 70'53 

2'00 60·00 78'62 

2'50 96'00 135'00 

2·5 95'00 163·00 

2'25 98 97·85 

2·25 98 180'60 

2'25 60 66·09 ---------
2·48 75'65 105'07 

K 
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We have carefully considered the several items of expenditure under 
" Manufacturing expenses" in each of the mills. Taking into account the 
standard of eflicieIlAy we have assumed and making allowance for imme
diate economies, we considel' that a reasonable estimate of manufacturing 
expenses for bordered grey cloth of average count 40s should not exceed 
96 pies per pound (see item 12). The realised prices taken into account 
correspond to this class in which foreign competition is particularly keen. 
The average cost of cotton shown in the table may be reduced to 72 pies 
by reduction of wastage. We consider the following costs reasonable:-

Iii .., 
a 
" z 

1 

S 

8 

4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

~ 

10 

Cost of cotton per pound of cloth 
Manufacturing Ilnd otl:er expenses per pound of 

cloth 

(3) BLEACHED GOODS. 

Mills considered-
6 Bombay. 
1 Ahmedabad. 
1 Calcutta. 
2 Baroda. 

Slyle of oloth. l>imensioD. 

Yds. 

Bleached shirt, 32'X42 
iog, 

Illeached mull 80"X20 

llieaehed Dain· 20" X 18 
sook. 

Bleached IOIlI!!" 35'X20 
cloth. 

Blea~hcd mull 47'x20 

Ble8Alhe~ dh~ti 1i0"XlO 

Bleached mull 44"X20 
• 

Bleached shirt- SO"x 40 
illg. 

SO"xB Bleached dhuti 
<:Ii"' - .. ~,~ 
Bleached dhuti 44' X 10 

ii j' . ...; .. a -+,; 
.9 os 
i' ~ 

It 

Ii: r:I I» ,g"":" c.. .... . 0, -g~ 

'" .:J .,~ .. 
"' 

., 
~.S .. " .c 0 ~-Eo< c.' -
Per· 

cent, 

120 32sx40. 14'50 

128 SOsX 4<'s 13'40 

66 36sx40s IS'25 

160 S2sx40s 12'50 

120 60B X 70s 16''17 

132. 60s x 80s IHO 

11'4 40sx 1I0s 12'50 

88 32sX84s 12'50 

144 80s X 100. l/)'()O 

88 368X46s H'Il0 

~ 
~ 

:3-
'1 
~ 

~ 
I>< 

Per 
cent. 

3'50 

3'25 

2'?5 

2'50 

N9 

2'50 

2'50 

2'50 

8'00 

11'50 

72 pies. 

96 " 

168 " 

.. ",6l co 
:i :.= .,. 

r:I ~~~ ,g • -;:: ~rg 
~~ " P, .... 

"''0 ..,1<0 
1;j"'", ....... ~ t ~ 00 .., . a=~ 0 ...., os 0'" 0_ :a 0 -

Pies. Pies, 

81 133'94 

75'56 15l'45-

92'18 150'1~ 

';9'00 136·4(). 

ICO'04 262'5(). 

£6'00 184'03 

9600 127·7a. 

72'00 113'62. 

96'00 287'87 

74'00 117'78 
------------

AVlll'age 115 .. ' 13·79 2'75 86'86 166'540 
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In bleached goods the fabrics after bleaching lose all appreciable parh 
of their weight partly because the sizing given in the' preparatory stages 
is removed and partly also by loss in weight of fibre in bleaching, Full 
allowance haa been made for this factor, It will be noticed in the Table 
that in several cases the average count is considerably higher than 40s 
which "is the class in which competition is keenest and for which costs 
should be p.stimated, The manufacturing charges should therefore be 
reduced, Taking this into account and also the normal standard ilf effi
ciency we have allsumed, we have estima.ted the manufacturing expenses at 
141 pies per-Ib, The average" cotton cost in the Tahle is 86-86 pies per Ib, 
which may be reduced to 84 pies, Considering the loss of material in 
hleaching and also the fact that the average wastage in the grey condition 
as shown in the Table is not- unduly high, we have made a higher allow
ance for the cost of cotton than in other, The following may be regarded 
as reasonable costs: -- " 

1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

Cost of cotton per pound of cloth B4 pies, 
Mnnllfacturing and other expenses per pound of 

cloth 141 

(4) CoLOURlm" WOVEN, DYIIO ~NIl PRINTED GOODS, 

J\IillR considered-

7 Bombay, 

1 Ahmedabad.. 
I-Nagpur, 

1 Baroda, 

Styles of clotb, 

Printed chuu
nrie., 

Striped poplin, 
Dyed 'triped 
Bhirting. 

Dyed coatillg " 
Striped shirting 

Striped (rolonr-
ed, woven and 
then bleacbed), 

Do. 
Striped snsis , 
Dyed shirting 
Dyed long. 
eloth, 

Average 

DiJDension, 

Yds, 

44'x 135 

29"X24 
SO"x30 

32"x24 
!!8"X24 

SO"XSO 

27"x24 
31"x24 
30"x40 

27/2&"X40 

86 

148 
148 

126 
112 

148 

128 
152 

83 
'10 

32BX40s 

40. X 4<Os 
SO.x40s 

3ilsx40s 
2/308 X 

2/20. 
SOa x40s 

36.x44s 
'40aX 60s 
32sX 348 
24ox32s 

P.r cent, Per 
cent, 

. 

14'0 
13'41 

12'75 
13'41 

13'41 

13'0 
12'5 
12'5 
13'38 

3'5 

3'0 
2-'15 

2-75 
2-75 

2-75 

225 " 

'" , 1es, 

6661 

91'63 
74'60 

87'75 
74'60 

74'60 

79'56 
!l6'rO 
'72-00 
69-00 

Pies. 

200'S6 

197'95 
169'10 

177'89 
200'124 

169']04 

185'15 
!54"47 
llS'62 
lOS'SS 

78'62 167-16 

K2 
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Taking into account the standard of efficiency assumed by us and the 
immediate economies possible especially in the consumption of dyeing 
materials, we have reduced the average manufacturing expenses to 156 pies 
per pound. More suitable mixing should reduce the cost of cotton to 75 
pies per pound. The following costs may be regarded as reasonable:-

Cost of cotton per pound of cloth 75 pies. 
Manufacturing and otl:er expenses per pound of 

cloth 156 " 

231 
" 
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APPENDIX V. 

Statement ,howing proportion of good, impor'ted in bales and cases. 

(1) DESCRIPTION 011' COTTON PlECEGOODS AND PACKAGES !:MPORTED INTO 
CALCUTTA. 

Oe.e ript,ion 
No. of plLokBg e. 

ClalSes of CoLton piecrgo~d •• 
imported. 

of 
parking. 

I 19~6·27. 1930.31. 1931·32. 

Grey jaoonnet dhnti. · Balu 04,474 26,625 3.637 
Ore) Ihirting dhuti. 0 35,717 38,123 26,727 
Grey mull dhuti. · D .. 111,888 4,7~3 116 
White Y8ro dhoti. 7C% cases & 30% 

bales. 
22,453 10,443 3.111 

Grey Ihirtinga · Bales 37,130 35,4112 25,t:32 
Other kind. . Do • 26.663 u,921 8£7 
White good. . · 15%bales & 85% 50,083 3(1,175 18,007 

ease's. 
Coloured waveD, dyed aod printed 10%balea & 9C% f!l,048 66,217 39,813 

cases. 
---- -----, --------

Total ... 335,456 217,629 118,070 

(2) CoLLEOTED IrBOX .. TEE CALCUTTA. MONTHLY PmCEGOODS IXPOBT CIBCULAB ,. 
ISSUED BY MB. A. O. LAXHANI. 

Total nnmber Total numbEr 
-- of bal"" of c ... e- Bales. Case •• 

imported. imported. 

1926.27 . . 197,026 138,431 f8'26% 41'7{% 

1930·31 . 125,075 92,554- 5'1-60% 42'50% 

1931·32 64,154 53,916 54'50% 45'50% 

--
408. From United Kingdom and J dopan 

Shirting dhutis-average counts below 1 
Grey shirting-average counts below alone. 

408. 
J Bconuet. dhlltis-average' counts ~ 

below 50s. 
ts 60 d 

Principally from United Kingdom 
Mull dhutis-average coun s an . 

over. 
1930-31. 1931-32. 

Cases. 
33,756 

CAses. 

1 per cent. of grey of shirting dhutis f 54,649 
with printed heading and striped 
shirtings form. • • • • 25'2% 28'6% 
The above number of packages had been assessed under the minimum \'ate 

of duty fixed on plain grey in 1930-31. 
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APPENDIX VI. 

M ethoa of determining tare'allowance. 

Classes. 

Grey shirting dhutis 

Ditta 
Ditta 

Grey JacoDnet 
Ditta 

White y"rn dhutis 
Ditto 
Ditta 
mtta 
Ditta 
Ditta 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditta 
Ditta 
Ditto 

Grey dhutis 
Ditt<> 

Wbitea aDd )'auciea 

Ditta 
Ditta 
Ditto 

Ditto 
Ditt .. 
Ditta 

I .. 

t, g, ·'i 
J: te. i ..-a 

:~ i 1. a g 
is .. ~ .. j; "cl I .,; 

.. . 

.. .! 
"c -"'., .. -'" 
-=" "'0 .... . g !.. till I ~ "0. 

. ~ :3 J! -; I.~ ~ g ~ ~ 
.. 

be .~ j .. ~~ I ... C 

" lil 0:1 ~ 1-'" 0 I' ~ .S! .. o GI 0 ,., Z ~ ~ 7S~ 
o ~ ~....::... __ ,----I---~ ___ _ 

United 
Kingdom 

" 

" .. .. 
" .. 
" .. .. 
" .. 
•• 

Japan 

" 

.. 
" .. 
.. .. .. 

Bales 

.~ 

'J 

.. 
'J 

.. .. 
" .. .. 
'0 

.. .. 
CaSCI 

.. 

.. .. 

I I 
940 914 I 26 '1 

400 9340 90~ 30 
500 6640 613 51 

400 
400 

400 
600 
400 
400 
400 
400 
300 
300 
400 
400 
300 

200 
200 

50 

50 
150 

75 

25 
25 
17 

819 
879 

580 I 
368 
316 

, 611 
457 
40S 
862 
410 
276 
450 
406 

386 
332 

530 

422 
216 
388 

859 
899 
2S:} 

789 
839 

5a8 
:liS 
292 
683 
4340 
4!J2 
2940 
348 
US 
366 
382 

366 
314 

456 

366 
16'! 
289 

338

1 

380 
272 

30 I 40 
I 

22 ~Avarage 6'75 
23 I por c,·nt. 
U 
88 

~! I 
62 I 60 
84 
MJ 
20 (Average 6'SO 
18 , per cent. 

740 1 
~Average 17'7 

t.6 I. per ceut. 
-48 

99 J 

21 } A.verage 40'56 
19 per cent. 
17 

(a) The average tare for baled cargo (bordered) is 5·65 per cent. A 
ratio of 6 per cent. for British goods and 5 per cent. for non-British goods 
may be taken for three months subject to adjustment. 

(b) Oass cargo.-Ten piece, may be examined and the total weight may 
be fixed OD this basis for three months or 70 pounds per case may be taken 
provisionnlly subject to check weighment of 10 per cent. of the consign
llient for the next three months. This would be applicable to non-British 
case cargoes as well as British. 

The above may be adjusted in the light of the experience of working 
for tluee months in the Custom Houses. 
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APPENDIX' V1I. 

Analysis of samples of cloth imported from the United Kingdom. 
, t 

St,le of cloth. DimensiOD. Weight. Reed and Connt of lar .. 

· pick. used-warp and wett. 
• . -

; 

lb. oz. , 40 8 

"O"} I -4 Ii 21x20 
Grey JAconnete · U·,. 20 yda ~ 40a x 40a 

1 
4- '1 21,,21 -

. L , 9 2Lx 22 

Ditto · · 404" x 20 .. 40 '1 200119 40sx 40s 

Grey Glazed · · 404/',. 20 " 
, 0 20,.18 4Os)(408 

Ditto · · · 42·.20 .. 813 20,.18 < ·Us" 4041; 

Ditto · · · 42"1120 ,. * O. 15,. 15 4{J. x Uls 

Ditto · · · 86")( 18 .. II 2 1411 14' 44. ,.44. 

Grey Madapollam · . 52' x 28 " 11 15 'Ix 6 36ax42a 

Grey Dhutil · · 44/',. 10 
" ... 16 x 13 . 401 X 50. Jaconnet 

dhuties. 
44" /C 10 " .. ~ 18)(16 38811 468} . . Shirting 
44"x10 .. .- 1'1)( l40 328 ,. 408 dhnticl • 

r .... l 17,. 1'1 

18,. 18 . t , .. " ~ White ahirUnga 35" ic40 " ~ .. 321,. 1168 
19x 20 

-1911 18t 

l19)120t l 
1911112i) . 

. {"".ll Ditto • • 8''',,40 .. ... 19x20 86ax 32a 
I 

19i x 23) _. 
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-
, 

Reed and Couut of yarn " Style of clotb. Dimensions. Weight, pick. used-warp and weft. 

18. os. 

{ 140 x 14 32s" 86s 
White Jaconnets , 42" lC 18 ycis. ... 

16 x 13 826 x 32s .. ~ 
r 15 x 151 

I 16" 14, 

I "'''f White Nainsooks "' 32" x IS 
" 

.. , 

1 
IS" 17 36s" aSl. 
19x 18 

20 x 191 l 20x20J 

r 12 x101 

I 
I 

IS>< 10 I 
13x11 

4O"x18 
I 

Ditto .. ... 

1 
13X12~ 38a x 42 • 

14x 121 

15,. 13 
I 
I 

l 16x14J 

r 14::121 
I I 
I 15,. 18 ~ 

Ditro · • 42M',. 20 .. ... -{ 368 x3& 
I 16 x14 I 

l 17 X15J 

Ditta 29·;' 18 .. .., 16,. 13 42s x 448 . 
Ditto . . · 40'x2 .. . .. :/2,.20 ..lOs,. 50. 

Ditto 30' It 18 
10 x 7 329 x 328 · , 

" 
... 14 .. III 

White Mulla 8S' x 20 
16 x12 40a x 4.0. · .. .. , 
18x 14 . 

Ditto · · 38",. 20 .. ... 14x12 50s .. 60a 

Ditto · · 42' .. 20 .. . .. 14 .. 12 40. x 60s 

Ditto · · · S8."x 20 " ... 10.. 17 38a,. 46s 
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~ . 

Style of cloth. Dimensions. W:eight. 
Reed and COllDt of yarn 

pick. um-warp and weft. 

lb. oz. 

Print. 11M FIIMiu. 

Part Bed .hirting. 37" .. 40 yds. . .. 15 .. 11 32s" 40. 

Red and yellow prl~~ • 26"" 48 .. 14x11 32s x 50s 

W~ite ground print shirt· 32" .. 48 
" 

... 17." 18 36. x 38. 
mg •• 

W~ite grouud print shirt. S~' x 48 .. ... 17K 16 32s x 40. 
109 •• 

Para Red 3 col. discharge • 37" .. 48 
" 

... l5i x 13i S29X 408 

Chocolate Blotch Jean 27" x 54 .. ... 23i x 13! 28. x 40. 

D .ted Glazed splits shirt· 24" x 89 .. ... 9 x 1St 368" 548 
109. 

White shittings · · 35' x 40 " 
17t x 18 408 x 50 .. 

{ 18"18} 
Ditto . • · 85" x 40 .. ... 20 .. 18 328 x 3£8 

20 .. fO 

{ """} White naiDlooks" · · 36' IC 18 .. ... 20x20 86sIC 869 

18x 18 

C""} Ditto . · S6" x 18 
" 

. .. 17, .. 17 409 ;e40s 

17, .. 18 

Ditto · · 4OIC18 .. ... 16x13 4<is" 40s 

White Mull. · 8nx 20 .. ... 14xi21 
40sX 5ea 

Tala · 4It x 20 OJ ... 16 x 12) 

Black Heoding wl,ite mull. 42/,,·,,20 " '" 18 .. 18 40s x 4C. 

• 

I 
20 x 181 

White jaconnets · 44· x 20 
" 

... 20 .. 20 40s" 40. 

l 20 .. 22) ... 
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APPENDIX VIII. 

TABLE No. 1. 

Liverage value of bleached gooa" from the United Kingdom. 

A B C 

Principal classes. 
, Average AVOI'iIge 

No. of yalne ATer&ge 

:yards per 
yalue 

per Ib. yard. per lb. 

Pies. Pie&. -
-Checks. IPO\s and stripes · · · . · 7 liS 406 

Dhutis, Baris and scaryes · · · . · 11 53 Ii85 

DrillB and Jeans · · .' · ---, · 31 112 CO 

-J aeouDet., madapollamtl, cambrics .nd muslins · 8 76 007 

Lawns · · · · · · · · 91 88 834 

,Loilgcloths.nd white shirtings · · · · 6 59 2M 

.lIullB · · · · · · · · 9 46 419 

Nain8O?ks · · · · · . · · 71 33 286 

'Twills · · · · · · · · 51 71 338 

Total .ve .... "" 7'36 66'8 471 

Table No. I has been based on the figures of 'the principal classes of 
imports which form 98'4 per cent. of the total imports of white goods during 
the last five years from 192&-21 to 1931-32. The figures for the minor class 
of imports registered under " other kinds .. have been omitted. 

A. A"emge numbeT 0/ yaTds peT pound.-The figures have been calculated 
from the data supplied by different Custom Houses and on analysis _ of 
-& big range of samples. 'Vithout knowing tlie actual proportions of each 
quality included in each of the various classes it is difficult to ascertain 
-the exact average. Again, the figure is liable to vary from year to year 
and also according to dimensions and other attributes of cloth. But from the 
standard qualities prevalent in the principal markets of India and Burma, 
the approximate yardage per unit of weight has been calculated and this 
may be accepted as correct for- all purposes. 

B. A vernu, rolu, IIIlT 1/flTd.-This has been calculated on the average 
values of the last five years of imports from 192&-27 to 1931-32. 

C. A"emge "alue peT pound.-This has been calculated by multiplying 
-the figures in Column A by figures in Column B. 
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. 
Import A B C 

percentage Proportion Propor-. of each Principal c .... ses. clasa to of nnmber tional Proportional 
the total of yanls value valne per per lb. per valne& weight. yard. poulld. 

0 

Per cent. Yds. Pies. Pies., 

Checks, spots aDd stri~ · 2'50 0"171; N,5 10'15 

Dhoti., Aries aod _ryes · · 13'50 N85 7'155 78'97 

Drills and jean. · · 2'00 0'075 2'240 8'40 

~ aCDOnets, madapoUam., 
and cambric •• 

muslins 2'50 0'200 1'900 15'175 

I.awna . · · · · 3'50 0"333 3'080 29'19 

Lourcloths and white ahirtingl . 22'00 1"100 12'980 64'68 

Mulls · · · 40'00 S'60 18'400 167'60 

Nainsooko . · · · 10'00 0'750 3'800 28·60 
Twills · · 4'00 0'220 2'840 15'52 

-------- .. ' 
.. • 

100 7'938 53'845 418'285 pies 
yds./lb. . peE uuit. 

In the Table No. II is shown the five years average proportion -of the 
total value represented by each class of imports. The average units shown 
in Columns A, B, C in Table No. I have been adjusted with reference 
to this proportion. From this it follows that 54 pies per yard, 418 pies 
per pound and 8 yards to a pound are correct representative 'figures for 
the whole range of white goods in gene.al imported from tho United Kingdom. 

The average value according to the trade returns of bleached goods 
imported from the United Kingdom in 1930-31 was 43·7 pies per yard. 
Taking 8 yarde to a pound this works out at 350 'Pies per pound. 
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Cost oj 'Production for various kinds of handwoven goods. .. . 
(1) 'MADRAS. . 

. 
). • Ends a.nd Counts No. of Ontput ..lverlL[fe 

Weight of Cost WelLv- Total Total d .. ily 
Claas of goode. Dimen· per pick warp yards of Sizing ing _ Dyeing cost oost per wlLges 

fon. yd. per and per yarn. ohlLrges - ohlLrges_ charKes- per .per. wea.ver 
• of . inoh. weft . lb. yard: pleoe. per dlJy. 

~ 
weavers 

, . 
I >-. l - --- ---------~ --- • . ---

Inoh.yds: ' Oz, A.p, A,p •. A, p. A. p. A. p, Rs, ".p, y~. _~- 4>. 

Coarse dhutis 45x8 4-74 48)(52 20 .. 20 3-40 1 9 0 6 • II ... k 0 1 8 0 10 '7 II , • 
Fine dhutis . 48)(8 2,30 721072 110,,60 6-90 8 5 0 a 2 0 ~, 6 1 3 0 8 .~ ,JO 0 

I .-
Baria 48,,9 3'00 60,,64 40"40 t 530 ~ 5 -~ 7 1 6 .... t 6 2 8 6 , 6 9 0 • Tnrban cloth 48~1- 11'00 72><72 80)(80 S-OO 3 6 o io II 10 - 'f 4 3 9 2' f 15 4 

- -' "': 
Angavastram 45)(5 l'SO 90,,90 100" 100 8'80 4 1 010 4 5 ' .. 9 4 214 8 3 18 3 

hlLudkerohief '~6" 36 60,,40 4'50 '0 - - . 
MadrlLs 8'50 SO" 128 4 0 0 9 3 6 ,2 10' 8 ... 3 10 6 

. " 
Towels 86 ~ 4 ft. 8-75 48 .. 48 20 .. 20 4'25 2 6 0 1) 0() 11 

y 
• 10 0 .. ' Ii 1 10 • 2 

Twill shirting 36-24- 4'00 52,,52 20,,~ 4-00 2 8 Q 6 1 2 , .. 4 4 6 S 0 9 10 6 

COlLting 36>c24 6'75 60,,52 3-80" 10 2'60 5 8 ... 1 8 0 1 610 10 4 0 6 9 0 

Bedsheets 48)(8t 12'50 80.S0 2-80 )(10 1-38 10 0 .. , \I 0 0 8 12 8 2 10 11 5 12 0 
: . 

Lnugia , 29 .. 2t 8-00 88"SO 60,,40 5'80 8 II 0 9 I 6 0 II 6 II 1 011 6 9 0 

.. , ... -. .. ~" - . -



) 

I ~arp. Weft ,. Total Approxi-
Couut. of warp a'nd Cost of :~ 

winding Dyeing Blea.oh· oost of Weav-
Dimen· mate aDd ing Output era' 

Clase of goods. lion per weight w~ft per yarn sising ,,",a-ring charges oharges manu- s:r wage. 
per per faoture 

piece, • f per p,ece. , charges 8harg81 per y. 1:;. pieoe. pieoe. per ' per p,ece. piece, per , piece. 
• pieoe. pu~oe . 

" 
.. , 

---- ~ ----I--
~ 

Inoh. 1d~, ~b. tolas. Rs. .. A. p. Re. a p. A. p. I A• Ra •• ,. ~dI. A. po 

'" . , 

MsroeriBed border sari \'" 8 ~ 15 ~ • 40, 84s merosrfled for 1 8 " 0 OPt. 0 10 0 ,- - .. ; IS 0' (I 7 • . border. . . . , . . ' . 
;t 

. . 
;Panohas . 36 " 8 0 20,,16 t 0 8 e 0 0 

'.: 0 ..~ 1 ! 0 0 8 8 0 . I 
6 t 

Lal ohandrakala sari 45 " 8 1. lV 82 x 80, 2}80s, 64. 1 5'25 2 
, 

11 '~;:6 I I \ 0 8 i me .. 0 0 ." 

~ 
oarissd and silk' for ,/'", . 
bordera. 

, 
Hirvikadi Bari 45 II 8 1 .,,19 80 x 80, 2}SOs, 64s mer- 1 5 2 0 o 1~_0 1 0 ... S 2 0 8 B O· 

oerised and Bilk. ;. .' , . f •• 

Coatingoloth · 30 II 8 ~ 40}8x 40}3 · 2 .. 2 0 015 0 7 t' ... S 12 0 " . 15 0 

.. . • , 

" Twill shirting 80 x S 33 2}40 .. 20 1 4 2 0 O· 11 0 ... . .. 2r 0 11· (J .. • . ' . .. , l 
<, 

:Mirani saris · . 31tIC 7 II 20 2Ox26 1 8 8 0 012 Ii 1 6 ... 2 4 0 ~ ',2 '1 

· . 
Sushi hala 28 kl9 •• 2 ~,,30 2 2 4 6· a.' 11 6 ... ... S 10 0 6 6 4. , 
Khali bala 

. 
1'14 2 W 6 12 10 I) 35 lCl9 S 12 10txlOj 1 7 40 6 0 , .. ... 

Bamgeni sari 45 " 8t 1 18 40 ,,40, 2}84s, 64s me .. 5 1 " 0 112 6 2 6 ... 7 4 0 4i 14 8 
oerised and silk borders, 



(3) 1;3ENGA.'L. 

, 
Counts of Ontput Average daily .. Labour Cost of 

Class 01 goods. .. ' Dimerutions. wa.rp • Cost of yam. oharges •. manufaoture. per l\<eaver wages per. 

f 
and weft. • per day. 'Weaver .. 

> . . . 
Yds. Rs ••• 9· Jta ••. p. RI. a. p. RI. ,a,.p. 

c"lonred saris. · · · · 45"" is 40><40 OUi 9 056 1 ,Ii 3 10 011 0 

, • . 
Chada.rs . · .. · . · · M"x 3 20" lOt 015 ,," 0 5 0 1 4 0 12 1 4 0 

• , • ... , 
Of . . 

Towels . · ' . · · · 22">< 1 42" lOt 0 2 3 -0 1 0 " 0 S S 12 pieoes o 12 0 , ! • 
I 

• 
Lungis · · • '. · 45"" 2. 40><40 . o ..g 0 0 a 0 012 0 7! 0 9 0 . .' . , . • 
Check saris. · · · · 45· x is *!xPu • 1 5 6 0 9,6 1 14 If 5 0 9 6 

I' . -
Dhutill . · " · • · . ""x Ii 4p 1C 40 0,11 6 0 is 3, 1 0 9 }() 011 6 , . • 
Striped shirting 34."Ie 24 -h x 22 . 4. 12 0 1 8 0 6 4 0 18 . 1 2 0 · · " 

, . 
. ~ . . , 

Dobby bordered dhutill "'K is 40,,40, 
, 

012 0 1 1 0 1 13 0 4 • 0 12 IS · · · . . , . . , . •• 
Gnmehas · · · 27· IC It 48><40 0 4 0 0 1"'0 '0 5 () 12 0 8 0 , 

Moaq nita nets · · 36' IC 20 *x40 • 1 2 0 1 6 0 2 8 0 12 012 0 



(4) BlHU. ANI) ORISSA. 

\ ',Counts of Appron. A pprolrimate 

01&88 of goods. Dimensions. Weight. 
. Weavers' 

Of 1i'arp and Oost of yam.' eaIIling. mateda.il;y We&v_'d~ 

· weft. outpu," wagea. 
• . • 

• · ",,) • . 
Yda. • lb. 011. .. Rs. a. p. • Re. a. p. Yda • Rs ••• p. 

OriBBa. , 
, 

.. .. 
Dhutis (imported Japanese yam) 

,f 

'. 44"x,O 1 8 ~ . 40 x40 l' 3 6' 1 4 6 I)' , 010 3 
... I · .' .' • 

~ 

Ditto ditto .. '«"x 6; 0 12,. ,40> x32 0 , • 
9 0 010 0 I I IS 0' 8 6 

: ' 

0' 

r j' l , · 
, · i .... , , 

Ooarse grey saris of Indian ,am '. · 40"x 41' 1 4 i· • 19 ~10 0 8 9 0·11 3 Iij 1.0 3 
" f ~ .• (dour1e) 

. .. i , , 
, t • 

, 

Gamch~. II 3~"x 0 · 20 xao, . 0 'I 6 0 6 6 10 o 13 . ~ " · 6 U I 
0 

, · . , 
.. . . ,. , · . \ 

, 
• \ 

Bihar. c • I 
, ~ : 

Motia thana • ' • 
: 36" xU IS 181x16i I .4 0 1 8 0 12 012 0 . . · · O. , ... 

~ " 
. 0 ,'. 

, • , 

." . J' . 71 
. 

Dhutis . 4f!' xlO 1 .~ .40 x40 • 1 O. 013 0 0 g' ~9 . . · · · " 
~ 

Motia thans (Patna) 32" xU . ' IS O~ " 161xl0f 2 0 0 2 0"0 12 1 0 0 . . · · · r 



(0) l1NI'PEll PROVINCES. 

r . 
dOD 

.. 
Approld. 

Countsof·l Labour Cost of. mate Approximate OJaq of goods. Dimensions. : Weight. :eost of yarn. output weaver's yarn •. , oharges.··· manuIacture. tier loom wages • . . 
4 per day. 

• ! . . , , 
; 

Yds. Pounds Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. R8. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
Ga.rhaa · · " · 27'x12 11 121 xI21 0 911 015 7 1 9 6 12 015 0 · • . 

.", 

. • . Coating cloth · · · 32"X~; 21 ?lr X -If! 1 7 1 1 8 0 2 15 1 8 1 0 0 t-

o 
, . 

aI " . 
Towels · · · · 27"~'~ I -lllX • ·1 1 9 015 0 2 0 9 10 012 '6 111 . ...-. . . . 

, . ...... . 
Bed sheets " 

JU!'~ 21 21 /ax ,'II 1 ]0 6 011 0 -2 5 6 71 o 15 0 · · · · 
, , 
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